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Preface

Urban planning is used loosely to refer to intentional interventions in the
urban development process, usually by local government. The term “plan-
ning” thus subsumes a variety of mechanisms that are in fact quite distinct:
regulation, collective choice, organizational design, market correction, cit-
izen participation, and public sector action. Plans, more narrowly defined,
have logic and functions that are distinct from each of these other mech-
anisms, but related to each of them. The objective of this book is to set out
the logic of how plans work and how they relate to other types of intentional
actions in urban development. Clarity about how plans work leads to more
reasonable expectations of what plans can accomplish and more care f u l
choices about when to make plans, about what, for whom, and how.

I have been trying for a long time to figure out how plans for urban de-
velopment work and how to make them. My parents encouraged this in-
t e rest so that I am one of those unusual persons who was interested in plan-
ning by junior high school and even had some clue what it was. I grew up
in Lakewood, Ohio, in a neighborhood built about 1905 in the style of
Riverside, Illinois, with a public access footpath through our block and
recreation areas owned in common by a homeowners’ association. Within
a few short years I saw the end of streetcars, the shift from taking the bus to
downtown Cleveland to shop and see baseball games or to downtown Lake-
wood for music lessons, to taking a car in the opposite direction to subur-
ban shopping malls and outlying services. I wrote junior high civics papers,
about the Erieview redevelopment proposal and a letter in opposition to the
new highway that cut our neighborhood in half.

These ideas were further shaped by the full breadth of the University of
Pennsylvania of the late 1960s, where I was enrolled at various stages in ar-
chitecture, landscape architecture, and planning programs. As dissertation
adviser and through twenty-five years of continuing discussion, Brit Har-

xiii
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ris has developed and defended the argument that despite complexity, i n-
deed because of it, plans are worth making. Bruce MacDougall, Ian McHarg,
Russell Ackoff, Klaus Krippendorf, Seymour Mandelbaum, Tom Reiner,
Ann Strong, and other faculty and students at the University of Pennsyl-
vania influenced my thinking.

One of my criteria for assessing potential faculty colleagues has been:
Could we reach a productive disagreement and a focused idea of how to in-
vestigate it? Over my twenty-eight years at the University of Illinois at Ur-
bana-Champaign, this criterion yielded substantial collaborations on ideas
related to this book with Downey Brill, Peter Schaeff e r, Doug Johnston,
Alex Anas, Kieran Donaghy, Gerrit Knaap, and Varkki George. The Uni-
versity of Illinois Research Board provided small grants over the years at
key points that enabled these collaborations before they could attract outs i d e
funds. Ten years of work with Gerrit Knaap on the question, “Does plan-
ning matter?” have been particularly pertinent to my arguments here. I have
discussed plans with colleagues Len Heumann, Andy Isserman, John Kim,
Ken Reardon, and Louis We t m o re in working on curriculum and co-teach-
ing courses. Al Guttenberg engaged in many discussions and read an early
version of the entire manuscript, and Clyde Forrest and Daniel Schneider
kept me from at least some errors in their specialties. Dick Klosterman, Jon
Liebman, Zorica Nedovic-Budic, Rob Olshansky, Eliza Steelwater, and
B ruce Williams helped create the intellectual environment of a depart m e n t
in which I could thrive. Bob Riley brought me to Illinois originally in land-
scape arc h i t e c t u re and helped me learn how to take advantage of the full
scope of this university.

Students in my classes and former students have read evolving versions
and engaged these ideas critically. Shih-Kung Lai has commented exten-
sively on successive versions and tried them in his courses at National
Chung Hsing University in Taiwan. Alexandra Ortiz helped in working out
many numerical examples of planning situations involving uncert a i n t y. Sev-
eral student teams worked with Illinois towns on planning-assistance proj-
ects, which also served as tests of some of these ideas. I thank the City of
Ta y l o rville for letting me use graphics from a recent such project by
Matthew Gebhardt, Allison Laff, and Sathya Ponnuswamy. Paul Hanley
p rovided useful information and feedback on wastewater treatment ex-
amples. I also benefited from being an outside reader of Emily Talen’s dis-
sertation on the effectiveness of plans.

xiv p r e fa c e
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E rnest Alexander read thoroughly and thoughtfully an earlier version
and provided specific suggestions for focusing, abandoning, or impro v i n g
p a rticular arguments. Island Press editor Heather Boyer pinpointed op-
p o rtunities to frame the arguments and make them more accessible to a
broader readership.

Local examples from Champaign and Urbana result from conversations
with Lachlan Blair, April Getchius, Bruce Knight, Dennis Schmidt, Libby
Tyler, and Steven Wegman. Phoenix examples result from many presenta-
tions by and discussions with Joy Mee and John McNamara; Cassandra
Ecker provided the issues and forces sketch from a Phoenix community
meeting. The Lexington examples derive from the excellent re s o u rces of
the library at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Dijon Dun-
can created the final graphics so that despite diverse sources they all com-
municate specific ideas effectively when fitted to a page in a book.

I wrote some of this book while teaching geographic information sys-
tems in the Central Department of Geography at Tribhuvan University as
a Fulbright Senior Scholar, which explains the examples from Nepal. I
thank Professor Mangal Siddhi Manandhar for the invitation that made it
possible, and Professor Sudarshan Tiwari for inviting me to work with the
new planning program. Don Miller and Tim Nyerges arranged a visiting
scholar stopover at the University of Washington where I wrote and went
t h rough “demountainization” from 28,000-foot to 14,000-foot peaks be-
fore returning to central Illinois.

After a major canoeing mishap early in our relationship, my wife Susan
and I spent many weekends with the Buck Ridge Ski Club learning white-
water canoeing from excellent teachers, which explains my use and elabo-
ration for twenty-five years of the whitewater canoeing metaphor in chap-
ter 2. Susan’s thoughtful willingness to consider living in Philadelphia,
Urbana, Sheffield (England), and Kathmandu and her creativity in making
a life in each place for herself and us has enabled me to pursue this work.
She also made sure that our sons survived my preoccupation with plans,
though Joshua’s current work as rocket engineer and Nathaniel’s in coun-
seling psychology have more to do with the ideas presented here than might
first seem evident. Examples and ideas from many discussions with my
family, including my siblings and their spouses, about group processes, de-
cision making, environmental policy, law, and Lexington, Kentucky, can be
found woven into the text.

p r e fa c e xv
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In thanking others for their contributions, I am not claiming that any
of these people agree with what I say here. Indeed, they are noted in part
because they disagreed productively as these ideas were emerging. I am con-
fident that each will continue to disagree with some of it. This only means
that there is more to be done to fig u re out how plans work. I hope what fol-
lows at least makes clear the many opportunities for continuing, pro d u c t i v e
disagreements.

xvi p r e fa c e
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1

Plans for Urban Development: 
Why and How?

Making most development decisions one by one—with the focus on process,
without benefit of something called a plan—is to forget why the field exists.
—Allan B. Jacobs (2000), “Notes on Planning Practice and Education”

To the northwest of Champaign, Illinois, Interstate 74 leads to the small
town of Mahomet ten miles away. The city of Champaign, the village of
Mahomet, Champaign County, and private landowners recognize oppor-
tunities for urban development in this corr i d o r. Each knows that the re s u l t s
of the decisions it makes will depend on what others do and when. A pri-
vate landowner wants to develop a parcel as low-density residential halfway
between Champaign and Mahomet now, but this would preclude a future
interstate highway interchange and the industrial and commercial uses that
could be associated with it. If Mahomet zones for industrial along its end of
the corridor and Champaign zones for residential, the results may not be
what either intended. If developers can bargain to annex either to Cham-
paign or to Mahomet, the municipalities will have less leverage than if they
agreed to annexation boundaries so that a developer can bargain with only
one municipality.

All these actors were making plans and trying to learn about each other’s
plans. The city of Champaign, the village of Mahomet, and the county
jointly hired a planning consultant (Chicago Associates Architects and Plan-
ners) to work with the three governments, the current residents of the cor-
ridor, and some developers in the area. The focus of this plan was on gen-
eral patterns of expected land use, potential for major infrastru c t u re such as
a new interstate interchange, and agreement on which areas would be an-
nexed eventually to which municipality. Is such joint planning in these cir-

1
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cumstances, by these parties, for these aspects of urban development typi-
cal or surprising? Should it have been done differently?

The purpose of this book is to present a coherent set of explanations that
make sense of the planning we observe and justifications for pre s c r i p t i o n s
about when and how to make plans. Under what circumstances should plans
be made, by whom, and about what aspects of urban development? How
should such plans be made? These fundamental questions are answered im-
plicitly every day in the practice of planning.

Why was the Mahomet Corridor Plan made by these participants in this
situation? Three public jurisdictions formed a voluntary group to make a
plan that was useful to them jointly. Resistance to and costs of forming such
groups can be overcome if one of the members is significantly larger than
the others and able to cover a large share of the costs of the joint activity.
The city of Champaign played this “leader” role. This leader-follower b e-
havior is one explanation that makes sense of when such groups are likely t o
f o rm. The members of the group agreed on a joint planning eff o rt, but each
still had distinct interests and goals and each retained authority over its own
decisions. They could share professional planning services because much of
w h a t each wanted to know was based on the same information, and each
benefited from this information without decreasing its value to the others.

Why did this plan address just the Mahomet Corridor as its geographic
scope? The plan addressed one chunk of potential urban development, a
c o rridor along an interstate highway connecting two communities that were
gradually growing together. Rather than addressing all of any one jurisdic-
tion, all of the growth areas of the three jurisdictions, or all of one func-
tion such as transportation or water supply, it addressed one geographic are a
in which several interdependent decisions were about to be made that would
have strategic consequences for later decisions. Plans are likely to be made
and likely to be worth making when the first of a set of interdependent de-
cisions is about to be made, especially if these are major decisions, such as
an interchange location, and will be hard to reverse later. In this case the
key interdependent decisions were all in the Mahomet Corridor and were
especially important to these three actors. This scope for this plan makes
sense not only because it encompasses these interdependent decisions, but
also because each of these actors had already made and was continuing to
make other plans of other scopes for other sets of interdependent decisions
involving other key actors.

2 chapter 1
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How was the Mahomet Corridor Plan developed? Planners considered
land capabilities for agriculture and urban development, feasibility of trans-
p o rtation and sewer infrastru c t u re, current residential patterns, fin a n c i a l
implications for the various communities, available re g u l a t o ry authority,
scenarios of infrastru c t u re expansion, and questions of timing and sequence
of development. Advisory groups of professionals and citizens part i c i p a t e d .
Formal decisions, based on the corridor plan, were made by the respective
g o v e rnments. Much of the eff o rt focused on the eventual pattern of land
use and on achieving a boundary agreement about which areas should be
annexed into which municipality.

None of this is surprising. People have limited attention and they focus
on aspects immediately pertinent to the decisions at hand. Processes for ac-
complishing tasks rely on established routines. The plan presents arg u m e n t s
sufficient for decision makers with authority to make choices and for their
constituencies to consent to these choices. Most plans for urban develop-
ment focus on regulations and on investments in infrastructure and build-
ings. The annexation agreement was perhaps the most available and im-
mediate action that could be taken now in light of the future actions that
had been considered. Strategically, it determined who would have re g u l a-
t o ry jurisdiction and who would provide infrastru c t u re. To yield benefit s ,
plans should help make decisions about such current actions that are inter-
dependent with other actions, which may be taken elsewhere, in the future ,
and by others.

Ideas About Plans

The Mahomet Corridor Plan is in many ways typical of everyday practice.
It makes sense in terms of the explanations developed in this book about
why and how plans are made. It is not typical, however, of conventional
ideas about plans. The planning literature either describes ideal plans and
p rocesses that seldom happen and seldom affect decisions, or uses the in-
feasibility of these ideal plans and processes to argue that plans are never
useful in real urban development situations. Citizens tend to think of plans
as all-controlling, comprehensive solutions or all-controlling disruptions of
individual decision making. Real plans are big and little, support private and
public decisions, and affect decisions through information, not dire c t l y
through authority. Explanations of how plans work are, therefore, tremen-

plans for urban development: why and how ? 3
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dously important because they help planners and citizens understand when
plans are worth making.

The most persistent image of a plan for urban development is a com-
p rehensive plan—comprehensive spatially by encompassing an entire com-
munity or an entire metropolitan area, comprehensive functionally in ad-
d ressing all aspects of government activity, and comprehensive in time by
focusing on a long time period. The Mahomet Corridor Plan focused on
one area that was not currently part of any one municipality. A voluntary
g roup hired the planning services, not one jurisdiction alone and not a met-
ropolitan government or formal organization. The plan largely ignore d
questions of social services, school locations, and relationships to altern a-
tive areas of growth available to any of the participating governments. Pri-
vate developers were simultaneously making other plans for their actions.
To explain such observed plans, we cannot rely on ideal reference points of
a comprehensive plan or no plans. These re f e rence points do not explain
why plans are made but are not comprehensive. To explain what we see,
we need a more explicit logic of what plans are, how they work, what they
can do in what situations, and how they can be made. Such logic ought to
make sense of the Mahomet Corridor Plan as well as plans apparently closer
to the comprehensive ideal, such as the Portland 2040 Plan by the metro-
politan regional government in Oregon (Metro 2000).

Much of the recent planning literature focuses on processes of interac-
tion, implying that plans are too simple and rigid to be useful in the inter-
active processes of figuring out what to do amid the complexities of demo-
cratic governance and urban development. In the Mahomet Corridor case,
however, there was a plan, albeit a “little” plan among many other plans by
the same and other parties about the same and related areas, functions, and
time horizons. It was a “big” plan, however, relative to the particular set of
i n t e rdependent decisions of concern because it fulfilled the circ u m s t a n c e s
for which it was made. We cannot focus only on process to the exclusion
of plans because a plan is what relates decisions to other decisions. Inter-
active processes incorporate plans of scopes that include two decisions by
one actor or hundreds of decisions by hundreds of actors and plans that con-
sider actions over which one actor has complete control or over which many
actors have only partial control. The “ideal” that interactive processes do
not include embedded plans is no more useful for explaining what we ob-
serve than is the ideal of a comprehensive plan. Again, we need a more ex-

4 chapter 1
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plicit logic that can make sense of all the plans of widely varying scopes that
are and should be made in the everyday practice of planning. Explanations
of plans ought to make sense of a mayor who “strategizes”—re fines plans
as decisions are made—so rapidly that plans do not stand still long enough
to be captured in fancy documents. These explanations also ought to make
sense of the Chicago Plan of 1909, which was published as an elegant book
and affected decisions for many years.

When I am asked what I do and respond that I am a planner, people say,
“ Well, we can certainly use you around here. There is no planning here . ”
O r, “Planning is not working here.” I have heard this kind of response in
many places including Kathmandu, Nepal, and Seattle, Washington, for
both of which there are and have been many plans. Citizens have very high
expectations of what plans can accomplish and very vague notions of what
a plan is or how it actually works. If they can imagine a better living envi-
ronment in their locality, there must not have been a plan. If they think that
government or private developers ought to have behaved differently, there
must not have been a plan. To infer that the lack of planning is the expla-
nation of all problems of human settlements, implies that plans could solve
all problems of urban development. Plans, however, can do only cert a i n
things and they work imperfectly even in these situations.

Successful human settlements require much more than planning. Some
of the outcomes that people often expect of plans are more likely to be
achieved by democratic governance or regulation, each of which also can
accomplish only certain things and works imperf e c t l y. In simplest terms, plans
p rovide information about interdependent decisions, governance makes collective
choices, and regulations set rights. Understanding these distinctions will give
people reasonable expectations with which to use all three to impro v e
human settlements.

Questions About Plans

What is a plan? A plan identifies a decision that should be made in light of
other concurrent or future decisions. Plans are useful if these decisions are
(1) interdependent, (2) indivisible, (3) irreversible, and (4) face imperf e c t
foresight. In other words, we can gain by making a plan if (1) the value of
the results of a decision now depends on other decisions, (2) the decision
cannot be made in infinitesimally small steps, (3) the decision cannot be re-

plans for urban development: why and how ? 5
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versed later without cost, and (4) we lack complete knowledge of the future .
This narrow definition identifies what is most fundamental about a plan and
is elaborated in chapter 2.

Note that this definition makes no reference to government, the public
s e c t o r, regulations, or breadth of authority or control. Actors make plans in
the private sector, voluntary sector, and public sector as individuals or or-
ganizations with partial authority over one decision or complete authority
over many decisions. Plans are not inherently about government, collective
choice, or centralized control. These other phenomena are part of the com-
plex system within which plans for urban development are made and thus
affect what plans accomplish and how they are made.

What is the relationship between a plan and a complex system? Complex
systems do not defeat the potential of plans. They enable it. The effects of
plans and the situations in which plans can be made depend on the nature
of these systems. Two interpretations of “natural” systems—evolution and
market economies—are frequently analyzed as contrasts to plans. Complex
systems characterized by interdependence, indivisibility, irre v e r s i b i l i t y, and
imperfect foresight create opportunities for plans to improve on outcomes
from natural systems. The crucial argument is that when these four condi-
tions are present, the dynamics of change through time defeat the claims
that natural and market systems are likely to achieve predictable and good
outcomes. The potential for improvement, however, rests on the assump-
tion that intentions are at least partially predictable. Beliefs, attitudes, val-
ues, or pre f e rences must be predictable or it makes no sense to consider cur-
rent decisions in light of future decisions and future outcomes. Making
useful plans requires thinking carefully about the dynamic behavior of sys-
tems, available actions, predictable intentions, and the potential effects of
plans. Chapter 2 considers how plans work in natural systems.

What can plans do? Plans can work as agendas, policies, visions, designs,
and strategies. Each of these modes affects systems in diff e rent ways and
thus fits diff e rent specific circumstances. Any one plan may work in all these
ways, but distinguishing among them analytically is useful in explaining the
circumstances in which plans can work. Strategies are the most fundamen-
tal aspect of plans for urban development because strategies directly account
for actions, outcomes, intentions, and uncertainty. Strategies address most
completely the difficulties created by interdependence, indivisibility, irre-
v e r s i b i l i t y, and imperfect foresight. Designs focus primarily on outcomes.

6 chapter 1
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Visions, agendas, and policies are often joint effects of plans that also work
as strategies or designs. Visions, agendas, and policies also occur in situa-
tions that do not meet the strict definition of plans. That is, visions, agen-
das, and policies are aspects of how plans work, but they are also phenom-
ena that can exist separately from plans.

Expansion of a sewage treatment plant, for example, is a question of
s t r a t e g y. The expansion decision is interdependent with decisions about lo-
cations and capacities of roads. Capacity will be added in a large increment
to take advantage of economies of scale in construction and operation. The
decision is not reversible once built because the plant is a large physical fa-
cility with fixed location and an associated network of pipes. The decision
faces imperfect foresight because it must be built long before demand for
much of its capacity will be realized. A plan for a treatment plant should
thus consider other interdependent actions in order to increase the likeli-
hood that the treatment plant and these other actions will in combination
yield desirable outcomes from the perspective of the people making the plan.

Such a plan is most completely interpreted as strategy but also has other
aspects. It may have contingent timing rules to construct links in the sewer
network just in time to serve realized demand in particular areas. These
rules are a policy aspect of the plan. The expected final network can be in-
t e r p reted as a design aspect of the plan. The capital costs of constru c t i n g
the plant may appear on a Capital Improvements Program as an agenda as-
pect of the plan. The capacity chosen for the plant may serve as a vision that
a ffects expectations for rapid growth or slow growth of the community, a
vision aspect of the plan. Plans for urban development usually focus on in-
vestments in physical capital and on regulations because these types of ac-
tions are likely to have the attributes of interdependence, indivisibility, ir-
reversibility, and imperfect foresight. Chapter 3 explains how plans work.

Do plans work? These explanations of how plans work frame criteria for
assessing the effectiveness of plans. Did the plan for the Mahomet Corr i-
dor have any effect on urban development in the corridor? Did this plan
yield a better outcome than would have occurred without the plan? Fro m
whose perspective was it better?

In Urbana, Illinois, the sewer collection network was built in 1970 so that
it would eventually send wastewater from southeast Urbana to an additional
t reatment plant to be built east of town. Sewage could be pumped uphill
through the same network to the existing plant in the meantime. The ad-

plans for urban development: why and how ? 7
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ditional plant was never built and now probably never will be. This plan,
however, was arguably still a success as strategy because it protected future
options then believed to be good ones, and it still works with the different
expansion pattern that has occurred. If understood as strategy in the face of
uncertainty, the internal logic of the plan makes sense even if the most ob-
vious possible outcome did not occur.

Will the Mahomet Corridor plan increase the relative housing and em-
ployment opportunities for African Americans or current low-income res-
idents of Champaign? This question may not have been explicitly asked,
and was not a primary focus of the planning discussion. Plans should also
be assessed on whether they meet criteria of ethical acceptability and moral
commitment.

It is more persuasive to evaluate a plan with respect to a particular model
of how it could have worked than to ask simply whether good outcomes oc-
curred that might or might not be attributable to a plan. The final section
of chapter 3 builds on the ways in which plans can work to frame criteria
for judging whether plans do work.

How can plans address uncertainties? Plans face uncertainty about de-
mand or need for housing, commercial, and industrial facilities. These un-
certainties derive from uncertainties about population increase, migration,
household size, retail and manufacturing technologies, comparative advan-
tage in labor costs, beliefs and attitudes about how the world works, and
tastes or pre f e rences. In the Mahomet Corridor Plan, there were uncer-
tainties about who would develop what land when for what purpose under
the regulations of what municipality. There were uncertainties about what
residential patterns people living in the corridor now or in the future might
want. The annexation agreement, which was a regulation based on the plan,
reduced uncertainty about annexation and modified other expectations.
Much uncertainty remained, however, and both the annexation agreement
and other actions must still account for that remaining uncert a i n t y. Plans
address uncertainty. They do not eliminate it.

People often think of a plan as choosing one future and trying to imple-
ment it. Plans can, however, incorporate uncertainty by including a set (or
distribution) of desirable futures, a set of possible outcomes of actions, and
a set of possible actions. Forecasts can be developed as distributions of pos-
sible outcomes rather than as forecasts of one outcome. The relationships
among actions can be organized in sequence and in space so as to consider
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results from early decisions before making later decisions. A plan then is a
contingent path through a sequence of decisions, taking account along the
way of uncertainties of many kinds and feedback from early decisions. This
explanation also yields a specific criterion for the net benefit of making
plans: the expected value of the contingent sequence of decisions that would
be made with the plan minus the expected value of the decisions that would
be made without the plan. Chapter 4 elaborates strategies, forecasts, and
the value of plans as strategy in the face of uncertainties.

Why do voluntary groups, governments, and other organizations make
plans? Plans are not inherently about government, but governments do
make plans. We need explanations of why governments make plans in par-
ticular circumstances. Individuals, firms, voluntary organizations, special
purpose public agencies, and general purpose governments take actions and
thus face the option of making plans for these actions. They face decisions
about whether or not to plan. In some situations, making a plan as an indi-
vidual (or unitary organization) may not be as efficient or effective, even
f rom the perspective of the individual, as making a plan jointly. Often a plan
is most useful to the person who makes it if the information in the plan is
shared with others, which makes the plan a collective good. As with other
collective goods (such as lighthouses, national defense, or arterial streets),
if one person’s use of the information in a plan does not reduce its value to
others and there is no way to prevent others from using the plan, then spe-
cial organizational responses are needed to achieve appropriate levels of in-
vestment in making the plan. These concepts provide explanations of the
institutional forms in which plans are likely to be made. A government may
make a plan because the plan is focused on that government’s own invest-
ments and regulations or because the plan, although focused on decisions
under the authority of others, is a collective good. The Mahomet Corr i-
dor Plan fits both of these explanations. Chapter 5 explains collective goods,
p a rticular circumstances in which plans are likely to be collective goods, and
the organizational implications for plan making by governments.

How do regulations differ from and depend on plans? Regulations in-
clude zoning, subdivision ordinances, property taxes, impact fees, and any
other enforceable assignment or reassignment of rights among individu-
als, among individuals and governments, or among governments. Regula-
tions affect the scope of permissible actions. Plans, such as the Mahomet
C o rridor Plan or the Portland 2040 Plan (Metro 2000), provide inform a-
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tion about interdependent decisions in relation to expected outcomes, but
these plans do not determine directly the scope of permissible actions. Reg-
ulations are thus diff e rent from plans, so the logic of plans should explain
how regulations set the context for making plans and how regulations de-
pend on plans.

The distribution of rights (authority) to make decisions affects what
choices are made and whether these choices are likely to lead to desirable
and just outcomes. Plans also affect what choices are made, but plans af-
fect choices through information, not through enforcement. Enforcement
of regulations relies on social norms, sometimes called social regulation, as
well as on govern m e n t ’s legitimate monopoly on the use of force. Thus re g-
ulations constrain individual actions even if an actor wishes to do something
else when faced with a specific instance. Regulations, such as zoning, that
a re intended to affect the spatial and temporal patterns of urban develop-
ment are likely to depend on plans. Figuring out what zoning category to
apply where depends on a plan, but the zoning regulation, not the plan,
changes owner’s rights. Regulations can also affect who makes plans and
h o w. Chapter 6 explains the logic of rights and regulations, the implications
for who makes plans, and the characteristics needed in plans intended to
support specific types of regulations.

What capabilities do humans have to make plans? Human capabilities to
make plans, as individuals or in groups, are limited by cognitive capacity and
by social structures affecting knowledge and values. People still make plans
despite these limitations. The focused scope of the Mahomet Corridor Plan
makes sense not only because of the situation in which it was made, but also
because of the capabilities of people, both citizens and professionals, to
make such plans. Explanations of these limitations provide a framework
f rom which to build justifiable prescriptions for better, but still humanly fea-
sible, ways to make plans. Research in psychology explains many aspects of
cognitive capabilities for analyzing situations to make plans. Research in so-
ciology explains the interactions of individual autonomy and social stru c-
t u re. Professional planners have expertise in urban development, use of
plans, and techniques for making plans, and they use this expertise to work
with and for clients. Chapter 7 considers how cognitive capacity, individual
autonomy in relation to social stru c t u re, professional expertise, and roles in
o rganizations interact to explain the basis for professional ethics and the use
of expertise in making plans.
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How do plans differ from and depend on collective choice and part i c i-
pation? Collective choice identifies a common decision for a group of in-
dividuals who have diff e rent interests and pre f e rences. This function is dis-
tinct from what plans do, though plans may affect collective choices and
be affected by them. Collective choice mechanisms seek two principles: (1)
i n c reased social cognitive capacity—quantity and quality of thinking—
t h rough deliberation, and (2) re p resentation of differing beliefs, attitudes,
and preferences. Arrow’s impossibility theorem argues that no mechanism
can be devised to aggregate preferences across more than two choices and
still meet reasonable criteria of democratic processes. All sorts of commu-
nities, voluntary groups, and government bodies, however, make such col-
lective choices every day. A referendum on a bond issue for a capital proj-
ect, the election of a city council member, a neighborhood meeting on a
project proposal, a council study session on a proposed project, and a local
council vote to change zoning are all instances of collective choice.

Several explanations help to understand how the difficulties of collective
choice are addressed in practice and how cognitive capacity and represen-
tativeness might be increased by intentional efforts to induce participation
by persons not usually participating. Collective choices are shaped by in-
teraction among participants, which means they depend on history, not just
on immediate circumstances. The city council’s study session matters, not
just the vote. The mechanisms of collective choice are often modified, as in
the consolidation of city and county governments in Lexington, Kentucky,
or the creation of the Metro regional government in Portland, Oregon. In-
duced participation can complement collective choice procedures, but par-
ticipation per se does not resolve the difficulties. Chapter 8 explains how
plans differ from collective choice, how plans may interact with pro c e s s e s
of collective choice, and what induced participation might accomplish to
improve collective choice and plans.

Does the logic of plans explain the plans and plan-making processes that
we observe? Local governments, private developers, special districts, neigh-
borhood groups, business groups, and others plan individually and in vol-
untary groups. They make plans ranging in scope from the 1929 Regional
Plan of New York and Its Environs ( Johnson 1996), which covered parts of
four states, to a subdivision plan for forty acres. If the logic of plans helps
to explain when and how observed plans across this range are made, then
it can also provide a useful basis to develop improved prescriptions for mak-
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ing plans. Observed plan making can be explained in part as decisions to
make plans in circumstances in which plans are likely to be worthwhile, and
in part as using available methods that are consistent with cognitive capa-
bilities and collective choice possibilities. Procedural rationality and com-
municative rationality provide similar standards by which such plan-mak-
ing behaviors can be interpreted and justified. Diagnostic evaluation of plan
making in relation to plan outcomes identifies specific opportunities for im-
p roved prescriptions. Chapter 9 explains observed plan making by using
concepts from previous chapters.

Under what circumstances should plans be made, by whom, and about
what aspects of urban development? How should such plans be made?
When compared to observed plan making and to conventional pre s c r i p-
tions, the logic of making plans provides justifications to modify curre n t
p rescriptions so as to make better plans and use them more eff e c t i v e l y.
These modified prescriptions suggest the following:

• Recognize opportunities to use plans in the stream of daily activities
affecting urban development.

• Create views of plans from the perspectives of decision situations.
• When using plans, recognize opportunities to make plans that will be

useful.
• Make plans of efficient geographic, functional, and org a n i z a t i o n a l

scopes that fit the specific situation.
• Focus attention on linking consequences to interdependent actions.
• Use formal institutions and induced participation as complementary

mechanisms for deliberation and action.

Chapter 10 justifies these prescriptions by building on explanations of
how plans work and explanations of observed plan making. These pre-
scriptions will both improve plans and be feasible in practice. They will cre-
ate reasonable expectations among planners and citizens about what plans
can and should accomplish.

Explanation, Prediction, Justification, and Prescription

The underlying premises of this book are that there is a logic of making
plans for urban development, that it can be used to explain plans we observ e ,
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and that it can be used to justify prescriptions for making plans. This sub-
section briefly positions these premises among ideas about theory and ex-
planation for readers who might question these premises.

The logic developed here is intended to be a coherent and evolving col-
lection of explanations, not an entirely consistent theory built from central,
foundational concepts. It can be useful in dealing with the real world of
making plans, even if it is not complete and not generalizable with pre c i-
sion to all situations. Some of it is widely accepted, but even these aspects
a re seldom articulated. Articulating it here may thus raise disagre e m e n t s
that have been latent and frame opportunities to build better explanations.

Miller (1987, 135) defines theory as explanation: “ . . . whatever explains
empirical facts (often regularities or patterns) of relatively observ a t i o n a l
kinds, through the description of less directly observable phenomena.” Such
explanations are adequate if they are useful in coping with the world, even
if they do not support strict deductive results. An explanation makes sense
of something at a diff e rent level, but explanations are not necessarily unique
or mutually exclusive. Either geographic relationships to re s o u rces and mar-
kets or the creation of social relationships can explain the growth of a city.
These two explanations do not contradict each other, but they focus atten-
tion on different aspects.

We rely on predictability to cope with the world, often without dire c t
consideration of explanations. When we observe a change in some observ-
able things, explanations—by linking observable things to other observ a b l e
things—help us to fig u re out what else might change. Explanations thus en-
hance predictability of the observable world and predictability of the eff e c t s
of changes in the observable world. If we want to do things diff e rently in
order to do them better, explanations are valuable.

Explanations and justifications are summarized in Table 1-1. The two
columns distinguish situations in which plans are or should be made from
p ro c e d u res by which plans are or should be made. The rows distinguish ex-
planations of observed behaviors from justifications of prescribed behaviors.

For example, we would like to explain why we frequently observe plans
for downtowns and for new development at the edge of cities but much less
often observe plans for existing residential neighborhoods. Why are plans
likely to occur in one situation but not the other? Why do we fre q u e n t l y
observe planners making population forecasts when making plans, but sel-
dom observe them generating several alternatives except as a means to arg u e
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for a particular solution? Answers to these questions would explain why cer-
tain events are likely to occur in certain circumstances. A strict interpreta-
tion of prediction re q u i res predicting who will do what when. Explanations
for plans seldom have such precision. We may not be able to predict which
downtown landowner or merchant will suggest making a plan to which
peers when, but we can explain why such persons are more likely to suggest
making plans and agree to do so than are individual neighborhood re s i d e n t s .

We also want justifications of what a planner should do in a given situa-
tion. These justifications are prescriptive. If a state government mandates
that local governments make plans of particular scope, then the re q u i re-
ments for these plans should be based on prescriptive justifications of why
plans of such scope will be useful to local governments. Prescriptions of how
to make plans should be justified by evidence or argument that part i c u l a r
activities that planners can do are likely to result in better plans or to do so
more efficiently.

We can consider plan-making behaviors contingent on plan-making
situations. Mandelbaum (1979) framed this with diff e rent words as settings,
p rocesses, and outcomes. Given a particular setting and a particular plan-
ning process, what happens? The approach used here does not seek Man-
d e l b a u m ’s standard for a general theory: “The core of a valid general theory
of planning would allow an analyst to inspect any list of assertions about the
relationship between processes, setting and outcomes and accurately to pre-
dict those which will survive empirical tests” (67). In discussing this “cov-
ering law” standard of science, Miller (1987, 140) points out that “ . . . n o
science has ever achieved it.” My approach here follows Miller in focusing
on establishing a coherent collection of explanations of some aspects of
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Table 1-1
Categories of Explanations and Justifications

Situations in Which Plans Occur Behaviors That Yield Plans

Explanations In what situations are what What behaviors are likely to
Predictive types of plans likely to be made? occur when people make plans?

Justifications In what situations should plans What behaviors should be
Prescriptive of what type be made? u n d e rtaken to make good plans?
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making plans—“that certain mechanisms are typically the cause of the most
important features of some phenomena” (140).1

Summary: Why Plan and How?

Ideas about plans are frequently presented as ideal forms that provide little
help in explaining or justifying the wide variety of plans, plan-making situa-
tions, and plan-making methods that we observe in everyday experience.
People have unrealistic expectations of plans in part because they lack clar-
ity about what plans are and how they work. The logic of making plans for
urban development seeks to explain what we see and to justify pre s c r i p t i o n s
for making plans in particular situations and in particular ways.
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2

Plan-Based Action in Natural Systems

What artist, so noble, has often been my thought, as he, who with far-reaching
conception of beauty and designing power, sketches the outline, writes the
colours, and directs the shadows of a picture so great that Nature shall be
employed upon it for generations, before the work he has arranged for her 
shall realize his intentions.
—Frederick Law Olmsted (1852), Walks and Talks of an American Farmer in England

Planning in the complex systems of urban development is like paddling a
canoe in moving river water. Your learned canoeing skills are the actions
available to you to include in plans, and the river is the system within which
you plan. If the water were still, you could point your canoe in the dire c t i o n
you wanted to go and paddle. In moving water, however, you will not end
up where you are pointed because the movement of your canoe results fro m
the direction in which you paddle and the direction in which the river is
flowing.1 Planning as river canoeing has five implications.

First, if you know how, you can use the currents to stop, turn, or cro s s
f rom one side of the river to the other. You can, in other words, move in
d i rections other than the direction the stream is flowing. You can aff e c t
the outcomes of urban development by your actions in combination with the
complex system within which you act, even though you do not control the
system and its apparent intentions are different from yours.

Second, if you wait to plan your course, you will not be where you were.
You must always be monitoring (knowing where you are in relation to what
you are doing), planning, and acting. Making plans for urban development
is something you do constantly, not once.

T h i rd, you must be able to forecast, at least in part, how the river cur-
rent in combination with your paddling will carry your canoe. Such fore-
casts must account for variations in river current as you move across or
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down the stream. You cannot assume that things are constant in space or
time. By learning about rivers and how to “read” them, you can forecast the
pattern of currents for short stretches ahead in order to plan your maneu-
vers. If your forecasts are imperfect, you will want contingent actions based
on what happens or on what you see later at closer range. The scopes of
your plans will depend on the range of your forecasts.

F o u rth, you must be able to match available actions with impending
problems or opportunities. Moving rapidly downstream toward a rock is a
p roblem, but you cannot simply decide not to hit the rock. That decision
is insufficient because there is no such action within your capability. You can
only decide how to paddle and position your canoe so that it will move away
f rom the rock. You cannot just decide to have a walkable community. Yo u
must choose investments and regulations that will move you toward that
opportunity.

Fifth, your available actions are interdependent. Which actions you
choose to take now will affect where you end up and thus will affect the re-
sults from other actions you may take in the future. If you ferry across the
stream to the still water of an eddy on the other side, you can approach the
next rapids from a different angle and thus arrive at a different place. Plans
become useful when actions cannot be taken in infinitely small steps and
cannot be reversed. In turning out of the still water in an eddy into the cur-
rent to head downstream (an “eddy turn”), you cannot do part of the turn
because every position except the beginning (facing upstream and at re s t )
and end (facing downstream and moving with the current) is unstable. The
action is indivisible. If you turn out of an eddy and head downstream, you
will not be able to return to that eddy if the stream is flowing fast. The ac-
tion is irreversible. When actions are interdependent, indivisible, and irre-
versible it is valuable to think through future actions before taking the first
action.

The river is running downhill in a complex way. You cannot move di-
rectly upstream unless you are more powerful than the river, and you can-
not change the fundamental characteristic that water flows downhill. Yo u
can, however, move about in the river with some degree of purpose and in-
tention, which is quite different from just floating along wherever the river
takes you. Something between one plan that assumes you are in complete
control and no plan at all makes sense for both canoeing a river and plan-
ning human settlements.
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Error-Controlled, Prediction-Controlled, and 
Plan-Based Action

A planned pattern of change is typically contrasted with a “natural” pat-
t e rn of change, where natural means without intentional direction of the
overall system. Apparent order can emerge in systems without intentional
direction. In order to understand how we can introduce intentional actions
within natural systems, we need to understand how natural systems evolve.
A fundamental concept is erro r- c o n t rol, which underlies evolution, whether
in the biological sense or in the economic or social analogues.2

A furnace, a room to be heated, and a thermostat make up an error-con-
t rolled system. The inside temperature is the variable being controlled, and
variation in the outside temperature disturbs this system. The therm o s t a t
senses the inside temperature and turns the furnace on or off. The crux of
error control is that the thermostat responds to changes in inside tempera-
t u re; it responds after the fact to the status of the variable of essential con-
c e rn. An erro r- c o n t rolled system survives as long as it happens to be able to
cope with the range of disturbances by responding a f t e r the effect on es-
sential variables.

In natural evolution the disturbance consists of all the attributes of the
environment of a species. The controller is gene mutation and gene com-
bination within a species. The essential variables (analogous to inside tem-
p e r a t u re) are the variables such as body temperature that must re m a i n
within certain ranges if an individual of the species is to survive. Gene com-
binations and thus individuals that happen to be able to cope with the pat-
t e rn of disturbances in their environment survive; individuals that cannot
cope do not survive. In this process of natural selection, the survival values
are not chosen independently of or external to the total process. The sur-
vival values evolve simultaneously with the organisms or processes that tend
toward them.

T h e re is no external choice of which individuals should survive or which
values of the survival variables should be sought. The controller does not
choose responses in order to maintain the individuals. The controller is in-
h e rent in the organisms and the response pattern exists only because it tends
to maintain itself within the range for its own survival. If the pattern of dis-
turbances in the environment, and there f o re the responses necessary to
maintain the essential variables within the range for survival, were to
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change, the erro r- c o n t roller could not choose to change its responses in
o rder to maintain itself. Erro r- c o n t rol, and there f o re evolution, involves no
i n t e rnal intention. It does not know where it is going. It does get some-
w h e re, however, and after the fact it can be explained as behaving as if it were
seeking the outcome at which it arrives.

Plans, and the intentions on which they are based, will always be inter-
nal to some larger natural system, but can be external to subsystems over
which we have some control. We can try to survive by using predictions and
plans, but we cannot make our survival, much less our survival in a desir-
able and just community, the after-the-fact intention of the overall system.
Even though evolution can be described afterw a rd as tending toward where
it ends up, this outcome has no claim as an inherently desirable intention.
On the other hand, we can make predictions and plans about systems, as
in canoeing a river or choosing a furnace and setting a thermostat, for which
we can set goals at least in part based on our intentions. Three modes are
available: goal-directed behavior, pre d i c t i o n - c o n t rol, and plan-based action.

Goal-directed behavior is analogous to error-control, but with an exter-
nally specified goal. After establishing a goal and an appropriate controller,
the controller compensates for disturbances whenever it recognizes devia-
tion from the goal. If the goal is to maintain a certain quality of efflu e n t
f rom a treatment plant, then a controller would modify the tre a t m e n t
process if it sensed that quality of the effluent had deviated from the goal.
If the goal is a particular land use pattern, such as the higher density, mixed-
use, walking neighborhoods espoused by the “New Urbanists,” then a con-
t roller of land use regulation and monitoring might be implemented. In
p a rt i c u l a r, the zoning ordinance would allow mixed uses. If the land use pat-
tern deviates from the goal, perhaps because density is too low, the regula-
tory body might modify the zoning ordinance to set minimum rather than
maximum densities. Note that in this case, reliance on error-control might
not work. Recognizing that the goal pattern of land use is not occurr i n g
a f t e r p a rt of it is built is too late, because it is costly to demolish and re b u i l d
buildings and infrastru c t u re. It is, there f o re, unlikely to be changed to
achieve the intended pattern.

Prediction-control would be more effective in the land use situation be-
cause it would recognize the effect on the essential variable of density be-
f o re it was too late. Instead of responding to a change in inside tempera-
t u re, a pre d i c t i o n - c o n t roller would predict inside temperature in the future
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based on outside temperature or, even better, would predict future pattern s
of outside temperatures. In the effluent quality case, a pre d i c t i o n - c o n t ro l l e r
would monitor inflow to the plant and predict needed treatment so that ef-
fluent never deviated from the quality goal even sufficiently to be detected
by an erro r- c o n t ro l l e r. In residential development, realized densities are
often lower than allowed by zoning, which provides the basis for a predic-
tion that a zoning ordinance with higher maximum allowable density will
not increase the density at which development occurs. Using this pre d i c-
tion, a minimum density zoning ordinance could be enacted before devel-
opment occurs rather than after initial development deviates from the goal.
Without pretending that prediction control can be perfect, it clearly has po-
tential to improve outcomes relative to intentions in situations where ac-
tions are irreversible.

Plan-based action is more than goal-directed behavior or prediction con-
trol. Goal-directed behavior means only that deviations from the goal will
be corrected once recognized. Prediction control means that deviations
f rom the goal will be corrected if predicted based on expected patterns of
disturbances and actions. Plan-based action means that an action will be
taken based on its relationship to other actions considered prior to the first
action. A plan might consider expectations about location, capacity, and tim-
ing of expressways, arterials, collector streets, sewage treatment plants,
schools, parks, and land use development. Any one of these actions could
then be taken so as to be consistent with expectations about the others. A
t reatment plant can be built of a size and at a location to serve development
that will also be served by streets. Prediction is insufficient because these
decisions are interdependent. Making a decision about location of an ex-
p ressway by predicting the location of a treatment plant fails to consider
whether the treatment plant should be located elsewhere so that the com-
bined effect of the treatment plant and expressway is improved. A plan iden-
tifies a set of interdependent actions that work in combination.

Using an example from anthropology, Suchman (1987, 187–189) makes
a similar distinction between plan-based action and goal-directed behavior.
A navigator in the European tradition figures out a route as a sequence of
compass bearings and distances at each bearing, as an interdependent set of
actions that work in combination. Once the planned course is executed, the
ship arrives at its destination. Error-controlled corrections are used to stay
on each bearing along the planned route. Micronesian navigators appar-
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ently use stars, currents, and other evidence to keep track only of deviations
from heading toward their final destination. They do not plan a route, but
correct their direction so as to be heading toward their destination.

E rro r- c o n t rolled action may be too late. Pre d i c t i o n - c o n t rolled action
improves lead time by treating one decision as depending on a prior deci-
sion. Plan-based action can address interdependence, when each of two de-
cisions depends on the other. There are always many levels of control going
on simultaneously. When we try to control one level by inserting our in-
tentions, there is always erro r- c o n t rol going on at higher levels and at lower
levels. There may also be other pre d i c t i o n - c o n t rol and plan-based action at
other levels.

Equilibrium, Prediction, and Optimal Outcomes

Economists and environmentalists often argue that planned actions disru p t
the behavior of a system that would naturally arrive at a predictable, sta-
ble, and desirable equilibrium if just left alone. It is important to understand
the basis for such claims and the circumstances in which the logic behind
these claims breaks down, circumstances in which plans can be useful.

Systems are often analyzed in terms of equilibrium, which is a state that
a system remains in once it arrives there. Many analyses of economic and
ecological systems focus on conditions under which an equilibrium exists,
is unique, and has desirable attributes. The concept of equilibrium is per-
tinent to prediction, to evaluating outcomes, and to considering the op-
p o rtunities to improve outcomes by making plans. If, for a given system,
one and only one equilibrium exists, then the best prediction of the state
of the system is that it will be in that equilibrium state. It is, therefore, also
p e rtinent to evaluate the attributes of that equilibrium to decide whether
we want to let that equilibrium occur or act within the system to achieve a
d i ff e rent outcome. In the section on page 23, we will consider the question
of whether a system is likely to reach equilibrium from a given starting point.

Alchian (1950, 220) uses the analogue of evolution to explain the famil-
iar arguments about the optimum-seeking, equilibrium model of micro-
economics: “The economic counterparts of genetic here d i t y, mutations, and
natural selection are imitation, innovation, and positive profits.” In a mar-
ket system, the system outcomes we observe consist of the firms that sur-
vived. If there is competition among many firms, then the firms that surv i v e
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will be those that, by whatever means, realized pro fits. Micro e c o n o m i c
theory identifies a set of conditions in which this model has a unique equi-
librium in which no individual has reason to change actions and in which
re s o u rces cannot be reallocated to increase the value of outputs.3 If many
firms and production events occur so that all (or at least many) possible pro-
duction choices are tried, then the surviving firms will be the firms that are
operating optimally in the limited sense of producing the most valuable out-
put given available resources. The firms that survive at equilibrium are the
ones that happen to be operating at optimal production levels, even if each
production choice was made arbitrarily. This optimal outcome depends on
an initial distribution of wealth among actors and is optimal only with re-
spect to allocation of re s o u rces among production processes, not with re-
spect to any external notions of justice or fairness. Thus, from a larger ex-
ternal perspective, this equilibrium is not necessarily a desirable outcome,
regardless of whether it occurs “naturally.”

Changes in the setting in which firms operate will change the charac-
teristics that the surviving firms have, but not because any particular firm
is able to change its characteristics intentionally. The downtown retailers of
fifty years ago were replaced by new firms using new retail technologies in
malls and later big box retail strips. That is, few if any firms were able to
t r a n s f o rm themselves intentionally to survive in new conditions. Rather,
firms that happened to identify new technologies were the new surv i v o r s .
M i c rosoft replaced IBM; IBM did not become Microsoft. Predictions based
on equilibrium predict the attributes of survivors, not the behaviors by
which firms make decisions.

In a very stable environment, it would be wise to imitate survivors. In a
changing environment, however, it would be wiser to generate variety so
that firms (or organisms) will occur that can survive new circumstances. In
a changing environment, careful imitators of “best practice” may be less
likely to survive than risk takers with luck. Which risk taker will survive is
difficult to predict, but a system with a variety of risk takers is more likely
to result in at least some survivors than is a cadre of imitators.4 For example,
e fficient, compact metropolitan areas with good earthquake policies but lo-
cated on coastlines must still be complemented by inland cities if we are to
survive global warming with rises in sea level.

The complex systems we deal with have evolved a domain of stability
based on surviving a range of shocks through their history. The systems we
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observe are precisely those that have survived these shocks. If we work en-
tirely within the range of this history of shocks, we can expect the systems
to absorb our interventions. Resilience is thus a function of the range of dis-
turbances that a system has survived in the past. A system that has seldom
been disturbed may have little resilience. We are in an evolved system with
a very long physical and biological history and a long enough social history
to have created significant resilience to change within the domain of past
disturbances. This resilience is an opportunity and a problem. It pro v i d e s
a sufficiently stable system that we can risk intentional changes without de-
stroying the entire system. It also, however, resists changes we may wish to
make, such as resolving ethnic conflicts that are destroying human settle-
ments physically and as communities. The challenges are to avoid creating
a disturbance beyond the domain of the system as a whole, while creating
changes sufficient to achieve changes in subsystems. Plans may be useful
in order to change the “natural” equilibrium outcome.

Dynamic Adjustment

Focusing on equilibrium analysis ignores the dynamics of adjustment from
an initial state to an equilibrium state. To make sense of plans, we must con-
sider these dynamics. A system can be described as moving from state to
state through transformations or actions, which change one state to another.
A sequence of such states and actions is a path. If actions creating urban de-
velopment could be reversed without cost, then a large number of locators
could try all sorts of locations. An erro r- c o n t roller could respond by re-
p o rting net benefits to each locator, and locators could keep moving until
no one had reason to move because no one could identify a location better
than the current location. This costless adjustment process is the underly-
ing assumption of equilibrium analysis. Urban location decisions are not,
h o w e v e r, reversible. Once a physical or social stru c t u re is built, it cannot be
moved or re c reated in some other form or place without significant cost.
Where the first retail store locates affects the entire ensuing pattern of de-
v e l o p m e n t .5 Thus, even if the equilibrium outcome of a market system were
deemed desirable, it would not be likely to occur when actions are irre-
versible.

As Ohls and Pines (1975) explain, gaps in suburban development left by
“ l e a p f rog” developments may result from recognition of irre v e r s i b i l i t y. It
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may be appropriate to leave a parcel of land vacant and build low-density
development on a parcel of the same size more distant from employment,
shopping, and infrastru c t u re. Later, high-density development, which gen-
erates more trips per unit of land, can be built on the parcel that is closer
to jobs, shopping, and infrastructure. In the long run such a pattern will be
m o re efficient. A development sequence that built low density on the closer
parcel initially would not yield the same outcome because it would not be
w o rth the cost of knocking down low-density development once built in
order to make it higher density later.

Equilibrium models have been used to predict the pattern of residential
location relative to transportation costs given a transportation network.
Such models must assume either that individuals keep changing re s i d e n-
tial location until equilibrium is reached or that individuals can choose, on
their first try, locations that will be in equilibrium. Neither assumption is
plausible. Each action in the adjustment process is costly and not re v e r s i b l e
without additional cost. This is true in particular of construction of ro a d s
and buildings. It also costs time and money to rent an apartment or pur-
chase a house: time to search for the right one, legal fees, and taxes. It costs
money and time to move. Once moves are made, whether in erro r, or as in-
dividual adjustments, they will not be changed without additional costs.

These transaction costs of making changes are not accounted for in the
equilibrium approach because, for urban development, many things change
much too fast to claim that there is sufficient adjustment time to overcome
these costs and make repeated trials at locations or densities. When re t a i l
technology changes the locations of stores, residential locations do not
quickly adjust to be in equilibrium with the new locations. If we attempt to
c reate “new urbanist” walking communities, we cannot simply build new
high-density retail and expect residential densities to adjust quickly. The
transaction costs will prevent moves that would otherwise lead to the pre-
dicted equilibrium because the predicted gains will not be sufficient to com-
pensate the reversal costs of previous actions.6 Individuals could not choose
equilibrium locations on their first choice unless they computed the equi-
librium before acting, that is, unless they made a plan.7

The analytical response to this problem of dynamic adjustment is in-
dicative planning. The original exemplar of indicative planning is Fre n c h
industrial planning as described and interpreted by Cohen (1977). In the
F rench model, a government agency solved for the equilibrium values of
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p roduction in each industry and made this information available as a plan
for production. “The motor of indicative planning is a benign circle: the
m o re industry follows the plan, the more accurate the plan’s inform a t i o n
will be; the more accurate the plan’s information, the more reason indus-
try will have to follow the plan” (10).

This concept can be extended to consider choice among equilibriums
and the use of equilibrium prices rather than equilibrium quantities as in-
dicators or signals. In this version, indicative planning re q u i res that we solve
for the set of equilibrium prices for the equilibrium we wish to achieve. In
the land use case this implies finding an optimal land use pattern and a set
of changes in prices through taxes or fees sufficient to bring it about (Hop-
kins 1974). In simplest terms, indicative planning predicts and chooses an
equilibrium, computes the implied prices (signals) at equilibrium, and es-
tablishes those prices in the market. By responding in their first decisions
to these equilibrium prices, the equilibrium can then be achieved by firms
acting individually because no iteration toward equilibrium is re q u i red. This
t a rget is both predicted and chosen. Intention becomes prediction. If it were
only predicted, it would not be followed because it would not be accepted
as desirable. If it were only desirable, it would not be followed because it
would not be accepted as the equilibrium that would occur and thus the
prices that would prevail.8

Even if we focus only on efficient allocation of resources in the limited
sense of microeconomic analysis, urban development systems do not have
the necessary characteristics to fit the traditional equilibrium analysis. In
addition, we may, as in the river, wish to achieve a state other than an equi-
librium toward which a system is moving or has arrived “naturally. ”
Whether to achieve economic efficiency or other criteria we choose, plans
can be useful in overcoming the problems of costly dynamic adjustment.

Interdependence, Indivisibility, Irreversibility, and
Imperfect Foresight

I n t e rdependence, Indivisibility, and Irreversibility of decisions in the face
of Imperfect foresight—the “Four I’s ” — a re the four characteristics that de-
feat the process of costless, rapid adjustment of decisions to equilibrium on
which the arguments of neoclassical economics are based. Thus in these cir-
cumstances markets fail for reasons more fundamental than the usual focus
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on externalities and collective goods, which are considered in chapter 5.9 A s
summarized in Table 2-1, the Four I’s define the circumstances in which
plans can improve outcomes. They are the key explanatory predictors of
circumstance in which plans are likely to be made and the key justifications
of prescriptions of why they will be worth making.10

A decision is a commitment to action (or inaction) and is made by some
individual or entity with the capability to act. The alternatives may include
indecisiveness, inaction, or other actions, but a decision implies at least two
choices. Actions may be created rather than given. A planner might devise
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Table 2-1
The Four I’s

Imperfect
Interdependence Indivisibility Irreversibility Foresight

Definition Result of action A Size of increment No action More than
depends on of action affects available one future
action B.  value of action. to return to is possible.

previous state 
without cost.

Examples Value of land (or Road linking Road cannot Jobs could
road) depends on two locations be relocated increase at
road access must be complete or resized various 
(availability of and of width without cost. rates and at
land). sufficient for various 

vehicles. locations.
Implications Actions are not Continuous History and U n c e rt a i n t y

separable. marginal adjust- dynamics cannot be
ment is not matter. eliminated.
efficient or not 
possible.

Responses Consider effects Consider the sizes Consider Consider
of combinations of changes. interdepen- uncertainty
of actions. dent actions of actions,

before taking outcomes, 
action. and values.
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a new regulatory device or downtown development proposal and thus cre-
ate the option for local council members to vote for it. In nonroutine situa-
tions, actions imply decisions to take particular actions. In routine situa-
tions, actions may imply only habits, conventions, or rules.

I n t e rdependence means that the value of the outcome of one action depends on
another action and vice versa. The benefit from building a treatment plant of
a given size in a given location at a given time depends on whether ro a d s
a re built, employment opportunities are created, demand for housing oc-
curs, schools are built, and many other actions are taken. It also depends on
the locations and timing of these actions. The treatment plant is of little use
unless demand emerges when and where it can be served. In turn, the ben-
e fits of these other actions depend on the decision about the tre a t m e n t
plant, because they cannot occur at the same intensity, locations, or times
without a treatment plant to serve them.

Independence, dependence, and interdependence of actions can be dis-
tinguished using simple games in which there are two landowners, A and B.
Each owns a parcel of land on which either residential or retail stru c t u re s
can be built. The benefits for each of these options, or payoffs as they are
usually called in game theory, are specified in the game tables that follow.
You can think of them as dollars, but they could be any measure of utility
such that you prefer a larger number to a smaller one. For each pair of de-
cisions, the first number gives the payoff for player A, and the second the
payoff for player B.

In Game 2-1 each owner has a choice between two actions and the re-
sulting individual payoffs do not vary with the action taken by the other
o w n e r. Thus A receives a payoff of 12 for residential whether B chooses re s-
idential or retail. B receives 13 for retail whether A chooses residential or
retail. The decisions are independent.
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Game 2-1
Independence Game

Player B

Residential Retail

Player A Residential 12, 8 12, 13
Retail 9, 8 9, 13
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In Game 2-2, the dependence game, A’s payoffs depend on B’s choice,
but B’s payoffs are independent of A’s choice. A can benefit from knowing
what B will do. If A knew B’s payoffs, A would predict that B would build
retail regardless of what A did. B, however, can gain nothing by predicting
what A will do. Dependence is asymmetrical and there f o re results may be
affected by the order in which decisions are made. A might be able to wait
to see what B does.

In Game 2-3, the interdependence game, A would be better off choos-
ing retail if B chooses residential, but A would be better off choosing resi-
dential if B chooses retail. Similarly, B would be better off choosing re t a i l
if A chooses residential, but B would be better off choosing residential if A
chooses retail. The decisions are interdependent because each decision de-
pends on the other.

Indivisibility means that we cannot take arbitrarily small increments of ac-
tion. A road is useful only if we build all of it to connect two locations. We
must build a width of at least one lane. Indivisibility is closely related to
economies of scale. If we build a very small sewage treatment plant, the cost
per unit of treatment capacity will be much higher than if we build a large
t reatment plant. Indivisibility and economies of scale matter because they
p revent us from adding increments of capacity just in time as we need them.
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Game 2-3
Interdependence game

Player B

Residential Retail

Player A Residential 11, 8 10, 12
Retail 17, 8 9, 5

Game 2-2
Dependence game

Player B

Residential Retail

Player A Residential 1, 8 10, 13
Retail 17, 8 9, 13
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We must predict capacity for some period of time related to the size of in-
crements that are feasible to build or to the size of increments that are ef-
ficient to build. We thus can gain from a plan when increments of capacity
a re indivisible or when increments of capacity are much less costly as the
size of the increment increases.

I rreversibility means that we cannot take an action, then undo it or replace it
with another action without incurring significant costs. We cannot build an in-
terceptor sewer, then increase its capacity tomorrow by a small increment.
We cannot build it one place, then move it somewhere else. We cannot
build a major new office building and build a light-rail transit station three
blocks away, then move the office building next to the transit station.

I m p e rfect foresight means that we do not know the future values of variables
p e rtinent to our decision making. We do not know whether or when the popu-
lation and employment will increase to absorb the capacity of a sewage
t reatment plant or an expre s s w a y. We do not know whether attitudes and
p re f e rences for residential neighborhood types will change. Imperfect fore-
sight means that some expectations can be identified but uncertainty re-
mains.

Streams of Opportunities for Action

Decisions are made within and by organizations such as planning agencies,
local public utilities, land development firms, and municipal governments.
Organizations are highly structured and complex systems, but a great deal
of ambiguity about actions remains. That organizations have formal struc-
ture, histories of internal and external interaction, and established routines
creates partial predictability of actions so that plans can be useful (see e.g.,
Alexander 1995). It is the remaining ambiguities of stru c t u re and pre-
dictability that complicate the use of plans. Plans must confront unstru c-
t u red or partially stru c t u red decision processes. There are many explana-
tions of organizations and organizational behavior,11 but the “garbage can”
model of organizations provides a useful framework for present purposes.
In this model “ . . . an organization is a collection of choices looking for
problems, issues and feelings looking for decision situations in which they
might be aired, solutions looking for issues to which they might be the an-
swer, and decision-makers looking for work” (Cohen et al. 1972, 2).12 The
analogy of things floating in water makes more sense for present purposes
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than the analogy of things thrown into a garbage can. The garbage can
model is there f o re re i n t e r p reted here as the “stream of opport u n i t i e s ”
model. Imagine intermingling patterns of the following relatively inde-
pendent phenomena floating in a stream.

• Decision situations are choices about actions we have the capacity, au-
thority, and opportunity to take, such as signing forms to hire an em-
ployee or expend funds, voting to approve a zoning change, re c o m-
mending an element of a plan for adoption by a city council.

• Issues are things we care about, such as homelessness, racial pre j u d i c e ,
traffic congestion, failing sewers, budget deficits, or polluted lakes.

• Solutions are things we know how to do, such as organize homeless
shelters, enact concurrency re q u i rements for infrastru c t u re, use affir-
mative action pro c e d u res in hiring, build highways, build tre a t m e n t
plants, or charge fees for water based on quantity used.

• Decision makers are the people with authority, capacity, and oppor-
tunity to take actions, such as mayor, council member, or planning di-
re c t o r, but they have limited attention and energy to focus on deci-
sions, issues, and solutions.

These four types of things are floating around in a relatively unstructured
way and the chance meeting of these things may lead to decisions and ac-
tions.

We cannot decide or act on issues directly. We cannot decide there will
be no homeless. Regardless of the importance of the issue, we can only de-
cide to do things within our capacities to act. In canoeing, we cannot sim-
ply decide not to hit a rock. We can only decide which direction to point
the canoe and how to manipulate our paddle so as to achieve this. Some
connection must be found linking issues to available decisions or decisions
will be made as they arise without regard to issues. If racial prejudice is an
issue related to hiring, then affirmative action procedures remind us, when
we face a hiring decision, to consider whether racial issues are inappropri-
ately affecting our decision. The pro c e d u res remind us to link a decision
that comes across our desk to an issue that may be floating around but not
immediately in the vicinity of the hiring decision. We can frame policies re-
lated to issues in terms of decisions that may arise. Set a policy: If a devel-
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oper agrees to pay for the added costs of infrastru c t u re, extend the sewer
network now, even if the planned extension is five years in the future. The
issues of concurrency and budget deficit are thus linked to available actions
that come across the desk. A capital improvements program is intended to
keep issues in mind in a succession of yearly budget decisions. Effective ac-
tion recognizes opportunities to use available decisions, especially mundane,
everyday decisions, to address important issues.

Solutions are floating around “looking for issues to which they might
be the answer” and also looking for decisions through which they might
be enacted. Robert Moses, working in New York City, was famous for hav-
ing a stock of projects designed and ready to go whenever an opport u n i t y
for funding (a decision) arose or a political issue arose to which the project
might provide a solution (Caro 1974). Neotraditional development (the
New Urbanism) is claimed to be a solution to problems of transport a t i o n
congestion, separation of residential uses from retail services and employ-
ment, consumption of land that could be used for re s o u rce or re c re a t i o n
purposes, and lack of personal interaction among community residents. So-
lution mongers advocate these solutions and look for decision arenas in
which they might be enacted and issue forums in which they can be given
p rominence and cre d i b i l i t y. Prominent solutions and prominent issues,
those more frequently discussed in available forums, those more immedi-
ately displayed in decision situations, are more likely to be attended to and
to be enacted.

Decision makers have limited attention. They cannot focus on every-
thing, much less everything at once. They cannot focus on many decisions,
many issues, and many solutions. Decision makers are looking for things to
do within their limited budget of attention. They allocate some of this at-
tention to forums in which issues are raised, modified, and elaborated and
thus become more or less prominent. They allocate some of this attention
to learning of solutions that might be relevant to decisions and issues they
face. They allocate some of this attention to making decisions. Plans fig-
u re out relationships among sets of interdependent decisions and re l a t e
these decisions to issues and solutions. Plans thus increase the likelihood
that available decisions will address issues using good solutions. Plans make
sense even in the ambiguities of organizational decision making and deci-
sion making in complex systems.
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Summary: Plan-Based Action in Natural Systems

Systems evolve and will be observed in some state. Natural evolution can
be described after the fact as tending toward where it has arrived, but there
is no inherent value or preference for the apparent intention of this “natu-
ral” outcome. The apparent intention of evolution—ecological, social, or
economic—should not be relied on as a justification of the existing ord e r.
Such equilibrium outcomes present both opportunities to maintain stabil-
ity and challenges to achieve new outcomes in place of existing, undesirable
ones. Actions should be designed either to yield outcomes within the do-
main of stability or intentionally to exceed it, depending on whether the sys-
tem’s current equilibrium is desirable or undesirable.

Plans consider interdependence among actions. When these actions are
also indivisible, irreversible, and face imperfect foresight, the costless, in-
c remental adjustments assumed in market processes fail to achieve effic i e n t
outcomes, even with respect to the narrow efficiency standards of neoclas-
sical economics. Similarly, the Four I’s further undermine the argument that
the naturally evolved world is in an inherently good situation. The sequence
of actions must be considered and chosen. These conditions create oppor-
tunities to gain better outcomes by considering actions in relation to each
other before acting, opportunities to gain by making plans.

A stream of opportunities model, built on the garbage can model of
Cohen et al. (1972), provides one way to think about plans in complex sys-
tems: A plan-making situation is a collection of interdependent, indivisible,
and irreversible decisions looking for issues; a collection of issues looking
for interdependent decision situations in which they might be pertinent; a
collection of solutions looking for issues to which they might be an answer;
and a collection of planners looking for work. The stream of opportunities
model makes clear that plans must work without requiring complete pre-
dictability or control over a system.
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3

How Plans Work

In the United States city planning is essentially a process of vision and survey,
push and pull, barter and sell, education and exhortation, diplomacy and
expediency, courts and juries.
—Walter D. Moody (1919), What of the City?

The plan here given is a program of improvements calculated to cover a period of
many years. The order in which improvements are made, and when, is not so
important as that each shall be so done as to fit into its place in the general plan.
—Harland Bartholomew (1924), The City Plan of Memphis, Tennessee

The free and easy meeting of problems as they arise will no longer suffice, and
more than ever officials are looking for a solution of current problems in terms of
the predictable future.
—Robert A. Walker (1950), The Planning Function in Urban Government

It is the intent of the Legislature that public facilities and services needed to
support development shall be available concurrent with the impacts of such
development.
—Florida Statutes 163.3177(10)h, adopted in 1985

How do plans work? Through what mechanisms or causal processes do
plans affect actions? How can we explain why a particular plan is likely to
have particular effects? As Moody, Bart h o l o m e w, Wa l k e r, and the Florida
statutes quoted above demonstrate, plans can work in more than one way
and planners have, for a hundred years, explained how they expected plans
to work. These explanations do not provide precise predictions of what will
happen in specific situations, but they do make sense of what we observ e
and enable us to talk about what we should do. This chapter considers how
plans work and thus what plans are and how we can assess their success. The
bulk of the book elaborates these concepts and explains plans in re l a t i o n-
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ship to other aspects of urban development. Chapters 7, 8, and 9 consider
how plans are made; in chapter 10, these explanations are used to suggest
ways to make better plans.

Agendas, Policies, Visions, Designs, and Strategies

Table 3-1 summarizes five diff e rent ways in which plans work: agendas,
policies, visions, designs, and strategies.1 The definitions stipulated here and
throughout the book are necessary to avoid the ambiguity of many mean-
ings of “plan.” For each distinct meaning, I have used a word having a dom-
inant connotation close to the narrower definition, even though the word
may also be used to refer to other concepts. These words also have wider
and richer meanings in related fields, such as the use of the term “policy”
in policy analysis. To paraphrase Wildavsky (1973), if a word can mean
everything, it can only mean nothing.

Explanations of how plans work identify relationships between the at-
tributes of plans and the effects that plans have. They thus identify what
plans can achieve. Any one plan can work in one or several ways, which
means that these are not categories for classification of plans but different
mechanisms through which plans affect the world. The cases noted as ex-
amples in Table 3-1 are discussed throughout the book.

An agenda is a list of things to do. An agenda works by recording a list to
remind us what to do, or to share publicly a commitment to do these things.
Agendas work when there are too many actions to remember or when there
is benefit in gaining trust among people affected or legitimating actors as
accountable. Publishing or publicly advocating an agenda serves both as a
memory device and a commitment. We write down an agenda for a meet-
ing so we will remember to discuss the intended issues. At the same time it
is a commitment to others to discuss these issues. An agenda also implies
repeated eff o rts to accomplish something. Agendas may merely list inde-
pendent actions that only come together because someone chooses to focus
on them at the same, or nearly the same, time. Once created, a Capital Im-
provements Program (CIP) or budget may function as an agenda. It keeps
a record of a list too long to remember and known to be within the budget
constraint set by projected revenues. Citizens who know that an item is on
or not on the Capital Improvements Program list find some credibility in
the assumption that it will or will not be built within a particular time. In
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this explanation, each citizen or each city council member is not concern e d
about any relationships among the projects or any interdependence among
the decisions. Deciding on the CIP, however, is a focus of conflict among
p rojects for diff e rent departments and diff e rent political wards and diff e re n t
i n t e rest groups as well as a competition for available budget. The pro c e s s
of creating a CIP is thus working in some way other than as an agenda.

Agendas differ from objectives. Agendas identify issues or actions; ob-
jectives identify valued attributes of outcomes. We can check off every t h i n g
on our list of things to do, but still not accomplish the objectives that led
to the list of things to do. We could create a list of measurable objectives
but still have no ideas about what actions to take to achieve them. All ex-
planations of plans must contend with the relationships of actions to out-
comes and outcomes to objectives.

The items in the agenda of a meeting have in common the timing of de-
cisions at the same meeting and perhaps a common decision-maker’s au-
thority, but the choice for one item need have no relation to the choice for
another. Agendas are of interest to planners because they are a tool that fo-
cuses the attention of a constituency, whether an individual, a legislature, a
g roup, an electorate, or the public at large. Setting agendas and pursuing
agendas are thus ways of affecting the decisions that will be made. Agen-
das keep our attention focused on important actions or issues rather than
m e rely on what “comes across our desk” at the initiative of others. An
agenda is one way to focus the attention of decision makers on some deci-
sions rather than others.

A policy is an if-then rule. A policy works by automating repeat decisions
to save time or by ensuring that the same action is taken in the same cir-
cumstances, which yields fairness or predictability. Policies fit situations in
which there are many repeat decisions and decisions are costly to make,
consistency is viewed as fair, or predictability of repeat decisions is benefi-
cial. For example, if the developer will pay for the cost of the sewer exten-
sion, then extend the sewer. This policy would save the costs of making this
decision in each case, treat all developers alike, and make development ac-
tions predictable. Knowing the policies of other decision makers provides
evidence for forecasting their decisions. Policies are distinct from re g u l a-
tions in that regulations change legally or administratively enforc e a b l e
rights whereas policies identify standard responses for repeated instances of
the same situation. If the policy is to grant tax incentives to new industrial
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firms, then when a new industrial firm proposes to locate in the community,
tax incentives should be granted. The policy simplifies decision making by
deciding once on a decision rule to apply to all situations of the same class
( K e rr 1976). Policies work in three ways: saving decision costs, ensuring
consistency (fairness), and increasing predictability.

A vision is an image of what could be. Visions compel action. Visions work
by changing beliefs about how the world works (beliefs about the relation-
ships between actions and outcomes), beliefs about intersubjective norm s
(peer group attitudes about good behaviors), or beliefs about the likelihood
of success (raising aspirations or motivating eff o rt ) .2 A vision could be in-
t e r p reted as a normative forecast: a desired future that can work if people
can be persuaded that it can and will come true. Visions, however, focus fir s t
on the outcome and then on the possibility of actions to attain this outcome.
H e n ry David Thoreau expressed it this way in the concluding chapter of
Wa l d e n : “If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that
is where they should be. Now put the foundations under them.” Visions are
useful in situations in which they can change beliefs and thereby change in-
vestment actions, regulations, or activity patterns of residents. Visions are
distinct from target designs, which are focused on a feasible solution to a
complex problem of interdependencies. Visions work by their effect on be-
liefs, not by their feasibility of construction.

A vision can help overcome resilience in a system. Resilience dampens
feedback that would give immediate responses to actions we might take.
Lack of feedback makes intentional action both difficult and risky. If you are
t rying to change the attitudes of one ethnic group about another ethnic
group, resilience is a hindrance. Even interventions that might change at-
titudes eventually with sufficient time or eff o rt might not yield visible re-
sults in time to keep the eff o rt going forw a rd. The eff o rt will then be
stopped even though it might have succeeded eventually. A vision can help
to motivate continued effort.

G u t t e n b e rg (1993) describes a “goal plan” approximately equivalent to
this idea of vision: “The image is credible, it bears some relation to exist-
ing opportunities in the region, but apart from its ability to persuade, to
move people by its attractiveness, it includes no explicit measures for en-
suring that these opportunities will be realized” (190). “The purpose of a
goal plan is more to state a desired objective persuasively than to plot a
course of action for the intervening years” (193).
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Graphic and verbal descriptions of future situations—social utopias or
beautiful cities—have been developed for centuries, and “visioning” is a cur-
rently popular tool in urban planning. Visions can reframe problems by de-
scribing the present and its relationship to possible changes in a diff e re n t
w a y. Visions also describe what the world will look like after pro p o s e d
changes occur. The literature on strategic planning for corporations and
Bryson’s (1995; Bryson and Crosby 1992) extension of this literature from
h i e r a rchical organizations to “shared power worlds” use visions in all of
these ways.

The Chicago Plan of 1909 is a familiar example of plan as vision. It in-
cluded both graphic renderings of a physical vision and verbal descriptions
of the characteristics of a great city.

In creating the ideal arrangement, every one who lives here is better accommo-
dated in his business and his social activities. In bringing about better freight and
passenger facilities, every merchant and manufacturer is helped. In establishing
a complete park and parkway system, the life of the wage-earner and of his family
is made healthier and pleasanter; while the greater attractiveness thus produced
keeps at home the people of means and taste, and acts as a magnet to draw those
who seek to live amid pleasing surroundings. The very beauty that attracts him
who has money makes pleasant the life of those among whom he lives, while an-
choring him and his wealth to the city. The prosperity aimed at is for all Chicago.
(Burnham and Bennet 1909, 8)

The Portland 2040 Plan also uses images of the implied future to sell its
less palatable actions (Metro 2000). Planning for small towns often focuses
on “visioning,” a collaborative eff o rt by a large portion of the town’s citi-
zens to follow a process fairly similar to the corporate strategic planning
process (Howe et al. 1997). The Atlanta 2020 Project used a visioning ap-
proach (Helling 1998).

A design is a fully worked out outcome. Designs work by determining a fully
worked out outcome from interdependent actions and providing this out-
come as information before any action is taken. Designs fit situations in
which there are highly interdependent actions, actions are easily inferre d
from information about the outcome, and there is little uncertainty about
implementation of actions. We usually think of design as a process in which
many ideas are tested and modified, but entirely in some simulated envi-
ronment before any action is taken in the real world. Harris (1967) identi-
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fies design decisions as reversible at zero cost. All the decisions involved in
design of a single building are tested as hypotheses in combination thro u g h
diagrams and calculations to see how they fit together before any action is
taken to construct the building. Designs usually focus on patterns of capi-
tal facilities rather than on the human activity patterns that will occur given
these facilities. Measures of success should, however, assess these human ac-
tivity patterns.

Design works by figuring out a result for many interdependent actions
b e f o re acting. It thus avoids the problems of interdependence, indivisibil-
ity, and irreversibility through a presumption of perfect foresight. There is
no iterative adjustment; the result is determined first so that each action can
immediately fit the solution. Bacon (1974, 260–262) illustrates how the de-
sign concept breaks down over time in urban design but still results in some-
what coherent physical forms. A complete and coherent design for a section
of a city is proposed. Some elements of the coherent design get imple-
mented, but other elements do not because of citizen complaints, budget
constraints, changes in government, or power relations. Then, situations
change and new designs are proposed that in part relate to the elements of
the previous design. Some of the elements of the new design are imple-
mented. The realized urban form results from this sequence of dependent
designs, none of which is implemented in its entirety.

As projects become more complex and more easily decomposed into ac-
tions that can be carried out separately (e.g., more than one building, phased
buildings to be constructed with long periods between each phase), they
take on the character of a sequence of design projects linked by strategies
about related decisions. Although any architect designing buildings will
point out that in many cases the design may be modified during construc-
tion and that the cost of design changes is not zero, these costs are small and
these modifications are minor relative to the whole design. In larger urban
development situations, actions taken at different times are each of similar
magnitude, such as building an interceptor sewer now and an expre s s w a y
later. Modifying the expressway capacity or service area before it is built to
complement a sewer system designed to absorb twenty-five years of gro w t h
is a diff e rent level of relationship from modifying details as a building is
constructed.

A design approach solves problems b e f o re acting on any decision, where a s
a strategy approach decides what action to take now cognizant of related fu-
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ture actions. We do not need to make all related decisions simultaneously,
but we can consider potential future decisions before making a decision now.
Note that the target creating of design is also diff e rent from agenda setting.
An agenda is a list of things to do; a target is something to shoot at. A targ e t
might prompt an agenda. A strategy might be devised to achieve a targ e t .

A strategy is a set of decisions that forms a contingent path through a decision
t re e . Strategies work by determining what action should be taken now con-
tingent on related future actions. Strategies fit situations in which there are
many interdependent actions under the authority of many actors and oc-
c u rring over a long time in relation to an uncertain environment. In se-
quential decision making, at the time action is taken on a current decision,
the future decisions have been thought through for each outcome from that
c u rrent decision. Saying that we plan to do something means that we will
take certain actions under certain conditions when the time comes. Design
and strategy re p resent the continuum sometimes described between syn-
optic or blueprint plans and incremental, decision-centered planning (e.g.,
Faludi 1987). The crucial diff e rence is the degree to which all decisions
should or can be taken at once or only sequentially.

Strategy is arguably the most inclusive and thus fundamental notion of
plans because it is the most explicit about the relationships among interde-
pendent actions, their consequences, intentions, uncert a i n t y, and outcomes.
Strategies address most completely the problems of interdependence, indi-
visibility, irreversibility, and imperfect foresight. In contrast, designs focus
primarily on outcomes. Visions, agendas, and policies are often joint eff e c t s
of plans that also work as strategies or designs. Visions, policies, and agen-
das, as explained earlier, can also address situations that do no meet the strict
criteria of interdependence, indivisibility, irre v e r s i b i l i t y, and imperfect fore-
sight.

Plans address spatial phenomena, which is a direct result of interd e-
pendence among decisions in space. On the other hand, policy analysts tend
to ignore spatial phenomena and focus on the impacts of individual pro-
grams or policies, not on plans for related actions. Analysis for a single de-
cision or for repeat decisions of the same type may benefit from forecasts of
impacts, but when interdependent actions can be taken sequentially, the re-
lationships between decisions and forecasts become more complex. Plans
working as strategies depend on functional, spatial, and temporal relation-
ships among decisions themselves and their impacts. Policies are distinct
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f rom strategies, because policies apply to repeated decision situations of the
same kind whereas strategies coordinate diff e rent but related decisions.
Strategies may yield policies as statements of decision rules, such as “Allow
development if the developer pays for cost of sewer extensions.” This pol-
icy might implement a strategy of providing sewer infrastructure over time
concurrent with development. Plans may be hierarchically related. For ex-
ample, under California planning legislation, area plans (or specific plans)
a re subject to policies and strategies set out in general plans (Olshansky
1996). The Chicago plan of 1966 (City of Chicago Department of Devel-
opment and Planning 1966) set policies for area plans that were developed
for each neighborhood.

In contrast to plans, regulations set the rights of a decision maker by
identifying what decisions are permitted and by setting the range of dis-
c retion of choices and criteria in making these decisions. Regulations are
e n f o rced by the state through its monopoly on the use of force. For ex-
ample, zoning restricts the range of uses, building height, and land cover-
age that may be undertaken on a particular parcel. A subdivision ordinance
restricts the patterns by which land can be divided into building lots. Reg-
ulations may be created by private groups under the force of contracts,
which are in turn enforced by the state. Thus a homeowners’ association
may impose design regulations for its members. Regulations affect decisions
by restricting the set of choices, whereas plans affect decisions by pro v i d-
ing information.

In contrast to regulations, none of the ways in which plans work is in-
h e rently binding on actors. Plans that work as strategies set forth contin-
gent decisions that affect choices made now, but there is no current or fu-
t u re change in the range of alternatives from which the decision maker is
p e rmitted to choose. The effect on current decisions is only through the
decision maker’s own assessment of related decisions. Regulations defin e
the set of future alternatives from which a decision maker may choose,
which can help to determine which decision is best for action now. Regu-
lations are discussed further in chapter 6.

Plans also work as a focus of deliberation—discussion, argument, con-
flict, and resolution. Such work occurs both in the creation of plans and in
their use to guide action. These aspects of how plans work are considered
in chapters 7 through 9, which focus on making and using plans.
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Investments and Regulations

Investments in physical infrastru c t u re or facilities and regulations are widely
recognized as the two major components of urban development plans (see
e.g., Alexander 1992a, 98ff; Neuman 1998). As in political interpretations,
these different types of actions imply different tasks for plans. Investments,
whether by public agencies or private firms, change the capital stock of in-
f r a s t ru c t u re or buildings. Regulations change rights, the range of discre t i o n
in making decisions. Plans often include recommendations for enabling leg-
islation from a higher level of government to allow a lower level of gov-
ernment to take certain kinds of actions. Enabling legislation is thus anal-
ogous to regulation but is among levels of government rather than between
g o v e rnments and individuals. That we observe this pervasive focus of plans,
whether made for governments or private firms or individuals, suggests that
we should be able to explain why plans are made for investments in physi-
cal facilities and regulations rather than for other types of actions.

The simple explanation is that infrastru c t u re investments, whether by
public, private, or joint actors, are interdependent with other investments.
They are partially indivisible and subject to significant economies of scale;
they are durable—long lasting—and costly to reverse once action is taken;
they are subject to imperfect foresight with respect to demand, technology,
and related actions. When iterative adjustment does not work, plans that
work as designs or strategies can yield improved outcomes because such
plans consider other actions before taking an action now. Plans can yield
such improvements not only from the perspective of a government, but also
from the perspective of a private firm or individual.

Investments in physical facilities mediate between geographic space and
people’s behaviors. Thus two kinds of decisions matter: the decisions to in-
vest in infrastru c t u re and the decisions to use the resulting infrastru c t u re in
particular ways. Indicators of quality of life depend on activities of popula-
tions, including their interactions with each other; the physical facilities in
which they live and work, including the networks that connect these facil-
ities; and the geographic locations in which these activities and facilities
o c c u r. Thus an indicator of vehicle miles traveled per person per day de-
pends on where people who work downtown live and over what type of net-
work they travel, which depends in turn on the geographic character of the
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site of the city. The important point is that investments occur in fixed lo-
cations and they create the physical context within which locational choice
and daily behaviors occur. Whether investments are in buildings—housing,
schools, treatment plants—or networks—roads, sewers, light-rail transit—
they are fixed in place and cannot be moved without great cost. They are
built with specific capacities, which cannot be changed without additional
investment. Increments of capacity are subject to significant economies of
scale. It is less costly per unit of treatment, for example, to build a larg e r
rather than a smaller sewage treatment plant. Although a treatment plant
may take ten years to site, design, and build, it will still be expected to serve
expected demand for a fifty-year life. Thus forecasts of demand for sixty
years may be pertinent and must be precise enough to be useful. If demand
occurs more slowly or at different densities than forecasted, however, con-
tingent pipe sizes and construction timing should be available as strategy. It
is very expensive to replace pipes to increase their capacity, however, so ro-
bust strategies for the major pipes in the network may be appropriate.

People choose to live or work in facilities that exist at particular locations
because someone invested in the facility at that location. People choose
transportation mode and route over a network of streets and transit based
on investments made to link locations by roads or transit routes. The out-
come of the investment is realized only when the location choice and travel
choice behaviors occur. We must there f o re estimate these behaviors for
given investments rather than trying to estimate the effects of investments
directly.

This logic of plans for investments also applies to capital investments
by the private sector. Anas et al. (1998) give the example of the creation of
new nodes in a multinucleated city. In many cases, no one developer has suf-
ficient capital or land to build an entire new center alone. If several devel-
opers try to locate new subcenters when only one or two can be sustained,
h o w e v e r, then some subcenters will fail. The capital invested will be lost and
the underutilized land will displace other uses because of the high cost of
conversion. Even the successfully established center will be slower in de-
veloping than necessary because some development and tenants will have
to move from other failed centers. The private developers have much to
gain from figuring out ahead of time which new center will succeed and
building there initially. Public infrastru c t u re providers and house buyers
would also be affected by the uncertainty of location of new centers.
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Regulations have a stru c t u re similar to investments with two kinds of de-
cisions: decisions to regulate and decisions to act given the re g u l a t i o n s .
A decision to zone a municipality by land use type and density is a decision
to regulate. A decision to build a house in one of these zones is an action
given the regulation. Usually the decision to regulate will be collective and
the decision to act individual. In order to use regulations, decisions must be
made about where to impose what regulations. These decisions are analo-
gous to investments in that they face interdependence, indivisibility, irre-
versibility, and imperfect foresight. To implement a zoning regulation, we
must consider a sufficiently large area to fig u re out a pattern of land uses
that will reduce negative effects of adjacency of different uses and provide
access to services. The area to be zoned must be considered in finite incre-
ments; it is indivisible. As with investments, regulations cannot, therefore,
work by iterative adjustment. If a regulation is to reduce external effects of
adjacent land uses, it will be effective only if it is imposed before the con-
flicting land uses invest in locating next to each other. If a regulation is to
match density with infrastru c t u re capacity, it can only be effective before
investments are made.

Investments and regulations are logical elements of plans that work as
designs or strategies because they are likely to benefit from such plans. So-
cial programs or other actions that are not interdependent, indivisible, ir-
reversible, and subject to imperfect foresight are much less likely to bene-
fit from such plans. For example, state-funded health care would aff e c t
quality of life and is worth careful analysis. A housing voucher program may
be a valuable public program. Such programs may be on an agenda, may
be implemented through policies, or be expressed as visions, but they are
not likely to be the focus of a design or a strategy because they do not have
the attributes of capital investments or spatially expressed regulations of in-
terdependent actions.

This observation does not mean that such programs are unimportant; it
means that instruments diff e rent from plans working as designs or strate-
gies are likely to be more useful in achieving the intended outcomes. This
observation also does not mean that equity goals or social purposes should
not be criteria by which investments or regulations are judged. Regardless
of the criterion of success, investments once made are costly to change. It
is no more possible to iterate toward a social equity goal than toward an eco-
nomic efficiency goal if the actions involved are irreversible investments.
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Investments and regulations are likely to benefit from plans as designs or
strategies because of the characteristics of these types of actions not because
of characteristics of particular criteria for evaluating them. A full range of
criteria is likely to be and should be considered.

Determining Whether Plans Work

Do plans work? These explanations of how plans can work—as agendas,
policies, visions, designs, and strategies—provide a means by which to as-
sess whether plans do work. These explanations indicate what we can ex-
pect to observe if plans are working and how we can explain re l a t i o n s h i p s
among these observations. We can observe

• plan-making behaviors—the things planners and their collaborators
do when they make plans,

• plans—information available at particular times to particular people,
• people using plans while making decisions,
• investments and regulations that may have been affected by plans, and
• outcomes in terms of activity patterns resulting from these invest-

ments and regulations.

All of these observable phenomena provide opportunities for assessment.
We will consider evaluation of plan-making behaviors in chapter 9. Here
we focus on plans and whether they work, not on how they are made.

There are four broad criteria for assessing whether plans work:

• E ffect: Did the plan have any effect on decision making, actions, or
outcomes? For example, if it was intended to work as an agenda, how
many of the listed actions were taken?

• Net benefit: Was the plan worth making and to whom? For example,
if it was intended to work as strategy, were the gains in efficiency of
infrastructure provision over time sufficient to compensate the costs
of making the plan?

• I n t e rnal validity (or quality): Did the plan fulfill the logic of how it
was intended to work? For example, if it was intended to work as
strategy, did it address interdependence, indivisibility, irreversibility,
and imperfect foresight in appropriate ways?
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• E x t e rnal validity (or quality): Did the outcomes intended or implied in
the plan meet external criteria, such as claims for a just society? For ex-
ample, if it was intended to work as a vision, did the vision include eq-
uity? Ethical acceptability is a crucial component of external validity.

Several authors have developed such typologies, none of which I follow
completely, but some of which share common elements with this typology.
Talen (1996) provides a thorough review of this literature and makes a
s t rong case for the importance of assessing plans on the basis of whether
they achieve objectives. Alexander and Faludi (1989) discuss the range of
possibilities, including conformity of the actions to the plan, rationality of
planning process, quality of the plan solution assessed before or after it has
affected decisions, and whether the plan is utilized in the decision-making
p rocess. Others (e.g., Berke and French 1994; Dalton and Burby 1994) con-
sider whether plans that meet standards in the literature or in state legisla-
tive mandates are more likely to result in a greater number of implementa-
tion tools being in place. More re c e n t l y, Mastop and Faludi (1997) arg u e
for a “performance” approach, which requires looking at how a plan affects
decisions and how these decisions in turn affect outcomes. This causal chain
links the plan to outcomes, which is consistent with my argument that we
need explanations of how plans work.3 Connerly and Muller (1993) iden-
tify frequency of consultation of the plan by decision makers as a measure
of plan quality, which highlights the necessary causal link but does not ex-
plain what the expected effects of use should be. Baer (1997) provides a
checklist for assessing plans based primarily on the plan as document and
the reported procedures by which it was made.

Some of the typologies focus more on what to assess and others on how
to assess it. As most of these authors point out, it is very difficult to assess
the effects of plans on outcomes and thus on measures of goal achievement.
In urban development processes, it is almost impossible to say what would
have happened without the plan and compare this to what did happen with
the plan. Or, conversely, it is impossible to say what would have been dif-
f e rent if there had been a plan. Calkins (1979) developed one of the most
complete descriptions of the monitoring of plan accomplishment with re-
spect to time and space. His key concepts are to recognize both underly-
ing trends independent of the effects of a plan and trends caused by the plan.

Note that all of these assessment approaches are distinct from the ques-
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tion of evaluating a particular action in a plan, such as estimating the net
b e n e fits of a highway project or choosing between a transit-oriented or
auto-oriented development pattern. That is, none of the above types of as-
sessments addresses evaluating alternative plans in the process of choosing
the content of a plan. Rather, they ask: Did the plan work?

Did the plan have any effect on decision making, actions, or outcomes? P l a n s
work by affecting actions, indirectly if not dire c t l y. Whether the actions
taken yield intended outcomes is a distinct but important question. Good
plans must not merely be more likely to affect actions. They must also be
m o re likely to include actions that will yield intended outcomes. Does
Chicago “look like” the Chicago Plan? We re the aspirations achieved based
on some set of indicators? Does Cleveland “look like” the Cleveland Policy
R e p o rt in the sense that indicators show an increase in choices for people
who are least well off? Do the new towns of Reston, Vi rginia, or Milton
Keynes in England look like the plans for them? To use this basis, we not
only need to be able to measure outcomes pertinent to the plan, but also
to provide an explanation of how the plan caused these outcomes. One dif-
ficulty is uncertainty in the relationship of actions to outcomes. Even if
planned actions are taken, the intended outcomes may not occur. Even good
choices in locating land uses relative to flooding or other natural hazard s
may yield larger losses over a given period than before the plan because of
a particularly large flood or a cluster of hazard events. A plan that is based
on the belief that people will use transit if they live in a transit-friendly en-
vironment may be used in decisions and affect actions but still not gain the
outcomes that the plan sought because the belief about how the world works
was wrong.

Talen (1996) argues strongly for the value of assessing plans directly in
t e rms of the resulting activity patterns rather than in terms of actions taken.
Rather than focus on the investment or regulation actions, she focused on
whether the intent of the plan was achieved, in particular whether the eq-
uity distribution sought by a plan for city parks was achieved (Talen and
Anselin 1998). If the objective of the plan is to provide parks for neighbor-
hoods or types of households that are currently underserved, then a meas-
u re of whether the relative level of service for such neighborhoods and
households improved is more pertinent than whether parks were built in
the specific locations and sizes shown in the plan. This distinction returns
us to explanations of how plans work. Whether the objective of equitable
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distribution of parks was achieved or not, the question of what effect a plan
had on this remains to be shown. On the other hand, if the parks were built
w h e re the plan recommended and the plan recommended these locations
in order to achieve equitable distribution, then just showing that the plan
caused parks to be located in these places is also insufficient.

If the spatial diagram or map in the plan was meant merely to persuade
constituencies of the possibility of action with respect to goals, then the spe-
c i fic locations of parks would not matter. The locations would be in the plan
as an illusion of precision to achieve persuasion. If, on the other hand, the
explanation of how the plan is intended to work is as a set of fully worked
out interdependent actions, then the particular locations of parks may be
related to transit stops, dwelling unit densities, diagonal pedestrian access
routes, and traffic calming street patterns. In this case it matters a great deal
whether parks were built in particular places in conjunction with other ac-
tions. In this latter situation the assessment of equitable distribution with
respect to demographic characteristics is insufficient. The substantive logic
of the relationships among actions in the plan matters, and the logic of how
the plan might affect actions matters.

The 1929 Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs was several years
in the making, involved many planners, and took a forty-year perspective.
Johnson (1996) takes advantage of the resulting visibility of the planning
p rocess and the opportunity to track actions and outcomes to develop a
t h o rough assessment of the effects of the plan. His analysis includes con-
sideration of potential effects of the plan working as vision, agenda, policy,
design, and strategy, though not based on the strict definitions and expla-
nations presented here. He points out the difficulties of assessing whether
a plan worked as an agenda.

It is difficult to separate forecasts of events that would have occurred, plan or
no plan, from events whose occurrence is attributable to the Plan. And what of
long-standing proposals which predated the Plan and were simply incorporated
into it? To what extent can the fact of their being part of the Plan be cre d i t e d
with their realization? Each specific project or proposal needs to be analyzed as
an individual case study if definitive judgements are to be made about the causal
relationships of plan and reality. (244)

Johnson also identifies difficulties in assessing the effects as policy or per-
haps as vision.
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For example, should decentralization be encouraged or discouraged? Or, should
highways be emphasized over transit? General policy reveals itself in the making
of specific decisions, but it is itself subject to modification and influence by plans,
among other factors. But the extent to which plans as paradigms influence gen-
eral policy is usually difficult to ascertain. The plan, if it embodies accepted pub-
lic policy, can re i n f o rce that policy, but the strength of that re i n f o rcement can
only be a matter of speculation. Where the plan breaks new ground or attempts
to alter accepted policy assumptions, it may be a simpler task to estimate impact
by reference to points at which policy changes. (244)

Johnson compares forecasts in the plan, such as population, to historical
outcomes to interpret contingent strategies, though the plan itself did not
identify such contingent strategies. He also re p o rts which major pro j e c t s
were accomplished and which were not and computes percentages of open
space projects completed by subregion, but as he argues, causal explanations
linking these outcomes to the plan are difficult to construct.

Even a case study as detailed and thoroughly observed over several years
as the traffic reduction scheme for Aalborg Denmark (Flyvbjerg 1998),
h o w e v e r, still faces some of these difficulties. Flyvbjerg ’s interpretation cen-
t e red on the power of certain actors to oppose parts of the plan on which
he focuses his narrative. He interprets the inability to implement all of the
interdependent elements of this scheme because of powerful opposition as
a plan failing in the face of power. The proposed scheme in the plan he an-
alyzes, however, contradicted the logic of interdependent actions of major
capital investments made just before the plan was adopted. The plan’s fail-
u re might be interpreted as the success of a previous plan that withstood the
attempt to change it. Incomplete implementation of one plan is not gener-
alizable as evidence that plans do not work.

Each of the ways in which plans work implies an explanation of how a
plan affects the world and thus an assessment based on that particular ex-
planation. The measure of effectiveness for an agenda is whether the tasks
were accomplished. We may also be able to observe whether actors or citi-
zens, to sustain the implied commitment to the list, re f e rred to the agenda
as a re m i n d e r. Such observations would be evidence that the actions occurre d
because of the plan and because it served as an external memory device.

For policies, there are distinct measures of success for its distinct pur-
poses. For decision effic i e n c y, the measure of effect is whether decisions
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w e re made by re f e rence to the policy rather than by considering the next
decision situation from scratch. Reference by decision makers to the pol-
icy may be observable. Or, the policy may become habit and therefore not
be directly observable, even though conformance with policy can still be ob-
served. For decision fairness or consistency, the measure of effectiveness is
whether the policy was applied accurately in similar situations. This can be
d e t e rmined by assessing a sample of situations in which the policy should
have been applied.

Observing beliefs of the plan’s target audience before and after the plan
and asking whether beliefs changed can assess the vision mechanism. Be-
liefs might be elicited directly or inferred or revealed in actions. To deter-
mine whether these changes in beliefs also changed actions as intended
would re q u i re observations of actions. Without observation of changes in
beliefs or inference of such changes, however, we could not tell whether a
plan was working as a vision.

For designs, the measure of success is whether the design is constructed
or achieved. This measure of conformance has been used in several plan ef-
fectiveness assessments (e.g., Alterman and Hill 1978). It is generally not
linked to a particular mechanism of how plans work, but rather a general
notion of linking the plan directly to the outcome. Note that because the
design mechanism is directly associated with the outcome, there is no in-
tervening measure. The presumption is that we can recognize the outcome
as resulting from the design because the design is sufficiently distinct that
the outcome would not otherwise have occurred by chance. If design is not
the mechanism by which a plan is expected to work, however, then confor-
mance alone is not a sufficient measure of effect.

For strategies, the measure of success is whether the contingent strategy
was pursued. Use of the strategy may or may not result in the most likely
outcome being achieved. So for this explanation, the conformance measure
is not directly pertinent. The logic of assessing the effect of strategies is de-
veloped in more detail in chapter 4.

F i n a l l y, it is important to distinguish between lack of plans and lack of
action. In Kathmandu, Nepal, people lament the lack of planning, but there
are actually many plans. There is a lack of action, in part because of severe
budget constraints, and a lack of certain types of land development regula-
tions. It is the lack of investments and regulations that people often mean
when they say there is a lack of planning. These plans may have identified
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actions that were logically linked to good outcomes, but they are not good
plans because they failed to consider whether any actor could take these ac-
tions. Or, if the plans are explained as visions, then they may be working,
though slowly, by changing people’s beliefs about how an urban settlement
works and what other people believe is worth doing or feasible to do.

We can determine whether a plan worked by linking three observ a b l e
phenomena:

• Was the plan used? Or, a plan is good because persons use it in choos-
ing actions.

• We re the actions taken? Or, a plan is good because the actions implied
by the plan were taken.

• We re the outcomes achieved? Or, a plan is good because the outcomes
sought by the plan were achieved.

The combination of these three types of observations can yield a persuasive
a rgument that a plan affected decision making, actions, and outcomes in
t u rn. They can test an explanation of how plans work and thus provide gen-
eralizable implications for other similar circumstances. Whether the out-
comes were and still are valued and ethical is a question of external validity
discussed below.

Was the plan worth making and to whom? Even if a plan is shown to have
e ffects on decision making, actions, or outcomes, it may not be worth the
cost of making the plan. There is so little empirical evidence of the effects
of plans, that it seems unnecessary to consider whether the effects com-
pensate the costs. The question must be acknowledged, however, and eff e c t s
should be identified in ways that might allow comparison to costs. Mea-
suring the costs of making plans is conceptually straightforw a rd. Measur-
ing the benefits from the effects of plans, which might be negative, is a
minefield of difficulties.

Helling (1998) re p o rts a cost-effectiveness study of the Atlanta 2020 col-
laborative visioning project. She assumes that the vision, the result of the
p rocess, and the process of creating the vision should somehow affect ac-
tions, which is consistent with explanations presented here. She concludes
that the plan was relatively ineffective at anything other than increasing the
interaction among participants, which might eventually have indirect eff e c t s
on actions. She also estimates the costs for creating the vision at $4.4 mil-
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lion. These costs were carefully calculated as opportunity costs of re s o u rc e s
used, including the opportunity cost of the time contributed by the twelve
h u n d red participants. With no identifiable direct effects on actions, was the
plan worth this cost? If it is intended to work as a vision, it might have
changed beliefs, but not yet affected actions. Changes in beliefs are diffic u l t
to measure at best. In either case, costs matter. We can at least ask whether
the benefits are plausibly greater than $4.4 million.

To value the effects of a plan requires considering all the ways in which
the plan might work, distinguishing effects of the plan from what would
have happened anyway, and estimating the value of these benefits. Uncer-
tainty confounds these aspects furt h e r, as discussed in chapter 4. Clearly the
value of the benefits is different across individuals and groups and raises all
the problems of assessing changes in social welfare if we take a collective
perspective. Even from the perspective of a particular institution, such as a
s a n i t a ry district planning for sewers, the estimate of benefits is pro b l e m a t i c .
In practice, the most practical way to ask whether a plan was worth mak-
ing is to estimate the costs of making it and then ask whether it is in rough
terms plausible that the benefits could justify these costs. That is, it is un-
n e c e s s a ry to estimate benefits any more precisely than whether they are
greater or less than the costs. Thus Helling’s example is an excellent model
for addressing this question not just for the vision aspect of plans but for
all aspects.

Was the plan internally consistent with the logic of how plans work? Internal
validity depends on attributes of the plan itself. The internal validity of a
plan can be determined by looking only at the plan. As with any decision
in the face of uncert a i n t y, the question is whether a good plan was made
given the information available when it was made, not whether the out-
comes that resulted were good outcomes. The typical approach is to ask
whether a plan contains a certain set of components, such as transport a t i o n
and land use, or has a particular set of attributes, such as being org a n i z e d
for reference by decision makers. A more careful interpretation would ask
whether a plan fulfills at least one of the logics of how plans work. For the
strategy aspect of a plan: Are the actions linked together in contingent
strategies that meet the logic of decision analysis? Or for the design aspect:
A re the elements combined into a designed target configuration that works,
in which the interdependent elements should function as intended?

Kent (1964, 91) identified the attributes of good plans:
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Subject-Matter Characteristics
The General Plan—

(1) Should Focus on Physical Development
(2) Should be Long-Range
(3) Should be Comprehensive
(4) Should be General, and Should Remain General
(5) Should Clearly Relate Major Physical-Design Proposals to the  

Basic Policies of the Plan

Characteristics Relating to Governmental Procedures
The General Plan—

(6) Should Be in a Form Suitable for Public Debate
(7) Should Be Identified as the City Council’s Plan
(8) Should Be Available and Understandable to the Public
(9) Should Be Designed to Capitalize on Its Educational Potential
(10) Should Be Amendable

These are characteristics of a plan, not of the process by which it was cre-
ated or of the effects it had on the world. They are internal validity criteria.
Some of these criteria can be derived from explanations of how plans work
and thus argued to measure internal validity in this stronger sense. The
Four I’s argue that plans should focus on physical development. A plan for
physical development is sufficiently difficult and sufficiently independent
from other municipal functions that it makes sense to have a plan that fo-
cuses on physical development only. Long range is probably too narrow an
i n t e r p retation, but the concern with time horizons is pertinent because it
recognizes that a set of interdependent actions may occur over time. The
focus, however, should arguably be on multiple time horizons pertinent to
p a rticular sets of interdependent decisions. Comprehensive for Kent im-
plies comprehensive across physical elements, comprehensive in scope of
effects considered, and comprehensive in covering the entire municipality.
Kent argues that it should be general in focusing on major policies and
major physical design proposals rather than details. These claims are con-
sistent with focusing on those projects that, because of the Four I’s, are likely
to benefit from plans. Characteristics 6 through 10 increase the likelihood
the plan will be used in making decisions, and thus link these internal va-
lidity criteria to the explanations of how plans affect actions and outcomes.
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Plans funded by the federal government under section 701 of the Hous-
ing Act of 1954 (Feiss 1985) and state-mandated local plans in several states
must include particular elements, presumably because of a belief that good
plans must have such elements. California, for example, requires land use,
c i rculation, housing, conservation, open space, noise, and safety (Olshan-
sky 1996). These re q u i rements address both scope of decisions and scope
of effects to be considered. Why states should mandate certain character-
istics of plans raises a whole range of issues beyond the internal validity of
plans. Such mandates demonstrate, however, that decisions about how to
plan are made in part on the attributes of plans themselves, not on the way
they are made or on the effects they have. Thus internal validity is an im-
portant category of criteria.

Did the plan seek outcomes that are ethically appropriate through means that
a re ethically appro p r i a t e ? A plan that seeks to achieve equity for the least well
o ff is a better plan than one that seeks to increase the efficiency of urban de-
velopment in a way that the efficiency gains accrue only to the most well
o ff. Without elaborating ethical claims here, it is clear that a plan can aff e c t
decision making, actions, and outcomes, yield benefits sufficient to com-
pensate its costs, be internally consistent in its logic, but still be a bad plan
because of the goals it pursues or the means it employs. External validity
calls a plan to the standards of ethics.

Keating and Krumholz (1991) assessed the effects of downtown plans by
comparing six plans based in large part on whether they tended to accom-
plish what those who initiated and supported them intended to accomplish.
Did the plans affect outcomes? They applied criteria from Sedway and
Cooke (1983) who argued that plans for downtown development are wort h
making if there is support of major pro p e rty owners and tenants, support
and cooperation from all departments in city government, a citizens advi-
sory committee, and a citywide plan within which the downtown plan can
be set. These criteria are predictive of whether a plan is likely to yield ben-
efits to those who fund it that are sufficient to compensate its costs. Keat-
ing and Krumholz found that the six plans they studied all fit the Sedway
and Cooke criteria. They were plans of a type that we expect to occur be-
cause they were initiated by landowners, business leaders, and local gov-
ernment, all of whom can benefit from downtown development. These ac-
tors have incentives to produce these types of plans that are focused on
decisions they can make and benefit from. None of the plans, however, dealt
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in a significant way with equity, which was predictable given who initiated
them. The plans failed an external validity test on a prescriptive criterion of
equity.

If we can explain situations in which plans are likely to be made and likely
to work based on the first three broad criteria—effect, net benefit, and in-
t e rnal validity—then we can prescribe situations in which planners who
m e a s u re success as plans affecting actions, and at costs that are compen-
sated, should make plans. Such plans and planning are likely, however, to
achieve what is easy and normal, not to accomplish unusual changes such
as improvements in social equity. All four criteria—including external va-
lidity—are thus pertinent to evaluations of plans.

Summary: Plans Work in Particular Situations

Plans can work in more than one way. Given explanations of how plans
work—explanations that link observable phenomena—it is possible to as-
sess to what extent plans work in particular situations with respect to their
effects, their net benefits, their internal validity, and their external validity.
These explanations can also be used to predict that plans that meet these
evaluation criteria will, in general, work in these ways in appropriate situa-
tions. They thus provide a basis for predicting what plans will be wort h
making.

Plans for urban development often include agendas and policies as means
of framing the actions implied by the plan. The vision, design, and strategy
aspects of a plan are most pertinent, however, to figuring out the substan-
tive logic of a plan for urban development and thus precede these agendas
and policies. The fundamental reason for this precedence is that visions, de-
signs, and strategies address interdependence among actions while agendas
and policies do not. The strategy aspects of plans must also face uncert a i n t y
and thus forecasting, which leads us to an interpretation of plans thro u g h
decision analysis in chapter 4.
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4

Strategy, Uncertainty, and Forecasts

Still we might argue that hope and vision are rational in the probabilistic context
since they encourage people to work harder, to make greater commitments, to
mobilize social and natural resources in previously unimagined ways, and to
enlarge the range of action beyond what was ever taken as reasonable. . . . And so
to be hopeful will actually change the probabilities and payoffs.
—Martin Krieger (1991), “Contingency in Planning: Statistics, Fortune, and History”

The most fundamental aspect of making plans for urban development is
making choices about interdependent decisions—decisions for which the
choice made in one decision depends on the choice made in the other de-
cisions. Choosing what courses to take in college illustrates the generic form
of such planning situations. In this case, there are eight decision stages if
you complete school in eight semesters. Before each semester you must de-
cide what courses to take, given contingent decisions on what courses you
will choose to take in succeeding semesters. You must also fit the courses
for the imminent semester into a feasible weekly schedule. You take pre-
requisites so that you can take other courses later. You make sure that the
combination of courses you choose will earn the degree and major you are
seeking. The outcomes from registering for these courses, however, are un-
certain. You may not pass all the courses. You may discover that you like a
subject more, or less, than you realized. Thus, you should consider the im-
plications of changes in your pre f e rences as the result of taking part i c u l a r
courses from particular teachers. Certain courses may no longer be offered
by the time you get to them. You should consider robust decisions when
available, choosing courses that make sense for several majors so that you
can change majors. If you planned to be an engineer, but later decide to be
an historian, you must know when and how to revise your plan. You want
to focus on learning, not on planning to learn, so you must, implicitly at
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least, decide how much eff o rt (and worry) to put into planning your courses.
The sequence of related decisions, the uncertain outcomes, the changing
p re f e rences, and the externally specified but possibly changing re q u i re m e n t s
for obtaining a degree make this typical of situations in which the strategy
aspect of plans will be useful.

Interdependent Actions, Plans, and Expected Values

Decision analysis provides a coherent framework in which to consider the
relationships among actions, outcomes, uncert a i n t y, and forecasts. It ties
planning situations to a well-developed literature about such problems. Its
usefulness in explaining how plans work should not be confused, however,
with the use of decision analysis as a problem-solving tool for a specific
p roblem, which is the way it is usually presented (e.g., Stokey and Zeck-
hauser 1978; Kirkwood 1997). By your own experience, you know that you
have never structured the curriculum-planning problem as a decision tree
e x p l i c i t l y, much less calculated expected values arithmetically. The usual
tools for curriculum plans include a set of eight lists of courses, one list for
each semester. A form on which to check the requirements that have been
met, and thus highlight those that have not, is also useful. This list also helps
check that pre requisites are being fulfilled so that you will be able to take
f u t u re courses. Often students (or their advisers) identify contingent course
options for future semesters to confirm that various options are kept open.
For example, in semester four you will take either an engineering course or
a history course depending on your grade in freshman English (or math).

In urban development, investments and regulations do not yield an im-
mediate and unique outcome. If choosing an action does not determine a
unique outcome, then we need a concept of the expected value of an action.
If pre f e rences among current actions depend on future actions, then we may
gain by forecasting future context, decisions situations, and pre f e rences be-
fore making current decisions. If preferences change, then we should con-
sider the possible effects of our actions on our pre f e rences, that is, their
formative effects. These questions are explained conceptually in this chap-
ter by describing planning situations as decision trees.

Imagine that you are faced with the problem of choosing a number of
dwelling units for an area of new development and a capacity of sewers and
a rterial streets to serve the area. For the moment, set aside the questions
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of whether these two decisions—housing and infrastru c t u re — a re under the
authority of one decision maker or two, or can be made simultaneously or
not. Focus instead on how to analyze what diff e rence it would make to plan.
What is the gain from considering both decisions before acting on one of
them?

The decision trees in Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3 describe this problem in
three different ways using the hypothetical data in Table 4-1. For simplic-
i t y, the cost of land is ignored. The numbers are in thousands of dollars, but
they are hypothetical numbers to illustrate an idea, not empirical numbers
to make an empirical claim about a particular result.

F i g u re 4-1 organizes the infrastru c t u re decision with two altern a t i v e s .
The tree consists of decision nodes (shown as squares) and branches, with
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Table 4-1
Infrastructure and Housing Illustration

Low Density High Density

Revenue Cost Revenue Cost

Infrastructure 20 15 15 5
Housing 70 40 50 30

Figure 4-1
Decision about infrastructure independently
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each branch representing an alternative with a cost or value for that alter-
native. Working backward from the right, the total revenue resulting from
each branch is shown at the end of the branch. Using data in Table 4-1, total
revenue for 500 units of high density at $15 per unit is $7,500. The cost
for this branch is 500 ¥$5 = $2,500, which is shown below the branch. The
value of choosing this branch is revenues minus costs or $5,000, which is
shown in the decision box because this value is greater than the $2,500 that
would result if the lower branch were chosen. In this case you should choose
high-density infrastru c t u re as shown by the bolded lines. You could con-
s t ruct an analogous node and branches for considering the housing decision
alone, in which case you would choose low-density housing.

If you were to consider both decisions together, as shown in Figure 4-2,
you should choose low-density infrastru c t u re, which is diff e rent from the
decision you should have made if you considered only infrastructure. The
revenues and costs for infrastru c t u re are treated separately because the costs
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Decisions about infrastructure and housing considered together
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are incurred for an expected number of units, but revenues are received for
a realized number of units at the infrastru c t u re revenue rate for the den-
sity of housing actually built. If you build low-density housing after con-
structing high-density infrastructure, you can build only 200 units instead
of 500 units because you can fit only 200 low-density units onto the 100
a c res that have infrastru c t u re services. In this case, infrastru c t u re re v e n u e
is $20 per unit because it is serving low-density housing and is multiplied
by 200 because you can only collect revenues from units served. High-den-
sity housing cannot be built if infrastructure was built for low density, be-
cause the pipes serving given locations do not have sufficient capacity. In
this case there are no revenues. Therefore, the revenue for the top branch
is 500 ¥$15 + 500 ¥$50 = $32,500, for the second is 200 ¥$20 + 200 ¥$70
= $18,000, and so on. Given these revenues, you can work backwards from
right to left by subtracting cost incurred for each branch to find its value at
each decision node. As shown by bold lines, in this case you should choose
to build low-density housing.

To contrast making the infrastru c t u re decision without a plan to mak-
ing the infrastructure decision with a plan, consider two interpretations of
not having a plan. First, you might treat the decisions sequentially because
you might be unaware of the housing decision, or you might be aware of it
but ignore its relation to the infrastru c t u re decision. Then, given the in-
f r a s t ru c t u re decision, you would make a housing decision. Second, you
might treat the housing decision as uncertain and, with no knowledge, as-
sume all choices for housing are equally likely. Note that for the moment
these decisions are all under the authority of one decision maker who must
still face the task of considering more than one decision at a time.

By the first interpretation, being unaware of or choosing to ignore the
decision on housing, you make the infrastru c t u re decision with respect to
its own payoffs, thus choosing high-density capacity infrastru c t u re as in Fig-
ure 4-1. Given high-capacity infrastructure, you would then choose high-
density housing as shown in Figure 4-2. The net revenue would be $17,500,
shown in the decision node for high-density housing, minus the $2,500 cost
of high-density infrastru c t u re, resulting in a net value of $15,000. Note that
this result is not as good as you achieved by considering both decisions to-
gether, which yields $17,500, as shown in Figure 4-2.

By the second interpretation, shown in Figure 4-3, the housing decision
is re p resented as a chance event (an oval in the fig u re). The likelihood of
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each outcome from a chance event is re p resented as a decimal fraction fro m
0.0 to 1.0. The list of outcomes is taken to be exhaustive, so the likelihoods
of outcomes from any one action must sum to one. The difficulty of ex-
hausting all possible outcomes can be overcome conceptually by having one
outcome branch represent “unknown” outcomes. If the outcome of a deci-
sion is uncertain, then the value of that decision should be an integration
across the possible outcomes. The standard approach is to compute an ex-
pected value. In a discrete formulation, expected value is defined as the sum
across outcomes of the likelihood of each outcome multiplied by the value
of that outcome.1

Expected value calculations are shown in Figure 4-3. This tree diff e r s
from Figure 4-2 only in that two decision nodes have been replaced by two
chance nodes and their probabilities. Each of the two outcomes is equally
likely and thus has a probability of 0.5 because all outcomes together have
a probability of 1.0. The expected value for the upper chance node is 0.5 ¥
($32,500 – $15,000) + .5 ¥ ($18,000 – $8,000), which equals $13,750. Sim-
ilarly, the expected value for the lower chance node is 0.5 ¥ ($0 – 0) + 0.5 ¥
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Figure 4-3
Decisions about infrastructure and housing treating housing as uncertain
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($45,000 – $20,000), which equals $12,500. The expected value minus the
lost of high-density infrastru c t u re is gre a t e r, so you should choose to build
high-density infrastru c t u re if you have no information about the likeli-
hoods of housing density. Assigning equal likelihood to each outcome is
the  standard assumption for no information.

After computing what the plan would be, we can compute estimates of
the value of a plan under each of the two interpretations (Figures 4-1 and
4-3) of what it means not to have a plan. In this illustration, the difference
between the value from making both decisions together and the value fro m
making the best housing decision given the best infrastru c t u re decision is
$17,500 minus $15,000, which equals $2,500. This comparison can be made
in Figure 4-2 by comparing the combined choice to the choice of housing
given high-capacity infrastru c t u re, which is the choice that would have been
made considering infrastru c t u re alone. By the second interpretation, the
d i ff e rence between making both decisions together and making the first de-
cision while treating options for the second decision as equally likely is
$17,500 minus $11,250 equals $6,750. Plans are in general less valuable if
you assume that the second decision will be chosen contingent on the first
rather than assuming that the choices for the second decision are equally
l i k e l y. Thus the benefits of a plan depend on what you would have done
without it.

Note that these estimates of the value of a plan can be computed only
after the plan is made. They can tell us whether the plan was worth mak-
ing. To estimate the value of making a plan before making it requires some
distribution of possible plans (possible combinations of choices of actions)
and their expected values. From this distribution, the expected benefit of
making a plan could be compared to the choice that would be made with-
out making a plan. If you can gain a higher payoff by considering both de-
cisions together, you should be willing to pay up to the difference in these
payoffs to someone (a planner) who can help you do so. The cost of mak-
ing and using the plan must be less than the gain it yields.

This logic is useful in thinking through what the benefits of making a
plan might be but not in calculating benefits numerically. For example, if
there is some possibility that an area at the edge of a city might be acquired
by the county as a regional park, but, if not, might be developed at urban
densities of residential, then a provider of sewers might judge that the po-
tential of ignoring this other decision would have a large effect on whether
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a sewer investment would yield revenues. A plan that carefully considered
the probabilities of such acquisition and possibilities for flexible or ro b u s t
sewer extension strategies might be worth making. On the other hand, if a
currently unsewered area is already served by an interstate highway and is
clearly suitable for urban development, there may be no reason to invest
in making plans because they are unlikely to affect the value of outcomes of
investments in sewers. In simple terms, the benefits of plans increase with
i n c reasing diff e rences in the values of potential outcomes based on inter-
dependence, irreversibility, and indivisibility of actions.

Sequential Decisions and Uncertainty

Developers must consider whether to acquire a parcel of land and how
many units to build each year. The payoff from this sequence of land use
decisions depends on the realized demand each year. An infrastru c t u re
provider must decide whether (1) to begin building a big sewage treatment
plant now, then when to build each of several sewer interceptors that will
feed that plant, or (2) to build a small plant now and then another small
plant later. The outcomes from these decisions will depend on the realized
demand for these services and when the facilities become available. The de-
mand might be realized before infrastructure of sufficient capacity is com-
pleted, as is currently often the case with highway capacity at new urban
centers around major metropolitan areas. In each of these cases there is a
sequence of related decisions with uncertain outcomes.

Uncertainty arises in several ways. Friend and Jessop (1969) have iden-
tified three: uncertainty with respect to the environment, uncertainty with
respect to related decisions, and uncertainty with respect to values. There
is also uncertainty with respect to available actions or alternatives.

U n c e rtainty with respect to the environment refers to events that can-
not be known with certainty and are not under the direct control of other
decision makers. Uncertainty about future interest rates is uncertainty about
the environment, because the average rates do not directly result from par-
ticular decisions of particular decision makers. The interest rate set by a par-
ticular bank or for a particular program might, however, be treated as un-
certainty about a related decision.

U n c e rtainty about related decisions may refer to other decisions faced
by the same decision maker or decisions over which other decision makers
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have authority. Uncertainty about other decisions of the same decision
maker can be framed as in Figure 4-3. Uncertainty about decisions of oth-
ers must acknowledge that they also are considering uncert a i n t y, as dis-
cussed in chapter 5. The combination of uncertainties about the enviro n-
ment and uncertainties about related actions yields uncertainty about
consequences of actions.

U n c e rtainty with respect to values refers to incomplete knowledge of
preferences among different outcomes. This uncertainty arises because the
decision maker re p resents others and does not know their pre f e rences or an
a p p ropriate aggregation of their pre f e rences. Or, a decision maker’s own
preferences may change over time in uncertain ways.

Uncertainty with respect to alternatives refers to incomplete knowledge
of possible alternative actions. Ideas for action are created and the process
of considering and manipulating ideas also affects values. Thus uncertain-
ties about values and alternatives are confounded in the processes of mak-
ing plans. Neither alternatives nor preferences can be taken as given.

E x p ressing these conditions of knowledge as uncertainties is useful for
conceptual purposes, but if pursued too literally leads to difficulties. March
(1978) labels situations in which there is insufficient information to struc-
ture a situation in a decision analytic framework as “decision making under
a m b i g u i t y.” The purpose here is to think about how plans work, not how to
estimate uncertainties and compute expected values.

Decisions about land development and infrastructure provision require
commitment in advance of demand because of the lead time between deci-
sion and availability of the intended service. Once the commitment is made,
the funds are spent and there are generally no alternative uses for developed
land or for infrastructure for which no demand is realized. The private de-
veloper that decides to initiate a major development and the municipality
that decides to install infrastructure face similar problems. The developer’s
investment in land and site improvements must be committed in incre m e n t s
of various sizes over time, but in advance of the sale of units. The sale of
units determines the revenues that can pay off loans or yield returns. The
municipality must also invest, usually in facilities with longer lead times to
complete construction and larger increments of efficient size than those the
private developer invests in. For example, sewer interceptors serving a major
sector of the city are larger increments of efficient investment than the de-
v e l o p e r ’s concern with sewerage laterals serving one street. The munici-
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pality must borrow money and earn revenues from taxes or fees to repay the
loans. Each thus faces a sequence of related decisions with commitments
b e f o re realization of revenues and uncertain outcomes. These similarities
in decision situation create opportunities for developers of land uses (often
private firms) and developers of infrastru c t u re (usually public entities) to
s h a re risks in costs and revenues and to make joint eff o rts to reduce risks
t h rough plans, regulations, or collective action. The implications of such
shared interests are elaborated in chapter 5.

F i g u re 4-4 describes a hypothetical land development problem from the
perspective of a public or private developer. The major point of this example
can be seen graphically: In some situations it makes sense to make some
investments (infrastru c t u re in year 1 and housing in year 2), observe the
situation at a later time (realized demand in year 3), then decide what to
do based on that information (enlarge in year 4 or year 5). The crux is that
what you choose to do in the first year depends on your forecasts of po-
tential future outcomes and the contingent decisions you would make. Yo u r
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strategy should consider the related decisions before making the fir s t
decision.

To explain this illustration numerically, in year 1 the developer faces a
decision about infrastructure capacity: Should it build infrastructure suffi-
cient for 600 dwelling units or 400 dwelling units? The lead time from in-
f r a s t ru c t u re decision to infrastru c t u re availability is two years, so infra-
s t ru c t u re will be available at the beginning of year 3. In year 2, a decision
must be made about the number of housing units to build, with a lead time
of one year, implying they will be available at the same time as the infra-
s t ru c t u re. If infrastru c t u re for 600 was built in year 1, then either 600 or
400 dwelling units can be built. If infrastructure for 400 was built, then ei-
ther 400 or 300 dwelling units can be built.

Given the costs and revenues in Table 4-2, the tree in Figure 4-4 is con-
s t ructed with three equally likely outcomes of demand for each housing de-
c i s i o n .2 The realized demand for housing units at the beginning of year 3 is
u n c e rtain, re p resented here as a discrete, equal likelihood of 1/3 that de-
mand will be 600, 300, or 200. The uncertainty might represent variation
as a function of immigration, incomes, household formation, tax changes,
and any number of other factors.3 In this example the realized demand does
not distinguish between changes in the number of units sold and changes
in the price of each unit. As demand is realized, the additional housing can
be built in year 4 if infrastru c t u re capacity is available. Or, infrastru c t u re can
be expanded in year 4 and additional housing one year later. In this nu-
merical illustration, the plan should be to build infrastru c t u re for 600 units,
then build 400 housing units. If demand for 600 units is realized, then build
200 more housing units in year 4.4
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Table 4-2
Data for Land Development Illustration

300–599 units 600 units or more Added units

Infrastructure
Revenue 20/unit 15/unit 20/unit
Cost 15/unit 5/unit 20/unit

Housing
Revenue 70/unit 50/unit 70/unit
Cost 40/unit 30/unit 60/unit
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A strategy in the face of sequential decisions and uncertain outcomes is
a path through the tree contingent on realized outcomes at the chance
nodes. A strategy helps to determine what action to take now in light of re-
lated decisions, some of which may occur later after realization of some un-
certain outcomes. If all demand were known, then this could be treated as
a design problem: All infrastru c t u re and housing could be determ i n e d
through an iterative process before anything was built. If built in sequence,
however, it is a strategy problem. Decisions should be made for those parts
of the development to be built now with contingent decisions for other part s
of the development.

Sequential Decisions and Irreversibility

Urban development actions occur in sequence, not simultaneously. The
high costs of demolition necessary to change physical investments are an
i m p o rtant reason that plans for urban development are often worth mak-
ing. The following examples explain why plans as strategies may hold some
land vacant for future development.

A development firm owns two large parcels that front on two miles along
a major arterial at the edge of a community that is growing at a moderate
rate. It proposes to construct single-family housing on the parcel fart h e s t
f rom the edge of the city. It contends that this is logical because there is de-
mand for this housing during the next five years, but no demand during that
period for higher-density housing. After five years, or whenever demand
j u s t i fies it, the firm will build higher-density housing and some commerc i a l
on the parcel that is nearer to the city. Ohls and Pines (1975) presented this
p roblem in the framework of land economics. The higher density generates
m o re trips and other infrastru c t u re flows per acre than low density. Thus
the infrastructure cost is less if the high density is closer than the low den-
sity to the primary destination of infrastru c t u re flows. The problem is
whether the eventual benefits of having higher-density development built
closer to major destinations and sources of infrastructure, when it does get
built later, outweigh the added travel and infrastructure costs in the mean-
time for single-family housing built at a greater distance. There is also the
possibility of building single-family housing in close now, then later con-
verting it or razing it and replacing it with higher-density housing and re-
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building lower-density housing farther out. Unless the time lag until high
density is built is long, however, the costs of demolition and re c o n s t ru c-
tion will almost certainly be prohibitive.

Bahl (1963) calculated diff e rential costs for such a case in Lexington,
K e n t u c k y. Cost estimates suggested an annual diff e rential cost in 1963 dol-
lars of $580,000 (or $590,000 if certain capital costs are annualized) for a
two-mile “leapfrog” over vacant land of new low-density development.
Forty-four percent of this was private commuting cost. Fifty-eight percent
of the cost was borne by leapfrog subdivision residents, and the re m a i n d e r
was borne by other residents of the metropolitan are a .5 Costs of this ord e r
of magnitude suggest that the length of the time interval that land re m a i n s
vacant will be crucial in deciding whether leapfrog development is benefic i a l .

It may be appropriate to skip over parcels of land in the development
p rocess, and there is a conceptual frame with which to think about this ques-
tion and the factors that should lead to a particular decision. The decision
to be made now by the public sector regulator is whether low density should
be permitted on the far parcel. The plan as strategy is that higher- d e n s i t y
housing will then go on the nearer parcel. A regulator or planner consid-
ering rezoning, annexation, or provision of infrastru c t u re for such a pro j-
ect should think about it in decision analytic terms, as should the developer.
The higher-density development will generate more trips per acre and
g reater demands per acre on infrastru c t u re such as sewerage. In the long
run it is preferable to have the higher density closer in. How much does it
save to have higher density in the near parcel than lower density? How
much added cost is there for placing the low density in the outer parc e l ?
What is the likelihood that demand for high density will appear in any given
year? What would it cost to convert low density to high density when de-
mand appeared? What is the likelihood that demand would lead to devel-
opment of the inner parcel as low density after all? Decision analysis pro-
vides a conceptual framework for these general types of planning situations.
For specific instances of decision making, drawing a decision tree is often
useful in thinking clearly about a situation even without generating num-
bers and carrying out calculations.

Ohls and Pines (1975) interpret three conditions that lead to the situa-
tion in which land should be held vacant for future, higher-density devel-
opment. The discount rate has a lower limit and an upper limit. If it is too
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high, the future benefits of having a more efficient pattern in the end can-
not outweigh the increased infrastructure costs while closer parcels are va-
cant. If it is too low, the savings in construction costs based on density will
not compensate for infrastructure costs given that construction costs in the
final pattern will always be the same (because in their example there are al-
ways one high- and two low-density parcels), but infrastru c t u re costs will
depend on the spatial pattern. Also, the additional cost of high density must
be sufficiently greater than infrastru c t u re costs to justify construction of low
density on more distant parcels with higher infrastru c t u re costs. This simple
illustration assumes that the pattern remains fixed after completion, but the
basic logic applies to consideration of continuing patterns of development.
Ohls and Pines (1975) develop a similar logic for re s e rving land for com-
mercial development.

The downtown of Reston, Virginia, is an example of such a landholding
situation. When development was initiated in the early 1960s, land was set
aside for a downtown center, knowing that there was insufficient demand
then for the intensity of development envisioned. Development of this town
center began in the late 1980s with high-density buildings in a traditional
downtown layout of buildings at front lot lines and a gridded street pattern .
The reservation of the location made this kind of development possible. In
contrast, Columbia, Maryland, another new town begun in the 1960s, built
its downtown from the beginning at suburban density and in a suburban
form. It is inconceivable that Columbia’s downtown would now be rebuilt
at the density of Reston’s downtown.

Forecasts in Decision Situations

F o recasts are statements about outcomes that may occur at some future
time. Decisions taken now depend on information available now, planned
f u t u re decisions, and the forecasts of probabilities on which the plans about
future decisions depend. The value of a forecast, analogous to the value of
a plan, is the improvement in the value of the decision we would make with
it compared to the decision we would make without it. Lave (1963) and
Sonka et al. (1986) estimated the benefits of weather forecasting in re l a-
tion to planning strategies of agricultural production, both within a given
year and over several years, but no such studies have dealt with forecasts for
urban development. Forecasts have several characteristics that affect their
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value as information: lead time until the forecasted event, forecast horizon,
spatial resolution; and temporal resolution (Mjelde et al. 1988).

Lead time gives the weather forecast in the morning, before a decision
is made on taking an umbrella in case of rain in the remainder of the day.
Lead time for farmers may require annual forecasts in order to decide what
crops to plant. Lead time for infrastructure providers must be sufficient to
f o recast demand far enough in advance that infrastru c t u re can be designed,
approved, and constructed by the time demand for it is realized. In a fore-
cast of future preferences, lead time allows a prediction in time for a deci-
sion to save a wilderness area now that will be valued by persons not yet
b o rn. You must predict what their pre f e rences will be to assess its future
value. The benefit of a forecast depends in part on whether the lead time
fits the decision situation.

F o recast horizon is the length of time for which the forecasted infor-
mation is provided. We might get daily weather forecasts for the next week.
The day is thus the temporal resolution and the week is the horizon, which
means we get seven daily forecasts. For urban planning, spatially and tem-
porally disaggregated forecasts are important. We want to know when and
w h e re school capacity and sewer capacity will be needed by fore c a s t i n g
population with sufficient outcome specificity to choose among school sites
and sizes and interceptor sites and sizes. In general, the more disaggre g a t e d
a forecast, the harder it is to make. It is easier to forecast the population of
a state than of one municipality in that state. It is easier to forecast growth
of a metropolitan area than of a particular district.

The problem diagrammed in Figure 4-4 could be expanded to consider
forecasting. The decision tree would, however, become so complex that it
is easier to explain it than to draw it. You ought to consider not only in-
vestment in infrastructure and housing, but also investment in forecasting.
If you do not forecast, the expected values of the decisions to build high or
low infrastructure are the same as in Figure 4-4, which are based on equal
likelihoods of three levels of realized demand. The equal likelihoods imply
no information. A forecast should change these likelihoods, but you will not
know what these forecasted likelihoods will be until a f t e r you have made the
f o recast. If you decide to forecast, then, implicitly, you assume a distribu-
tion of possible outcomes from forecasting. Each possible outcome is
equally likely and consists of a set of probabilities for each of the outcomes
in the original problem. A f t e r you have forecasted, you will learn new pro b-
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abilities on the population outcomes and can make decisions contingent on
these new probabilities. With these new probabilities, new expected values
must be computed.6

You could also consider the possibility of then forecasting the demand for
housing before deciding in year 2 how much housing to build. Forecasts made
closer in time to the decision are likely to be more accurate, just as fore c a s t s
of rain on the morning when you decide to carry an umbrella are likely to be
m o re accurate than forecasts a week ahead of time. The decisions about a se-
quence of forecasts imply a contingent path through a tree, a strategy for
f o recasts. Computing numerical values will almost never be practical, but
recognizing the possibilities of forecasting again later is still wort h w h i l e .

F o recasts of population are ubiquitous in plans, but the forecasts typi-
cally presented in conventional plans are of little direct use for choosing
strategies. Population forecasts are usually produced without re f e rence to any
p a rticular decision situation. They are seldom presented in terms of pro b a-
bilities of diff e rent population outcomes. In most decision situations it is not
future population that we wish to know, but some derivative of population
such as demand for housing or infrastru c t u re. Quite aside from the question
of how to conduct a specific forecast of population (see e.g., Isserman 1984),
the situations described in this chapter make clear that f o recasts ought to be
p e rtinent to the decision situation at hand. The issues of lead time, specific i t y,
and accuracy are pertinent to this fitting of forecasts to decision situations. In
addition, we should be aware of self-fulfilling forecasts and the difficulty of
f o recasting surprising changes in existing trends or pattern s .

Forecasts that are not pertinent to decisions may be more acceptable to
decision makers.

Occasionally, population projections fit in directly with decisions on the size of
f u t u re service facilities such as schools, airports, or sanitation systems. But, in
general, population projections do not correspond to particular alternatives to
the extent that acceptance of a specific projection narrows the range of reason-
able alternatives. The fact that population projections are usually far re m o v e d
f rom the point of decision means that they are less threatening to policy-mak-
ers guarding their own policy preferences.

. . . The multiple-series format of the Census Bureau projections can fla t t e r
the forecast-user by allowing him to choose the particular projections series that
best fits his own expectations. (Ascher 1978, 31)
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Ascher (46) further argues that the middle projection of Census Bureau
f o recasts is the one usually used because it is symmetrically bracketed by al-
t e rnative projections. This is another instance of the Bernoulli principle:
If you have no information, assume that outcomes are equally likely. The
average outcome or its most obvious pre t e n d e r, the middle projection in the
set, is an obvious choice. Regardless of the projection chosen, these popu-
lation projections are largely irrelevant to decision situations because rele-
vant forecasts should be contingent on the alternative actions taken and sen-
sitive enough to distinguish among them. Census Bureau population
forecasts meet neither of these criteria. Further, a decision should consider
not merely some most likely outcome, but a sufficient number of possible
outcomes to take into consideration pre f e rence across the risks of uncert a i n
o u t c o m e s .7 F o recasting should fit strategic thinking about an action. The
ubiquitous population forecast, finely tuned but abstracted from any deci-
sion situations, is unlikely to contribute to improved decisions.

In some forecasts it is important to keep in mind the distinction between
forecasting demand, in the strict economic sense of a curve relating quan-
tity purchased to price, and forecasting the realized market clearing quan-
t i t y. If demand is easily adjustable in short time periods but supply is not, as
in the case of housing after World War II, then the amount supplied will set
the market clearing quantity regardless of any predicted quantity based on
a demand curve and a fixed price. Thus a low forecast of housing demand
will result in fewer units supplied and higher prices in the short run. These
forecasts also affect the aggregate behavior in that each individual supplier
must make some assumption about the behavior of other suppliers.

A normative forecast (e.g., Ascher 1978, 212) combines intention with
p rediction. As Louis Kahn would phrase it, a plan “wants to be” a pre d i c-
tion. That is, if I believe a plan will be implemented, then the best predic-
tion is to predict the outcome from the plan (Harris 1960). If I do not be-
lieve that the best prediction is the outcome, or better yet the distribution
of expected outcomes, of the plan, then the plan is not fully developed be-
cause it does not account for what I think will happen.

Traditional comprehensive plans, such as the many 701 plans made in
the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, begin, both procedurally and as documents, w i t h
an aggregate population forecast. These forecasts were almost never nor-
mative, as evidenced by their use as a starting point in figuring out what to
do and in arguing for the plan. If the assumption is that the plan affects only
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the internal arrangement of the city and not its comparative advantage with
respect to other cities or to rural areas, then assuming an exogenous popu-
lation distribution might make sense. Implicitly, such plans assumed that
the size of the city was not at issue. The garden city idea of the early 1900s
and the growth control initiatives of the 1970s argue that city size matters.
Thus normative forecasts of population are central to plans with such goals.
If the focus is on controlling growth rate, as in Petaluma, California, then
normative forecasts of growth rate are pertinent.

Robust, Flexible, Portfolio, and Just-in-Time Strategies

To oversimplify, consider providing classrooms for classes of uncertain sizes.
A robust strategy might build large classrooms because they would work for
many sizes of classes. A flexible strategy would provide easily movable walls
so room sizes could change. A portfolio strategy would provide classrooms
in a mix of sizes so that when one size would not work, another would. A
just-in-time strategy would deliver mobile classrooms to sites a few days be-
fore classes begin. These concepts are pragmatic ways to cope with uncer-
tainty without direct use of decision analysis to calculate strategies. It is the
decision analytic framework, however, that highlights the reasons why these
strategies work in certain types of situations.

Robustness is the range of outcomes over which a particular decision is
still the pre f e rred decision. One way to make robust decisions work is to ag-
gregate geographically. A large, regional sewage treatment plant for all the
expected growth of a region is a robust decision because it does not matter
w h e re the growth occurs. Robust decisions must balance advantages and
disadvantages. A regional plant re q u i res more piping and larger interc e p-
tors. Is it worth the trade-off? That depends on the particular pattern, the
relative lead time to construct treatment plants versus sewer interc e p t o r s ,
and the economies of scale associated with plant size.

Robustness may also refer to data error or forecasting accuracy. Deci-
sions that would hold for wide variations in the likelihood of rain are ro b u s t
to the accuracy of the likelihoods. Decisions that would hold for wide vari-
ations in costs or benefits are robust with respect to these data. Robustness
is the sensitivity of a decision to differences in uncertainty of outcomes or
ranges of error in any other data of the problem.

Robust decisions are useful because attitudes toward risk aversion are
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h a rd to elicit from decision makers and data are estimates with some degre e
of error. If expected utilities could be elicited accurately, incorporating risk
aversion, then robustness of decisions with respect to outcomes or data
e rror would not matter. Robust decisions also bring costs, however, because
building a larger classroom to hold possibly larger classes wastes money if
smaller classes occur, even though it would be less costly than having to
build bigger classrooms later if larger classes occurred. A large classro o m
is also a less comfortable environment in which to hold small classes.

Flexibility is the range of diff e rent decisions that can be made without
s i g n i ficant diff e rence in expected value. A more flexible plan or sequence of
contingent decisions is one in which more options are available at each en-
suing stage. Sequential plans are more flexible than target plans—that is,
designs—because subsequent decisions can be made in light of uncert a i n
outcomes from preceding decisions. Thus, with uncertain outcomes it is
better to make sequential plans when possible because some of the out-
comes will be known before some of the decisions must be taken. Robust-
ness implies that decisions can stay the same and make little diff e rence in
the overall value of the sequence of outcomes. Flexibility implies that de-
cisions can change and make little difference in the overall value of the se-
quence of outcomes. Using portable classrooms is a more flexible strategy
than permanent classrooms, because they can be moved to alternative lo-
cations or sold to another school district. Providing sewage treatment with
septic tanks is a flexible strategy because the treatment facility can be put
w h e rever the development occurs and whenever it occurs in incre m e n t s
equal in capacity to a single dwelling unit.

P o rtfolio strategies can also be used to address uncert a i n t y. If one ac-
tion will come out well if interest rates rise, but poorly if they fall, then com-
plement that action with a “hedge” action that will come out well if inter-
est rates fall. Choose a combination of actions, one of which will do well in
one circumstance, the other of which will do well in another (e.g., Raiff a
1968, 97). Developing a downtown shopping area and a suburban mall may
be near- p e rfect hedges; if one does not work, the other will. If we cannot
p redict which type of shopping shoppers will pre f e r, we might build a port-
folio that includes both. A transportation strategy that provides for walk-
ing, mass transit, and automobiles would be a portfolio strategy with re s p e c t
to uncertain events in the price of energy or changes in technology or
lifestyle. Diversity connotes a slightly diff e rent idea than a portfolio strategy.
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A portfolio of actions is something in which all actions occur but their out-
comes complement each other. Diversity increases the pool of options fro m
which survivors can be selected as environments change. Only some of the
options are, however, chosen by the selection process.

Plans as Investments: Scope, Horizon, Revision, 
and Learning

Plans are themselves investments (Hopkins 1981), investments that incor-
porate interdependent elements, are indivisible, are irreversible once acted
on, and involve imperfect foresight. Thus the analysis of whether to make
a plan is an investment problem that is in many ways analogous to the analy-
sis of any other investment. Decision analysis helps frame pertinent ques-
tions. What scope of related decisions should the plan address? What time
horizon should the plan consider? When should the plan be revised? How
does the potential for learning about the system affect choice of time hori-
zon and revision interval?

The scope of consideration should be based on interdependence and the
potential for decomposition. A plan should consider the decisions that are
s u fficiently interdependent to affect choices for each decision, which in turn
affect expected payoffs sufficiently to compensate for the effort of consid-
ering more decisions. We cannot calculate this expected net benefit of the
scope of a plan because it becomes an infinite re g ress: How much eff o rt
should we expend considering how many decisions we should consider?
Calculation would be impossible in any case because there is no way to ob-
tain useful data. We can, however, ask what the presumed relationships cre-
ating interdependence are and whether feasible reductions in uncert a i n t y
are likely to yield big differences in payoffs given remaining uncertainties.
Plans for transit and plans for sewers are interdependent at the level of gro s s
land use densities and expected timing of development. Specific collector
sewers and collector streets can be sized at the time of land development
because the lead times to build them are the same, about one year, as for the
c o n s t ruction of buildings. We do not, there f o re, need to work out collector
sewers and collector streets in a plan of metropolitan scope. In contrast, the
location and sizing of a sewage treatment plant and the location and capac-
ity of expressways and transit lines belong in the scope of a metro p o l i t a n
plan for directions of growth that may hold for fifty to a hundred years be-
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cause these decisions are interdependent, indivisible, and irreversible. The
logic of scope again emphasizes that there will be and should be many plans
with different scopes and time horizons.

Intriligator and Sheshinski (1986) formalized the problem of choosing
a time horizon and an interval between plan revisions as an inventory con-
t rol or capacity expansion problem. The time horizon is analogous to the
o rder quantity or the increment in facility capacity. The revision interv a l
is analogous to the order interval or the time between expansions. For ex-
ample, typical capital improvement programs have a three-year time hori-
zon and a one-year revision interval. Three years of budgeted expenditures
and projects are considered at a time, and the plan (the capital impro v e-
ments program) is revised each year. In addition to choices of time hori-
zon and revision interval, there are choices about the actual investments or
regulations being planned.

Intriligator and Sheshinski assume that expected values of decisions, and
thus impacts of decisions, can be calculated for infinite forecast horizons
so that only the horizon for which decisions are considered is pert i n e n t .
Such infinite forecasts are impossible in practice. In addition to Intriliga-
tor and Sheshinski’s definition of the plan horizon as the time period for
which decisions are determined, we should also define an impact fore c a s t
horizon, which may be longer, though not infinite. For example, the 1929
Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs used forecasts for a forty-year
period as a frame for its development. It focused, however, on actions that
would occur in a much shorter time frame of about ten years ( J o h n s o n
1996). The wedges and corridors concept of the Washington 2000 Plan is
based on an impact forecast horizon that is indeterminate, though not in-
finite, but addresses actions in a shorter period.

The plan horizon, impact forecast horizon, and plan revision interval de-
pend on a particular scope of actions considered in a plan. Comprehensive
plans with twenty-year horizons may be a bad compromise for different el-
ements that should have diff e rent horizons. The choice of plan horizon de-
pends on economies of scale or indivisibilities in the actions being planned
and on levels of uncertainty about demand (Knaap et al. 1998). The plan
horizon also depends on the costs of planning because the costs of planning
increase with the length of the horizon.

We might revise a plan with a fifty-year-plan horizon after ten years be-
cause of new information about likely densities and locations of develop-
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ment and realized outcomes in the timing of development. Such revisions
can be time driven or event driven, just as in standard inventory or capac-
ity expansion models (Freidenfelds 1981; Sipper and Bulfin 1997). Ti m e -
driven revision means the plan is revised after some number of years re-
gardless of the state of the system. Event-driven revision means the plan is
revised if some condition occurs. For example, the plan would be re v i s e d
when and only when the sewer capacity available is sufficient to supply only
five years of growth in demand. Event-triggered planning is, in general,
m o re efficient than time-triggered planning if the cost of monitoring to re c-
ognize trigger events is low compared to the net benefits of revising the
plan. The revision interval depends on the costs of planning and the rate
of learning relative to uncertainty.

Learning may occur with any of the four types of uncertainty identified
earlier: uncertainty with respect to the environment, with respect to values,
with respect to related decisions, and with respect to available alternatives
for any one decision. If you learn that new regulations make you liable for
environmental hazards on your property, then it is appropriate to consider
revising your plan in light of new information about the environment. You
may realize that you mind carrying the risk of financial losses more than you
thought, either because you misjudged your pre f e rences or because your
p re f e rences have actually changed now that your wealth has decreased. Yo u
should consider revising your plan in light of new values. If you learn that
a new development company has entered the local market, then you should
consider revising your plan in light of new related decisions. If you learn
that through new technology you can build housing units less expensively,
then you should consider revising your plan in light of new alternatives.

In part i c u l a r, revising plans should be considered in light of the avail-
ability of new forecasts. A properly formulated plan intended to work as
strategic action—a contingent path through a decision tree with uncertain
outcomes—should n o t be revised just because the most probable or most
desirable of the uncertain outcomes did not occur. Such plans already ac-
count for such situations and set the contingent decisions in advance. If,
h o w e v e r, the information on which the plan is based changes, then the plan
should be revised. A high rate of learning implies a high rate of change in
the available information and thus a high frequency of revision.

If learning is high, then forecasting is less valuable because the likelihood
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d e c reases that the forecasts of the environment, pre f e rences, other deci-
sions, and available alternatives will still be correct when future contingent
decisions are made. The effect is equivalent to the question of accuracy of
f o recasts. Whether the forecast is inaccurate—that is, incorrectly pre d i c t s
outcomes—because of limitations in forecasting or because the phenomena
being forecasted changes (learning), the effect is the same. If learning is very
high, diff e rent outcomes approach equal probabilities of occurring. The ex-
pected value with forecasting thus approaches the expected value without
f o recasting because the best we can do is assume equal probabilities for each
outcome. Investing in forecasts may lose value because we cannot expect to
improve on assuming equal probabilities, but investment in plans may still
be valuable because choosing among actions still matters. Different actions
will, in general, still have different expected values even if the probabilities
among possible future states must be assumed to be equal.

In cases of high uncertainty or high rates of learning, monitoring previ-
ous outcomes relative to current decisions becomes more valuable because
knowledge is changing so rapidly that it is valuable to keep learning, but not
to keep forecasting. Monitoring is, in a sense, the inverse of planning.
Rather than relating future decisions to forecasted outcomes from current
decisions, monitoring relates current decisions to recorded outcomes from
previous decisions. Monitoring is also the basis of forecasting. If phenom-
ena, or knowledge of them, are changing slowly, then forecasting is worth-
while because forecasting must be based on experience of the system being
forecasted.

In cases of high rates of learning, intentionally formative strategies be-
come more valuable. If the effects of intentionally formative strategies on
beliefs and attitudes are at least partially predictable, they increase the pro b-
abilities of some outcomes relative to others and thus move away from fore-
casts of equal probabilities for each possible outcome. We can reduce un-
certainty about future values and beliefs by “teaching the vision.”

We re t u rn to descriptions of plan scope and horizons in chapter 9 in dis-
cussing how plans are made based both on the logic presented here and on
the logic of human problem solving considered in chapter 7. Not surpris-
i n g l y, and despite the traditional comprehensive ideal, we usually observ e
many plans of diff e rent geographic and functional scopes with diff e rent plan
horizons and different revision intervals.
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Summary: Strategies, Uncertainty, and the 
Value of Plans

The value of identifying a plan as strategy is the diff e rence in expected value
between the decision that would have been made considering only the im-
mediate decision, and the expected value of the decision that would be made
considering a set of interdependent decisions. The net benefits of a plan
must take into account the costs of making and using the plan. Interdepen-
dent, indivisible, irreversible decisions for which specific, accurate, and
timely forecasts can be made and for which rates of learning are low are
likely to benefit from plans. The lack of estimates of net benefits of plans
is a major gap in research about planning, but these general characteristics
of situations in which plans are likely to work give qualitative guidance on
how much to plan and when.

Sequential decisions with uncertain outcomes, forecasts, contingent de-
cisions, and the benefits of plans explain how plans can incorporate uncer-
t a i n t y. Stokey and Zeckhauser (1978, 213) suggest that using decision analy-
sis makes a time frame explicit, increases the likelihood of considering the
potential of gathering information, and “ . . . emphasizes flexibility in con-
trast to the construction of an immutable master plan.” These benefits can
be achieved by careful conceptual structuring of decision situations without
actually doing any numerical calculations.
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5

Plans by and for Voluntary Groups 
and Governments

Uncertainty about the future is a major factor like land, population and finance to
be taken into account when planning. The essential purpose of a plan for a
complex activity such as Docklands, where many different people and agencies are
involved and where anything one does depends upon others, is to reduce the
uncertainty about what other people are going to do and ensure as far as possible
that individual actions and decisions combine to achieve the intended objective.
The plan will not do this if it is so general that 100 different people can interpret
everything it says in 100 different ways. Neither will it do this if it is based on the
illusion that all future influences are known, for events will expose the illusion and
the plan will lack credibility.
—Docklands Strategic Plan (1982), quoted in Marris

The major task of this chapter is to work out and illustrate the implications
of many decision makers making decisions about whether to plan and
whether to forecast. Why would individuals voluntarily form a group to
plan? Why would they ask a government to plan for their own individual
actions or the govern m e n t ’s actions? Why would residents of a neighbor-
hood choose to participate in a planning eff o rt? Individuals, voluntary
g roups, and coercive groups such as governments decide to take actions and,
t h e re f o re, may also decide to make plans. Groups may decide to plan for in-
dividual actions. One group may decide to plan for the actions of another
group. The decisions to act are distinct from the decisions to plan, but are
subject to the same difficulties of individual action and aggregate outcomes.
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Situations in Which Plans Are Likely to Be Made

An individual, or unified organization, is likely to make a plan with respect
to its own actions if it believes that the cost of making plans is compensated
by the gains from considering additional actions before taking immediate
action. This abstract explanation is unlikely to be sufficient to fully explain
all observed planning behavior, but it is useful to work out the implications
of this explanation. Additional explanations, such as social norms in favor
of plans, are considered in chapters 7 and 8. Developers plan the size, char-
a c t e r, and timing of developments, usually phased to maintain fle x i b i l i t y
with respect to timing of demand and changing tastes. Public utilities de-
velop plans for the expansion of services. Retailers plan the locations of
stores, considering potential locations for a second and third supermarket
before building their first in a new market. Such plans make sense and can
be explained in this way. In some cases, the planning process may be suffi-
ciently engaging that some people make plans because it is an exciting ac-
tivity in its own right without requiring that it have sufficient instrumental
value toward improved decisions to justify their participation. Or making
plans may be “in fashion.”

When individuals plan for urban development, they immediately con-
front uncertainty about what others will do, which might create incentives
to plan together in some way. A story of redevelopment in downtown Ur-
bana, Illinois, illustrates some of the possibilities.1 In the late 1950s, down-
town Urbana’s role as a retail center was declining rapidly. The changing
situation caused concern in the local business community and the city. Rep-
resentatives of the private sector investigated alternative approaches to im-
prove the situation. Their efforts eventually resulted in a cooperative proj-
ect between the city and a private developer to build a covered downtown
shopping mall.

T h ree people were key fig u res during the initial phase: an attorn e y, a
merchant, and the manager of a downtown hotel. Public officials were also
i n t e rested in finding a way to revitalize downtown Urbana. In the fall of
1959 a joint committee was formed with re p resentatives of the Urbana City
Council, the Urbana Association of Commerce, and the Urbana Economic
Development Committee. A subcommittee, which included the three ini-
tiators, undertook the major planning eff o rt. The three were import a n t
members not only because of their initiative, but also because of their pro-
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fessional and social stature and connections. The private sector re p re s e n-
tatives dominated the planning process during the first phase of the devel-
opment process. Two of the initiators approached one of the national re-
tail chains with a proposal to expand its existing store in downtown Urbana.
The management of the store showed no interest. Indeed, they indicated
that their own plan was to relocate outside of Urbana. In this planning ac-
tivity, a voluntary private group attempted to create alternatives by obtaining in-
f o rmation, by considering possibilities, and by obtaining information about the
planned actions of others.

The realization of the impending loss of the downtown’s major anchor
store increased the urgency of the committee’s efforts. The subcommittee
subsequently met with the president of Carson Pirie Scott, a Chicago-based
chain of department stores. He was unwilling to commit to the constru c-
tion of a store in downtown, unless it was part of a larger retail development
with off-street parking. His company paid for a consumer survey to deter-
mine the market potential of downtown Urbana. The information obtained
t h rough the survey convinced him that Urbana was a promising retail mar-
ket. An individual firm produced information to reduce uncertainty about the en-
vironment and about the values of others.

The involvement of Carson Pirie Scott changed the scope of the pro j-
ect envisioned by the committee. The project now focused on a large-scale
retail development entailing several blocks and requiring the closing of
some streets to through traffic. It was clear that the private sector could not
succeed without the participation of the public sector. Although the public
sector was re p resented on the joint committee, up to this point it had played
no part and it was not informed about the results of the planning activities
carried on by the subcommittee. Only a few people were aware of the ne-
gotiations between members of the subcommittee and Carson Pirie Scott.
Even the mayor of Urbana was unaware of the project until 1961. T h e s e
planning activities were undertaken secretly in the private sector.2

The public sector became an active participant after the project had al-
ready pro g ressed quite far. About 80 percent of the land parcels were al-
ready secured. The city’s power of eminent domain was needed only to con-
clude the acquisition phase. The city became involved in the planning only when
its own action, eminent domain, became a necessary element of the project.

The city’s bargaining position was weak. Urbana was about to lose a
major department store after a period of general decline of retail activities
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in the downtown. There were no attractive alternatives to accepting the
plans presented by the private sector. The involvement of the city in the
final stages of the acquisition process led to an overlapping of the acquisi-
tion and the approval phase. The city’s participation in securing the land
constituted a de facto approval of the project. The role played by the city re-
duced the uncertainty of whether formal approval could be obtained.

The shopping mall was completed in 1964. As time went on, other re t a i l
development, in particular the opening of a big suburban shopping mall, re-
sulted in renewed difficulties for downtown Urbana. The downtown Ur-
bana shopping mall was not as pro fitable as anticipated. The diffic u l t i e s
were due in part to the inferior performance of the Urbana-Lincoln Hotel,
an old hotel that had been incorporated into the shopping mall. The hotel
had been an elegant stru c t u re, but like other buildings in the downtown
a rea, it had started to deteriorate. In 1975, the city cited the hotel for build-
ing and fire code violations. Its owner, Carson Pirie Scott, put the building
up for sale. In 1976, Busey Bank, a large local bank, started negotiations to
p u rchase the building. The bank was expanding and needed additional space
to accommodate its growth. Eventually, Busey Bank signed an option to
p u rchase the hotel subject to its obtaining certain concessions from the city.
In part i c u l a r, the bank wanted to buy some city-owned pro p e rty on lots ad-
jacent to the hotel. The bank expended considerable money in evaluating this
alternative. An option to purchase was used to maintain the alternative while at-
tempting to reduce uncertainty about the actions of the city, which was not yet a
party to this planning.

At about the same time, the city hired a consultant to investigate possi-
ble alternatives to revitalize the downtown district; retail sales tax revenues
w e re a major concern. In April 1976 the consultant’s recommendations were
made public: The shopping mall should expand, the city-owned real estate
would be needed for expansion, and an additional street should be closed,
cutting off visibility for the proposed bank location. After evaluating these
recommendations, tacitly adopted by the city, the bank removed its bid to
p u rchase the hotel and expanded its facilities elsewhere in the downtown.
The city hired a consultant to plan for the possible expansion of a privately owned
shopping mall, in part because the city receives sales tax revenues and in part be-
cause the city held key land parcels. The information resulting from this planning
led to the city’s decision to hold on to some of its land parcels in order to preserve its
options to act in the future.
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These events in downtown Urbana illustrate ways in which many actors
plan, both individually and collectively and in the private and public sec-
tors. Actors invest in planning to reduce uncertainty about available alter-
natives, values, the environment, and actions of others. They tend to focus
on information pertinent to their own immediate actions, though some of
this information is jointly valuable to others. The information re s u l t i n g
f rom planning and the fact that planning is occurring may be kept secre t .
I n f o rmation may not be shared even though others know that planning is
o c c u rring, or information may be shared as planning occurs. Plans are
w o rth making when there are interdependent decisions, indivisible actions,
i rreversible actions, and imperfect foresight. Such plans are not, however,
straightforwardly comprehensive; there may not be any formal document.
The scope and horizon of plans tend to fit the needs of decisions. It is clearly
i m p o rtant to understand how the many individuals who are planning might
interact.

The Chicago Plan of 1909 was created by a voluntary group of leading
businessmen, was claimed to benefit all individuals in Chicago, and was
t u rned over to the local government for implementation. The content of
the agenda is what would be expected in a plan provided by private fund-
ing from business leaders. The interests most completely and directly ad-
d ressed are those of the small, leadership core of a large public coalition,
which was expanded through one of the most elaborate public education
campaigns ever launched for a plan. The immediate agenda of the com-
mercial group was claimed to be in the interest of the larger public because
the votes of residents were needed to pass bond issues required to carry out
the plan.

The plan evolved from the activities of the group involved in designing
and carrying out the Chicago Wo r l d ’s Fair of 1893. Two businessmen’s clubs
initiated the eff o rt and later merged into the Commercial Club of Chicago.
These businessmen saw the plan as similar to managing their businesses,
and thus as something they knew how to do, even if it was being done in
part for the benefit of the city.

Cost estimates seem to conflict, but Moody (1919, 359) indicates that the
C o m m e rcial Club subscribed $85,000 “for the original work on the Plan.
This sum was for the actual creation of a technical plan and for the publi-
cation of the club’s magnificent Plan re p o rt.” Burnham donated his own
time. The mayor appointed a commission of 328 leading citizens with
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Charles H. Wacker as chair and an executive committee of 27 to study the
plan and inform citizens about its content (Walker 1950, 235).

Walter Moody was hired as a “hustler” to promote the plan. He devel-
oped a pamphlet distributed throughout the city to pro p e rty owners and
those paying greater than $25 a month rent. He authored Wacker’s Manual
of the Plan of Chicago (Moody 1912), which became part of the eighth-grade
curriculum in city schools. Moody advocated strongly in his book What of
the City? that promotion of a plan was essential. In contrast to the $85,000
subscribed to develop the plan, the Commercial Club provided within the
first ten years of implementation another $218,000 to promote the plan and
the city provided another $100,000 for technical work of the commission
(Moody 1919, 359). They spent more to promote the plan than to create it,
which re i n f o rces the interpretation of the plan as a businessmen’s agenda
for public improvements. These were improvements they had neither the
re s o u rces nor the authority to accomplish, but the city had both bonding
power and eminent domain.

In both the Urbana and Chicago cases, voluntary groups formed to ini-
tiate plans, but these groups turned to governments because govern m e n t
powers were needed to implement the plans. These instances of plan cre-
ation, advocacy, and implementation can be interpreted in terms of the pow-
ers and abilities of voluntary groups and coercive governments to pro v i d e
collective goods.

Collective Goods and Collective Action

A lighthouse is a collective good. It signals danger at the same cost regard-
less of how many ships are looking at it. There f o re, consumption of its serv-
ices is “nonrival.” If it is available for one ship to see, it is available for all
ships to see. Therefore exclusion from its services is “infeasible.” Goods or
s e rvices for which consumption is nonrival and for which exclusion is in-
feasible are called collective or public goods.3 Another frequently used ex-
ample of a collective good is national defense, which emphasizes the point
that a collective good is always collective to some particular group.

Many interesting instances of collective goods involve some rivalry and
the potential for exclusion at very high cost. Highways are nonrival below
peak capacity but become rival due to congestion as traffic increases. Such
instances are called collective goods with congestion. Users can be excluded
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f rom highways by toll gates at least for long trips or unusual connections
such as bridges. Such instances are called “toll goods.” On grazing lands in
the western United States, it is difficult to enforce exclusion because these
lands are too extensive to fence or patrol, but the use is clearly rival because
t h e re is a limited carrying capacity. If too many animals graze, the avail-
able grass is used up faster than it can regenerate itself. Such instances are
called “common pool” resources.

The basic dilemma is that no one has an incentive to pay the costs to pro-
vide an appropriate quantity of a collective good because once pro v i d e d ,
e v e ryone else can use it without paying any of the costs. The “prisoner’s
dilemma” game, so called because of the story traditionally used in de-
scribing it, frames the collective good pro b l e m .4 Assume the collective good
is a highway from a suburb to the city. There are two investors who are in-
vesting in land development in the suburb. Each can choose to join, in
building the highway jointly or not to join, as shown in Game 5-1.

If both investors join together and each pays half of the 15-unit cost of
the highway from which each benefits 10 units, then each has a net benefit
of 2.5. If either investor chooses not to build, then the cost for the solo
builder is 15 and the benefit for the individual is 10 for a net benefit of –5.
The other investor cannot, however, be excluded from benefiting, so the
other investor has a net benefit of 10. If neither investor builds the highway,
t h e re are no benefits or costs so that each has net benefits of zero. This con-
figuration of net benefits constitutes a prisoner’s dilemma game. Each in-
vestor should choose not to build because, re g a rdless of what the other does,
the re t u rn from not building is gre a t e r. The outcome of 0,0 that thus re-
sults is, however, less desirable than the outcome of 2.5, 2.5 that could re-
sult if both invested in the highway.

If there were only two persons and communication were possible, they
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might find a way to commit to participate and thus arrive at 2.5, 2.5. The
logic of collective goods, however, is most telling for large numbers when
the problem of providing persuasive commitment is difficult at best. Even
if this were a many person game in which the cost were, say, 1,000 units and
the benefits to each individual were 1, the individual logic of behavior would
be the same. Each individual would choose not to build. But for any group
l a rger than 1,000, with the costs equally shared, the benefits to each indi-
vidual would be greater if the facility were built.

Even if an individual knows what other individuals claim they will do, it
is advantageous to defect from participation in providing the collective
good. The problem is not one of information or of coordination in the sense
of shared information. It is instead a problem of commitment, which can be
solved by (1) individuals being able to signal a credible commitment, (2)
forming voluntary groups, or (3) forming coercive groups such as govern-
ments. Repeated interaction among participants and the ability to detect and
punish or exclude a defector are fundamental to all three solutions. First, we
focus on signals of individual commitment, based primarily on Passions within
R e a s o n by Robert Frank (1988). Then we consider group form a t i o n .

If I know that you cannot look me straight in the eye and lie, or that you
cannot lie without blushing, then your inability to lie without blushing is a
commitment mechanism. In any specific instance, you will wish that you
could lie without blushing, but you will benefit from this inability by saving
re s o u rces that would otherwise be necessary to persuade me that you are
telling the truth. In cases in which monitoring of your behavior is not feasi-
ble, you might be prevented from participating if you lacked this inability
to hide a lie. Emotions such as anger and guilt serve these functions. Even
though my culture may teach me to re p ress anger as unproductive, an ex-
pectation of my temper may preclude it being needed. As Frank (1988) points
out, many transgressions, such as petty theft or harassment, would be rational
for a perpetrator who believed that the victim would respond rationally. It
would not be worth the victim’s time to carry through with retaliation or
other modes of deterrence or prevention. But if I am believed to be irr a t i o n a l
about dealing with minor harassment, it is less likely to occur in my juris-
diction. Similarly, feelings of guilt serve to monitor my own commitments.
Emotions that you cannot control are valuable re s o u rces for commitment.

Empirical observation (Rapaport and Chammah 1965) and decision ru l e
simulations (Axelrod 1981) suggest that the best strategy in playing the pris-
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o n e r ’s dilemma repeatedly against the same opponent is to cooperate. If
your opponent does not cooperate, then on the next turn and only for one
turn, retaliate by defecting. This approach leads to stable cooperative out-
comes, at least if the players believe that repetitions of the game will con-
tinue indefinitely. This strategy is one explanation of the benefits of small
groups. They increase the likelihood of repeated interactions with individ-
ually identifiable players against whom selective retaliation can occur in sim-
ilar, if not identical, repetitions of the collective good situation.

The more elaborate form of repeated interaction is the confirmation of
emotional traits of commitment. These traits must be identified with par-
ticular individuals. The commitment explanation thus works even when de-
fection cannot be detected and the retaliation strategy cannot be imple-
mented. Confidence in loyalty is enhanced by shared experience. If persons
move frequently from place to place, then the likelihood of developing co-
hesive groups decreases. This disadvantage of mobility counters the bene-
fits of mobility in adjusting to new conditions such as new locations of jobs
as the economy restructures. A mobile society may gain by eliminating ad-
justment lags, but it will also need to allocate re s o u rces to solve commit-
ment problems that were previously solved by repeated interaction in co-
hesive groups (Frank 1988). Fukuyama (1995) argues that societies vary in
the amount of trust of other persons, especially unrelated persons, and thus
v a ry in their “spontaneous sociability,” their ability to form voluntary
g roups, especially large ones. The emotions and related traits that solve
commitment problems are part of the capital of a society.

The commitment logic also sets the basis for the formation of gro u p s
that will successfully provide collective goods. The classic argument is in
The Logic of Collective Action (Olson 1965). Group size and the pattern of
relative benefit among group members are crucial predictors of whether
groups will form to provide collective goods.

In very small groups, interpersonal commitment may be sufficient. Re-
peated interaction with an identifiable individual or a few such individuals
combines the effects of emotional commitment and the potential to use re-
taliation. Each individual will know other individuals well enough to judge
whether each will fulfill the commitment to an agreement. In the smallest
g roups, one individual may gain sufficiently from the collective good to jus-
tify providing it, even if others did not participate. Even if no one individual
can justify providing it alone, each individual provides such a large fraction
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of the total cost that all other members would immediately recognize and
have reason to react to the withdrawal of any one member.

Groups may also form by a logic equivalent to oligopoly. Individuals are
m o re likely to come together if the net benefits differ among individuals.
If one individual benefits gre a t l y, though not sufficiently to provide the
good alone, and this fact is observable by others in the group, then that in-
dividual is an identifiable leader. In neighborhood groups that form volun-
tarily to fight proposals such as highways and landfills, the leaders are usu-
ally those most immediately affected because they are closest to the
intrusion. Given the recognition that an obvious leader is identifiable, oth-
ers will be persuaded that a group can form. The group will face organiza-
tional costs to bring its concerns to bear and these will be less if the group
is smaller, if individual leadership roles in the group are self-evident, and if
the individuals have some prior social affinity (Olson 1965). A group of
downtown business people will readily form around the leadership of the
l a rgest retail operator or the largest landowner, especially if these people
are members of the same clubs, churches, or other social groups. Member-
ship in other social groups can also be used to impose social status benefits
on those who participate, and to retaliate against those who do not.

For large groups, in which the contribution to the collective good by any
one individual is so small that it will not be noticeable to others, the above
mechanisms are unlikely to be sufficient to provide collective goods. Se-
lective incentives or coercion will be needed. Selective incentives pro v i d e
some benefit from which nonparticipants can be excluded, thus a benefit
distinct from the collective good. The ubiquitous insurance policies, travel
p rograms, and publications associated with large voluntary groups serve this
function. I can be persuaded to join a professional organization that lobbies
for the interests of the planning profession (a collective good) in part by re-
ceiving a magazine as an individual benefit (a private or individual good).

G o v e rnments are coercive groups that claim a monopoly on the legiti-
mate use of force. Once formed, membership is enforced through form a l
punishments of fines or imprisonment. As Olson (1965, 13) points out,
“. . . despite the force of patriotism, the appeal of the national ideology, the
bond of a common culture, and the indispensability of the system of law and
o rd e r, no major state in modern history has been able to support itself
t h rough voluntary dues or contributions.” People may choose to become
members of coercive groups to obtain collective goods that would other-
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wise not be provided. The degree to which individuals choose, or would
choose, to be members of coercive groups is a major question of the phi-
losophy of social justice and of the practical questions of legitimacy of na-
tional governments. Empirically, taxes re q u i re coercion in some form. Se-
lective incentives, social affin i t y, repeated interaction, and emotions re d u c e
the costs of direct enforcement but have never been sufficient alone. Regu-
lations are enforceable, however, only if the coercive group can be sustained.

The concept of collective goods is confounded with the logic of plans
in several ways. Plans, in general, cannot resolve the problem of collective
goods. Of the five ways in which plans work, only vision or agenda aspects
might affect trust or attitudes in a way that would create commitment. Plans
used in these ways, are usually used by one group to persuade others of a
point of view, not as a mechanism for achieving mutual commitment to pro-
vision of a collective good. The logic of regulation and collective action is
thus distinct from the logic of plans. The distinction is subtle but impor-
tant. This analytical distinction does not mean that the repeated interaction
that may occur as plans are developed does not or cannot also play a ro l e
in increasing trust and thus commitment to providing collective goods. This
role of repeated interaction or deliberation is true, however, of any kind of
decision activity and thus does not help to understand plans as plans.

This distinction does not mean that plans cannot address re g u l a t i o n s
among the interdependent decisions for which the plan is made. It is the
regulation, not the plan, that resolves the difficulty of providing collective
goods. A regulation may require landowners to pay fees to a drainage dis-
trict to cover the costs of maintaining drainage ditches, which are a collec-
tive good to landowners of the drained area. The size of these fees, alter-
native drainage networks, and patterns of impervious surface that affect the
quantity of runoff might all be considered as interdependent decisions in a
plan. It is still the regulation requiring payment of fees, not the plan, that
resolves the collective good. These analytical distinctions are useful because
they are precise about what plans can do as plans.

Asymmetric Information and Signaling

If I am trying to sell you a house, I have the opportunity to know aspects
of its quality that you do not. In this transaction, information available to
the two parties is asymmetric. You can observe obvious characteristics, but
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to learn more you must expend resources for a detailed inspection, includ-
ing perhaps an inspection of local ordinances, capital improvement pro-
grams, tax proposals, and neighborhood lore. You consider what informa-
tion is implied in the actions of others and whether observable prices
p resent useful information. Information is a central element in how plans
work, so alternative sources of such information must be considered.

Akerloff (1970) described the “market for lemons” using the example of
used cars, but it applies to used housing as well. If I am the seller and know
that my house has no hidden flaws (is a “peach”), I would be better off if I
could convince you, the buyer, of that distinction. If I know my house has
hidden flaws (is a “lemon”), I am better off if you do not find out. Because
it is costly for you to discover hidden flaws, the price for both the high-qual-
ity and the low-quality house will tend to be the same. One reason to sell a
house is to get rid of a lemon—say a house in an area with infrastru c t u re
p roblems so that the backyard floods and the sanitary sewers back up. Other
reasons might be to obtain a larger house or to move out of town. The
buyer cannot distinguish the lemon from the peach, so the buyer will pay
the average price for a house of a given type in a market with some
“peaches” and some “lemons.”

The buyer or seller might choose to pay for a “signal,” additional infor-
mation to distinguish good houses from bad. A house owner who knows
that the house has no flaws may hire a credible, independent inspector to
say so. The buyer has no reason to believe the seller dire c t l y, because the
seller has little to lose by lying. This seller is unlikely to sell another house
in this market. The inspector, however, would not be able to get future in-
spection jobs if re p o rts were not validated by the ensuing experience of buy-
ers. If, however, sellers of “peaches” hire inspectors, then this behavior it-
self will signal that other houses are “lemons.” Buyers will infer that any
house that does not come with an inspection certificate must be flawed or
the owner would have had it inspected. Owners of slightly flawed houses
will then have an incentive to hire inspectors so as to distinguish themselves
f rom the “real” lemons. This phenomenon is familiar in the offering of
guarantees to distinguish product quality. If the product is not good, the
seller cannot afford to back up the guarantee. A product without a guaran-
tee is a signal of low quality.

If such information becomes available, then the sale prices of houses will
be diff e rentiated on account of diff e rences in quality. The prices themselves
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will thus provide at least part of the necessary information. This phenom-
enon re t u rns us to the problem of collective goods. If, when some buyers
or sellers pay for information, this results in pricing changes that signal this
information to others, the information takes on characteristics of a collec-
tive good. The information each buyer wants is the same. A buyer who pays
for the information gains by getting the more accurate price relative to ac-
tual quality of the house, but in doing so the price will be observable by oth-
ers. If there is an area with an infrastru c t u re deficit, will the prices diff e r-
entiate it from other areas of the city? The sellers will not want to
distinguish themselves because they hold hidden flaws. Buyers will, how-
e v e r, underinvest in information because they will act as if others had ob-
tained information on which they can free-ride by relying only on price. If
these claims are fulfilled, prices will not differentiate areas with infrastruc-
ture problems from areas with good infrastructure.

Signaling interacts not only with prices but also with regulations. Frank
(1988, 107) cites the example of regulations that prevent employers fro m
asking questions about marital status when interviewing job applicants. If
candidates know that the employer prefers unmarried candidates, then
those who are not married will gain by voluntarily identifying themselves
as unmarried. The employer can thus infer that anyone who does not fre e l y
volunteer such information is married. The employer need ask no questions
and thus follows the regulation, but the regulation is rendered ineffective.
This is an example of “counterre g u l a t o ry behavior.” A correct prediction of
the effect of a regulation must consider the behavioral responses it will in-
duce and the effect of these responses on outcomes (Hopkins 1984a).

If the forecast of growth is useful to many municipalities, private devel-
opers, banks, home buyers, school districts, and so on, which ones will have
an incentive to participate in providing a forecast? They may be able to ob-
s e rve the actions of others and infer forecasts from these actions. It thus be-
comes crucial to know whether others have forecasted, but observing their
actions may be sufficient to infer the forecast. For these reasons, plans and
forecasts in such situations are likely to be collective goods.

Plans as Collective Goods

Plans, or normative forecasts, are sometimes collective goods. Consider the
following situation. A private sector firm or a public sector agency is con-
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sidering the construction of a subdivision or the infrastru c t u re to support
one. The decision to initiate such a project depends on an expectation about
demand for such housing, and this demand must be forecasted to occur over
several years in order to build the major pieces of infrastructure and initi-
ate a large subdivision.

If one developer decides to make a plan, then that developer will obtain
new probabilities for various levels of demand. If there are many develop-
ers, the result of this decision to plan will benefit many other developers.
It will be difficult to keep the results of the plan secret because in order to
b e n e fit from the plan, the developer who paid for it must decide what ac-
tion to take, which other developers could then observe. If a developer is
known to have planned, then other developers can benefit by imitating that
d e v e l o p e r ’s actions. In this case the plan is a collective good. Use of the plan
is nonrival because other developers can use the same information simul-
taneously, or nearly so. Exclusion is infeasible if it is known that a plan was
made because its content can be inferred from observable actions.

This situation can be represented as shown in Game 5-2. The payoff is
10 from the development decision that would be made if the player is in-
formed of the plan results and is 7 if the player is not. The cost of making
the plan is 4, and the results can be obtained either by paying for it or by
o b s e rving what another developer does. If both players pay, they split the
cost. The dominant strategy is then not to join in paying for the plan. If
t h e re were many such developers, then no group would be likely to form to
make a plan without coercion or external inducements as discussed above.
These ideas are analyzed further using game theory in Hopkins (1981). If
t h e re were only a few developers with diff e rent gains from the plan, such as
d i ff e rent-sized developments or diff e rences in locations, then the leader-
follower behavior of oligopoly might occur, with the largest developer lead-
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ing the formation of a voluntary group. The large developer gains almost
enough to make it worth making a plan on its own, so it has the incentive
to put the eff o rt in to collecting small amounts from others to fully com-
pensate the cost of making the plan. Other developers recognize the obvi-
ous leader and are willing to follow.

The implication is that in many situations, because of these collective
good characteristics, the level of investment in making plans will be lower
than it should be. In general, there f o re, plans would be underprovided with-
out collective action responses of the kind described above. Different plan-
making and forecasting situations are, however, likely to fall in diff e re n t
places with respect to the two dimensions of collective goods: rival con-
sumption to nonrival (or joint) consumption and feasible exclusion to in-
feasible exclusion as illustrated in Figure 5-1.5

A site plan for a single subdivision is a private good because its content
yields little or no useful information to other developers. To be useful for
one subdivision, it must be specific to that land area, which means con-
sumption is rival and others can be excluded from benefiting from it.

A plan for locating a store is partly nonrival in consumption and infea-
sible to exclude others from its benefit. For most types of stores, there is
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an agglomeration economy in locating near other stores because of multi-
purpose shopping trips and comparison shopping. If one store locator fig-
u res out where to locate and acts, others can quickly imitate this action with-
out decreasing the benefit to the first locator, which means that
consumption is nonrival. It is also difficult to exclude others from this bene-
fit because the first store locator must act and thus reveal the plan. This case
is not a pure collective good (which would be at the lower right-hand cor-
ner of the diagram) because the first locator might buy excess land and sell
it to later locators at its now greater value and thus recoup at least part of
the cost of making the plan. Consumption is thus in part rival and, by this
means, exclusion becomes feasible.

A plan for location of a new town is approximately a common pool good.
In contrast, a plan for the internal layout of a new town would be a private
good equivalent to a subdivision site plan. Location is a common pool good
because ability to acquire all parcels at reasonable cost without holdouts re-
quires acquisition in secrecy. Consumption is thus rival, because if anyone
else learns of the plan, its benefits to its creator are greatly reduced. Exclu-
sion is, however, difficult because of the large number of acquisition trans-
actions, which are difficult to hide and from which others could infer
enough to raise their asking price. Acquisition of land for Columbia, Mary-
land, managed to overcome this problem by acquiring land under diff e r-
ent names through different agents, but it is the exception that proves the
rule. Other attempts to create new towns on many land parcels have in-
volved government powers of regulation and eminent domain.

An area plan, or specific plan as it is called in California, can be a toll
good in which consumption is nonrival but exclusion is feasible. The con-
tent of the plan is specific to a particular area, and thus exclusion is feasible
if there are only a few developers, each dealing with a large portion of the
area being planned. In this case, a government that requires such plans can
charge each developer for a share of the cost, which frequently happens in
California (Olshansky 1996).

F i n a l l y, a major infrastru c t u re plan for a metropolitan area is a collective
good because its content must be shared among many developers, infra-
structure providers, and municipalities over a long period of time in order
to be useful to anyone who would pay to make such a plan. The plan con-
tents are thus nonrival in consumption and exclusion is infeasible. It is still
not likely to be a perfect collective good because those who participate in
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paying for it are more likely to be able to influence its content to their own
advantage. Others will still have to follow the plan once conceived because
it will determine to a large extent where infrastru c t u re occurs and thus what
land is developable. Land speculators are likely to have incentives to par-
ticipate in such plans.

The benefits of plans for infrastru c t u re can be elaborated by considering
the plans of sewers (Knaap et al. 1998). One possibility is that the plan is
devised considering land use patterns and sewer network layout and capac-
ity. The strategy of information in the plan might then be used only by the
sewer provider, which would monitor its own investments and land devel-
opment and build increments to the network following a contingent path
implied by the plan. In this first case the land developers would simply re-
spond to the construction of sewers and not actually use the inform a t i o n
in the plans directly in making their own decisions. This case would make
sense if the lead time re q u i red for land development was short relative to
the lead time for sewer construction. There is then no advantage in know-
ing where sewers will be located because the developer can wait for the
announcement of the construction of the sewers. Clearly, a speculator
buying land can gain with this asymmetric information about the value of
land, information that the seller does not have. Thus speculators might use
the information in plans, but developers would not. Speculators and devel-
opers may sometimes be the same people, but the roles are distinct. A specu-
lator does not need to make a commitment to the use or pattern of devel-
opment, but a developer does. A developer thus needs more specific
i n f o rmation than a speculator, but may benefit from more specific infor-
mation with a shorter lead time than a speculator. In this case we should ex-
pect new information in plans to affect speculation and thus land sales trans-
actions, but not development actions such as subdivision or building
permits. That is, if a plan is changed or becomes public, we should expect
speculators, not developers, to use it.

A second possibility is that additional benefits can be gained from the
plan developed by the sewer provider if developers use information in the
plan. These benefits would occur if the developer could be more accurate
in choices or more efficient in timing by using information about expected
timing and capacity of sewers before sewer construction occurred. If the
lead time for land development were longer than the construction time for
sewers, then there would be some concurrency gains because sewer capac-
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ity would be used more quickly. Also, if the lead time for development were
long, this might preclude mismatches in the construction of land use den-
sity and the construction of sewer capacity. If developers are committed to
uses and densities before sewers are built, but are not watching the expected
c a p a c i t y, then either the developer or the sewer provider will have to pay
the costs of increasing the capacity or the costs of excess capacity without
expected revenues to cover its operations. These two aspects of losses can
be summarized as short - run concurrency and long-run congruence of ca-
pacity. Note that plans and lead times affect both situations because of the
durability and irreversibility of both the sewers and the land development.

In this second case we would expect developers to consult sewer plans
and we should expect new information in sewer plans, if it was about rela-
tively short time horizons of, say, five years, to affect developer decisions
evidenced by subdivision approvals or equivalent indicators for multifam-
ily or commercial projects. The sewer provider has an incentive to share the
plan because that would increase the likelihood of concurrency and more
precise matching of capacity. The question here is whether the lead times
and interdependence of actions involved in planning for sewers are so dif-
f e rent from the lead times and interdependence of relationships to land de-
velopment that a dependence relation is sufficient. In the dependence case,
the sewer provider gains by predicting the land use demand, but the devel-
oper need not predict sewer capacity. If the lead times for sewers and land
development are similar, however, the relationship will be interdependent
and both can gain by predicting the other.

Despite high-resolution data, we have had difficulty demonstrating that
land developers were reacting to information in plans for the westside light-
rail in Portland, Oregon (Knaap et al. 1996). Looking at the evolution of
the plans over the preceding twenty-five years, the general corridor re-
mained fairly predictable but the precise alignment and the station locations
changed as plans were revised and refined. It may be that the information
in the plan was not sufficiently precise, or credible, to be useful to devel-
opers. The interdependence logic of the light-rail plan—what it connects
and what kind of land uses and densities occur near stations—was sustained
over the twenty-five years. Further evidence that developers would not sim-
ply respond to information in the plan is that immediately upon commit-
ting to station locations, overlay zones were imposed to regulate land uses
and densities in the station locations. Speculators had a game to play and
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take risks in. Developers apparently could not take advantage of any lead
time in constructing the station land uses because there was not suffic i e n t
certainty to risk investment. The losses would be the lead time to get uses
c o n s t ructed, and since the light-rail itself took almost four years to build
once stations were committed, land development could respond easily with
this lead time. The other possible loss would be land use patterns cre a t e d
b e f o re the station locations were committed that would have been built dif-
ferently if the station locations had been considered. These uses may even-
tually change to different uses or higher densities, but there will be a time
lag until the costs of conversion can be absorbed after the current capital
has depreciated. This is another instance of the Ohls and Pines develop-
ment timing problem.

Initial observations of lag times of residential construction after sewer
construction in the southwest portion of the Portland metropolitan region
appear to be long enough—five to ten years—that the land developers
would not have gained from using the plan directly (Hanley 1999). Devel-
opers could react to construction of sewers as construction occurred. For
c o n s t ruction of sewers, the contingent logic of the sewer plan was followed.
T h e re were major changes because the changes in federal funding pro g r a m s
in the early 1970s, just after the 1969 plan was completed, encouraged
fewer, larger, regional treatment plants. Thus, in this case the plan was ap-
parently of use to the sewer provider but not to developers. The plan may
have been of use to speculators.

Voluntary Groups and Government Inducements to
Make Plans

This section describes situations and cases of plan making that can be ex-
plained in terms of collective goods. These are not necessarily uniquely
valid explanations, but they provide useful insight and suggest re a s o n a b l e
expectations for similar situations. They thus help to understand and to in-
form prescriptive recommendations for organizing decision making about
when to make plans.

Much of the planning for land development has been and continues to
be the work of private individuals or corporations or of voluntary gro u p s ,
including voluntary groups that include both private and government mem-
bers. This pattern of planning is not at all unusual, as suggested by the
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Chicago Plan of 1909 and two additional examples presented here: devel-
opment in DuPage County, Illinois, in the 1970s, and forecasting eff o rt s
of the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission.

O’Mara (1973) describes the roles of various diff e rent local govern m e n t s
and development corporations in the planning of major new development
focused on four thousand acres near Aurora and Naperville, Illinois, about
f o rty miles west of Chicago. The parcel was purchased in secrecy in 1966
by Urban Investment and Development Corporation (UIDC) for a com-
munity, Fox Valley East, to be built over twenty years. When city officials
l e a rned of the project in about 1970, it raised many issues of planning by
whom and for whom. Two cities, Aurora and Naperville, became competi-
tors for the tax base potential of a major retail project. Availability of pro-
fessional staff, discussions among planners working for diff e rent govern-
ments and private developers, an Aurora Area Technical Liaison Group led
by UIDC as an oligopolistic group to provide common planning services to
the local governments and developers, and diff e rences in trust placed in staff
by different political leaders all affected the outcomes.

In its Annual Report for 1990, the Nort h e a s t e rn Illinois Planning Com-
mission (1990) provides a cogent description of the nature of its population
f o recasting eff o rts, how these are of value to its constituencies, and how they
affect its ability to raise voluntary contributions. The Commission is a vol-
untary group of local governments and private individuals, and it provides
various planning services. Forecast accuracy is, perhaps, distinct from fore-
cast usefulness, but the forecasts are clearly seen as being collective goods
in which sufficient re s o u rces will be invested to achieve appropriate qual-
ity if voluntary contributions are increased. The offer to tailor forecasts to
needs of individual members can be explained as selective incentives for in-
dividual members to encourage contributions to a collective good.

The fundamental problem of collective goods is that individuals acting
alone are unlikely to provide as much of the collective good as they would
want if they could enforce participation to share in providing it. This does
not mean that the group formed to decide how much of the collective good
to provide must produce the collective good. Once the amount to be pro-
vided has been determined, the group can contract with a private firm to
p rovide the agreed-on amount of the good. This applies to the provision of
a plan as a collective good and, in part i c u l a r, to the provision of plans by
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local governments. A voluntary group or a local government need not pro-
duce its own plan.

A small community may demand planning activities too infrequently to
have specialists employed full-time. In such circumstances it makes sense to
have a consultant “on retainer,” meaning that you pay only for the amount
of service you need. You work with the same person so you can build up a
working relationship, but that person also works elsewhere, therefore tak-
ing advantage of specialization to develop and maintain a high level of skill
and up-to-date knowledge. A large city is likely to employ planners for those
activities that become regular and repeated, but may still hire specialized
consultants for irregular tasks. In a medium-sized city, a downtown plan or
solid waste plan might be contracted out to a consultant because these ac-
tivities are not conducted frequently enough to justify maintaining in-house
e x p e rtise. Subdivision re v i e w, zoning re v i e w, and rezoning proposals might,
h o w e v e r, be maintained in-house because these activities are conducted fre-
quently. In a larger city, all these items might be in-house.

An alternative to hiring consultants for small communities is to form a
regional planning commission, but not primarily to plan for the region as
a region. Instead, its primary purpose is to achieve economies of scale in
p roducing planning services for a group of communities. The re g i o n a l
agency could justify hiring specialists in transportation planning, neigh-
b o rhood planning, infrastru c t u re, and land use, which none of the indi-
vidual municipalities could justify alone. Regional agencies are subject to
a l t e rnative explanations. Is the task of the regional agency to plan for a uni-
tary region? Or, is the task to plan as a collective good for the member mu-
nicipalities? Or, is it to produce plans for municipalities in order to gain
economies of scale and specialization? All three may apply.

In the United States, local governments make most of the public-sector
decisions about whether to make plans. They make these decisions based in
p a rt on their own perceptions of the benefits and costs of making plans, but
these benefits and costs are significantly affected by federal and state in-
centives and regulations.

At various times the federal government in the United States and the na-
tional government in England decided that local governments were not of
their own initiative making sufficient plans. They enacted incentives or re-
quirements to plan in order to receive central government benefits such as
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funding for infrastru c t u re. These incentives also resulted in pre s c r i p t i o n s
of what constituted good plans sufficient to meet the requirements of these
acts. This approach could, and many argue did, result in a mismatch be-
tween the requirements for plans and the usefulness of plans to local gov-
ernments.

Experience in England since the passage of the 1947 Town and Country Plan-
ning Act, and in the United States since 1949 when Congress imposed the re-
quirements of a general physical-development plan as a condition for federal fi-
nancial aid for city planning, provides convincing evidence that we are once again
in the midst of a period when higher levels of government will attempt to spec-
ify, for their own purposes, what they consider to be the essential uses and char-
acteristics of the general plan and the contents of the official general-plan doc-
u m e n t . . . . Because the contents and characteristics of the urban general plan are
now actually being defined by federal regulations, everything possible should
be done—for the sake of the state and federal programs as well as for the suc-
cess of local programs—to encourage municipal governments to do their own
thinking and make their own decisions on general-plan questions, and to do so,
always, on the basis of their own technical and political needs. (Kent 1964,
130–131)

Kent notes that a special booklet was published in Cambridge, England, to
explain their plan in a way that was locally useful but possible only outside
s t a t u t o ry guidelines “because the official plan document adopted by the
Council, which had to comply with national regulations, was simply not
useful locally” (131).

F rom approximately 1949 to 1981, the federal government re q u i red local
g o v e rnments to produce plans as a condition of receiving funding under
various programs for urban development and transportation. From 1954,
federal funding was also available to create these plans. Referred to as “701
plans” because they were re q u i red by Section 701 of the Housing Act of
1954, these plans were produced by municipal staff or by consultants with
standardized content and format to meet the guidelines. The primary logic
and local government motivation was to meet the re q u i rement for a plan in
o rder to qualify for federal funding. Feiss (1985) notes that most larger cities
had adequate planning programs and plans without the federal interv e n-
tion. Although there was a drop in planning employment with the end of
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701, local government planning was by then well established and, in gen-
eral, continues based on other motivations.

Several states also require local governments to plan. California has the
longest re c o rd of such re q u i rements, but Florida, Oregon, and more re-
cently Washington have more stringent requirements and oversight of the
substance of local plans. California specifies what elements must be covere d ;
Oregon specifies what goals must be sought. Oregon and Washington re-
quire metropolitan areas or cities to establish growth boundaries. One in-
t e r p retation of the effect of the growth boundary in Portland, Oregon, is
that it serves as a regulation of municipalities by the Metro regional gov-
ernment. Metro has no power to zone, which might be a more appropriate
tool to achieve some of its objectives, but it does control the growth bound-
a ry. The growth boundary in turn affects the municipalities and counties,
which do have the power to zone. The growth boundary can thus be inter-
p reted not as a direct regulation of developers but as a regulation of local
g o v e rnments by regional government because the regulation affects the
content of local government plans. Florida requires communities to estab-
lish and implement concurrency requirements for adequate infrastructure
before permitting development.6

Federal funds have also induced other more specialized plan making.
The model cities program in the 1960s and the competition for designation
as Empowerment Zones in the 1990s induced particular types of neigh-
b o rhood planning and community organizing. Tr a n s p o rtation planning has
been subsidized by federal funds, most recently through the Interm o d a l
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act and its extensions.

Governments induce planning by the private sector for public sector in-
t e rests. A recent planning process for light-rail in Taipei, Taiwan, illustrates
an example. Private investors were invited to bid for a “Build, Operate, and
Transfer” project to build a light-rail system, operate it for fifteen or twenty
years, then transfer it to the government. The basic requirement is that the
system must connect the international airport with the downtown. Within
this constraint, the route and station locations are open to alternative strate-
gies developed by bidders. Thus the bidders have an incentive to plan an ef-
fective system that they can manage and operate efficiently. It is also clear
that a winning bid must re q u i re less government financing, which will be
achieved in part through real estate development by the bidder in conjunc-
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tion with rail stations. Thus the process creates incentives to devise inter-
dependent land use and transportation actions because the potential gains
accrue to the bidder. Thus the bidders have incentives to plan, and to plan
for relationships among infrastructure and land use even though the infra-
structure will be funded in large part by government and will require gov-
e rnment participation to obtain right-of-way. This case is reminiscent of
s t reetcar development in the United States in the late nineteenth century
(Warner 1978) or of the Shaker Rapid Transit from downtown Cleveland,
Ohio, to Shaker Heights in the 1920s (Garvin 1996, 330–331), though in
these cases there was not a prior expectation of transfer of the transit lines
to government.

Summary: Who Has Incentives to Plan and for Whom?

Individual plans occur when individual actors invest to plan for their own
decisions, as when a developer plans where, when, and what to develop in
a subdivision. Public sector plans occur when government agencies plan for
their own actions, as when a state highway department plans which high-
ways to build where, when, and with what capacity. Plans by voluntary
g roups occur when several actors jointly invest in plans, as when a com-
m e rcial club hires a downtown development consultant or a group of de-
velopers hires a transportation planning consultant to consider transporta-
tion among developments. Regulations or incentives for plans occur when
an enforceable re q u i rement is applied, as when communities are re q u i re d
to develop plans before being eligible for government grants or when fi-
nancing for plans by localities is provided as a merit good by the federal or
state government.

All of these circumstances occur frequently. Making plans for urban de-
velopment is not inherently a public sector or a group activity. It does focus
on relationships among decisions, but it does not require or necessarily in-
volve all the decision makers who have authority over those related deci-
sions. Providing plans in these diff e rent modes leads to diff e rent types of
plans and diff e rent distributions of planning costs. These ideas explain who
has incentives to plan and for whom, and thus suggest situations in which
plans are likely to occur.

The concept of collective goods helps to explain these situations. The
need to address collective goods is often used to justify planning as a gen-
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eral idea and thus implicitly to justify plans (see e.g., Moore 1978), but plans
seldom serve this role dire c t l y. The fundamental notion of a collective good
is that even with perfect information but lacking mechanisms for commitment, i n-
dividuals will not act to provide the appropriate amount of the collective
good. Plans add information but do not change the rights to make decisions.
Regulations, on the other hand, change the decision situation by limiting
options or reframing the question organizationally to deal with collective
goods or collective good externalities. Plans are a response not to the mar-
ket failure of collective goods or to the political problem of collective choice
but to the more fundamental problems of interdependence, indivisibility,
irreversibility, and imperfect foresight.
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6

Rights, Regulations, and Plans

The western painter, Charles Russell, has portrayed a dramatic interaction
between cowboy and Indian during a mid-1800s trail drive through Indian
territory [shown in frontispiece in original]. The cowboys are bringing cattle from
the western ranches to the rail heads for shipment to the population centers of the
East. The Indian is seen signaling to the trail boss as other Indians are cutting
from the herd a cow that will be taken back to the tribe for food. But what is
going on in the minds of the participants? Is it theft? A prize of battle? Or is it a
gift or act of charity? Does the cow represent the payment of a tax to a sovereign
with the Indian as tax collector? Or has a trade been consummated where the
Indian has agreed to allow passage and use of his land in return for a negotiated
rental payment?

The physical movement alone tells us nothing about the intangible relation-
ships between the parties or about the thoughts of the participants. Yet these
relationships and perceptions have something to do with tangible consequences.
They may effect [sic] the production of the beef, grazing practices, and of course,
the relative distribution of wealth.
—A. Allan Schmid (1978), Property, Power and Public Choice

In Snowmass, Colorado, developers, local residents, and vacation-home
owners had diff e rent rights with which to affect development and hire plan-
ning services (Hopkins and Schaeffer 1983). A small group of new perma-
nent residents led a drive to incorporate the community so that a local gov-
e rnment would have powers to plan and regulate land development. The
d e v e l o p e r, who was the major landowner, and the vacation-home owners,
who had no right to vote locally, used other strategies of group formation
to achieve their objectives. The newly incorporated town, the private de-
v e l o p e r, and the ski company that provided the major attraction and eco-
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nomic base for the town shared the cost of a plan. A local govern m e n t ,
which is a coercive group, thus played a particular role as a member of a vol-
u n t a ry group organized to undertake planning. The diff e rences in rights
in this case were crucial. Only permanent residents had rights to vote in a
local municipality. Seasonal residents, the developer, and the ski company
did not. Thus, regulations were determined, directly at least, only by per-
manent residents. The ski company leased land from the federal govern-
ment for the ski slopes. The developer had acquired most of the land in the
v a l l e y, but had sold lots to residents and others. The mix of rights in land
and rights to vote affected both the making of plans and the enactment of
local regulations. Private planning, voluntary groups forming to plan, and
local governments newly incorporated in order to take land use actions also
characterized a similar situation in Sanibel Island, Florida (Babcock and
Siemon 1985; Johnson 1989).

Plans for urban development set out contingent, interdependent actions
that will yield desirable patterns of development. These actions include re g-
ulations, such as zoning, subdivision regulations, and official maps. Urban
planners are involved in land use regulation, but it is important to distin-
guish between plans and regulations. This chapter considers systems of
rights related to land, how these rights affect who plans what, how regula-
tions change these rights, and how plans provide the basis for such regula-
tions. In general, regulations are enacted by a collective choice mechanism
as discussed in chapter 8.

Regulations modify or establish some dimension of rights and are usu-
ally thought of as defining rights granted by social norms, formal constitu-
tions, or laws, though any distinction is at best fuzzy. Regulations may thus
f o rmalize social norms into explicit rights or make changes in rights. The
logic that might explain the creation of a constitution is similar to the logic
that would explain the choice to regulate (see e.g., Ostrom et al. 1994). Clar-
ification of rights occurs through interpretation of legal precedent, legisla-
tion, and administrative regulations. This chapter focuses on regulations as
changes in rights within a given cultural and constitutional frame. Inten-
tional efforts to change cultural norms are considered further in chapter 7.
Such efforts may be substitutable for changes in rights because norms also
affect behavior and condition the behavior in response to regulations.
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Rights to Decide

The cow being cut from the herd makes clear the multiple possible inter-
pretations of even one apparent acknowledgment of rights.1 It is quite pos-
sible that two parties to a transaction understand the meaning of the rights
exchanged in fundamentally different ways, as was demonstrated again and
again by transactions among Native American and Europeans. (See e.g.,
Cronon 1983; Satz 1991.) People operate in societies in which the society
has granted rights formally or informally to make certain decisions. The
distribution of rights among decision makers affects the efficiency of the al-
location of re s o u rces and the fairness of the distribution of re t u rns from re-
sources. Systems of rights also affect motivation, power relationships, and
social status. Choices among systems of rights should, there f o re, depend on
reasons of efficient or fair outcomes and on reasons of inherently pre f e r a b l e
social structures. Many different distributions of rights among individuals
and collectives are possible and these diff e rences affect who decides thro u g h
time, in particular across generations, and over space.

Rights, as modified by regulations, specify the decisions that each deci-
sion maker is permitted to make, the range of options that may be consid-
ered, and the considerations that may be taken into account. A homeowner
may have the right to sell a residence, but may not have the right to con-
sider the race of the buyer as a criterion in choosing to whom to sell.
Whether de jure rights (rights established in law) are or can be enforc e d ,
given social norms and the feasibility and costs of policing, must also be
considered in predicting behavior in response to rights.

Regulations might be characterized as if-then rules with enforcement. In
contrast to policies, which are also if-then rules, regulations imply en-
forcement. Individual decision makers may have incentives to break a reg-
ulation in each instance in which it becomes binding, even if they ac-
knowledge the legitimacy of the regulation in general. Speed limits on
highways are one obvious example. Policies can only remind us to do things
we are willing to do in individual instances. Regulations re q u i re us to do
things we might not want to do when a specific instance arises.

A plan can take rights as given and enforced and devise strategies within
these constraints. Alternatively, a plan can include actions to change regu-
lations. For example, a plan might include a size and location of an ex-
pressway and a change in a zoning ordinance so as to yield densities of de-
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velopment that would be consistent with the planned capacity of the ex-
pressway. In this case there is a plan for regulations, but the plan itself does
not create or enforce the regulation. The regulation is an ordinance enacted
by government under its police powers (its monopoly on the legal use of
f o rce) to change the rights of its residents. At a diff e rent level, the Decla-
ration of Independence might be interpreted as a plan and the U.S. Con-
stitution and subsequent laws as regulations. The first declared a vision and
an underlying strategy. The latter created enforceable rules.

The most fundamental notions of rights, in We s t e rn philosophy at least,
a d h e re to people, albeit historically only to particular types of people, as in-
dividuals or groups. Rights are recognition by others of an individual’s or a
group’s authority to make particular decisions. Rights can be characterized
by the following attributes:

• Authority: Over what decisions and with what scope of discretion is
authority granted?

• Origin: By whom was it granted or legitimated and by what logic?
• Enforcement: By whom is it enforced or sustained?
• Exclusivity: To whom is it granted and from whom is it thereby ex-

cluded?
• Transferability: To whom may it be transferred, in what form, and

through what means?
• Spatial extent: Over what area(s) is the authority acknowledged?
• Temporal extent: Over what time is the authority acknowledged?

Authority of a right. We generally talk about a bundle of rights associated
with a particular parcel of land and a particular person or persons as prop-
erty rights in land. Actions related to rights almost always address a partic-
ular bundle of rights, but it is important to recognize the elements. “Own-
ing” a piece of land, as if there were an inherent absolute concept of
complete authority, is at best a distortion. Neither a “homeowner” nor a
renter has complete authority over a parcel of land, only a set of distinct au-
thorities related to a parcel of land.

A landowner in the United States has the authority to do many things
with a piece of property. Discretion over what can be done is limited, how-
ever, by a wide range of federal, state, and local laws on crimes against per-
sons, nuisance, mineral rights, water rights, taxation, zoning, subdivision
regulations, building codes, health regulations, and contract obligations.
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Authority over a particular decision almost never gives complete discre t i o n .
Regulations may restrict which alternatives may be considered, such as a
zoning restriction that permits only choices among residential uses. Regu-
lations may also restrict outcomes, such as in the setting of air or water pol-
lution standards for particular cities or streams. Finally, regulations may re-
strict attributes that a decision maker may use to make choices, such as the
restriction against consideration of race in selling houses. The latter two
types of regulations restrict permissible alternatives indire c t l y, but the ef-
fect is equivalent. Certain choices are precluded because of outcomes that
might ensue or because of criteria implied by choices made.

Origin of a right. The origin of rights is pertinent to pragmatic questions
because it defines the scope of acknowledgment of a right. Three origins of
rights are most pertinent here: cultural or social legitimation, government,
and capture from the public domain. Prior to European settlement, soci-
eties in North America claimed communal rights in land collectively as
being legitimated by use (see e.g., Cronon 1983; Demsetz 1967), or ac-
knowledged the right of an individual to land because of an investment of
effort in clearing and cultivating it. The rights system of Native Americans
was distinctly diff e rent from that of the European settlers. To Euro p e a n s ,
rights in land were granted to individuals or groups as proprietors by sov-
ereign heads of governments. In practice, physical conquest imposed a Eu-
ropean interpretation of rights on North America. Both cultural and legal
precedents affect our implicit sense of rights and our legal basis for rights.
Rights are sustained by a society through mechanisms of legitimation and
enforcement. Specific rights are legitimated by different parts of the social
system, some formally from various levels of government and some infor-
mally or tacitly as part of a culture. Culturally defined rights may in some
cases contradict formally granted rights, as in continuing racial discrimi-
nation in the United States.

With the fall of communist governments in Eastern Europe, the ques-
tion arose of what rights retained legitimacy, or regained legitimacy fro m
p revious regimes or previous cultural norms. Did persons or their heirs
whose pro p e rty had been confiscated decades before have any rights to have
it re t u rned? Diff e rences in systems of rights may be subtler than the dif-
ferences between communist regimes and newly capitalist efforts. Despite
the long common heritages of England and the United States, golf in Eng-
land is a middle-class activity carried out on public courses, and fishing in
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England is an upper-class sport available only to those who can afford the
privately held rights to fish in particular streams. The situation in the
United States is reversed. Golf courses are most frequently private clubs
with significant social status, and fishing is widely available with public
rights in streams.

Systems of rights can be understood as evolving from the capture of
rights from the public domain as these rights are recognized to have suffi-
cient value to justify the cost of delineating them (Barzel 1989). It is costly
to determine all of the attributes of a particular asset, which means that all
of the rights associated with that asset are never fully determined. Barz e l
describes “transaction costs as the costs associated with the transfer, cap-
t u re, and protection of rights” (2). Rights are incompletely defined until
t h e re is a transaction that re q u i res a more complete definition and thus jus-
tifies the costs of such definition. In buying a house, a deed search not only
c o n firms the validity of the title to pro p e rty being transferred but also
checks for other rights, such as liens by contractors who have worked on
the property, easements, or mineral rights. The difficulty of measuring at-
tributes of assets creates the difficulty in delineating rights. Opportunities
for wealth occur when we recognize possibilities to gain rights from the
public domain by defining and making explicit new rights such as air rights
over railroad yards. Wealth can be lost when public trust rights in shore-
lands or wetlands are newly recognized.

Systems of rights are constantly evolving and more complex than we might
at first imagine. Barzel (1989, 49) uses a large office building as an example of
a system of rights. The rights holders include a titleholder, a mortgage holder,
renters, and a janitorial service with a contract. The fire insurer holds rights
to the possibility of a fire, which has negative value. Thus, the fire insurer is
paid to accept this right, rather than paying for it. Once it holds the right to
fire risk, the fire insurer has the greatest incentive to prevent fires and the
other rights holders have lowered their incentives to prevent fires. Perf o r-
mance conditions in the fire insurance contract and variations in price of
insurance modify this lack of incentives for other rights holders.

In Barzel’s argument, formalized privately claimed rights are not inher-
ently better than rights remaining in the public domain because transaction
costs—in part i c u l a r, measuring attributes and policing contracts—may be
too high to justify gains in motivation or efficiency from privatizing. Rights
in the public domain are by definition not captured by either private or pub-
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lic sector actors; the public domain means something diff e rent from the
public sector. Governments must also capture rights from the public do-
main. Governments (the public sector) may claim and compensate rights
explicitly, such as rights to areas to build roads, rights to levy taxes on pri-
vate real estate, or rights to restrict density. The public sector is a collection
of rights-holding entities that is in many ways analogous to the collection
of owners of rights in the private sector.

E n f o rcement of a right. Rights must be enforced or sustained over time.
They are not inherent in some natural system, so rights recognized or for-
malized by a society may “decay” if not reinforced formally or socially. En-
f o rcement by government action is familiar, but government action can-
not succeed without cultural support from social norms. The Pro h i b i t i o n
era in the United States (during which production and distribution of al-
coholic beverages were illegal) is one example of a government attempt,
based on its established pro c e d u res of collective choice, to enforce laws that
the society would not sustain. Williams and Matheny (1995) show the im-
p o rtance of such “social regulation” for many environmental pro b l e m s .
Similarly, incompletely enforced laws have occurred in zoning ordinances
that restrict the number of inhabitants or the subdividing of houses in
n e i g h b o rhoods with demand for high-density housing, such as near uni-
versity campuses. Attempts to regulate construction of housing in areas that
a re not persuasively inappropriate for housing have failed in many countries
w h e re squatter settlements are eventually legitimated even though the origi-
nal construction was illegal (Hopkins 1984a).

Exclusivity of a right. Rights may be acknowledged to belong to individ-
uals or collective entities such as corporations or other types of chart e re d
o rganizations such as municipalities. Rights are not necessarily exclusive
to one individual or entity. The traditional example is the shared rights to
graze animals on the town common. A frequent misunderstanding of ex-
clusivity of rights occurred in the willingness of Native Americans to trans-
fer rights to Europeans. Native Americans presumed that they could trans-
fer rights to others and retain the same rights for themselves (Cronon 1983).
Additional examples of nonexclusive rights are the right to discharge vari-
ous things into the air or water, or less obviously, the right to speak at a pub-
lic hearing. The exclusivity of rights to one individual or corporate body is
a crucial characteristic affecting outcomes from a particular distribution of
rights because nonexclusive rights are associated with collective goods.
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Transferability of a right. Some rights, such as rights in real pro p e rt y, may
be transferred from one individual to another through sale. Other rights,
such as the right to vote in local governmental elections in the United
States, can be gained only through national citizenship and local residence
in a geographically defined place. These rights to vote cannot be sold or
t r a n s f e rred. The mechanisms of transfer include sale, inheritance, lease
(which may or may not be assignable to a third party), and gift. Rights of
national citizenship may be inherited by birth, gained through place of re s i-
dence, or in some countries purchased. Restrictions on transfers of rights
in land and pro p e rty can prevent dispro p o rtionate accumulation of rights
by more successful (in the evolutionary sense) individuals. Restrictions on
transfers by sale may have ethical bases, such as selling a right to vote or
selling oneself into labor contracts approximating slavery.

Historically many units of government could make a direct call on the
labor of their citizens or residents, called c o rv é e in French. Chicago at its in-
corporation in 1833 “ . . . could call out any citizen to work on the public
roads for three days a year” (Keating 1988, p. 36). The United States cur-
rently relies on a volunteer military, but the military draft might be reacti-
vated. The only widely practiced such requirement in the United States is
duty to serve on juries. Social norms against levying labor re q u i re m e n t s
from citizens, such as the current norms in the United States even against
f o rced military service, can be argued to discriminate against those who are
unemployed but must pay taxes directly or indire c t l y. One might argue that
g o v e rnment thus provides backing to provide collective goods of interest to
those who pay taxes, but not a mechanism to provide such goods for those
who can provide only labor. The opportunity to transfer such obligations
by paying a substitute, as was possible for draftees in the Civil War, creates
a right both to dispose and a right to acquire the right to provide such work.

It is worth noting that much of the infrastru c t u re (roads and bridges)
built in the 1800s in the rural areas of the United States was constructed, or
at least maintained, by nongovernment or government versions of such
community labor. The concept is perhaps re s u rfacing in a diff e rent form in
the recently ubiquitous “Adopt- a-Highway” programs. Signs along high-
ways indicate that a local group has taken responsibility for keeping the
roadside clean. Although participation is voluntary, the mechanisms for
overcoming the hurdles for such collective action are provided by govern-
ment. There is benefit in re i n f o rcing cultural norms against littering, which
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is what motivates the signs that identify a specific group against whom you
would be acting if you break the norm. There is also benefit in building
community interaction through shared work projects.

Spatial extent of a right. Rights in land are usually identified with a par-
ticular parcel or set of parcels and may depend in part on relationships rec-
ognized in spatial terms. The idea of authority over a legally described par-
cel is familiar (at least in the United States). A municipality has authority
(jurisdiction) within its corporate boundaries, and in many states has cer-
tain “extraterritorial jurisdiction” beyond its boundaries but still defined by
spatial extent. Authority to decide about actions on one parcel may be re-
stricted because of effects outside that parcel but attributable to that deci-
sion. For example, there are often regulations that prohibit changes in the
quantity or quality of water runoff that may leave a parcel. The spatial ex-
tent of ramifications of a decision may confound the scope of legitimation
f rom which a right originates, as in air or water quality effects across na-
tional boundaries or among social groups with different norms.

Temporal extent of a right. The temporal extent of a right is most obvious
in the concept of leasing for a specified time a particular authority to use
or decide. Such rights may result from the logic by which rights are legiti-
mated, as in communally oriented societies in which rights to cultivation of
p a rticular parcels are granted for life or until there is no direct heir (e.g.,
Regmi 1976). Such systems achieve efficiency of allocation and social sta-
tus of ownership, but preclude long-term accumulation of diff e rences by
limiting the transferability of parcels to heirs. Temporal limitations on rights
a re often associated with need or fairness rather than with freedom of in-
dividual action.

Rights over time are closely tied to norms and regulations on inheritance.
There are two major inheritance strategies. Primogeniture gives all prop-
e rty to one heir, usually the oldest son. This keeps the pro p e rty size con-
stant over generations, thus maintaining a viable farm unit or an established
social status based on size of holding and thus wealth. It requires that other
descendants find other lifestyles, in England and Tibet traditionally in-
cluding serving as clergy or priests. Per stirpes inheritance gives pro p e rt y
equally to all descendants, thus breaking up farms within a few generations
and often forcing family businesses to dissipate in a relatively short time (see
e.g., Fukuyama 1995).

The recognition of rights occurs in time, and not necessarily instanta-
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n e o u s l y. For example, reasonable expectations by a developer about what
can be done with a piece of land, called “vested rights,” cannot be taken
without compensation. How and when such rights become vested is a sig-
n i ficant question in land use law. In general, government actions such as
zoning or subdivision approvals that developers have relied on as the basis for
s i g n i ficant investments cannot later be changed in a way that takes away re a-
sonable expectations for re t u rns on those investments (Siemon et al. 1982).

Allocation Efficiency, Collective Goods, 
and Externalities

The fundamental premise of neoclassical economics is that if all input re-
s o u rces are unambiguously assigned to individuals (or corporate entities
able to act as unitary decision makers), then each will strive to gain the max-
imum re t u rn by allocating these re s o u rces to yield the greatest re t u rn. Also,
each consumer will choose to allocate a budget according to pre f e re n c e s
so that these resources will produce a mix of goods that will match demand
within the budget constraints of consumers. In part i c u l a r, each re s o u rce will
be used in such a way that no amount of any resource could be changed to
another purpose and gain an increase in production. This result is thus an
e fficient allocation of re s o u rces. In terms of economic analysis, we would
be on the production possibility frontier and the marginal rate of substitu-
tion of each input re s o u rce would be equal across all possible outputs. There
are two partially distinguishable aspects of this claim: motivation and effi-
ciency of information.

Well-defined rights to the fruits of a person’s efforts (the decision about
how much personal effort to put forth in relation to resulting income) pro-
vide motivation. Current re s t ructuring of economies throughout the world
suggests that some persons, given the right, will decide to work much
h a rder to gain the resulting extra re t u rn that accrues to their own labor and
thus raise aggregate production above that from a system of collective re-
t u rns. This case is a collective goods problem: Individual eff o rt must some-
how be monitored and re w a rded or it is to each individual’s advantage to
shirk. Systems of rights that make returns attributable only to large groups
in aggregate must find additional means to motivate individuals. Changes
in rights of farmers in Russia and China may have increased individual out-
put. Such individual action, however, immediately raises the potential for
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additional gain through coordinating decisions. Farmers who pro d u c e d
lackadaisically on collective farms during regular working hours produced
m o re effectively on small plots during their own time. Contracts should put
in control of a particular attribute of an asset that person who is most likely
to manipulate the level of that attribute so as to affect output (Barzel 1989).
A share contract (e.g., split revenues 50-50) as in sharecropping in agricul-
tural production gives both worker and landowner incentives to affect the
level of output. The worker manipulates primarily labor, and the landowner
manipulates choice of crop and capital investments in drainage and lime. Such
contracts assume that it is easier for each to monitor output of pro d u c t i o n
than it is to monitor and police the inputs. Many other circumstances of mon-
itoring occur and affect the stru c t u re of organizations and contracts.

The second claim for such market systems is the savings in the cost of
i n f o rmation because each re s o u rce holder need know only the re t u rn on his
or her own resources. Prices in the market convey all the information nec-
e s s a ry for decision makers operating individually to achieve efficient allo-
cations of re s o u rces. The efficient outcome of a market system depends,
h o w e v e r, on the initial distribution of re s o u rces. If the initial distribution
w e re diff e rent, the allocation of re s o u rces and served demand would be dif-
ferent because the relative demands for different goods depend on the dis-
tribution of incomes and wealth among individuals, which determine their
budget constraints. For example, a relatively uniform distribution of income
might yield a high demand for Fords and Toyotas, but a low demand for
Lincolns and Lexuses. An uneven distribution of the same total assets and
incomes would increase the demand for Lincolns and Lexuses and thus re-
sult in a diff e rent allocation of re s o u rces to production. The resulting al-
location would still be efficient in the sense of being on the production pos-
sibility fro n t i e r, but at a diff e rent point on that frontier because of the
different mix of demand.

An external effect of one action affects the relationship between another
action and its outcomes. The smoke created by my burning fallen leaves af-
fects the outcome for my neighbor of deciding to work outside if the smoke
aggravates a health condition. If I were not burning leaves, the outcome of
my neighbor working outside would be diff e rent. When external effects are
p resent, an individual acting in response to individual benefits will not make
choices consistent with arriving at an efficient allocation of re s o u rces be-
cause the costs and benefits of these external effects will not be taken into
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account in making decisions. To achieve an efficient allocation, some mech-
anism must be created so that individuals consider these external eff e c t s .
Two responses have been identified: bargaining among the parties and
changing the rights of the parties. The latter includes internalization of the
e ffects by placing the right to make both decisions into one org a n i z a t i o n ,
imposing a tax or an incentive, or regulating the range of choices that the
decision makers have the right to make.

Coase (1960) argued that two firms, such as a laundry and a factory pro-
ducing smoke as a by-product of its manufacturing, would bargain and agre e
to produce a quantity of smoke such that the cost of further control of the
smoke would be greater than the added cost of soap for the laundry. Even
if such bargains would lead to a good agreement, which is unlikely in prac-
tice for many reasons discussed in chapter 7, such bargains are unlikely if
t h e re are many laundries, many factories, or both. When there are many
parties sharing in the same bargain, the effort to achieve a bargain is a col-
lective good. Thus, in general, insufficient eff o rt is likely to be put into
achieving a good bargain. Bargaining fails even for small numbers if there
a re transaction costs for bargaining, in which case the distribution of wealth
between parties will also be affected.

In these circumstances in which bargaining is not a good resolution, the
task of addressing an externality becomes a collective good. It re q u i res an
implicit decision to leave things as they are or to change rights of the par-
ties involved so as to achieve a different outcome. One approach is to cre-
ate new organizations, such as the metropolitan governments that are in-
tended to internalize decisions among central cities and suburbs so as to
bring external effects within the decisions of one body. A second is to es-
tablish a Pigovian tax, which imposes on the producer of the effect an ad-
ditional cost equal to the damage caused to the recipient. In the large num-
bers case, this is extremely difficult because the relative contribution of each
producer and the effect on each recipient is difficult to determine. In par-
t i c u l a r, the recipients are being asked to value a collective good and have in-
centives to misrepresent its value to them. The third possibility is a direct
change in rights by imposing a regulation, for example, prohibiting the
burning of leaves. Such a tax or regulation changes the initial distribution
of rights, and thus wealth, of the parties.

F u rt h e r, Baumol (1972) has shown that in imposing a Pigovian tax, a tar-
get outcome must be chosen, at least implicitly, in order to define a set of
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incentives to account for the extern a l i t y. We cannot know enough in ad-
vance to set the tax at the level it should be once equilibrium is re a c h e d
without knowing the information sufficient to identify the equilibrium. If
we set the tax based on the current situation, it must be adjusted as the mar-
ket transactions seek the equilibrium. Individuals may choose actions to dis-
tort the tax, and with costly transactions there is no reasonable expectation
that a particular equilibrium would result. Baumol and Oates (1975) there-
fore argue for use of financial incentives to achieve chosen targets. The tax
implies an equilibrium outcome and an intended equilibrium outcome im-
plies a tax. We cannot choose a level of tax independent of an intention
about outcome. Pigovian taxes are not a substitute for a plan, but a regula-
tion establishing incentives and a regulation that re q u i res a plan in order to
figure out the content of the regulation.

Such market-based systems of rights are potentially valuable because
they require little exchange of information for coordination of decisions to
gain efficiency and they provide high motivation for eff o rt. If rights are un-
ambiguously assigned and there are no collective goods, externalities, trans-
action costs, or dynamic adjustment problems, then efficient outcomes will
result. It is much more difficult in any analytical way to claim desirable
p ro p e rties for outcomes when these conditions are only partially met. In
urban development interdependence, indivisibility, irreversibility, and im-
p e rfect foresight distort both the information advantage and the motivation
advantage. In addition, we should not assign rights without considering
other criteria, including fairness and dynamics.

Fairness and Social Status

What makes a system of property rights fair or just? Should the social sta-
tus culturally embedded in the allocation of rights be taken into account in
choosing among systems of rights? Should restrictions on transfer of rights
be made to prevent a few individuals from accumulating wealth and power
over time?

The origin or legitimation of the rights might be argued to be inhere n t l y
f a i r. Or, the consequences of the rights might be argued to be fair. The fir s t
a p p roach might be exemplified by an argument, which would be consis-
tent with Nozick (1974), that an individual who creates a re s o u rc e — t h a t
is, captures it from the public domain by distinguishing it from a valueless,
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natural condition—should have a claim to the re s o u rce. Creating a re s o u rc e
(identifying an instrumental purpose) by putting in the work re q u i red, being
the source of the idea, and putting the resulting re s o u rce to “good use”
might justify a claim to ownership (see e.g., Newby et al. 1978). Convert-
ing raw land to agricultural use in some societies justifies a claim of au-
thority over it.

The second approach asks about consequences. Rawls (1971) would ask
whether acknowledging such rights would lead to outcomes that are to the
advantage of the least well off. Alternatively, a system that tended to yield
relatively equal distributions of resources over time, such as the Kipat sys-
tem in Nepal in which rights re v e rt to the community for reallocation upon
death of an individual or head of household (Regmi 1976), might be justi-
fied on grounds of intergenerational fairness. A neoclassical economist might
a rgue assignment to those who create it, as in the first approach, but on the
g rounds that it would yield efficient allocations of new re s o u rces. A com-
munitarian might argue that the Kipat system is inherently fitting to the no-
tion that the source of our humanity results from belonging to a community.

Sen (1992) argues that the most important distributional question is the
equality of capabilities, not the equality of opportunities or the equality of
outcomes directly. Equality of basic goods as defined by Rawls is not suffi-
cient because, as Sen points out, individuals are not equal a priori in physi-
cal capacity, mental capacity, wealth, cultural norms, social status, and many
other attributes. There f o re, equality of opportunity to use unequal capa-
bility is not sufficient. The combination of individual differences and com-
pensating social norms can yield equality of capability to achieve outcomes
in important aspects of quality of life. Equality of capabilities is distinct fro m
and more appropriate than equality of outcomes because equality of capa-
bilities means that an individual is an intrinsically valued determiner of its
own status rather than an instrument for achievement of equal outcomes.
D i ff e rences in rights can compensate for or exacerbate individual diff e r-
ences. Thus the design of systems of rights is an important opportunity to
equalize capabilities.

Differentials in wealth are often attributable to ability or luck in identi-
fying newly valuable re s o u rces or creating changes that make re s o u rc e s
newly valuable. Land increases in value as cities grow or as infrastru c t u re
is provided. Who should benefit from such changes? Henry George (1880)
a rgued that such gains should be taxed. In England, development contro l
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that releases land for development by government decisions is based on the
argument that these changes in value should accrue to the society, not the
individual whose land happened to become valuable by the aggregate acts
of society, or especially by the explicit intentional acts of providing infra-
structure.

Rights might also be legitimated by an argument of stewardship or al-
t ruistic ownership (e.g., Newby et al. 1978). Stewardship implies a client,
which might be people, or in Leopold’s (1949) argument for a land ethic,
the land or ecosystem itself. Stewardship of land for future generations is
an argument of intergenerational fairness. Even with merely random suc-
cess and failure, if transfers of rights are allowed, then those who lose in a
given interval may sell or become indebted to those who win. If these dif-
f e rentials are inherited, they are not reversible over time because of the time
value of re s o u rc e s — re s o u rces invested create more re s o u rces (Alchian
1950). This is the basis for taxes on inheritance, which have recently been
the subject of active political debate.

The discretion of authority granted by rights is often an indicator of so-
cial status. Social status is a quality-of-life benefit for individuals, so systems
of rights that create social status yield benefits. This phenomenon may well
be confounded by the traditional argument of motivation, but it is clear that
a small-business owner or homeowner is granted greater credibility and sig-
n i ficance in social interactions than wage employees or renters, other things
being equal. Some (e.g., Elkin 1987) would argue that such status and the
interests implied are crucial to creating the local government culture in the
United States. Regmi (1976) identifies distinct types of land tenure rights
in Nepal, prior to 1950, which served particular social purposes and carr i e d
d i ff e rent levels of social status. Raikar lands were state lands on which rights
to cultivate were granted. These grants allowed persons to collect rents and
thus served as a means for paying civil servants, but brought little social sta-
tus and were not transferable. Birta lands were grants with significant social
status somewhat like feudal proprietorships in Europe, but were not trans-
ferable or inheritable. Birta holders were re q u i red to supply men for war.
Guthi lands were used as endowments to sustain religious practices and
were operated communally, giving some status to the group.

In Champaign and Urbana, Illinois, until the early 1980s, small inde-
pendent operators contracting directly with individual homeowners col-
lected garbage. Business owners themselves often drove the one truck they
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owned. The social status of garbage haulers and the opportunities for entry
into small business thus aff o rded are now gone. Regulations now re q u i re
closed trucks, a closed landfill has meant longer hauls to distant landfills that
a re only feasible with large trucks, and flow control regulations to sustain
new disposal and recycling options have made single contracts between the
municipality and large, nonlocal businesses more viable. A group of small-
business operators with the social status and business interests as part i c i-
pants in community leadership has been displaced by professional employ-
ees of municipalities bargaining with re p resentatives of large, national
corporations to contract for garbage collection services. This change in or-
ganizational structure resulting from changes in rights affects the status of
individuals diff e rentially by class and race. Do African Americans who might
have owned small businesses become employees of large corporations that
have no commitment to place or person? Or, do such small-business own-
ers become government employees, which may yield more secure positions
with better protection against racial prejudice but yield lower social status
than small-business owners achieve?

The distribution of rights distributes the risks on returns. Workers in a
o n e - i n d u s t ry town may want to rent “company houses” because buying a
home puts all of their resources in one basket. If the industry folds, people
lose their jobs and the equity in their homes. Mining towns such as shale oil
mining towns that arose briefly in western Colorado in the 1970s are a re-
cent example. Similar logic may apply in urban areas with little perc e i v e d
potential for survival. If I am going to live there, I may want to risk my small
capital that might go into home ownership in a hedge investment some-
where else instead of in equity in a home affected by the same risks as liv-
ing in that community.

Rights in Land, Rights to Vote, and 
Commercial Interests

In the United States, the right to vote comes with residence in a political
jurisdiction—the nation, a state, a county or parish, a municipality, and any
number of special districts. Although voting rights were once associated
with the ownership of land, or in some cases with paying taxes (see e.g.,
Williamson 1960), owning land is no longer directly tied to the right to
vote. An owner of land has no vote except by residing on that land perma-
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nently. Neither capital nor land has a vote, nor do persons who hold rights
in that land or capital unless they are also residents. Voting rights are an
attribute of the right to reside on land in a voting district or jurisdiction, not
of the rights of ownership (more precisely fee simple ownership) of land.

Local governments still share strong interests with local businesses and
their owners, even if these owners have no right to vote. The claim of eco-
nomic analysis that assignments of rights can yield efficient allocations of
re s o u rces re q u i res that all re s o u rces be mobile so that they can be moved to
their most productive use. The lack of mobility of fixed assets—buildings,
i n f r a s t ru c t u re, business associations—is a primary cause of irre v e r s i b i l i t y,
which implies situations in which plans may be worthwhile. Entrepreneurs
can, however, move themselves or move most of their capital, at least in a
reasonable time. The entre p re n e u r ’s fixed plant depreciates as technologies
for industrial production, for retail sales, and for services change. Losses
from fixed capital may thus be small, so that moving is feasible. Cities can-
not move either their corporate entity, or their assets because both are in-
exorably tied to place by law or physical nature. This premise is implicit in
the Chicago Plan of 1909 and the argument is fully developed by Elkin
(1987) among others.

The mobility of capital relative to municipalities is an important char-
acteristic of cities. Thus the elected officials of municipalities are continu-
ally in the position of competing for capital. Capital creates jobs and re a l
estate; taxes derive from residents and real estate. Actions by municipalities
rely on ability to raise funds through bond issues, and bond ratings that de-
termine the interest rate on these bonds depend on an independent, exter-
nal assessment of the community’s viability. A dying city cannot raise funds.
A city can go bankrupt. It is thus in many ways similar to a corporation and
has common interests with those businesses in its jurisdiction that cre a t e
jobs and imply growth. It has even greater common interest with businesses
whose assets are relatively fixed.

These are enterprises whose health is most directly tied to the economic vitality
of the city—banks, newspapers, large stores, developers, real estate agencies, re a l
estate law firms, pro p e rty management firms, utilities and the like. Their be-
havior is best understood as an eff o rt to enhance the value of their fixed assets by
attracting mobile capital to the city. Since many of these fixed assets are them-
selves parcels of land, such businessmen are naturally drawn to land-use schemes,
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and thus a community of interest with officials is born. Not only will they en-
courage officials in their efforts to induce investment through rearranging land
use, but they will also propose projects that the city should undertake. And since
they themselves control large parcels of land, many of the projects that they pro-
pose will be ones from which they will benefit directly. These land interests, as
they may be called, will also work to put in place institutional arrangements that
will facilitate inducement of city growth and, to this end, will often cooperate
with city officials in securing the necessary powers from state and federal gov-
ernments. More generally, these businessmen are, by and large, receptive to any
schemes—including tax incentives, revenue bonds, and other sorts of induce-
ments—that they expect will enhance the worth of assets whose value is heavily
tied to location. (Elkin 1987, 41)

Molotch (1976) made the general argument that the combination of
c o m m e rcial and municipal corporation interests tend to create “a gro w t h
machine” because such growth is in their mutual interests. Municipalities
have many of the attributes of other corporate entities, and municipalities
are inherently fixed in location. Thus cities as corporations and those busi-
nesses sharing such characteristics are likely to benefit from plans that ad-
d ress efficient patterns and timing of growth through infrastru c t u re invest-
ment and regulations.

This relationship helps to explain why the two most frequent types of
plans are plans for downtown development or redevelopment and plans for
new development on the urban fringe. Existing neighborhoods, generally,
re q u i re no newly located or sized, fixed infrastru c t u re that needs to be
planned, but these residents are the voters that elected officials must sat-
isfy by creating coalitions of interest to both capital and neighborh o o d s .
These neighborhoods are also the potential opposition for new infrastruc-
t u re such as highways or landfills built in their neighborhood but primar-
ily for the benefit of people who live elsewhere. Carter Harrison in Chicago
in the nineteenth century and Neil Goldschmidt in Portland in the 1970s
built such coalitions.

It was as an urban imperialist, not as a social re f o rm e r, that Carter Harrison be-
lieved he could be of greatest assistance to the average Chicago workingman. He
v i g o rously promoted annexation of adjoining communities, and these annexations
c reated new jobs building and running streetcar lines, laying sewer pipes, hang-
ing electrical wires, putting in new roads and sidewalks, and erecting fire and po-
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lice stations and new bungalow developments. If Chicago continued to expand
while guaranteeing labor’s right to organize, it would become, Harrison believed,
the best place in the world for a working-class family to settle. (Miller 1996, 444).

Goldschmidt built a coalition around quality of life in neighborhoods and
revitalization of downtown Portland (Lewis 1996). This coalition addre s s e d
the voters in the neighborhoods and the interests of business.

If the relationship between rights in land and rights to vote were differ-
ent, behaviors and outcomes would diff e r. In Switzerland, citizenship in a
commune, the local corporate municipality, is possible only by inheritance,
or rarely by buying membership. Thus, for example, the communally
owned common land on which the ski slopes are built was and still is owned
by here d i t a ry residents of the commune. No one other than descendants of
the original families can gain the right to vote in decisions about these com-
mon lands. This arrangement is equivalent to the proprietors of early com-
mon lands in the United States. Commoners are those who hold such rights
in the common lands. In Zermatt, Switzerland, no one has been allowed
to buy into the common holdings since the nineteenth century. Ironically,
the last person allowed to buy such rights was the first serious hotelier to
begin to develop tourism in Zermatt (Williams 1964). In contrast, in the
United States most ski slopes occur on land leased from the federal gov-
e rnment, and the re s o rt towns are developed on privately held land that was
previously ranches or mining towns. In most cases, the original European
settlers, much less any earlier Native American residents, have long since
lost or sold all rights in these private lands and have left the area (Hopkins
and Schaeffer 1983). In Zermatt, however, the original families are still in-
volved in the tourist trade.

The ski re s o rt comparison is a suggestion that systems of rights can be
different and might be designed differently to achieve social changes in the
distribution of rights. Two of the most difficult strategies to implement in
urban development are to generate tourism development that benefits the
existing residents of towns or villages and to generate development in aban-
doned inner-city neighborhoods that actually benefits the existing re s i d e n t s .
G e n t r i fication brings investment by changing who lives there. In Nepal, for
example, development of certain tourist facilities requires a Nepali partic-
ipant, and trekking companies must be majority-owned by Nepali citizens.
It is not at all clear that the experience of re s o rts can be transferred to urban
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development, but if there is land of significant value once developed, it
might be possible to transfer it to a community land trust, equivalent to
common lands held by a set of proprietors. The proprietors would be the
current residents of the city, but new arrivals could not become proprietors
by mere residency. Community land trusts in which local residents collec-
tively become owners of key land parcels for conservation or for re d e v e l-
opment are one response to these issues. Would development of the river-
front in East St. Louis, Illinois, where a large portion of the population is
unemployed and does not own land, work in such a scheme to the benefit
of current residents?

These variations in rights in land and rights to vote show that we can
consider diff e rent systems of rights and use regulations to make changes
in rights. Such regulations and investments in capital facilities are the two
types of actions usually addressed in plans.

Incentives to Regulate

Why would individuals choose to restrict their own discretion rather than
resist all regulations? A decision maker might focus on a particular deci-
sion assuming that the rules of the game cannot be changed and that the
task is to do the best possible within those rules. Altern a t i v e l y, a decision
maker might consider whether a diff e rent set of rules would yield better
results: Would the expected value of making choices under a new set of
rules be pref e rred to the expected value of making choices under the old set
of rules? When considering regulations, you must take into account that the
regulation will apply to you and to other decision makers. Even if for your
individual choice you might prefer not to have the regulation, you might pre-
fer to have the regulation because it will affect other persons’ decisions as well.

Riker and Ordeshook (1973) define a specific “question of regulation” as
distinct from a “question of action.” An individual considering a regulation
should consider the following:

Is
my utility from the substitute I would choose given the regulation
+ my utility from the substitutes others would choose given 
the regulation
– the cost of enforcement of the regulation
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greater than

my utility from my use of the action that would be precluded by 
the regulation
+ my utility from others use of the action that would be precluded
by the regulation
– the cost of enforcement of the existing rights?

For example, am I better off if all of us are prevented from using septic
tanks for sewage disposal, even though I will also be prevented from using a
septic tank myself? I might be willing to vote for such a regulation, believing
it would be enforced, even though as an individual I would rather build a
septic tank. If everyone built a septic tank, I would be even worse off than if
I had to pay for sanitary sewers and sewage treatment because of the re g u l a-
tion. Thus I am willing to restrict myself in order also to restrict my neigh-
bors. Note that such logic might apply to any aspect of rights. The question
of regulation is one of choosing the system of rights in which I wish to oper-
ate, knowing that others will also operate within that system of rights. These
expectations of my own behavior and of the behavior of others depend on my
beliefs about social norms and the likely effectiveness of enforc e m e n t .

The logic of regulation presented by Riker and Ordeshook is equiva-
lent to the legal concept of “average reciprocity of advantage,” a label used
by Justice Holmes in Pennsylvania Coal Company v. Mahon, 260 U. S. 393
(1922). The concept is that if all land in a district is restricted, then in turn
all land in the district will be benefited. I may be prevented from erecting
some use from which I could individually gain but others would lose, but I
and others benefit because no one is permitted to erect such a use. “Where
a court determines that this circumstance exists, it may conclude that there
is no taking because the benefits conferred equal the burdens imposed”
(Blaesser et al. 1989, 14). Thus, the logical explanation of why individuals
may impose regulations on themselves has a parallel in legal pre c e d e n t
about when regulation is legitimate and does not constitute a taking of
property without compensation. This is, however, only one such legal jus-
tification for regulation.

Land developers have a long record of advocating and welcoming regu-
lations that benefit the developers. Weiss (1987) documented such instances
thoroughly. The real estate industry formed real estate boards to lobby for
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state legislation requiring subdivision regulations and zoning. Developers
first discovered the value of deed restrictions, which they could implement
privately within a single subdivision. Deed restrictions are contracts among
owners of deeds to particular parcels of land and remain with the land deed
if it is transferred. Thus a group of owners can restrict themselves from con-
s t ruction styles or practices that would reduce the value of their pro p e r-
ties. They might re q u i re minimum house sizes and features. Developers
could establish such deed restrictions before selling lots, and developers
could retain certain rights to themselves. Surrounding properties were still
unrestricted, however, leading developers to argue for zoning.

Although zoning would restrict a developer’s own practices, the loss fro m
these restrictions would be more than compensated by the restrictions it
would also place on other developers. Developers of more expensive prop-
erties had, in general, more to gain from such restrictions than developers
of inexpensive property, which led to difficulty in sustaining the collective
action of the real estate lobby (Weiss 1987, 107–140). The size of the coali-
tion of support for such regulation was valuable in lobbying, but key indi-
viduals who had independent access to the governor could undermine col-
lective action. Richmond (1997) argues that the urban growth boundary
legislation in Oregon is “pro-development” because it clarifies up fro n t
w h e re development can occur and focuses on increasing density, not de-
c reasing it. Credible regulations reduce uncert a i n t y, which increases ex-
pected values for developers. The development process then works more
q u i c k l y, increasing pro fits for developers. Developers have been among the
supporters of the Oregon growth management program.

This explanation of when and what kinds of regulations are likely to be
made emphasizes that regulations should not be taken as fixed. Explaining
why plans occur and what regulations they are likely to propose re q u i re s
considering regulations as among the available actions to be planned.

Plans for Regulation of Land Development

Each of the regulations described here depends on the logic of plans as spe-
c i fic support for implementation of the regulation. The question in each
case is, Why do we need to fig u re out in advance what land uses or facili-
ties should be where and when, and how does this logic relate the re g u l a-
tion to a plan? In addition, plans can provide the basis for substantive due
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p rocess arguments that a particular regulation serves a legitimate public
purpose under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution
(Blaesser et al. 1989). Although such claims may be somewhat more gen-
eral, their underlying basis should rely on the logic of regulations and the
logic of plans.

Zoning, subdivision regulations, and official maps are the three tradi-
tional types of local land development regulations. More recent re g u l a t i o n s
include urban service areas, adequate public facilities ordinances, impact
fees, and transferable development rights. Many other types of regulations
also affect land development. Health and environmental regulations affect
use of septic tanks and sewers. Environmental regulations related to flood-
plains, coastlines, natural hazards such as landslides, and air quality all af-
fect land use location or transportation between locations. Development
impact fees might be interpreted as dynamic externality taxes. Impact fees,
transferable development rights, and other similar “incentive” programs de-
pend on regulations to establish them and to sustain their market context.
They are thus discussed here along with other types of land re g u l a t i o n s .
The logic of each type of regulation affects the logic of plans we should ex-
pect to observe being made for such regulations and the logic of plans we
ought to make. These types of regulations and their dependence on plans
are summarized in Table 6-1.

T h e re are at least seven distinct ways in which zoning, as currently prac-
ticed in the United States, can address land development issues: externali-
ties (or nuisance), infrastru c t u re sizing and timing, fiscal management,
costly or misperceived information, land supply, amenity protection, and
development timing. Any zoning action may intentionally or unintention-
ally have all of these ramifications, but working out a plan for zoning re-
quires recognizing these distinct ways in which zoning might work.

Zoning for extern a l i t i e s . E x t e rnalities, as discussed above, result when the
actions of one person affect the outcomes from actions of another person.
The most thorough study of zoning from this perspective is Fischel (1985).
Your location of a business near my home affects the value I derive fro m
choosing to live there. Your business might be a positive externality that im-
p roves my accessibility to services. It might be a negative externality that
causes noise, congestion, and parking problems for me. It is an externality
because you did not consider the effect on me when you made your deci-
sion about locating the business.
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Table 6-1
Land Regulations and Implied Requirements of Plans

Regulation Type Regulation Logic Implied Plan Logic

Zoning Externalities (positive Strategy to address interdependence 
and negative) in advance because of irreversibility 

of investments and indeterminate 
adjustment process given imperfect 
foresight

Infrastructure capacity Strategy for capacity expansion and 
design for capacity at buildout 
because of irreversibility and 
indivisibility

Fiscal objectives Policy for consistent and fair 
repeated decisions for fiscal objectives

Information costs Policy as means of providing 
or errors information that is collective good or

asymmetric between buyers and sellers
Management of supply Strategy to reduce infrastructure 

costs of spatial substitution of uses as
technology changes given imperfect 
foresight

Amenity protection Target, permanent allocation 
yielding strategy of implementation 
to acquire rights

Development timing Strategy of zoning for non-urban 
uses until land is ripe for development

Official maps Protect rights-of way Strategy for rights-of-way because of
irreversibility of investments

Subdivision External effects of design Policies to achieve design decisions
regulations decisions by developer that have collective 

good external effects
Urban service Timing, resource lands Strategy of efficient infrastructure
areas (Urban protection, “optimal city provision and interaction costs over 
growth size”—depending on time; policy of consistent and fair
boundaries) how changes in area are resource land protection; target 

managed over time design of city
Adequate Timing Strategy of efficient infrastructure 
public provision and interaction costs over
facilities time
ordinances

(continues)
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If zoning is intended to reduce negative externalities, then it should sep-
arate uses from each other that would otherwise create externalities. Thus
the zoning designations specify land use types or densities perceived to cre-
ate negative externalities for other land use types. Hierarchical zoning cat-
egories allow “higher” uses but not “lower” uses, such as allowing single
family in an industrial zone, but not vice versa. Newer zoning ord i n a n c e s
a re exclusive to particular uses, recognizing that the single-family house cre-
ates an externality for the industry by locating near enough to become vul-
nerable to noise or air pollution. This reciprocal nature of external effects
is inherent in nonseparable externalities.

Nonseparable externalities are those in which the level of output (of the
intended product) of one actor affects the level of output (of the intended
product) per unit of input for another actor. To take account of the exter-
n a l i t y, each decision maker not only needs to know the effect of a unit of
its own output on the other decision maker, but also has to know the level
of output at which the other decision maker is going to produce. Only then
can each know the level of output it can achieve from a unit of its own in-
puts. Nonseparable externalities cannot be resolved by adding an additional
cost per unit of output of the externality producer to cover the cost of the
external effect as in so-called Pigovian taxes. Therefore, an externality tax
per unit of output cannot be set without first identifying the desired equi-
librium outcome. That is, the information savings from using pricing fails
because we must still know the outcome in advance (Baumol 1972; Bau-
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Land Regulations and Implied Requirements of Plans

Regulation Type Regulation Logic Implied Plan Logic

Development Permanent allocation of Target design of pattern of uses 
rights (e.g., con- land to uses among, e.g., resource lands and 
servation ease- urban development
ments, transfer-
able development 
rights)
Impact fees Timing, fiscal Policy for consistency and fairness 

management, and distri- and strategy for infrastructure 
bution of costs among financing
current and new residents
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mol and Oates 1975). Interdependence of this type is sufficient in itself to
re q u i re that we choose a target pattern whether we intend to achieve that
pattern by zoning regulations or by pricing regulations. Either type of reg-
ulation requires a plan.

Even if Pigovian taxes could work based on these assumptions, they
would fail because of dynamic adjustment problems. The dynamic process
of adjusting the location of each project to the locations of preceding proj-
ects will not lead to an optimal pattern because of indivisibility, irre-
v e r s i b i l i t y, and imperfect foresight. Thus, if we accept that the nature of
urban development raises these dynamics issues, any kind of interdepend-
ence may benefit from working out the pattern of locations before any ac-
tion is taken. Implementation of zoning as a regulation for externalities or
a resolution of dynamic adjustment thus depends on a plan that sets out the
relationships among land use types and densities, or whatever attributes af-
fect the interactions among uses.

Externality zoning can protect existing use patterns from land develop-
ment changes that might reduce the values of current property owners. In
this case, there is no need for a plan because the observed development pat-
tern is merely recorded and turned into zoning categories. This assumes a
completely static situation. If the externality zoning is to affect new devel-
opment, either gre e n field development at the edge or redevelopment for
new uses or densities as demands change, then the pattern must be deter-
mined in advance because the interdependence, indivisibility, irre v e r s i b i l-
i t y, and imperfect foresight means that the pattern cannot be discovere d
by costless adjustment to equilibrium. Plans are necessary.

A plan for externality zoning is lumpy—indivisible—because it must ad-
dress a large enough area to consider the spatial interdependencies that are
causing the externalities. Such plans must be done with sufficient lead time
to get the zoning in place before stru c t u res are built if reversibility costs are
to be avoided. Planning such “chunks” of new development area describes
the current strategy in Phoenix, Arizona, where neighborhood planning ef-
f o rts are targeted to areas about to undergo major changes (Mee 1998). The
idea is to choose an appropriate scope to incorporate the interd e p e n d e n c i e s
and to get it done before irreversible changes occur.

Plans for zoning based on externalities should make sense of the com-
plex set of external relationships, both positive and negative. To zone so as
to separate all retail from single-family residential and to “buffer” them by
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multifamily may well be based on perceptions that have little basis in de-
fensible criteria. Many zoning practices can be explained as legal manifes-
tations of illegal or unethical objectives. Guttenberg (1993) emphasizes the
multiple dimensions of land use classification, which allow regulations to be
based on one dimension while affecting other correlated dimensions. Much
of the incentive for large-lot zoning and setbacks could be explained as an
interest in having neighbors at least as wealthy as yourself, not to mention
perceived correlation of social class and race. The New Urbanism focuses
m o re on ensuring the positive externalities from close location of shopping,
jobs, housing, and schools than on the negative externality separations of
housing of different densities and of housing from commercial and indus-
trial uses.

Zoning for infrastru c t u re capacity. I n f r a s t ru c t u re, such as sewers, stre e t s ,
and schools, is built to serve a specific capacity. Demand above capacity cre-
ates at best congestion and at worst system failure. Demand below capac-
ity wastes fixed investments because once built, they cannot be moved or
reduced in size. Zoning for particular uses or particular densities constrains
the demand for trips, the demand for sewerage capacity, and the demand
for school capacity. Thus zoning can be designed to control land develop-
ment so as to match implemented and planned infrastru c t u re capacities. Im-
plementation of such zoning depends on a plan for infrastru c t u re pro v i s i o n ,
and the plan for infrastructure provision depends on expectations for land
development.

Plans for zoning with respect to infrastru c t u re capacity must consider in-
t e rdependence of infrastru c t u re provision and land development. We
should not expect to see one plan, but rather to see plans by infrastructure
p roviders that recognize the link to land use and by zoning jurisdictions that
recognize the link to infrastructure capacity. The many frictions discussed
t h roughout this book prevent production of single plans of such scope. If
all newly constructed development is re q u i red to hook up to sewers, then
sewer capacity, built and planned, has a re g u l a t o ry effect on development
through the regulation requiring such connections.

Zoning for fiscal objectives. Different land uses yield different revenues to
local municipalities and generate diff e rent costs. Retail, for example, in
many states generates sales tax revenues, a portion of which is distributed
to the municipality. Retail generates traffic but does not generate school-
c h i l d ren. Lower-density single-family housing generates fewer school-
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c h i l d ren per unit area than higher-density single-family housing. Multiple-
family housing may generate more property tax revenue per unit area and
fewer schoolchildren, especially if each unit has two or fewer bedro o m s .
Thus a municipality can use the aggregate mix of land use types for which
it zones in order to manage its revenues and costs (Windsor 1979). Given
the importance of fiscal viability to municipalities, which as discussed ear-
lier can go bankrupt, fiscal zoning is useful and likely. A plan for fiscal zon-
ing would address the mix of land uses in relation to revenues and costs over
time. Such a plan would consider the whole municipality.

Zoning for costly or misperceived inform a t i o n . Buyers of real estate, whether
developed or undeveloped land, would like to have information on the many
factors affecting their net benefit or value from the investment. Is it in a
floodplain or susceptible to landslides? Is there sufficient sewerage capac-
ity? Each buyer could be expected to answer these questions as part of the
transaction costs of a purchase. These types of information are in some de-
g ree, however, collective goods. If one purchaser in an area is known to have
obtained such information and to have purchased a house at a given price,
then others can imitate this purchase without themselves checking this in-
f o rmation. Thus there is insufficient incentive for each person to expend
funds to collect information, which once collected can be shared easily with
others at no added costs and no reduction in value to the person who gen-
erated it. Further, the seller, who is likely to have this information from ex-
perience, has no incentive to reveal this information because it would re-
duce the value of the pro p e rt y. Finally, for many situations such as flo o d i n g ,
even if people have the information, they are unable to interpret it appro-
priately in order to make the decisions they want to make.

For all four reasons—cost of information, collective good characteristics
of the information, asymmetric information with disincentives for the seller
to reveal knowledge, and cognitive errors—zoning can be useful to buyers
of real estate. In this context, zoning includes floodplain regulations, hill-
side regulations, and other characteristics that are not pertinent in the ex-
t e rn a l i t y, infrastru c t u re capacity, or fiscal management aspects of zoning.
Plans to support such zoning must delineate areas with pertinent attrib-
utes in sufficient detail to be useful in making decisions.

Zoning to manage supply. Retail services have gone through several
technology transformations in the past fifty years, from downtown depart-
ment stores and neighborhood services to suburban shopping malls, en-
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closed malls, big box retailing, and strip centers. In each case, the latest re-
tailing technology is able to drive older technologies out of business, but
in each case also, the new technology has tended to locate on completely
new sites requiring new infrastru c t u re and rendering old sites and infra-
s t ru c t u re obsolete and unproductive. In some cases, the diff e rences between
new and old are subtle enough that communities might be able to gain ef-
ficiency in infrastru c t u re provision by preventing new technologies fro m
locating at new sites.

Does it make sense to locate a new, larger supermarket down the street
on newly developed and newly serviced land, knowing that the old super-
market will become noncompetitive and that its site and infrastructure will
be underutilized? A community might try to manage the supply of re t a i l
land to prevent unnecessary relocations of this kind. This strategy is diffi-
cult to pursue for at least two reasons. First, municipalities can seldom af-
f o rd to limit new retail development without risking fiscal consequences,
and the new retailer is always able to argue that the old facilities are unus-
able. Second, a municipality cannot restrict retail zoning for the purpose of
keeping its current retail businesses in operation by preventing new entries
in the market. Anti-trust legislation prevents municipalities from favoring
one set of businesses over another in this way, though this effect may be
achieved by incentives and regulations focused on correlated dimensions of
business activities. A somewhat similar situation arises when a municipal-
ity tries to manage supply so as to dampen the swings of boom-bust cycles
in real estate development. Plans for such zoning should consider whether
new retailing technology can be implemented in existing retail locations as
was tried in the downtown Urbana case mentioned earlier.

Zoning for amenity pro t e c t i o n . Zoning may also be used to protect ameni-
ties. In general, this must occur in joint benefit with some other purpose,
such as protection of development from flooding by restricting develop-
ment in floodplains or similarly from landslide or fire danger. Zoning based
solely on restricting land for amenity use, such as recreation, is a taking of
p ro p e rty without compensation under current interpretations. If the intent
is to achieve permanent allocation of land for amenity purposes, then a
municipality should acquire the rights for that purpose. It may not be nec-
essary to acquire all of the rights to a parcel; easements for access or views
may be sufficient. Amenity protection may be a joint product of other log-
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ics of zoning, such as the floodplain protection resulting from the costly in-
f o rmation argument. Recognizing and using the potential for such joint
products expands the capacity of the regulatory actions.

Zoning for timing of development. Land zoned for particular uses is avail-
able for development at any time unless other regulations or incentives
affect timing. General practice is to zone sufficient land for various uses so
as not to increase the price of land or to be vulnerable to charges of mo-
nopoly protection for existing uses or particular owners. Land available for
development depends on willing sellers and suitability for development.
Generally far more land is zoned for development than could possibly be
developed within ten or twenty years so that zoning has little effect on tim-
ing. This does not mean that zoning is irrelevant to questions of dynamics.
Zones can, for example, control the timing of development of a parcel by
restricting the parcel to a use that is not yet viable. Thus land zoned for
multiple family or higher density is protected from pre m a t u re development
as single family.

Plans to support zoning for land use timing are difficult to explain be-
cause zoning is not well suited to control of timing. In the Portland, Ore-
gon, metropolitan region, regulations on land development around light-
rail stations were put into effect immediately after the locations for stations
w e re announced. If the time lag for residential and commercial develop-
ment is short enough, then the developers need not see the information that
evolved during the twenty years of planning for the light-rail. If they sim-
ply respond to the announcement of committed station locations, they will
not commit land irreversibly to inappropriate uses too soon, and they will
not build appropriate developments too late. They may need only “un-
shared” plans, that is, to know that planning is going on and that their best
strategy is to hold options open for the land likely to be affected. The plan
for light-rail could share the corridor location but not include land use
sp e c i fics at light-rail stations. In this situation, the specific zoning or devel-
opment pattern at each station need not be determined until after station lo-
cations are committed. Speculation might still occur, but if no irre v e r s i b l e
investments were made, there would be no benefit from shared plans.

In addition to these seven aspects of zoning, there are six other types of
regulations: official maps, subdivision regulations, urban service areas or
growth boundaries, adequate public facilities ordinances, separation of de-
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velopment rights, and impact fees. Each of these depends on plans in a par-
ticular way.

O fficial maps. O fficial maps specify street rights-of-way to ensure pro-
tection of the right-of-way from development. This is an obvious instance
of trying to protect the opportunity to build efficient and coherent stre e t
networks from irreversible construction in the right-of-way. Reps (1969,
215) reports that in the platting of Philadelphia, rights-of-way were deter-
mined in advance of the sale of lands so that “the best routes could be fre e l y
selected and would not be blocked by pro p e rty owners unwilling to allow
the road to cross their lands.” Such plans for streets are ubiquitous if im-
p e rfect. The idea is to identify street rights-of-way sufficient in width for
eventual capacities and with sufficient lead time to preclude the need to de-
molish or move stru c t u res that might be built. Mandelker (1989) concludes
that official maps are likely to be permissible under the U.S. Constitution
if they do not preclude compensation for improvements (e.g., stru c t u res) in
the mapped street rights-of-way, if the period of re s e rvation prior to ac-
quisition is relatively short, and if there are remedies for hardship cases in
which all reasonable use is prohibited. Plans should set out street rights-of-
way with sufficient lead time and detail to sustain such regulations.

Subdivision re g u l a t i o n s . Subdivision regulations affect the way in which
p a rcels can be subdivided so as to re q u i re adequate rights-of-way for stre e t s ,
to ensure access to each lot, to prevent long dead-end streets, and other such
d i fficulties. Zoning controls the lot sizes and implied densities. Official maps
control the street connectivity and protect rights-of-way for major streets.
Subdivision regulations focus on site layout at a scale of space and time—
five to one hundred acres and one to five years—that is very different from
the focus of plans for large areas of cities. Plans for subdivision regulation
focus on criteria for good site layout rather than on interactions with other
development. Subdivision regulations may also be the legal basis for other
p e rtinent ordinances such as the Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance in
Montgomery County, Maryland, which then requires other types of plans.

Urban service areas or growth boundaries. An urban service area is intended
to identify in advance the area to be served by sanitary sewers, which is a
v e ry long lead time, very lumpy development decision with a straight-
forward interpretation of spatial coverage and capacity. The urban service
a rea in Lexington, Kentucky, which was implemented in 1959, is an early
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example (Roeseler 1982). The logic is that a sewer plan has been devised,
t reatment capacity and a collection network have been chosen and part i a l l y
implemented, and the jurisdiction thus has a basis for rejecting development
at locations not planned for services. The urban service area concept focuses
significantly on timing, which zoning does not. The logic of planned serv-
ices implies that particular service capacities will become available in par-
ticular places at particular times. Timing may change if the rate of arr i v a l
of new demand is diff e rent from the assumptions of the timing calculations.
The urban service area should thus be thought of not just as a spatial con-
cept but as applying at particular times, with uncertainty, and with partic-
ular capacities. Sewer planning fits the logic of urban service areas almost
perfectly. Plans for urban service areas thus follow the logic of the capacity
expansion problem discussed in chapter 4.

The more recent focus of most discussion is on the Urban Gro w t h
Boundaries (UGB) of Oregon and the very similar Urban Growth Are a s
in Washington. These carry more claimed “responsibilities” than the urban
s e rvice area concept because of the political coalitions that have created and
sustained them (Knaap 1990). The UGBs could be interpreted as infra-
structure-timing areas (Ding et al. 1999), as was the sewer service area es-
tablished in 1978 in Seattle. Most of the academic discussion of their im-
pacts and the political arguments about their intents and effects, however,
are based on other issues. One view is that the UGB is a relatively perma-
nent boundary that will protect agricultural and resource lands from urban
development. Another is that it sets a constraint intended to increase the
density of urban development and to encourage patterns consistent with the
New Urbanism of transit and pedestrian trips. Developers may like it be-
cause it increases the certainty of building and subdivision approvals within
an area that is legislatively required to have at least a twenty-year supply of
land for development. Thus developers gain an advantage over local re s i-
dents resistant to development within almost all of the area in which they
would conceivably be interested in developing (Richmond 1997). The UGB
may well have its greatest effect in symbolizing the political will of a coali-
tion, which has gained the backing of state legislation and a metro p o l i t a n
regional government, to pursue several diff e rent purposes for which the
UGB is an artifact of an imperfect compromise. Plans for the expansion of
the UGB in Portland focus more on the aggregate capacity for development
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question than on the specifics of infrastru c t u re timing. There f o re the re-
quirements of plans to support UGBs depend on the logic of the UGB. A
plan may need to identify agricultural lands, recommend densities of de-
velopment, focus on infrastructure timing, or all of these.

Adequate public facilities ord i n a n c e s . Explicit, re g u l a t o ry consideration of
development timing is relatively new in the United States, most of its tools
developed since the 1960s (Kelly 1993).2 Early programs, such as Ramapo,
New York, Petaluma, California, and Boulder, Colorado, were driven by
concern over the rate of growth. Access to countryside, schools, roads, and
sewers were primary issues. Part of the political support was motivated by
i n t e rest in restricting the size and population mix of these communities, but
only Boulder, which used a bond issue to raise funds to purchase land to cre-
ate a greenbelt, has implemented tools that permanently restrict city size.
These early programs attracted legal challenges to the authority of local
governments to limit their size and thus interfere with the mobility of per-
sons and rights to develop land. Montgomery County, Maryland, has per-
haps the most comprehensive growth management system of this kind
(Kelly 1993; Levinson 1997; Godschalk 2000). Montgomery County re-
lies on a long-standing comprehensive plan that identifies a corridor of de-
velopment, one of the corridors of the Washington 2000 Wedges and Cor-
ridors Plan from the 1970s. It uses an adequate public facilities ord i n a n c e
that makes subdivision and project approvals depend on the availability of
s e rvices, including schools, sewers, and transportation. It links its capital
improvements program to an annual growth policy that sets capacities for
new development in “policy areas.”

Adequate public facilities ordinances implement directly the strategy as-
pect of a plan. The ordinance re q u i res that the county calculate available
capacity for development areas and use these in decisions about capital in-
vestments, although this task is ambiguous at best. Capacity can be used in
different ways and in different places, which means that assigning capacity
to particular policy areas is ambiguous (Levinson 1997). Plans in support of
such growth management programs must address more than simple con-
c u rrency of infrastru c t u re and development. A desired spatial pattern of de-
velopment must also be identified to provide sufficient information to infer
what kind and amount of development should go where and when.3

Separation of development rights. C o n s e rvation easements and “transfer-
able development rights” separate the right to develop urban uses fro m
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other rights in the land. Plans to support these types of regulations focus on
p e rmanent patterns of land use, not timing of development. Conserv a t i o n
easements are permanent transfers of development rights to a private trust or
public body either by purchase or donation. This approach is frequently used
to protect biologically valuable lands and to protect agricultural land, espe-
cially by The Nature Conservancy and similar groups (Howe et al. 1997).

Transferable development rights works by creating a destination area to
which rights are transferred from the source area (Costonis 1974; Pru e t z
1997). For example, to reduce density of development in a historic district,
strict regulations in the historic district are sustainable legally by allowing
landowners in the district to sell what rights to develop they would other-
wise have to landowners in a destination area. The destination area must
have sufficiently restrictive density zoning and sufficient market demand
beyond this zoning level to create a market for these rights to additional
d e n s i t y. By purchasing development rights from owners in the source zone,
owners in the destination zone can develop at densities higher than would
otherwise be allowed. The logic of the plan in this case is a design, a fully
worked out pattern of appropriate patterns of density or land use type. For
example, Montgomery County, Maryland, uses transferable development
rights to protect land that is intended to remain in agricultural use perma-
nently. The design plan is the “wedges and corridors” pattern of the Wash-
ington 2000 Plan.

Impact fees. Impact fees that developers must pay in order to develop
can be interpreted as regulations. Imposition of such fees involves a regu-
lation that transfers rights to develop from the landowner to the munici-
pality or service provider, which can then sell these rights to the developer.
The legal legitimacy of such fees depends on showing that the amount of
the fee charged and the location for which it is charged are clearly related
to the costs of providing the services for which the funds will be used (see
e.g., Nelson 1988; Alterman 1988). The questions of who pays the costs of
impact fees and how they affect spatial pattern and timing of urban growth
are complex and not fully answered. The character of plans needed to sup-
p o rt impact fees as regulations is also unclear. Impact fees may be mostly
about who pays and thus affect the cost of housing rather than its location.
Setting the amount of such fees re q u i res a fully worked out infrastru c t u re
plan as justification that the amount of the fee is closely related to the in-
frastructure services used by the development project being charged.
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Summary: Systems of Rights and Plans for Regulations

Systems of rights set authorities to make decisions and define the scope of
discretion in these decisions. Rights in land are best construed as a bundle
of rights associated with land, not as simple aggregates such as “ownership.”
Systems of rights can be modified to achieve goals for allocation of land to
uses or to achieve fairness in distribution of re t u rns or uncert a i n t y. Such
m o d i fications are regulations. Regulations of land should be assessed on al-
locative efficiency and fairness over time.

The set of regulations we are likely to observe can be explained in part
by the coalitions that have adopted these regulations within a set of inter-
locking jurisdictions. We should expect people to favor regulations that will
yield them benefits from restrictions on others greater than the losses from
these restrictions on themselves. We should expect to observe people choos-
ing to regulate themselves, and we should expect to be able to build coali-
tions to achieve regulations of particular types.

Most land use regulations depend, at least in part, on plans. Regulations
should be based on plans appropriate to the logic of the regulation. Ade-
quate public facility ordinances should depend on plans as strategies. Per-
manent allocations of land among urban and nonurban should depend on
plans as designs. Plans as visions may set the context in which the designs
and strategies are possible. Agendas and policies may be embedded in the
implementation of these.
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7

Capabilities to Make Plans

All forms of representation are abstractions from reality which bring some aspects
forward to the attention and leave some in the background or eliminate them
completely. At one end of the continuum the descriptive meaning of the term
representation is emphasized; at the other, the political meaning. But because it
selects and emphasizes, because it makes a statement about the world, a descrip-
tion has political effects to the degree that people attend to it and are influenced
by it. And at the other end of the continuum, the institutions that we call “repre-
sentative” stand as, and are intended to be, in various ways and according to
various not wholly compatible theories, descriptive of the society they represent.
—Lisa Peattie (1987), Planning: Rethinking Ciudad Guayana

What capabilities do people have to make plans? What capabilities can pro-
fessional planners contribute to making plans with and for clients? Do I
know what I want? Can I figure out how to act in my own interests? Can a
p rofessional planner help me make plans that are in my interest? How is the
profession organized so that an individual planner has incentives to plan in
my interests? How can groups and organizations contribute to plan-mak-
ing capacity? This chapter considers knowledge and values, individual and
g roup capabilities to use knowledge and values, the potential of expert i s e
f rom the planning profession to help bring knowledge and values to bear
on making plans, and how planners work in and with organizations.

Intrinsic and Instrumental Values

Intrinsic value is a value of something in and of itself. Instrumental value is
value for a purpose, a value as an instrument to achieve some other goal.
This distinction is the basis for two fundamental claims. Entities of intrin-
sic value have the right not to be used as instruments for the benefit of oth-
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ers, and they have a right to be a source of judgments about instru m e n t a l
values. The simplest statement is that humans as individuals have intrinsic
value, but judgments by societies about to whom and to what to assign in-
trinsic value are much subtler. Slaves are deprived of intrinsic value and used
as instruments for the benefit of others. Children are granted less auton-
o m y, and in many societies women have less autonomy as intrinsic beings
than men and thus less capability (in Sen’s sense, 1992) to act instru m e n-
tally in their own interests. Furt h e r, some people argue that animals, plants,
or land should be granted intrinsic value. Others argue that the evolved state
of nature in aggregate has intrinsic value. Actual decision making gener-
ally renders the distinction between intrinsic and instrumental much fuzzier
than is implied by any simple dichotomy. The distinction can, however, help
to explain major disagreements that cannot be resolved without recogniz-
ing the fundamental difference between intrinsic and instrumental values.

It is not necessary that intrinsically valued entities be able to express their
values or preferences. Parents speak as the guardians for children, and hu-
mans speak for other animals. These situations involve re p resentation of
one entity by another. This requires that one be able to speak for another
without necessarily being able to speak to another, or at least without rely-
ing on their statements as decisive or even meaningful. If trees had stand-
ing to sue in court (Stone 1973), then who would speak for the trees? A tre e
would need a guardian, who would have incentives to act in the intere s t s
of the tree.

This problem of re p resenting the interests of others is fundamental to
the role of a professional. A professional planner is supposed to be able to
help pursue the interests of a client better than the client could alone. This
p roblem of re p resentation becomes even more difficult if the clients are per-
sons yet to be born. Plans must at least implicitly forecast pre f e rences of
persons not yet able to speak for themselves.

Intrinsically valued entities are much less purely valued than might at
first seem the case. People are still used by collective decision as instru m e n t s
of war. Intrinsic value is in some ways similar to an infinite opportunity cost
for instrumental value, but there are instances where human lives are traded
o ff with other objectives, such as in war or to achieve greater speed on high-
ways. It is least acceptable to make these trade-offs when a specific indi-
vidual is identifiable in advance rather than putting at risk an unidentified
proportion of a population. It is seldom the case that entities have pure in-
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trinsic value in the sense of not being traded off under any circ u m s t a n c e s
with other entities toward some higher end or criterion of value. Many en-
tities have some intrinsic value. In many societies, for example, it is consid-
e red unethical to harm an animal or even a tree without sufficient re a s o n .

If one person is treating an aspect of a decision situation in terms of in-
s t rumental values and another is treating it in terms of intrinsic values, con-
flict will be difficult to resolve. If it is inappropriate to build a dam because
a fish species, as a species not as individuals, has intrinsic value, then no
amount of trade-off in resulting gains will suffice. Most claims of intrinsic
value, however, have some instrumental component or underlying instru-
mental basis.

By asking “What’s wrong with plastic trees?” Krieger (1973) elucidates
how values can be thought through. If Niagara Falls is valued because it is
a “natural phenomenon,” should it be left to evolve? If it evolves, the geo-
logical formations that create it, it will eventually become a more gradual
waterfall, more like a giant rapid than a vertical drop. But is it the vertical
d rop that is so highly valued? Is the image of a clean vertical drop so
strongly impressed on the world as what Niagara Falls is that it should be
preserved, even if that means fighting against the natural geological evolu-
tion? Is the current equilibrium outcome of a natural system intrinsically
valuable because it is the natural outcome? Should we build a plastic Nia-
gara Falls in order to have the waterfall we want? If you cannot tell the dif-
ference between a plastic falls and the real falls (as it was), is the plastic falls
an acceptable substitute? If plastic trees looked like and provided the func-
tional relationships with other entities that real trees do, what’s wrong with
plastic? If you argue that such plastic trees are impossible to create, then
you have acknowledged that you are making instrumental arguments about
the value of trees. That is, substitutes would be acceptable, you just do not
believe such substitutes can be created. If substitutes would be unacceptable
precisely because they are substitutes, then you are arguing for the intrin-
sic value of natural trees.

The claim to spiritual values of nature, as re p resented for example by
John Muir, is not a claim to intrinsic value. As Muir’s own choice of words
belies, it represents a larger utilitarianism.

The tendency nowadays to wander in wilderness is delightful to see. Thousands
of tired, nerve-shaken, over-civilized people are beginning to find out that going
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to the mountains is going home; that wildness is a necessity; and that mountain
parks and re s e rvations are useful not only as fountains of timber and irr i g a t i n g
rivers, but as fountains of life. Awakening from the stupefying effects of the vice
of over-industry and the deadly apathy of luxury, they are trying as best they can
to mix and enrich their own little ongoings with those of Nature, and to get rid
of rust and disease. (Muir 1901, 1–3, as in Nash 1976)

That wildness in some special sense is essential to this spiritual benefit
is in part discovered and in part created by its own practitioners. Its confli c t
with the multiple-use utilitarianism of Gifford Pinchot’s conservation is in
its essential requirement of original wildness, which can be created only by
i d e n t i fication, not by physical replication (Krieger 1973). We must learn
what is wild and identify it as such; in a sense we thus create wilderness by
distinguishing it from other areas. We cannot physically re c reate wilder-
ness, however, because that would fundamentally contradict the claim of its
existence before and beyond the human and thus would remove its spiritual
value. This spiritual value is instrumental because it is value for us, but it is
made valuable to us by our ability to accept the ambiguity of claiming that we
value wilderness in and of itself, that is, that w e value it for being wildern e s s .

Leopold’s land ethic (Leopold 1949) suggests that there is at least some
intrinsic value in land itself. Intrinsic value implies that land should not be
harmed without good reason. A wetland could be valued-intrinsically as an
evolved state of nature. As discussed above, such a contention shifts the ar-
gument to one of intrinsic rather than instrumental value. The following
additional arguments about the value of wetlands might be components of
a larger explanation of their instrumental value:

• i n s t rumental value as habitat for other intrinsically valued entities,
such as birds

• instrumental value as “real” natural environment
• instrumental value for viewing of birds or mammals by humans
• i n s t rumental value for sustaining ecosystem function or hydro l o g i c

function
• i n s t rumental value as subterfuge, such as to prevent development that

might bring in low-income people, other ethnic groups, higher-den-
sity housing, or other perceived costs by claiming environmental risks

• i n s t rumental value as risk-averse strategy to avoid unknown outcomes
that might result from disturbing an evolved state
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• instrumental value as reserved resource that could not be reproduced
if new value for it were found in the future

The current view of wetlands is accentuated by comparison to previous de-
scriptions. The plan developed in 1959 for Berkeley, California, refers to
finding productive use for the “submerged lands” in San Francisco Bay
(Kent 1964). We have changed our concept of the instrumental value of
wetlands through new and more widely shared knowledge. It is no longer
acceptable to presume that wetlands are unproductive, even in their “natu-
ral” state. In the face of this newly recognized productive value, wetlands
would command a higher price; also, with a reduced supply of wetland, the
value increases sufficiently that we are now constructing wetlands art i fic i a l l y.
All of these are instrumental arguments, but they recognize the import a n c e
of intersubjective processes in creating perceived values.

Intrinsically valued things cannot be traded off in instrumental ways be-
cause each is uniquely valued and has no substitutes. Only intrinsically val-
ued things can make instrumental decisions and thus count as sources of in-
f o rmation about values; they count as decision makers. The intrinsic versus
i n s t rumental distinction is thus important on two counts. First, it is a sourc e
of confusion in arguments over appropriate actions. An argument in which
one person is treating something as intrinsically valued and the other is
t reating it as instrumentally valued will be fruitless unless this distinction
is acknowledged and directly addressed. An approach to resolution that ac-
knowledges the likelihood of a less than fully understood combination of
both types of value may be more useful. Second, the distinction determ i n e s
who counts in having rights to participate in making decisions. Who counts
is an ethical question for a society, a question about which individuals in that
society may disagree and which may change over time.

Subjective, Objective, and Intersubjective Knowledge
and Values

A value or statement is subjective if it is a property of a subject, an intrinsi-
cally valued being. An individual’s preferences among colors can be deter-
mined by asking the subject. A value or statement is objective if it is a pro p-
erty of an object, regardless of who observes the object. In general, people
will agree about the observed color of an object. A value or statement is in-
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tersubjective if it depends on the set of subjects within which it occurs.
Knowledge is intersubjective because what we understand at any one time
depends on our interactions with others. Much of what you and I know
about the functioning of our bodies or the solar system we believe to be tru e
because people to whom we have granted legitimacy using methods of ar-
gument we recognize as credible tell us that it is so.

Recalling the discussion of explanations in chapter 1, objective—that is,
replicable—observations linked to currently accepted explanations of how
things work are useful because they help cope with the world. Through in-
tersubjective and observation processes, new explanations arise that are
m o re useful in coping with the world. Descriptions or explanations of
human behavior, however, affect us, whereas explanations of physical sys-
tems do not affect those systems except through effects on our behavior.

A mistaken view of planetary motion, though held for centuries, had no effect on
the motion of the planets. They continued on their elliptical way, undisturbed
by human preference for circular motion; and even when men discovered their
mistake, they had no means to bring the course of nature into line with their aes-
thetic predilections. A too restricted view of human nature, on the other hand,
even though only briefly ascendant, can significantly alter the expectations and
hence the behaviour of men and societies and may thus provide its own bogus
validation. (Vickers 1965, 17)

The intersubjectively accepted explanation of the ozone hole over the South
Pole is that it is caused by physical processes that could be affected by
human choices. This explanation may affect human behavior regardless of
whether the explanation is actually correct. Through this effect on human
behavior, the explanation may also affect conditions in the physical world.
Thus the choice of explanations matters.

Urban development involves physical phenomena, but the behavior of
individuals and groups is much more problematic. When establishing our
beliefs, attitudes, and accepted facts, we rely on our judgments about whom
to believe at least as much as we rely on our own direct knowledge or un-
derstanding. We rely on expertise of others with specialized knowledge
about how the world works and about how to fig u re out how the world
works. We should be able to rely on planners to have expertise about how
urban development works and about how to make and use plans that will
i n c rease our ability to cope with urban development. The intersubjective
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explanation is thus useful because social relationships, individual diff e re n c e s ,
cognitive limitations, group processes, and specialized expertise create the
values expressed and the interests served by the actions chosen. This ex-
planation also emphasizes the importance of the relationship between plans
and collective choice, which is discussed in chapter 8.1

A subjective value is not something inherently undesirable. If a task calls
for information about an individual’s values, then subjective values are ap-
p ropriate. Confusion may arise when the task is to assess values because the
subject (person) then becomes the object of inquiry. It is then desirable that
a person’s (subjective) values be consistent, re g a rdless of who observes or
elicits them. That is, the assessment of these values should be independent
of the observer, and thus the assessment should be objective. The standard
measure of objectivity is replicability. Repeated, independent observations
should yield consistent results. My stated voting preference among candi-
dates is subjective because it is a pro p e rty of my assessment of the candi-
dates and differs from assessments made by other individuals. A pollster,
h o w e v e r, claims to be able to elicit my pre f e rence objectively; other poll-
sters would also elicit the same pre f e rence, thus meeting the standards of
replicability.

Values might be presumed to arise in at least three different ways: as an
attribute of individuals, as an attribute of collections of individuals, or as
an attribute of interactions among individuals. Should values be derived
f rom some concept of collective social value or by starting from the ex-
pressed values of individuals? Do intrinsic entities count only individually?
O r, can groups of individuals be intrinsically valued as groups? Altern a t i v e l y,
a re individual values so dependent on interactions among individuals that
values are intersubjective, residing in the interaction among individuals of
a group? Is there a community interest, or merely a community of indi-
vidual interests?

The notion of a “public interest” is one response to this situation (see
e.g., Klosterman 1980), and is central to discussions and ethical statements
about planning because the planning profession claims to serve the public
i n t e rest (American Institute of Cert i fied Planners 1991). The meaning of
public interest, however, is elusive at best. It means several diff e rent things.
It may be an estimate by experts of the “objective interests” of a particular
group, implying that experts are better able to estimate these interests than
individuals themselves. It may be the interests of the persons that are not
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actively and sufficiently representing themselves because their interests are
a collective good as discussed in chapter 5. In this sense, the public interest
is the opposite of organized special interests. It may mean working pro bono
for groups unable to pay because of a distribution of wealth or income that
u n d e rmines the capabilities of some individuals to participate fully, as in the
idea of “public interest” work by lawyers for nonpaying clients. It is more
useful to explain these distinct situations than to rely on a concept of the
public interest.

People may not know or be able to determine what actions are in their
own best interests. Relationships with other individuals may shape their val-
ues inappropriately. If individuals were able to assess a situation independ-
ent of the power relationships and without other value shaping, such as ad-
v e rtising, they would express diff e rent values or behave so as to re v e a l
d i ff e rent pre f e rences. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) argue that subjective
n o rms (my perception of what other people think I should intend to do) are
important predictors of intentions and thus of behavior. Subjective norms
can be shaped, intentionally or unintentionally, through myth, ideology,
or selective information. Gaventa (1980) argues that three types of power
relations identified by Lukes (1974) accumulate in their shaping of the ex-
p ressed interests of less powerful individuals or groups. The first type of
power is having superior resources to use in bargaining or in other means
of resolving conflicts. The second type is barriers against participation, such
as avoiding the making of decisions so that there is no decision making to
participate in. The “mobilization of bias” (Bachrach and Baratz 1962) may
set the formal institutional pro c e d u res so as to favor some groups over oth-
ers. The third type of power results from myths or ideologies to explain the
existing order, in particular why the powerless should accept their position
as being appropriate. Building on these and other bounds on human ca-
pacity to implement intentions or interests, Forester (1989) argues that
planners should bring values to the interaction with clients, not merely ac-
cept them. Planners must take a critical perspective about what they hear
and see in interacting with clients.

Individual Cognitive Capabilities and Processes

Human capabilities to make plans are limited by abilities to express values
and to manipulate complex ideas. Can I implement my own values? Can I
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make choices that are consistent with the logic I intend to use? Experiments
suggest that people make choices in ways that they would agree are incor-
rect once they understand the implications of these choices. These diffi-
culties compound the task of eliciting values from individuals because
people cannot always express the values they intend to express. From this
perspective, planning experts should help people make decisions they would
like to make if they knew how. Memory limitations make it difficult for
people to work on complex problems without tools and techniques that re c-
ognize these limitations.

S t rotz (1956) pointed out that people might not have the same re l a t i v e
preferences for events occurring at two times when viewed from different
times. You might decide today that tomorrow is the day to start dieting or
that next year is the time to enlist in the military. But when tomorro w
comes, you may have changed your pre f e rences. Which is your true pre f-
e rence? Precommitment strategies, such as lump-sum payments in advance
for diet or exercise programs, a six-month lead time for enlistment in the
military, and savings by payroll deduction, have been developed to take ad-
vantage of these inconsistencies. Consistent plans over sequences of deci-
sions become problematic if preferences cannot be forecast.

Psychology distinguishes two types of memory, working and long-term.
Although more recent work recognizes a more complex situation, the
simple distinction is sufficient for our purposes (see e.g., Wickens 1992).
Working memory is what you can hold in active memory for immediate use
without taking time to “memorize” it. The capacity of working memory is
seven plus or minus two chunks. Chunks are things that you can recall in
totality without having to consider their parts. A single digit in a number,
a name that you already know how to spell, and a sequence of numbers that
has some recognized structure (e.g., powers of two) are chunks. This limi-
tation in working memory is familiar in seven-digit phone numbers and li-
cense plate numbers.

Working memory allows very rapid input, very rapid access, but very lim-
ited capacity. Its limited capacity explains why long division is difficult to do
“in your head”—because you do not have sufficient memory to keep all the
active remainders and partial solutions in working memory. When forc e d
to do such calculations in their heads, most people use a method of succes-
sive approximations because such iterations re q u i re remembering fewer
numbers. Working memory also explains one reason for creating hierar-
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chies of elements in order to manipulate ideas. Hierarchies build new things
f rom combinations of small numbers of types of familiar chunks. People
imagine a neotraditional urban layout in terms of building placements,
streets, and relationships among them, not as a set of lines in a drawing. By
using complex chunks, which we can recognize immediately because of fre-
quent prior use, active memory can work on very complex problems. Hu-
mans can learn to recognize complex spatial patterns as chunks, which ex-
plains why diagrams and structured text are effective representations.

L o n g - t e rm memory has a huge capacity and a complex associative stru c-
ture, but requires a long time to memorize things into it. It is also subject
to a relatively high error rate on recall. This means that we are better able
to use what we already know, that what we know is, in general, based on re-
peated experiences sufficient to memorize it, and that the associations
among what we know may not be accurate. Chunks for efficient re c o g n i-
tion in working memory and use in active manipulation come from long-
t e rm memory. We know about houses, apartments, streets, people of dif-
f e rent types, ways of getting from place to place, and how (we think) the
world works from our long-term memory. The associative stru c t u re ties to-
gether such elements as the name of a place, the person who told us about
that place, a person who lives in that place, and a visual image of that place.
We may, however, recall these incorrectly and think that the person who
told us about it lives there, or that the image of the place is instead the place
we were when we learned about it. These errors can be useful by creating
unexpected, new relationships and thus prompting new ideas.

Meehan (1989) laments that planning education does not ensure that job
applicants know the answers to questions on his employment test: “How
many square feet in an acre? How many square miles in a typical U. S. Pub-
lic Land Survey Section? What is the invert of a sanitary or storm sewer?”
(54). One reaction is that these questions are not the meat of planning ed-
ucation. On the other hand, a potential employee who does not have an-
swers for these questions at ready access in long-term memory has not been
working on the kind of land planning that Meehan’s firm does. The ques-
tions are not merely measures of knowledge but indicators of experience.

M e m o ry limits and other factors mean that individuals have a limited
budget of attention that can be focused on tasks at any one time and a lim-
ited ability to sustain focused attention for long periods of time (see e.g.,
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Keele 1973; Wickens 1992). Attention budgets explain why shaping atten-
tion can be a powerful way to affect what people do. For example, Forester
(1989) frames his interpretation of planning processes in terms of attention:
“A critical account of planning practice—as the selective communicative or-
ganizing or disorganizing of attention . . . ” (11).

People have pervasive cognitive biases that yield choices they would dis-
a g ree with upon re flection. Kahneman, Slovic, and Tversky (1982) are
among the best known of a group of psychologists who have investigated
human decision-making biases. Judgments about observable phenomena,
probabilities, and preference relations are all vulnerable to such biases. Six
types of biases suggest implications for human capabilities in making plans
and the relationships of clients and expertise: focusing on what is re p re-
sented, framing, anchoring and adjustment, ignoring disconfirming evi-
dence (in particular, base rates) by misinterpreting new data to conform to
the current hypothesis, and availability.

Given a particular re p resentation or statement of a problem, people tend
to focus on that representation rather than on the problem. Any represen-
tation for a reasonably interesting problem is likely to be limiting with re-
spect to some responses to that problem. One simple demonstration of this
bias is the “nine dot problem.” Given nine dots arranged in a regular grid,
a way to connect the dots using four straight lines is found only after real-
izing that the lines can go beyond the perimeter defined by the grid and that
a diagonal line need not bisect the grid symmetrically. Peattie (1987) notes
that when the planning consultants from the capital or from other countries
visited the site for the new town of Ciudad Guayana in Venezuela, they fre-
quently spent their time on a hilltop above the site. The perspective from
t h e re was similar to the map re p resentations with which they were think-
ing about their ideas and similarly distanced them from people curre n t l y
living on the site. This re p resentation was in sharp contrast to Peattie’s per-
spective, which was based on social interaction with residents.

Even with a single type of re p resentation, the same problem can be
framed in diff e rent ways and these frames may lead to diff e rent solutions.
Consider the following problems2:

Problem 1: Unless you choose a permanent site for hazardous waste dis-
posal, 900 residents near the temporary storage site will get cancer. You have
a choice of two sites. If you choose the first site, 300 people will be saved
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from cancer. If you choose the second site, there is a one-third chance that
900 will be saved and a two-thirds chance that none will be saved. Which
will you choose?

Problem 2: Unless you choose a permanent site for hazardous waste dis-
posal, 900 residents near the temporary storage site will get cancer. If you
choose the first site, 600 will get cancer. If you choose the second site, there
is a one-third chance that none will get cancer and a two-thirds chance that
900 will get cancer. Which will you choose?

C a reful analysis shows that these two problems are identical. In each
case, the first site results in 300 saved and 600 getting cancer. Also, in each
case, the second site results in a one-third probability of 900 being saved
f rom getting cancer and a two-thirds probability of 0 being saved from can-
cer. Extrapolating from experimental results, for the first case, most people
will choose the first site, perhaps because of its focus on the certainty of sav-
ing 300 people. But, for the second problem, most people will choose the
second site, perhaps because of the focus on the certainty of 600 deaths. Al-
though the wording is different, and thus the framing is different, the two
problems are identical. If answers in such situations are different, then ex-
p e rts who can help resolve such indeterminate situations will be useful. A
possible technique in this situation is always to ask such questions both ways
and then ask the decision maker to reflect on resolving inconsistencies.

The anchoring and adjustment bias leads people to make insufficient ad-
justments from their starting position given new evidence. A simple demon-
stration is to distribute pieces of paper, each with one of two numbers, to a
group of people. Then, ask people to estimate some number that they will
not know with much accuracy or precision, such as the population of a city
or the number of people displaced by a certain highway project. The aver-
age of the estimates of the group of people who received a piece of paper
with the higher number will be higher than the average of the estimates of
those who received the lower number. This result holds even if they are told
that the numbers on the pieces of paper have nothing to do with the esti-
mation problem. The anchoring and adjustment bias describes the empir-
ically verified phenomena that persons will anchor, even on a re f e re n c e
point they are told is irrelevant, and fail to adjust sufficiently to account for
new information. This bias invites experts who can provide techniques that
will increase the weight given to new evidence so that estimates are adjusted
a p p ro p r i a t e l y. If a planner provided information about what industries in
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the local economy yield the most tax revenues and jobs, local decision mak-
ers would be anchored by prior beliefs and would not adjust their percep-
tions sufficiently to fit the actual data.

People tend to ignore disconfirming evidence, in particular the averages
for previous instances, such as the average time to complete a Ph.D., the av-
erage time to complete a major downtown development project, or the av-
erage time to make a comprehensive plan. Even Kahneman, who has writ-
ten extensively on these biases, notes that he estimated his schedule for an
edited book to be well below the average rate. In hindsight, the average rate
would have been a better prediction (McKean 1985). People tend to view
an instance on which they are immediately focused without regard to his-
torical or contextual probabilities. Another version of this bias is called iso-
lation erro r. Forecasts of outcomes and estimates of probabilities of success
a re generated in isolation from historical re c o rds of outcomes and pro b a-
bilities for similar situations. Perhaps we are unwilling to accept that there
have been similar situations. The effect can yield either behavior that is too
optimistic or behavior that is too pessimistic. Failing to use all of a loan fund
for fear of overcommitting the fund might ignore a historical re c o rd that
not all grantees actually initiate projects and receive the funds. Investing
in a private-public partnership project believing it will be successful might
ignore the experience that many such projects have failed and that the es-
timates of benefits from such projects are often grossly inflated. People tend
to misinterpret new data to conform to a current hypothesis. Humans have
a strong tendency to make data fit the solution, rather than the other way
a round. If the numbers suggest that our economic development scheme will
not generate new jobs, we find a way to re i n t e r p ret them appropriate to our
particular case so as to confirm what we “know” to be true.

Availability bias arises from the immediacy in memory of particular in-
stances. For example, we tend to think that there will not be another flood
right away because we just had one and they only occur with a probability
of one year in a hundred. In contrast, we also tend to worry about flo o d-
ing, fire, or failed projects, or believe in the success of projects, if we have
recently experienced a disaster or a success. This bias affects our estimates
of the probability of events. We give too much weight to our most imme-
diate single experience, compared to large numbers of other instances that
should affect our estimates.

People cannot make reliable (replicable) choices based on multiple at-
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tributes. When subjects use diff e rent techniques to aid in multiattribute de-
cisions, they arrive at diff e rent judgments (Lai and Hopkins 1995). The
meanings of trade-offs implied by these techniques are often obscure and
a re not understood by users (Lai and Hopkins 1989). People cannot rely on
available techniques to express the values they wish to express nor make the
decisions they wish to make.

Given these cognitive limitations, planners can justify use of their ex-
p e rtise about decision making and values if they can provide techniques and
tools that reduce these biases. The techniques must work in complex situa-
tions involving combinations of cognitive biases and social distortions of in-
tersubjective knowledge and values. Group capabilities provide one ap-
proach but also add additional difficulties.

Group Cognitive Capabilities and Processes

Two heads are better than one. Too many cooks spoil the broth. These fa-
miliar sayings frame the question of collaboration. Under what circ u m-
stances are group processes beneficial? What makes a group process effec-
tive? What are the implications for organizing processes of making plans
and taking plan-based action? Research on group processes addresses these
questions (Steiner 1972; McGrath 1984; Davis 1992).

McGrath (1984, 61) classifies group tasks into four types, each of which
is divided into two subtypes. Generation tasks include generating ideas (cre-
ativity) and generating plans. The subtypes distinguish between generating
ideas or images (which is pertinent to the vision aspect of plans) and gen-
erating actions to achieve ends (which is pertinent to the strategy aspect of
p l a n s ) .3 Choice tasks include solving problems for which, once found, the
answer will be recognized as obviously correct and decision-making tasks
in which agreement defines the answer. Negotiation tasks include re s o l v i n g
cognitive conflicts and resolving diff e rences in interests. Execution tasks in-
clude perf o rming physical tasks and contests. Most of these types of tasks
are pertinent to processes of making and using plans.

First, consider generation or choice tasks in which all members of the
g roup have the same interests and will recognize the same solutions as good
solutions. The most extreme form of this is a “eureka problem” in which
as soon as someone identifies a solution, everyone else recognizes it as cor-
rect or good. Group processes may be more effective than individuals in ad-
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d ressing such problems because of (1) a larger sample of knowledge or skill,
(2) parallel processing, (3) specialization, or (4) interactive collaboration.
These explanations are based on comparisons between solutions that re s u l t
from groups and solutions that would result if each individual in the group
worked alone.

G roups increase the sample from which a solution, or a skill in fin d i n g
a solution, can be drawn. As group size increases, there is a greater likeli-
hood that the group will include someone that knows the answer from pre-
vious experience or has skills specific to solving the problem. The group size
may create costs of interaction and distraction, but if the knowledgeable in-
dividual can explain the solution persuasively and focus on it without dis-
traction, then increased group size increases the likelihood of success. The
probability of including a knowledgeable or skillful person will also be in-
c reased if the diversity of group membership increases. Additional people
who know the same things or have the same skills are unnecessary.

G roups may also be beneficial because they allow parallel pro c e s s i n g .
Members of the group work simultaneously on the same tasks but diff e re n t
p a rts of the problem, or on diff e rent tasks on the same part of the pro b-
lem. Parallel processing reduces elapsed time, but does not inherently im-
p rove quality of the solution. The costs come in the difficulty of decom-
posing the tasks or problem, managing any remaining interd e p e n d e n c i e s
among the parts, and recomposing the results. The more completely hier-
archical the situation, the easier it is to decompose and recompose. These
issues arise whether the parallel processors are humans or computers. Par-
allel processing is having several checkers at the supermarket. Pipeline pro-
cessing is having a checker to re c o rd the prices and a bagger to pack the gro-
ceries. Both types of multiprocessing increase capacity per unit of time.

G roups may also gain by specialization, which combines the first two ad-
vantages. Each person undertakes a task in parallel with other persons work-
ing on other tasks. Each person is assigned a task based on the compara-
tive advantage of skills or knowledge. The difficulties of decomposition,
managing interdependence, and recomposition remain and may be even
m o re difficult than in pure parallel processing. In this case, however, the
quality of solution as well as elapsed time to achieve it, may be impro v e d
because each task is undertaken with more knowledge or skill. An Amish
b a rn raising is a quintessential example of this kind of group pro c e s s .
Pipeline processing—for example, an assembly line—is one case of special-
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ization. The assembly line reminds us that repetitiveness and boredom may
overpower the gains from specialization so that specialization becomes a
disadvantage in terms of quality. Specialization also implies that a more di-
verse group membership is more useful in matching persons to tasks.

Finally, group processes may yield benefits from strict collaboration. In
this case, interaction among participants working on the same tasks yields
results that no individual would have discovered alone. The experimental
evidence is that brainstorming is more effective if it is parallel pro c e s s i n g
rather than collaboration. That is, interaction about ideas inhibits rather
than encourages generation of a greater variety and quality of ideas, even
if group members are told to generate ideas without evaluating them
(Mullen et al. 1991). The Nominal Group Technique, in which ideas are
generated individually then evaluated and developed in groups makes more
effective use of group processes than does group brainstorming (McGrath
1984). There is little research, however, on focused collaborative processes
by professionals.

An example highlights some of the complexities of interpreting gro u p
process in practice. Lovelace (1992, 26) recalls the planning for the tunnel
under the re s t o red Wi l l i a m s b u rg, Vi rginia. None of the alternatives devised
for alignment of a parkway serving the historic town and Jamestown to the
south was satisfactory. Three members of Harland Bart h o l o m e w ’s firm were
looking at topographic maps of the site. One of them noted that two small
s t ream valleys approached the town from opposite sides. The three of them
recognized and developed the possibility and argument for a tunnel under
the town. Using these valleys as the access to the tunnel reduced the dis-
ruption to both the natural and the historical context of the town. The
alignment implied a tunnel over which there were no historic buildings. It
also brought cars very close to the town without being seen from the stre e t s
of the historic restoration itself. The idea was both compelling and absurd
because of the implied expense of a quarter-mile tunnel under such a small
town. Although they doubted they could sell the idea, they tried and suc-
ceeded. Lovelace does not recall who recognized the possibility or indeed
if any one of them did alone. This instance may illustrate the possibilities
of true collaboration, both in building the idea into a feasible proposal and
in encouraging each other to work on it rather than reject it out of hand.
Collaboration may yield benefits distinct from brainstorming.

Sniezek and Henry (1989) re p o rt results of an experiment that illustrates
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these ideas. They asked subjects to estimate the frequency of fifteen causes
of death in the United States population. Data were available to assess the
accuracy of the answers, but were not available to the subjects to use in mak-
ing estimates. First, each subject individually estimated the fifteen fre-
quencies. Then the subjects were grouped into teams of three, and each
team made estimates. Group estimates were more accurate than the mean
or median of estimates made by individuals before being assigned to the
g roup. This result suggests that groups were not simply combining their in-
dividual estimates in straightforward ways. Thirty percent of the group es-
timates were more accurate than the best individual estimate from a mem-
ber of that group, and 15 percent were better than the best individual
estimate and outside the range of individual estimates. This diff e rence sug-
gests that groups were not simply choosing the individual’s estimate they
judged best or that of the most confident group member. High disagre e-
ment among individual estimates within the group and group estimates out-
side the range of individual estimates of members of that group were each
predictive of more accurate group estimates. Thus, diversity in initial con-
ditions was beneficial, perhaps because it countered the anchoring and ad-
justment bias discussed above. Groups were generally more confident of
their estimates than were individuals.

These results suggest that collaboration is occurring because the results
of groups are neither the best of the individuals, nor a simple weighting of
the individuals, but new estimates, in some cases outside the confidence in-
tervals set by individuals for their individual estimates. This result implies
that heterogeneous groups that are made up of individuals whose initial es-
timates showed greater diff e rence exert more group cognitive eff o rt to work
on estimates and thus are more successful in countering conservatism bi-
ases of their individual estimates. Such collaboration among hetero g e n e o u s
members is, therefore, likely to be beneficial in making judgments in situa-
tions with incomplete information.4

Many group processes accomplish more than one of these benefits si-
m u l t a n e o u s l y, and thus may also incur all of the coro l l a ry costs. In addition,
individuals in a group seldom have identical interests. Groups are often cre-
ated to bring to the table diff e rent interests as well as diff e rent skills and
knowledge. It may not be possible to separate these phenomena in imme-
diate practice, but it is possible to distinguish them analytically. A group in-
tended to bring diff e rent interests to the table may confound the benefit s
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of collaborative problem solving and vice versa. Alternatively, the two may
be synergistic. The motivation of different interests provides incentives for
individuals to find diff e rent alternatives that advance their own intere s t s .
The motivation to resolve conflict over interests so as to be able to take ac-
tion may also provide incentives to find alternatives that resolve confli c t .
The diff e rences in interests are inherent in the parties in the group, though
their understandings of their interests may change in the process of delib-
erations. In contrast, the cognitive complementarity that is beneficial for
group problem solving can be designed into the group.

The critical theory and communicative rationality literature in planning
makes essentially the same cognitive argument backed by the ethical aspect
of re p resenting interests. Most case interpretations focus on ad hoc pan-
els, voluntary groups, and decision processes within bureaucracy. Forester
(1989) concentrates on episodes of planners working with applicants for de-
velopment permission and neighborhood groups that might oppose the ap-
plication. Innes (1996) concentrates on ad hoc groups addressing a partic-
ular decision situation, usually separately from other decisions. In either
frame, the implication is that planners can bring expertise to group inter-
action to make plans.

Expertise and the Planning Profession

Individuals and groups who want to make plans can gain from planners’ ex-
p e rtise in coping with intersubjective values and knowledge, overc o m i n g
cognitive limits and biases, managing group processes, and providing spe-
cialized knowledge about how human settlements work. The logic of mak-
ing plans for urban development, as argued in this book, is an area of spe-
cialized expertise in the planning profession. Without arguing that it is the
only area of expertise within the range of things that professional planners
do, it is sufficient to claim that the knowledge involved, combined with
knowledge about how human settlements work and embedded skills ac-
quired by practice, constitute significant expertise worth paying for.

The planning profession makes credible a planner’s claim to work in the
interests of such clients. An organized profession reinforces a moral com-
munity and thereby enhances the possibilities for actions. A pro f e s s i o n ’s ca-
pabilities will derive in part from community ideals and norms, will rely in
part on articulated norms of duties to act correctly and partly on accepted
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criteria for good outcomes. A profession will thus have norms of behavior
and moral commitments to particular outcomes.

A profession consists of individual practitioners with particular re l a t i o n-
ships to clients. The profession as a whole has an intended function that
its individual members achieve by the aggregate result of their behaviors.
The professional claims experience and expertise sufficient to know the
c l i e n t ’s interests better than the client could alone. This yields a claim of
p rofessional autonomy from the client sufficient to use professional ex-
pertise while still maintaining a responsibility to the client. The aggregate
objective of the profession must re p resent the interests of other parties in
a situation besides the primary client of an individual practitioner. Marcuse
(1976) explains these ideas by contrasting planning with the legal and ac-
counting professions and the discussion that follows builds directly on his
discussion. He presents these concerns in the context of thinking about
“system-challenging” versus “system-maintaining” actions. It is insuffic i e n t
to serve unethical goals ethically.

The stru c t u re of the legal profession is that any individual should have
p rofessional legal advice (counsel) that advocates the client’s interests. Short
of perjury, the individual attorney’s behavioral objective is to advocate the
client’s interest, not to seek truth. The legal system’s function, however, is
to seek truth as a result of the individual behavior of attorneys within it. The
system serves the larger interests of protecting the rights of the accused
while achieving justice. The accused and the accusers each have advocates
of equivalent skill and re s o u rces, following the same rules of pro c e d u re and
with the same motivation to act in the interests of their client. This carica-
t u re of the lawyer as loyal advocate misleads by ignoring other roles that
lawyers frequently play, such as contract drafter, judge, legislator, or nego-
t i a t o r. In the legal profession, however, the role being played in a given
situation and the rules of behavior that apply to that role are clear. In plan-
ning, the roles are often simultaneous and the behaviors confounded.

In the accounting profession, Cert i fied Public Accountants audit the
re c o rds of organizations to validate their financial status for investors and
banks. If the accountant were acting directly as an advocate for the client’s
i n t e rest in the same way as an attorn e y, the audit would be of no value to
the client because no one would accept it as a disinterested assessment. It
is in the client’s interest, therefore, that the accountant not act as an advo-
cate. The client thus hires the accountant not to identify only aspects to the
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advantage of the client, as if trying to sell stock in the company, but to fol-
low credible, prescribed procedures that have the potential to put the com-
pany in a bad light. The ethical system for accountants requires that audits
be done in a particular way, regardless of the effect on the client. This pos-
sibility is precisely what makes the audit valuable to the organization being
audited, which is the immediate and paying client. This re q u i rement of cor-
rect pro c e d u re is in strong contrast to the open-ended strategies of advo-
cacy available to an attorney.

Again, accountants play multiple roles, but the role being played must
be clear. An accountant representing a public utility before a public utility
commission is in an advocacy situation similar to the attorney or to a plan-
ner submitting an environmental impact report. In representations before
a utility commission, an accountant is not sustaining a system of reporting
for a large number of individual investors dispersed geographically and tem-
porally who must believe an accountant’s re p o rt without direct opport u n i t y
to interact and whom the client cannot identify in advance. Rather, the ac-
countant is advocating before a body of quasi experts or politicians to gain
a p p roval for a proposal that the review panel has the authority to re c o m-
mend or approve. In this situation the accountant may be successful in win-
ning a rate increase approval by the cleverness of the case in meeting leg-
islative and re g u l a t o ry guidelines. The accountant may assist in designing
a good rate system so that an increase can be won, much as a planner might
assist in designing a good project so that an environmental impact re p o rt
(EIR) will be approved.

Schultz (1989) argues that the strategy of a professional ethical role cho-
sen by the engineering profession advanced its status and opportunities in
the late nineteenth century.

Municipal engineers solidified their growing reputation as problem-solvers in
three ways. First, they made themselves indispensable to officials eager to boost
their city’s expansion. Second, they proclaimed (and apparently persuaded the
public) that they were neutral experts who stood above partisan politics. Third,
within their own ranks, they created a professional bureaucracy that outsiders
came to admire as a model of efficiency. (183)

The engineering profession marketed itself in a consistent way and mod-
eled its claims in its own organizational efforts.

All these systems have in common a dependence on each individual
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adopting the norms of the profession. The legal system could not function
if only some attorneys committed to the system’s norms. Underlying this
commitment are prohibitions on perjury, conflict of interest, and side pay-
ments (bribes), all of which would alter the perf o rmance of the system by
m i s re p resenting relationships among individuals in the system. A lawyer
need not reveal information that would work against her client, but she may
not tell lies or knowingly counsel a client to tell lies. A company may pay
for a damaging audit because it is in its interests to sustain a system that is
credible to its investors. If a company makes side payments—that is, addi-
tional payments to a consultant relative to the audit of a second company—
then the incentive system has been disrupted. These systems can be sub-
verted and require enforcement and monitoring to be sustained as credible
and legitimate.

The structure of fees compensating a professional must also fit the logic
of the system. The most immediate example is the real estate salesperson
whose fee is a percentage of the sale price of the pro p e rt y. This appro a c h
e n s u res that the agent’s interest is consistent with the client’s interest in get-
ting a high price. The agent working on a fixed fee would value any sale
equally regardless of price. Ironically, the sales agent often works most ac-
tively with the buyer, whose interests are directly contradictory to this fee
s t ru c t u re. An attorney working on a contingent fee basis (a percentage of
the settlement amount in a civil suit) has a strong incentive to pursue a high
settlement, but no motivation to pursue a cause independent of dollars.
That federal legislation allows an unusually high percentage contingent fee
for attorneys in civil rights cases increases the likelihood that attorneys will
take on such cases even in the face of low probabilities of winning because
they have to win a smaller percentage of cases to make a desired income.

Professions relate the actions of individual professionals to the goals of
the profession in aggregate. The logic of this relationship in planning is dif-
fuse and not clearly established. Instead, planners have stated an allegiance
d i rectly to a problematically defined public interest, rather than to a pro c e s s
for achieving it. In contrast, both the accountant and the attorney, in their
n a rrowly defined roles, have an allegiance to a system of achieving an ag-
g regate outcome through behaviors that have the attributes of collective
goods.

Like the other professions discussed above, planning has more than one
logic for ethical roles and planners have many roles. A planner may be a plan
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maker, an advocate, a negotiator, an ordinance drafter, or a regulation en-
forcer. Baum (1983), Forester (1989), Hoch (1994), and Howe (1980) have
described these roles extensively. None of these roles is perhaps as salient
as the adversarial role of attorneys or the independence of certified public
accountants. The planning profession historically has relied on two distinct
ethical claims: progressive reform and expertise in effective decision mak-
ing (see e.g., Klosterman 1985; Howe and Kaufman 1979). The pro g re s s i v e
re f o rm argument acknowledges a normative agenda and related criteria
about means. The effective decision-making argument tends to ignore the
normative agenda, or assume that it is beyond the planner’s realm, and fo-
cuses on procedures claimed to yield effective results when confronting in-
terdependent decisions.

The individual progressive reformer finds ways to work within the sys-
tem to change the system and increase the likelihood that certain outcomes
will be achieved and that less-well-off persons will gain greater benefit. Such
planners may use many of the same methods, including the making of plans,
as other planners, but their success is based on outcomes. Plans may not fit
their interests because investments in the built environment and re g u l a t i o n s
of spatial interdependence may not be the most effective strategies to
achieve the pro g ressive agenda. Indeed, pro g ressive re f o rmers may fin d
themselves fighting such projects and there f o re such plans. On the other
hand, the framers of ambitious plans, including the Chicago Plan of 1909,
clearly viewed themselves as progressive reformers and cloaked their plans
in the language of such re f o rms. Historically, pro g ressive re f o rm has also
included the introduction of professional expertise in decision making and
administration of cities.

Claims linking these aggregate professional objectives to individual pro-
fessional behavior thus focus on considering appropriate criteria for out-
comes and using appropriate methods of analysis. The profession cares what
goals are implied in plans and the profession cares how plans are made.
Were goals of fairness and equitable outcomes pursued? For example, the
profession might “require” an equity report (analogous to an environmen-
tal impact re p o rt) on plans. Following the perspective of the accountant’s
audit, this equity report would reveal to an unrepresented public pertinent
i n f o rmation on which to make choices. Thus the planner might have an at-
t o rney-like relationship with the immediate client and an accountant-like
relationship with the immediate client v i s - à - v i s its constituencies that are
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not immediately represented. The latter would have to be imposed by pro-
fessional standards. We re techniques of constituent participation employed
in the process? We re these issues appropriately advocated given the par-
ticular organizational role of the planner? A traditional test for ethical be-
havior applied to professional situations is to “rehearse” explanations that
justify the behavior to the various constituencies involved.

Organizations and Plans

Planners work in organizations that make plans and act in relation to other
organizations. Subunits within organizations make plans and use these and
other plans. Plans for urban development are made by organizations and
include actions by the same or other organizations. It is thus pertinent to
consider briefly how organizations work, in contrast to how plans work, and
how organizations make and use plans.5

O rganizations are useful if and when they can reduce transaction costs
c o m p a red to the market. This is the traditional argument from econom-
ics, as developed by Coase (1937). Rather than contract for services for each
task or each day as separate market transactions, an entrepreneur contracts
with an employee who agrees to follow the directions of the employer sub-
ject to contracted limits. The ensuing internalized transactions are less
costly than the set of market transactions that would have been re q u i re d .
Williamson (1975) distinguishes market transactions among autonomous
individuals from hierarchical (or organizational) transactions between per-
sons of greater and lesser authority in a hierarc h y. Transaction costs of mon-
itoring quality of perf o rmance do not disappear within organizations, but
the nature of the monitoring may change. Plans are likely to exist regard-
less of whether a metropolitan area is organized into one government or
many. A metropolitan government still faces the problem of decomposing
its scope functionally or geographically to cope with the complexities of
plans. Municipal governments take into account actions and plans of other
municipalities regardless of whether a regional government exists.

M a rch (1988, 7) argues that limited attention, departmental hierarc h i e s ,
and excess re s o u rces allow conflicting goals and interests to persist in or-
ganizations. Organizations do not, and in most instances cannot, resolve all
the inconsistencies they incorporate, but they can survive by separating one
decision from another sequentially or departmentally so that conflicts are
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avoided. Limited attention capacity allows decision makers to do one thing
today and a contradictory thing tomorro w, but this may be an advantage
rather than something to eliminate.

Despite conventional modern ideologies advocating the confrontation and re s o-
lution of conflict, organizational experience with conflict indicates that institu-
tions that would otherwise be seriously threatened by internal inconsistencies
a re able to sustain themselves for long periods by buffering inconsistent de-
mands from each other. And this is possible, primarily because a fundamental
f e a t u re of organizations is that not everything can be attended at once. (Marc h
1988, 8)

Plans in organizations can consider interdependent actions without pre-
tending to resolve all internal inconsistencies within the organization. In
contrast with a frequent assumption that organizations have unitary and
identifiable goals, organizations often make decisions without shared goals
or explicit bargaining. They are likely to discover preferences through ac-
tion as well as to take action on the basis of preferences.

If organizations or relationships among organizations were completely
u n s t ru c t u red, then as Pressman and Wildavsky (1973) argue, it would be
surprising if programs were implemented or plans were used. As Alexan-
der (1995) points out, however, “organizations involved in a joint task are
often bonded by common values, mutual interests, re c i p rocal obligations
over time, or coordination stru c t u res that have been mandated or agre e d
upon” (xiv). Thus organizations bring a history of interaction and activity
to their activities and their intero rganizational activities, and this history
p rovides significant stru c t u re to increase the likelihood of accomplishing
programs or using plans.

C o o rdination among organizations extends these ideas. Chisholm
(1989), in looking at transit linkages among several providers in the San
Francisco Bay area, emphasizes the importance of informal bilateral agree-
ments and communication in coordinating connections among six transit
providers. Passengers are using combinations of these transit services, and
each service has some incentive to ensure efficient transfers. One arg u m e n t
would be to internalize these relationships by creating one larger or-
ganization. Chisholm argues that the presumed high level of multilateral
interdependence that might justify a merged organization can be and is in
practice reduced to a small set of bilateral relationships at particular key
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transfer points. Vo l u n t a ry agreements—including informal sharing of in-
f o rmation about routes and schedules, contracts for services among the dif-
f e rent organizations, and sharing the costs of a single dispatcher at a share d
terminal to realize the economies of scale—have effectively resolved these
i n t e rdependencies. The transaction costs of these informally recognized bi-
lateral agreements may be lower than in a single, larger organization that
tries to manage them compre h e n s i v e l y. Alexander (1995) elaborates the
conditions under which this type of intero rganizational coordination and
other types are likely to be effective.

Persons in organizations play one of two types of roles. Line positions
a re division or section administrators with authority over their subord i-
nates, responsibility for the accomplishments of their unit, and authority
or discretion to act on matters of concern within their unit. Staff positions,
on the other hand, support the activities of a line position and are re s p o n-
sible for advice based on expertise and loyalty. A staff role can be analyzed
as a principal-agent relationship. An economist analyzes this re l a t i o n s h i p
in terms of the incentives for the agent’s behavior to be compatible with
the interests of the principal who is being served. A real estate agent work-
ing for a seller should be compensated on the basis of a percentage of the
selling price because then the principal and agent have compatible incen-
tives to obtain the highest price. Such incentive compatibility is much more
d i fficult to achieve in other circumstances. A psychologist defines the prin-
cipal-agent relationship cognitively. The principal must be able to delegate
decision rules or to get sufficient information: “ . . . agents must decide as
they t h i n k their principals would decide if they were in possession of the
same facts, expertise, and emotional calm” (Goldstein and Beattie 1991,
111). The agent may either act directly or give the principal advice to act
in this way, even though the principal’s immediate inclination may be to
act diff e re n t l y.

These ideas are useful in explaining organizational designs. An or-
ganizational design will consider departments or divisions, line roles and
s t a ff roles, and the relationship between planning as a function and other
functions in the organization. Such stru c t u re will in any case be an im-
p e rfect decomposition of the interactions within the organization. Plan-
ning in particular will have complex relationships with other functions and
planning in particular complicates the distinction between line and staff
ro l e s .
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Organizing to Plan for Municipalities

The organization of the planning function in local municipalities can be
framed along two primary dimensions: Who is the primary client (princi-
pal)? Is planning a “staff” or “line” function in the organization? These two
dimensions explain relationships of planners to a planning commission of
citizens, city councils, mayors, and department heads.

Walker (1950) sees three possibilities. A planner can be an advocate for
a personal view of future development, accept a limited role with issues of
land use regulation, or become a confidential adviser to the mayor. The last
is the most powerful, if the measure of power is influence on day-to-day de-
cision making, even if there is less influence on land development decisions.
Walker favors close association with the mayor in a staff role.

The problem is one of a tradition and a set of attitudes toward city planning that
p revent the proper role of a planning agency from being either clearly perc e i v e d
or acted upon. Among the obstru c t i o n s . . . a re: (1) too narrow limitation of plan-
ning in practice to zoning, public works, and the strictly physical aspects of com-
munity development; (2) use of semiautonomous citizen boards, many members
of which are amateurs in both government and planning; (3) undue emphasis
upon marshalling public opinion for particular proposals rather than working
closely with elected and appointed public officials; (4) too great reliance on con-
sultants, with consequent failure to build up experienced permanent staffs; and
(5) lack of clear-cut responsibility to the chief executive in the administrative hi-
e r a rc h y, making for uncertain relationships and failure to use the planning agency
in over-all policy planning. (Walker 1950, 363)

Walker sees the planning function much like strategic planning for organ-
izations as codified in the 1980s for corporations (e.g., Bryson 1995). From
the public administration perspective, such plans (primarily as agendas, poli-
cies, and visions) cover all aspects and potential actions of an organization
viewed from the top down. “Plans for the future can only be realized if daily
decisions are influenced by them and if each operating agency is guided by
considerations of overall planning” (Walker 1950, 176–177).

Kent (1964) argues that the plan should be the city council’s plan because
the council makes capital investment decisions.

The annual review and amendment pro c e d u re should take place just prior to the
yearly re f o rmulation by the council of its capital-improvements pro g r a m . . . .
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This timing of the annual review places the general plan in a challenging, prac-
tical context. It compels the director of city planning, the city planning com-
mission, and the chief executive to resummarize, restate, and reclarify the main
ideas of the plan. Annual review compels the council to reassert authority in an
area that clearly involves questions of basic policy and that always involves sig-
n i ficant controversies and conflicting ideas with which the council, sooner or
later, must deal. (70)

The commission, staff, and city administration are involved to “offer ideas,
initiate proposals, point out problems, attempt to influence the council”
(84), but it is the council’s decisions that can benefit most from the way the
plan works.

In contrast to Wa l k e r, Howard (1951) defends the role of the planning
commission of appointed citizens. A planning commission creates a buffer
from day-to-day short-term politics to allow deliberation and recommen-
dation from a longer-term perspective.6 Appointment for fixed terms gives
planning commissioners some independence from the mayor who ap-
pointed them. Recommendations by the commission usually re q u i re a
supramajority vote (e.g., two-thirds) for the city council to reject them,
which creates a bias in favor of the recommendation. As an appointed ad-
visory body with members likely to be from the real estate industry, archi-
tects, or citizen activists “growing up” from their neighborhoods, the com-
mission is justified primarily on cognitive explanations, not aggregation of
p re f e rence. This membership is not surprising because these are the per-
sons with sufficient incentive and interest to volunteer their time, to “over-
participate.” Even from the cognitive perspective, however, the usual nar-
rowness of membership may be a disadvantage.

In practice there are multiple plans and incentives for many actors to cre-
ate plans. Tr a n s p o rtation agencies, sanitary districts, and school districts al-
most always have plans quite independent of general plans of a city. The ar-
guments about the relationships of planners to principals could apply to any
of these separated planning domains, each of which may have a citizens’
commission, a legislative body, and an executive. Tr a n s p o rtation agencies
and sewer agencies usually pre p a re plans separately from the general plan
process. These line agencies are generally staffed by engineers and hire en-
gineering consultants to pre p a re plans. The logic of organization and the
logic of plans still apply, but the substantive expertise is diff e rent, and the
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scope of planned actions is diff e rent. It is thus not surprising to see many
separate plans.

These ideas are elaborated in chapter 9 by describing observed instances
of how planning is organized. The older re f e rences relied on in this section
still serve to frame important dilemmas.

Summary: Using Expertise in Making Plans

Plans are meaningless without intentions, and intentions are derived from
knowledge and values. Intrinsic values set the basis for deriving instrumen-
tal values by determining what values will not be traded off with others. In-
strumental values organize means by establishing how much something is
worth as an input to achieving these intentions. These values are at least in
p a rt derived from individuals and are inherently subjective. Values might be
assessed objectively, that is, assessed in such a way as to be replicable if as-
sessed by some other observer of the subject. Values are better interpreted,
h o w e v e r, as intersubjective, which implies both that an individual’s intere s t s
may be distorted and that socially shaped values may lead to desirable be-
haviors. Shaping attitudes about the consumption of land for urban uses
may be more effective toward the survival of humans and other species than
either regulations or incentives directed at behavior.

Individuals face several types of limits on their ability to express intended
values and to use information and values to make choices. Cognitive biases
and illusions distort decisions. Structural biases in social relationships dis-
t o rt knowledge, values, and their expression. Individuals may not know what
they want, what is in their interests, or how best to achieve either. Gro u p
p rocesses can enhance individual capacities and counter some individual bi-
ases, especially if groups include diverse participants and experts. Exper-
tise in the logic of making plans—knowing under what circumstances what
types of plans are likely to be useful and knowing how to make such plans—
is fundamental to the profession of planning. An organized profession with
ethical norms helps to make such expertise effective and trustworthy.

Such expertise is used in public and private organizations. Plans focused
on urban development—on investments and re g u l a t i o n s — a re likely to be
made in many organizations and by diff e rent departments within an or-
ganization in both the public and private sectors. Although these plans are
likely to focus on narrow domains of actions, they also are likely to consider
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implications for a wide range of issues. The temptation to expand the scope
of plans so as to encompass all types of actions of even a single org a n i z a t i o n
is unlikely to succeed. Such plans may, for example, focus on the needs of
the executive and ignore the specific actions of line agencies or functions.
Plans are useful to organizations even though plans do not change author-
ity or control actions directly.
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8

Collective Choice, Participation, 
and Plans

Veiller’s faith in expertise, tempered by a concern for acquiring public
legitimation but without resorting to democratic forms of control, was to become
characteristic of city planning. In this formula, the reliance on expertise cloaked
with a mantle of legitimation was regarded as an alternative to the unseen hand of
the market system and the populist danger of democracy, setting the pattern for
subsequent responses to the capitalist-democracy contradiction. It was in the
appointment of park commissions charged with supervising the planning and
construction of urban parks that this formula was first institutionalized. . . .
—Richard E. Foglesong (1986), Planning the Capitalist City: The Colonial Era to the 1920s

Planning in the United States has a long history of being uncomfort a b l e
with both the “natural” free market and the “natural” political process. The
reformist tradition sees evil in the outcomes and the behaviors of the play-
ers in both systems. Planners wish to make plans for neither private deci-
sion makers nor politicians, but rather for some “public interest” of their
own creation. This chapter considers the possibility of collective choice, the
logic of participation, and the implications for plans. These concepts help
to explain the institutions and institutional relationships within which plans
are made and used. They also make clear the distinction between problems
of collective choice and problems of dynamic adjustment and thus distin-
guish problems that can be addressed by collective choice from pro b l e m s
that can be addressed by plans.

Groups have been interpreted in several distinct but related ways. Col-
laboration from a cognitive perspective was discussed in chapter 7. Here the
cognitive argument is extended and contrasted with the aggregation of pre f-
erence to consider how groups can make decisions. As argued in chapter 5
for collective action toward providing collective goods, group membership
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cannot be taken as given. Incentives to participate, effects of participation,
and ethics of inducing participation must be considered.

The Possibility of Collective Choice

G roups of individuals organize to make collective decisions. A gro u p
makes a collective decision when it chooses an action as a group despite dif-
f e rences in interests or pre f e re n c e s .1 A frequent reason is to make decisions
about the provision of collective goods because all persons in the group re-
ceive the same level of the collective good. The group must decide what
level of the good to provide and how to pay for it. Groups may also form
to address other types of situations that may legitimate collective action.2

In any case, the central question is how such group decisions can and should
be made. This question has driven much philosophy and political science
to a greater depth than can possibly be plumbed here.3

The logic of collective action is based on the logic of collective goods,
which is distinct from the logic of plans. The decision to plan may be made
by collective action and plans may include actions chosen collectively by
groups, but neither is necessary to the logic of plans. Working with the be-
liefs and pre f e rences of individuals and the need for collective actions is,
h o w e v e r, a frequent problem in making plans for urban development. Dem-
ocratic pro c e d u res are not a simple solution even in theory, let alone in prac-
tice. Public participation cannot resolve the theoretical limitations of dem-
ocratic pro c e d u res because it faces the same limitations. With all their
i m p e rfections, these processes frame the situations in which plans are made.
They can explain observed behavior in making plans and suggest opportu-
nities to be more effective in making plans.

T h e re are two long-standing claims for democracy. “Social cognition”
i n t e r p rets democracy as a good cognitive strategy analogous to gro u p
processes discussed in chapter 7. In contrast, “aggregation of preferences”
i n t e r p rets democracy as a mechanism for turning individual pre f e rences into
collective pre f e re n c e s .4 Some also argue that it is intrinsically appro p r i a t e
for individuals to partake in democratic processes as part of constituting
themselves as autonomous individuals (Hurley 1989, 335). These arg u m e n t s
are distinct analytically, but they are not mutually exclusive as bases for de-
signing democratic institutions of collective choice

In the cognitive interpretation, individuals are sources of evidence about
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what should be done in the interests of the group. This does not imply
agreement; disagreement about beliefs is cognitively useful. The cognitive
interpretation values deliberation among individuals about what to do, not
just voting. Hurley (1989) argues, based on the cognitive interpretation, that
we should focus design of institutions on two principles:

F i r s t , they should seek to divide authority on various kinds of issues among in-
stitutions and pro c e d u res not so much in accordance with positive expert i s e
about what should be done, which may be very hard to identify in the absence
of knowledge of the truth about it, but so as to avoid relying on debunked [dis-
credited] . . . beliefs. Second, they should actively foster the capacity for deliber-
ation and formation of undebunked beliefs. (326)

Beliefs lack credibility for various reasons, including challenges to the way
in which beliefs were formed, such as “self-deception, wishful thinking,
p rejudice, deceit, propaganda, advertising or some other kind of deliber-
ate manipulation, . . . illusion, common inferential erro r, etc” (326)5 T h e
focus is on avoiding the use of beliefs that have been challenged rather
than on hoping to identify expertise in specific topics in advance. Such
an approach implies institutions that ensure debate and deliberation and
divide authority among levels (local, state, federal) and branches (legisla-
tive, executive, judicial) of government in order to gain the best cogni-
tive process. Voters are responsible for providing evidence of “what should
be done” based on deliberation and “well-considered beliefs” (Hurley
1989, 330).

This argument is distinguishable from the aggregation of the opinions
of experts, as in the Delphi process, for example, because those instances
rely on narrowly defined domains in which expertise is well defined. The
social cognition argument is not merely a statistical argument about aver-
aging estimates of expert s .6 Democracy is a good cognitive strategy in so
much as it protects open deliberation and opportunities to express beliefs.
Deliberation by legislators is more important to the cognitive interpre t a-
tion than is strict re p resentation of constituents’ interests or pre f e re n c e s .
Choosing a representative in the cognitive interpretation is a delegation of
deliberative eff o rt rather than a delegation of vote-trading eff o rt as in the
aggregation of preference interpretation.

In the aggregation of pre f e rences, individuals are sources of personal
p re f e rences to be aggregated. Disagreement is conflict to be resolved by
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democratic procedures of voting in some institutional structure. Design of
democratic institutions from the aggregation of pre f e rences perspective
must face Arro w ’s Impossibility Theorem (Arrow 1951). The theorem states
that no social choice mechanism exists that meets four reasonable condi-
tions (discussed below) and that derives transitive social pre f e rences fro m
ordinal preferences of individuals across more than two alternatives. A so-
cial choice mechanism is a rule that yields a collective choice as a function
of the pre f e rences of individuals. The most frequent rule is that a simple
majority—greater than 50 percent of the votes—determines the choice.7 A
transitive ordering is one in which if A is preferred to B and B is preferred
to C, then A is pre f e rred to C. Ordinal pre f e rences are expressed only by
o rder of pre f e rence among alternatives, not by intensity of pre f e rence or
degree of difference between alternatives.8

Arrow’s four conditions are:9

• Collective rationality: In any given set of individual preferences the social
preferences are derivable from the individual preferences.

• Pareto principle: If alternative A is preferred to alternative B by every indi-
vidual, then the social ordering ranks A above B.

• Independence of irrelevant alternatives: The social choices made from any en-
vironment depend only on the preferences of individuals with respect to the
alternatives in that environment.

• Non-dictatorship: There is no individual whose preferences are automatically
society’s preferences, independent of the preferences of other individuals.

The proof is beyond the scope of this discussion, but a simple example in
Table 8-1 suggests the problem and frames possibilities to address the
situation. Consider a problem of locating a landfill. There are three indi-
vidual voters (or equal-sized blocks of voters) labeled Urbana, County, and
Champaign, and three possible sites labeled Southeast County, West Cham-
paign, and North Urbana. The most preferred is 1 and the least preferred
is 3. In this example, Urbana and Champaign prefer the Southeast County
site to the West Champaign site. Urbana and County prefer the We s t
Champaign site to the North Urbana site. But, County and Champaign
prefer the North Urbana site to the Southeast County site. A sequence of
votes among the pairs of alternatives thus creates a cycle. The social pref-
e rence is intransitive and unstable. Voting does not result in a pre d i c t a b l e
outcome.
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T h e re are several ways to break out of the impossibility theorem (see e.g.,
Stevens 1993; Mueller 1989). Agenda control sets the order in which votes
will be taken and the choices to be voted on so as to prevent the cycling
problem from appearing. The role of legislative leaders and committees in
deciding what will be brought to the floor to be voted on is one way to pre-
vent more than two possibilities from being presented.

The cycling and unpredictability occurs because the pre f e rences of at
least one of the three voters are not “single-peaked,” meaning that they have
m o re than one local maximum. In other words, if the alternatives are or-
d e red on the x axis of a graph with the y axis measuring pre f e rence, a line
with two local maxima will be necessary to describe the pre f e rences of at
least one of the voters. If the pre f e rences for all voters are such that they can
be arrayed on a common dimension, such as from the left to the right in the
political sense, so that all voters have single-peaked pre f e rences, then cy-
cling does not occur. Ideology can be used in this way to overcome Arrow’s
theorem.

“Approval voting” in which each voter identifies all the acceptable can-
didates in a field of more than two candidates, has many desirable proper-
ties (Brams and Fishburn 1983). Experiments with approval voting suggest
that it works well in practice and that cycling problems occur infrequently
(Regenwetter and Grofman 1998).

Relaxing the requirement for independence of irrelevant alternatives is
useful as a predictive explanation of observed behaviors when legislative de-
cisions are made in combinations. It is also prescriptively useful because it
suggests criteria for institutional design and strategies for resolving stale-
mates. Vote trading can be a good thing in an institutional design for dem-
ocratic pro c e d u res. It provides a basis for compromise that allows pre-
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Collective Choice Illustration

Voter Preferences

Sites Urbana County Champaign

Southeast County 1 3 2
West Champaign 2 1 3
North Urbana 3 2 1
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dictable action rather than the cycling that would occur based on Arro w ’s
t h e o rem. It also provides protection for the minority with respect to its most
important issues. Rural legislators can trade their less important (to them)
votes on urban mass transit and suburban sewage treatment plants for more
important (to them) votes on rural farm-to-market roads and property tax
relief for agricultural land. Without the possibility of trades, the rural leg-
islators, now in the minority in the federal and most state legislatures, would
be unable to pass any of their most important legislative initiatives. As long
as urban or suburban legislators are still short of a majority on their own
most important issues, rural legislators can trade their small group of addi-
tional votes to turn a suburban (or urban) near-majority into a majority. By
joining with suburban legislators to pass items of interest to suburbs or with
urban legislators on items of interest to cities, rural legislators can trade for
votes on rural issues.

Principles for Institutions of Collective Choice

In Champaign, Urbana, and Savoy, Illinois, the Interg o v e rnmental Solid
Waste Disposal Agency (ISWDA) collapsed, unable to locate a landfill or
transfer station. This failure was in part because, as a single-purpose leg-
islative body, there were no other issues on which to trade votes to resolve
intense resistance to all sites. If the ISWDA had also been able to decide
other issues, vote trades for other amenties or important issues might have
led to sufficient yes votes on some site.

Although the landfill never has been located and waste is now shipped
outside the county, the collapse triggered resolution of a set of issues among
the governmental units by putting one more issue on the table: resolution
of the debts incurred by the ISWDA. Champaign, Urbana, and Savoy all
wanted control over sewer connections and annexation agreements in ord e r
to control development. The Urbana-Champaign Sanitary District
(UCSD), which provided sewage collection and treatment for all thre e
cities, wanted to rid itself of responsibility for maintaining the Boneyard, a
drainage ditch that flows through both Champaign and Urbana. The
county was concerned about sales tax revenue losses as commercial pro p-
erties were annexed to the cities. These governments achieved resolution,
in part because there were enough issues on the table to create combina-
tions of acceptable decisions. The agreement included annexation bound-
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a ry agreements among the cities and the county, payments by the cities and
the University of Illinois toward Boneyard maintenance, control by each
city of sewer connections, and resolution of shares of the ISWDA debt.
Each of these issues had been stalled in part because it was in play separately
f rom any others and, in the case of the ISWDA and UCSD, in play in
single-purpose legislative bodies.

Individual voters cannot trade votes because the transaction costs are too
high. There are too many individuals to communicate with each other and
to establish credible commitments not to defect from agreements. Repre-
sentatives in legislative bodies, however, can trade votes. They can make
c redible commitments more easily because they have repeat face-to-face
contact on many such agreements. Haefele (1973) shows that in a two-part y
system with nondoctrinaire parties, each candidate would choose a platform
(votes on issues) that yields the same result from individuals voting for par-
ties and the elected legislators trading votes as would result if individual vot-
ers were able to trade votes dire c t l y. In other words, he shows that if the
candidates choose platforms so as to receive the majority vote, they will
choose platforms that seek to pass and defeat issues just as voters would if
they could trade votes. Note that in this case Arro w ’s impossibility theore m
is circumvented by vote trading in the legislative arena and by the restric-
tion to a two-party system in the electoral arena. Legislators consider “ir-
relevant alternatives” and voters are restricted to two alternatives.

These electoral mechanisms and legislative mechanisms face many lim-
itations. People cannot always be relied on to express their own pre f e re n c e s
or interests. Voting and legislative processes are clearly affected by diff e r-
ences in wealth and power. Plans can and should, however, be informed by
electoral and legislative mechanisms. If plans do not recognize when vote
trading is likely to occur or how it can be used intentionally, then plans will
not correctly predict their own effects or take advantage of available actions.

Haefele (1973) suggests two principles for institutional design. First, leg-
islative bodies should be general purpose, not special purpose, because they
need to act on a range of issues in order to have issues about which to trade
votes. Second, legislators should be elected based on territorial constituen-
cies (geographical areas) rather than functional or single-interest con-
stituencies. If the only decision that a legislative body can make is where
to put a landfill, it cannot trade this decision for a decision about where to
locate a school or fire station or whether to create a recycling program. If
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a legislator is elected to represent a group interested in preserving wildlife
t h rough establishing pre s e rves, she will have no basis for trading off a land-
fill in a given location in return for several wildlife preserves elsewhere.

Using Haefele’s example, a functional coalition re q u i res a promise of a
park in a majority of districts or a road in a majority of districts in ord e r
for legislators to get re e l e c t e d .1 0 Te rritorial re p resentatives can bargain to
get a park in exchange for a road improvement in another district. Territo-
rial districts work better than interest group re p resentation because they are
more likely to result in different coalitions around different issues. Differ-
ent coalitions are necessary for vote trading to work, both to resolve stale-
mates and to protect the minority. “Log rolling,” simply packaging all the
individual “pork barrel” projects into a single bill that each legislator sup-
ports for a different reason can be deterred by designing the domain of ac-
tions of the legislative body and representation districts so that each legis-
lator has some interest in each project. Put diff e re n t l y, if the pork barre l
p rojects are only of interest to one locality, they should not be funded by
d i rect action of a higher-level legislature. The line item veto as imple-
mented in most states is a direct deterrent to such logrolling.

Plans for urban development often deal with infrastru c t u re agencies that
a re created as single-purpose districts, such as sewer districts, park districts,
and school districts, with separate taxing and expenditure powers. Innes
(1996) describes several instances of citizen panels with re p resentatives of
specific interests to deal with a particular issue. Such groups make sense on
cognitive capacity grounds, but create problems for the aggregation of pre f-
erences. An ad hoc body with a single issue and members representing in-
dividual interests has little opportunity to trade votes or combine issues to
achieve resolution of conflicts.

Councils of governments, in which each municipality in a metropolitan
region has one re p resentative, may gain some benefit from cognitive de-
liberation, but representatives are unlikely to be able to trade on issues be-
cause each re p resents the corporate interests of a municipality, not a mix
of interests of citizens. Most councils of government have few if any pow-
ers of action. Two metropolitan governments that do have significant pow-
ers are in Minneapolis–St. Paul, Minnesota, and in Portland, Oregon. The
Minneapolis–St. Paul Metro Council includes fourteen re p resentatives fro m
regions of equal population that cross city lines. The re p resentatives are ap-
pointed by the governor. The Metro Council has taxing powers for its own
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operations and is a general purpose legislature that has responsibility over
various operating boards and commissions with regionwide scope (Orfield
1997). Portland, Oregon, has a similar regional government, called Metro.
Its representatives are directly elected, and it has significant land use regu-
l a t o ry authority through its control of the Urban Growth Boundary (Lewis
1996). These units of government are much better designed from an ag-
g regation of pre f e rence perspective and probably from a social cognition
perspective than are councils of governments.

Although the two arguments for democracy are analytically distinct, they
a re neither mutually exclusive explanations nor contradictory in their im-
plications in making plans for development.

If the content of the agenda is substantially restricted to the proposals of only
some political actors in the city, then so is social intelligence restricted. In this
sense, the roots of political equality and social intelligence are the same . . .

. . . In part i c u l a r, popular control is unduly hospitable to the pre f e rences of busi-
nessmen concerned with land use (or to what public officials consider to be their
p re f e rences). The result is systematic bias and shortcomings in social pro b l e m
solving. Moreover, precisely because the roots of political equality and social in-
telligence are the same, the widespread eff o rt to consider the trade-offs between
equity and efficiency is misplaced. There is good reason to believe that system-
atic bias leads to poor social intelligence: there is no trade-off, only cumulative
loss. (Elkin 1987, 5)11

F o re s t e r ’s (1989) strategies for planning in the face of power are ways to deal
simultaneously with individual cognitive limitations, cognitive arg u m e n t s
for collaboration in groups, and political arguments about inequities of re p-
resentation. Most of his examples focus on the interactions of planners and
constituents in response to specific proposals and in the context of regula-
tions. Similar strategies are needed to interpret how plans are and should
be made and used.

The Logic of Participation

“Public participation” is pervasively claimed to be an essential element of
good planning. It is required by the AICP Code of Ethics (American Insti-
tute of Certified Planners 1991) and in most federal and state mandated or
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funded planning. In the planning literature “public participation” or “citi-
zen participation” usually refers to some interaction of planners and deci-
sion makers with constituencies that takes place outside the formal demo-
cratic procedures of voting or party politics. An open meeting to discuss a
development project is thus public participation, but voting in an election,
working for a candidate, or voting as a representative are not. This separa-
tion is inappropriate. Voting and re p resentative government re q u i re par-
ticipation in the act of voting and in deliberation, and public participation
in any mode cannot magically avoid the impediments to social cognition
and aggregation of pre f e rences that face re p resentative government. Par-
ticipation in any form is either cognitive deliberation or evidence for ag-
gregation of preferences.

When should we expect to see what sorts of persons participating in
making plans? Participation almost always has the pro p e rties of a collective
good. Incentives to vote, to work for political candidates or parties, to at-
tend public forums, to address the city council, to organize neighborhood
actions, or to join public advisory bodies all raise the behavioral implica-
tions of collective action.

D i rect democracy, such as the New England town meeting in which each
citizen has a vote, relies on participation. Meaningful participation relies ei-
ther on deliberative consideration of what ought to be done or on learning
enough about the options to express a preference for a proposal. The out-
come in either case is a collective good. That is, the benefit of social cog-
nition or of aggregated pre f e rence accrues to each individual in the same
way, regardless of whether an individual participated. There is thus an in-
centive to free-ride on the participation of others. An estimate of the bene-
fit of participating would consider the probability that a vote would affect
the outcome, utility from the diff e rence in outcomes, any private benefit s
from the act of voting itself, and the costs of voting (Stevens 1993).12 This
calculation subsumes in the costs of voting the costs of learning enough
about the options to vote in a way that will increase the likelihood of de-
s i red outcomes. Private benefits might include satisfactions from being seen
by peers to participate, social activities associated with voting, expected pa-
t ronage jobs, or perhaps illegal incentives such as bribes. The pro b a b i l i t y
that any one voter will affect the outcome of a vote is very small, so based
on this explanation there is little incentive to vote. Frank’s (1988) “com-
mitment model,” discussed in chapter 5, argues that we cannot be who we
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believe ourselves to be without voluntarily acting consistently with those
beliefs. It is therefore necessary to vote in order to sustain a belief that we
are empowered citizens. Empowered citizens will have voted even though
it is not worth doing so from each individual’s perspective. This explanation
is not sufficient, however, as evidenced by the explicit efforts by candidates
to “get out the vote,” by legislative floor managers to be sure that their leg-
islators are on the floor when a vote is taken, and by community org a n i z-
ers to get people to attend meetings.

The difficulties of becoming sufficiently informed to justify direct de-
mocracy are addressed in part by representative democracy.13 Representa-
tives become specialists in learning enough about each issue to vote their
constituents’ preferences or interests or to contribute a cognitive perspec-
tive. Legislators in turn delegate some of these decisions and discretion to
the executive branch of government and to appointed personnel, includ-
ing planners. Public participation is likely to occur in situations in which an
individual’s interests are so large as to overcome the costs of direct partici-
pation. When the proposal is to site the landfill in our neighborhood, we
have greater incentive to participate than for the general issue of locating a
l a n d fill. We tend to leave that decision to our delegates until they are about
to make the “wrong” decision and propose to locate it near us.

An explanation of the “Not in My Backyard” (NIMBY) syndrome is that
the immediate concerns are of sufficient worth to some individuals that they
can justify the costs, including the leadership costs, of forming a group to
take action. Immediate events in our everyday lives make a sufficient dif-
f e rence among alternative decisions that participation costs can be com-
pensated. Often there is an oligopolistic leader who fits the factors identi-
fied by Olson (1965) in which groups are likely to form: an oligopoly leader
who has a greater incentive than others to lead the group, needed skills, and
social affinity among group members. The resident closest to the proposed
landfill site has the greatest incentive but can also persuade neighbors pro-
gressively farther away to participate. The neighbors are more likely to or-
ganize if they are from an affinity group—have organized before or know
each other in some way, which is also consistent with Frank’s commitment
model and Axelro d ’s repeated interaction model discussed in chapter 5.
They are more likely to organize if someone in the group has the skills of
leadership and organizing. Many studies have found such self-organization
in neighborhoods, especially in response to perceived immediate environ-
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mental hazard s .1 4 Silver (1985) finds many instances in which neighbor-
hoods organized implicitly or explicitly to keep out potential new residents
who they perceived as undesirable because of lower incomes, diff e rent race,
or diff e rent ethnic or religious heritage. Ability to organize does not nec-
essarily lead to better outcomes when external criteria of validity are con-
sidered. Thus public participation is not always a good thing.

A major task of neighborhood planning strategies is to develop org a n-
izations to initiate activities among residents and advocate the interests of
the neighborhood before public bodies. These are voluntary groups pro-
viding collective goods of leadership and representation. Planners provide
skills to jump-start this process, to overcome the frictions to forming vol-
u n t a ry groups by providing external inducements and re i n f o rcement that
would not be available within the neighborhood. When planners refer to
n e i g h b o rhood planning, they often assume that it is focused on lower- i n-
come, lower-status neighborhoods. Planners’ professional skills and expe-
rience are more valuable additions to the tasks of forming voluntary gro u p s
in neighborhoods where professional skills among residents are scarce and
where lack of past successes undermines the confidence of residents in po-
tential benefits from collective action.

Once the immediate concern is resolved, a neighborhood org a n i z a t i o n
is likely to disappear, but the experience of creating it makes it easier to
re c reate it if new concerns arise. The participants have new skills and are
acquainted with their neighbors. Community organizers provide extern a l
re s o u rces, both expertise and money, to form a group where none would
emerge on its own, but frequently the organizations fall apart if the exter-
nal re s o u rces are re m o v e d .1 5 This implies that their skills and time com-
mitment were essential to sustaining the group, not just to forming it initially.
S e l f - o rganized groups, however, also disappear once the crisis passes. If
g roups induced by community organizers accomplish immediate objectives,
t h e re is no incentive for continued participation. A better measure of the suc-
cess of empowerment is self-organization at the next crisis or increased par-
ticipation in formal government rather than survival of induced gro u p s .

Saunders (1983) explains possible types of actions, not simply the incen-
tives for action. When the formal political system is not acting in a latent
c o m m u n i t y ’s interests, residents have two types of options. They can act
within the system and thus risk incorporation, absorption, and cooptation.
O r, they can act outside the system and risk isolation and exclusion. In
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C roydon, a suburb of London, England, there was a long waiting list for
“council housing,” a form of government-funded housing for lower- i n c o m e
families. The long wait implied that not enough housing was being built.
The Conservative Party held the majority in the local council and the so-
cial service levels were well below the norms of the Greater London Coun-
cil. Three strategies were available to the council-housing tenants and po-
tential tenants on the waiting list.

• Use the Labor Party in its role as representative of the working class
in the formal political process.

• Use tenant organizations that were legitimated within the established
institutional framework.

• Form ad hoc community organizations that could function “against”
the established institutions by standing outside them.

The elected Labor Party councilors and potential councilors were mid-
dle-class persons who lived outside the community (as is possible in Eng-
lish elections). Their perspective was based on ideological principles, not
on shared experience with the working class. Their principles were in the
right place, but their incentives to take sufficient action were not. These
re p resentatives were not re p resenting the tenants’ interests as the tenants
saw them. The institutionalized tenant organizations were “responsible” or-
ganizations tied to the existing system, legitimating it more than motivated
to change it. These were reasonable people with a right to be heard. These
o rganizations also had insufficient motivation to act. In contrast, sit-ins,
lying in front of bulldozers or trucks, or people tying themselves to tre e s
risked isolation or exclusion as radical actors. Going outside the system is
risky for people without the social status to regain their positions inside the
system. To argue that some people are more able to get away with deviant
b e h a v i o r, Saunders gives the example of a group of middle-class mothers
and children who used “street theatre” to demonstrate for a day care cen-
ter. The middle-class mothers were in every other way part of the institu-
tionalized order of things. A brief exaggeration beyond limits of usual
p rocesses could be tolerated from members of the same affinity group as the
elected councilors. As members of that affinity group, the mothers had the
skills to do it appro p r i a t e l y. The form of the day care demonstration was
unusual for its participants, however, which made clear that the issue was
more than usually important.
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These actions to “overparticipate”—participate beyond the norms—are
worthwhile to individuals in certain situations. In situations of high poten-
tial benefit to relatively small groups, they cut across the stru c t u res of in-
stitutionalized re p resentation as in civil rights demonstrations, apply fo-
cused re s o u rces as in NIMBYism, and provide information on the intensity
of pre f e rence as in the day care demonstration. We should expect to see
such participation in such circumstances.

How Participation Works

No system of representative government is sufficient in and of itself. Insti-
tutionalized organizations will not satisfy all incentives to participate. Under
what circumstances is more or less participation useful? How can we work
with institutionalized systems of representative government, institutional-
ized organizations, expectations of “overparticipation” in particular cir-
cumstances, and induced participation to make better plans?

The typical claims for participation can be clustered into five themes.16

• P a rticipation of more persons and more diverse persons incre a s e s
group capabilities to make plans.

• P a rticipation of decision makers increases the likelihood they will use
the plan.

• P a rticipation of all constituencies avoids later resistance to chosen ac-
tions.

• P a rticipation outside of formal democratic processes complements
these processes by giving diff e rent people access and thus re p re s e n-
tation.

• The experience of participating helps to create the kinds of individu-
als necessary to operate a democracy.

P a rticipation of more persons and more diverse persons has already been
discussed in chapter 7. The claim that decision makers must be part i c i p a n t s
is distinct from the usual focus of public participation. Conventional wis-
dom in strategic planning for private corporations claims that the chief ex-
ecutive should participate so that the plan expresses the intentions of the
p r i m a ry actors (see e.g., Bryson 1995; Mintzberg 1994). In planning for
urban development, it is unclear who is analogous to a chief executive. Is
the plan for the mayor and executive branch, as advocated by Walker (1950),
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or for the city council and legislative branch, as advocated by Kent (1964)?
Is it for a nonexistent regional government or a number of distinct organ-
izations with distinct leaders? In the latter case, there will almost certainly
be multiple plans for these organizations. A plan is about actions. Actions
are taken by people. These people should participate in some way in fram-
ing and developing the plan in order that it focuses on decisions they expect
to make and so that the decision makers are invested in its content.

P a rticipation as a means to achieve support among constituents may take
several forms. Constituents might be viewed as if they were decision mak-
ers, such as in the case of a corporate board of directors or a set of depart-
ment heads in a city administration. Participation invests key players. Par-
ticipation might be viewed as a kind of a priori or ex post facto l e g i t i m a t i o n
of action. We want to be able to say: You had your chance to speak. Roelofs
(1992) argues that people want to have had this chance to be heard “in pub-
lic,” regardless of the outcome. Early participation may be sought in order
to learn how to defeat potential opponents rather than to learn their views
so as to change the content of proposed plans. In locating hazardous waste
sites, to which NIMBY will almost always occur, such strategies may be
both ethical and effective. Devising a win-win strategy rests on knowing the
interests of various actors. Knowing the basis of likely opposition suggests
legitimate ways to compensate the losers.

B ryson and Crosby (1992) present useful distinctions among types of
situations in which participation can occur and describe the formation of
the Minneapolis–St. Paul Metro Council. In “share d - p o w e r, no one in
c h a rge, interdependent worlds” there are changing coalitions, legitimate
c o n flicts, and disagreements about how the world works—about action-out-
come relationships. Forums create and communicate meaning. Arenas are
situations in which decisions are made. Courts adjudicate conflicts and sanc-
tion those who break regulations. In the Metro Council case, forums in-
cluded the many public talks given to many groups while trying to create a
constituency for the idea of a regional council. The state legislature was the
a rena in which the decision could actually be made. The courts resolved dis-
agreements about the implications of the legislation. Participation is perti-
nent in forums, arenas, and courts. Forums provide a particular opport u n i t y
for cognitive deliberations separate from the decision arena. Community
visioning meetings work as forums to create ideas and readiness to act by
simultaneously creating a group of potential participants. The import a n t
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point is that participation in a forum can affect a decision even without par-
ticipation in the decision arena. In some circumstances, participation in fo-
rums may have more influence by helping to frame issues and thus constrain
the decision arena.

P a rticipation to complement institutionalized democratic pro c e s s e s
should be designed so as to represent those interests that are least well rep-
resented by institutionalized democracy or by groups that will emerge on
their own. For example, incentives should be designed to counter the busi-
ness bias of local governments or to counter the expected NIMBY re s p o n s e
to location decisions. The federally funded Model Cities program of the
1960s created neighborhood mini-governments for those without re s o u rc e s
or status to create their own voluntary groups and who were thus not par-
ticipating in local government institutions for plausible and predictable re a-
sons ( Judd and Mendelson 1973). The East St. Louis Action Research Pro-
gram from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign seeks to incre a s e
the organizational capacity of neighborhoods within the city to participate
in public decision making as well as private action (Reardon 1994). The
state of Illinois has been trying for twenty years to design part i c i p a t i o n
mechanisms, incentives, and modes of incorporating expertise sufficient to
succeed in siting a hazardous waste site. It is on at least its third try, not be-
cause of general participation problems or issues of democratic govern a n c e
or access, but because of the effectiveness of “overparticipation” in the
NIMBY response to any proposed site. Champaign County, Illinois, has
been similarly unsuccessful in devising a process for locating a landfil l .
Kathmandu, Nepal, faces similar local resistance from residents near its cur-
rent landfill and to locating a new site despite a much more centralized gov-
e rnment and, compared to the United States, little experience with dire c t
citizen action.

It is worth sorting out analytically the different claims about public par-
ticipation even though they will, in general, provide joint explanations of
o b s e rved behavior or of good planning. Participation is fundamental to
ideas of autonomy and agency and thus is constitutive of being an individual
person (Hurley 1989). Participation in some decisions and actions is nec-
e s s a ry to the idea of being an individual. There is thus a broad ethical claim
for participation. Elkin (1987) argues that “how we carry on our political
life helps to define us” (10) and identifies neighborhood issues, especially
those related to local land use decisions, as an ideal way to create delibera-
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tive citizens (153). In such cases local residents have an immediate and
strong incentive to participate because they have some confidence in their
knowledge of pertinent facts about their neighborhood.

Thus participation is a way to create citizens, inducing them to partici-
pate, to learn to deliberate, to associate themselves with a community of in-
t e rest and support, and to become involved in the institutionalized stru c-
t u res of democracy. In this case participation is designed not simply to
i m p rove immediate decisions about plans or to increase the likelihood of
successful action, not simply as a substitute or complement for institution-
alized processes, but to produce the persons necessary to sustain the insti-
tutionalized system. Empowerment planning (Reardon 1994) seeks to en-
hance the capabilities of “underpowered” persons to act as self-sustaining
equal citizens. Participation is self-amplifying—participation increases par-
ticipation. Participation as a means of creating citizens is crucial, and the
subject matter of plans presents excellent opportunities for this purpose.

P a rticipation is not a magic solution to the insufficient incentives to par-
ticipate in democratic processes. In Seattle, neighborhood groups can ob-
tain funding from the city to hire consultants and develop their own plans
for their neighborhoods. They use these plans as a basis for negotiation with
the city and its plan, which calls for creation of urban villages in particular
p a rts of the city. Participation is costly in any case, as evidenced by this state-
ment from the executive director of one of the neighborhood groups: “Our
members just don’t have the time for all this planning. They’re too busy try-
ing to make a living” (Goldsmith 1998).

Summary: Making Plans and Collective Decisions

G roups serve cognitive, deliberative, and aggregation of pre f e rence func-
tions of collective choice. Formal democratic processes and additional form s
of participation can complement each other in achieving these functions.
Plans can accomplish certain things, but they cannot overcome the diffi-
culties of social cognition and aggregation of preference that societies face.
Planning processes should not pretend to create solutions to these difficul-
ties but should take full advantage of the range of collective choice mech-
anisms that have been created. Expertise in the planning process thus should
include knowing how to make plans when collective choice is at issue.
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9

How Plans Are Made

. . . the designers’ graphic representations, the economists’ statistical projections,
and the political institutions all emphasized the abstracted city of the future as a
perfected implementation of the general welfare and downplayed the existing city
of the present as a set of particular problems and interests. All privileged the
planners and the corporate institutions—public and private—which they
represented as the source of initiative and transformation. My vision, because of
my professional background and because of my working situation, was divergent,
seeing the city of the future as evolving from the present one and the interests of
local institutions as needing affirmation and expression; however, I was not able to
represent that vision in a way which made it really usable in the planning
framework.
—Lisa Peattie (1987), Planning: Rethinking Ciudad Guayana

The behaviors of planners can be explained in terms of tasks that yield plans.
The effectiveness of combinations of these tasks—of planning processes—
can be assessed by whether they are likely to yield results similar to what
would have resulted from highly structured, “rational” processes. One way
to explain observed plan making is as attempts to meet standards of ration-
ality in complex ways that go beyond simply trying to approximate directly
a prescribed rational procedure.

A language for describing the making and using of plans re q u i res four
d i ff e rent dimensions: behaviors, tasks, processes, and standards. P l a n n i n g
behaviors are “atomic” things that people do when they are making or using
plans. Talking to a constituent, coloring a map, and setting up data for a
computer run are behaviors. Behaviors are usually relatively easy to observ e ,
but do not necessarily reveal a purpose. Tasks are combinations of planning
behaviors that accomplish particular functions or purposes. Fore c a s t i n g
population, evaluating two options by comparing them, assessing land suit-
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ability for urban development, and teaching a group of neighbors how to
run a meeting are tasks. Tasks are generally not directly observable, but tasks
can be inferred by observing behaviors, observing outcomes from tasks, or
by self-re p o rting by planners of the purposes of observed behaviors. For ex-
ample, forecasting population involves data collection and assembly, delib-
erations about techniques and assumptions, sensitivity analysis, and inter-
p retation of results. Planning pro c e s s e s a re patterns of tasks; planning
p rocesses yield plans. The same tasks and behaviors may also simultaneously
achieve other purposes or have other effects. A planning process is diffi-
cult to observe because it occurs over a long period of time in diff e re n t
places and in different forms. Processes can be inferred, however, from re-
lationships among tasks or self-reporting of the intent of tasks. Thus tasks
and processes help to explain relationships among behaviors and plans, both
of which are relatively easily observed.

S t a n d a rds of rationality p rovide criteria by which to judge planning
processes. Using rationality arguments as standards is different from using
rationality as a model of a process. Although these standards are often de-
scribed as if they were a highly stru c t u red planning process, they can still
s e rve as criteria for comparing messy patterns of behaviors or tasks. Ob-
s e rved behaviors can be explained in terms of tasks and processes that would
yield plans similar to what would be accomplished if ideal processes could
be implemented directly. Behavioral explanations suggest how planners try
to achieve good results. Prescriptive explanations then try to improve on
such likely behaviors by suggesting how modified behaviors would be more
likely to meet the standards.

Behaviors, Tasks, and Processes

Behaviors contribute to tasks, but often to more than one task at the same
time or to diff e rent tasks at diff e rent times. One way to link behaviors to re-
sulting plans is to organize behaviors into tasks.1 For example, talking to
constituents, department heads, the planning commission, and applicants
for approvals might contribute to a task of forecasting rates of growth in
urban development. Calculating a forecast, designing a surv e y, and con-
ducting a survey might also contribute to the task of forecasting population.
These same behavioral events also serve other tasks simultaneously. To ex-
plain the task of forecasting, these various behaviors must be accounted for.
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The use of information demonstrates the necessary jointness of behav-
iors in relation to tasks.

What is notable in these examples is that the policy result became a fore g o n e
conclusion in the process of formulating and agreeing on the information, rather
than a later choice after the information was in final form . . . . [T]he managers
among the participants not only insisted that the data on the conditions in the
e s t u a ry be thoroughly discussed and accepted by everyone, but also made sure
that, along with the data, management options to deal with problematic condi-
tions were presented. To the managers, these options were what gave the data
meaning. They regarded the status and trend reports as meaningless unless the
policy implications were made clear. (Innes 1998, 58)

Data cannot be collected or analyzed independent of the generation or test-
ing of options because the data have no meaning independent of their ability
to distinguish among available actions. This jointness does not mean that the
tasks of data collection, verification, option generation, option testing, and
option evaluation cannot be interpreted as tasks in relation to standards of
r a t i o n a l i t y. It does mean that it is impossible to observe tasks directly or
infer them from separate behaviors at diff e rent times. Observing data being
used in deliberations about available actions implies that data were collected
and validated. These tasks, which are evidence of meeting standa rds of ra-
t i o n a l i t y, were thus perf o rmed. In at least some cases, behaviors can be ob-
s e rved that are sufficient to explain how these tasks were perf o rmed. For ex-
ample: Who talked to whom about what when? How many copies of a draft
or analysis were distributed to whom, when, and with what re s p o n s e ?

Tasks can be identified as generic types or at increasing levels of speci-
fic i t y. Harris (1965) identifies three general tasks: prediction, invention, and
choice. Others frame three questions as general tasks: Where are we?
W h e re do we want to go? How do we get there? Explanations of behav-
iors in relation to plans, however, require more specific tasks. Forecasting
population growth over the plan horizon, for example, is often identified as
a task required in making a plan. Tasks may be made up of subtasks but not
h i e r a rchically because subtasks may serve more than one supertask simul-
t a n e o u s l y. Observable behaviors can serve multiple tasks jointly and more
specific tasks can serve more general tasks jointly.

Actors who are self-reporting intended tasks may identify only one task
in association with a behavior, even though the behavior might serve sev-
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eral tasks at once. A forecast task, for example, contributes to a planning
process in several ways. A normative forecast creates an idea of what could
be. It simultaneously tests this idea for feasibility and desirability. The fore-
casted population frames the comparison with other ideas, affects what
people believe about how the world works, communicates the idea to many
people, and may frame negotiations. When a community organizer pre s-
ents an idea at a community meeting, all twelve elements of Checkoway’s
description of a planning process (as shown in Table 9-1) may be occurring
s i m u l t a n e o u s l y. The idea may develop in real time; it may serve as the focus
a round which to build a coalition, and so on. Tasks cannot be linked one-
to-one to prescribed processes or to standards.

Despite this complexity, plan-making processes are frequently pre s c r i b e d
by listing tasks. Several such prescriptions are shown in Table 9-1.2 Most of
the authors cited say that the order of tasks matters, but is subject to itera-
tions. Tasks may be repeated before completing the entire list and after
completing the entire list. In Table 9-1 the tasks all fall in the same ord e r
except the first two for Checkoway’s, which are there f o re numbered. The
processes described by Patton and Sawicki and by Black are typical of what
is called the rational or rational comprehensive method. The process de-
scribed by Bryson is the now conventional strategic planning method for
o rganizations, whether private or nonpro fit. Checkoway described the com-
munity organizing perspective. All of these descriptions can be arr a n g e d
with reference to the three general questions identified in the first column.

The table shows that the descriptions are in many ways similar and in
only a few cases directly contradictory. They vary in level of detail fro m
t h ree tasks to twelve. They emphasize diff e rent generic tasks by identifying
different numbers of detailed tasks. “Where are we?” is covered by Patton
and Sawicki in one task: “verify, define, and detail the problem.” Bry s o n ,
however, describes four detailed tasks. Checkoway identifies nine detailed
tasks for “How do we get there?” Almost all of these nine tasks involve cre-
ating an organization or institutional context in which to act. The pro c e s s e s
described in the other columns take an institutional context as given and
leave any changes in it outside their process. These descriptions are useful
in diff e rent situations where emphasis on diff e rent tasks is necessary because
of diff e rent initial situations. Tasks could be further disaggregated to de-
scribe processes in much more detail, and re s e a rch on how tasks are ac-
complished or could be accomplished requires such greater specificity.
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Table 9-1
Planning Processes*

Wetmore Patton and Sawicki Bryson Black Checkoway

Where are we? Verify, define, Initiating Data 2. Identify 
and detail and agreeing collection issues
the problem on process

Assessing the Analysis of 
internal data
environment
Assessing the Forecast
external future
environment context
Identifying
strategic 
issues

Where do we Establish Identifying Establish 1. Set goals
want to be? evaluation organizational goals

criteria mandates
Clarifying 
organizational 
mission and 
values
Establishing an 
organizational 
vision

How can we Identify Formulating Design Develop
get there? alternative strategies alternatives constituencies 

policies
Evaluate Test Select tactics
alternative alternatives
policies
Display and Evaluate Build
distinguish alternatives organizational 
among alter- structure
native policies

Select an Activate people
alternative

Develop leaders
Educate public
Establish 
relationships 
with influ e n t i a l s
Build 
coalitions
Advocate politi-
cal change

*Order of tasks is top to bottom except in the last column where steps 1 and 2 are
reversed as indicated by numbering.
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Rationality as Standard and Process

The rational method, exemplified in Table 9-1 by Black and described in
the first column of Table 9-2, is not a description of observable planning be-
h a v i o r. It is, however, more than just a description of tasks. In its strictest
f o rm, it sets a standard for the quality of plan making that can be applied
even to processes that do not rely on implementing a sequence of steps di-
rectly. Few planners have been able to ignore this standard completely as a
set of attributes by which to judge good planning processes, despite con-
stant attacks on simplified ideas of rational procedure.

The essence of the rationality standard is to claim exhaustive inclusion
of all relevant elements: (1) that the purposes of all tasks have been accom-
plished, and (2) that for each task all pertinent variables were considere d .
Good performance measured by this standard might be achieved indirectly
without implementing these tasks directly. Considering all goals, assessing
the present and future situation in all its dimensions, identifying or invent-
ing all options, testing options for all effects, evaluating with respect to all
i n t e rests, and selecting by appropriately combining all criteria constitute
the standards of rationality regardless of method or process. Recall the ar-
guments about evolution and optimality in chapter 2. If the emergent cri-
teria of survival are accepted as appropriate and an infinite period of evolu-
tion is assumed, then an evolutionary process will tend to yield optimal re s u l t s
by the same logic claimed for procedural rationality. In simple terms, the prac-
tical problems with this formulation as a standard, much less as process, are
the external validity of goals and the requirement for infinite time.

Rationality as a standard of perf o rmance rather than a process makes co-
herent sense with communicative rationality, critical theory, and observed
planning behavior. Communicative rationality focuses on one aspect of
planning behavior. Critical theory emphasizes external validity. Observ e d
plan-making behavior can be explained in part as planners trying to achieve
a rationality standard given cognitive and collective choice limitations, con-
cern for external validity, and limited resources.

Communicative rationality argues that given a set of conditions about the
persons communicating and the nature of communication, a rational choice
of action will result. Table 9-2 shows an approximate pairing of the conditions
for procedural rationality and the conditions for communicative rationality.3

The table is divided into three strata because the middle four aspects of each
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a rgument are consistent as combinations of aspects rather than individual
ones. This statement of communicative rationality is based most directly on
Innes (1998), who builds on Habermas (1990) and Forester (1989). If all in-
t e rests are re p resented in the conversation, each interest is informed and able
to present its arguments, each interest is equally empowered in the give and
take of conversation, arguments are based on reason, and all claims and as-
sumptions are questioned, then the situation will be fully assessed, all options
will be considered, and all alternatives will be tested and evaluated. If the con-
versation yields consent for action, which may be less strict than the claim for
consensus, then an alternative will be selected for which action is enabled.
Thus communicative rationality turns the standards of rationality into stand-
a rds for communicative processes that would achieve them. This transfor-
mation may be helpful in that conversation may be a more concrete way to
consider these standards, but they are still not directly attainable.

Forester and Innes each start from Habermas, but derive different plan-
ning responses. In simplest terms, the critical practice or deliberative plan-
ning approach of Forester (1989, 1999) takes the boundedness of rational-
ity as applying to communicative rationality as well. Neither careful design
of specific institutions nor reliance on the goodness of persons is likely to
yield morally sufficient communication. Thus, planners (and others) must
be individually and collectively responsible for bringing moral commit-
ments to the table and for acting in ways that are intentionally likely to
counter cognitive, institutional, and stru c t u re-of-power biases. Recogniz-
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Table 9-2
Procedural and Communicative Rationality

Rational Comprehensive Communicative Rationality

All goals considered All interests represented

All aspects of current and future Interests informed and able to present
situations assessed

All options considered Interests equally empowered
All effects of alternatives tested Good reasons, good argument
All alternatives evaluated by all criteria Allow all claims and assumptions to be 

questioned

Best alternative selected Consensus reached
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ing that not all interests will be represented, that capacity to represent will
not be equal, that communication will not be sincere and grounded only
in good reason, a planner should act so as to counter these biases. The like-
lihood of good actions depends on critical reflection and on prior, external
moral commitments.

Innes (1996, 1998) emphasizes a direct implementation of communica-
tive rationality as process. She focuses on cases involving consensus-seek-
ing groups, usually created as ad hoc institutions to deal with a part i c u l a r
p roblem or issue. This approach leads to a focus on how to design such con-
versations to approximate the conditions of communicative rationality. A
full range of interests must be invited to the table. A forum must be cre-
ated in which they can deliberate with sufficient time and with suffic i e n t
“reason giving” to arrive at consent for action. Rationality of conversation
within the group is the primary basis for claiming validity for the gro u p ’s
conclusions. The activities of such groups are events in a larger context in
which other issues and other interests are playing, and how the activities
of such groups relate to these other interests must still be considered.

These two tacks reflect two different kinds of optimism. Forester is op-
timistic that it is worth the eff o rt to act critically to counter a fundamen-
tally problematic world.4 Innes is optimistic that it is possible to design ap-
proximately rational institutions, if only as a particular kind of deliberative
group focused on a particular situation. These two tacks approach the dif-
ficulties of standards of rationality in familiar ways that are also used by
those who work directly from procedural rationality. Forester accepts that
goals must be in part external, but will be formed or reproduced in the ac-
tions themselves. He also focuses on problem framing, debiasing tools, and
decision process. Innes decomposes the situation into a more manageable
subset of issues and then tries to approximate an institutional design in
which goals and actions emerge simultaneously.

As in most adaptations to the standards of rationality, these approaches
come into significant conflict with the attributes of situations in which plans
a re most likely to be worthwhile: interdependence, indivisibility, irre-
versibility, and imperfect foresight. Forester’s cases tend to focus on inter-
actions about specific project approvals rather than on the making of plans.
Innes’s cases tend to focus on policies or specific regulations, not on plans
for urban development. Two kinds of reasons may explain this selection of
cases, one methodological and one substantive.
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Observing talk in relatively well defined arenas is easier than inferring a
g reat variety of tasks over long periods from observable behaviors. It is hard
to observe one person working on an analytical task because people don’t
give running commentaries on what they are doing unless the task inher-
ently involves communication. It is there f o re not surprising that the ob-
s e rvation of planning practice has focused on negotiation and mediation
tasks in which behaviors are more readily observed rather than on plan cre-
ation or analysis tasks in which behaviors are harder to observe. An indi-
vidual planner with fairly direct responsibility for review of a particular pro j-
ect application, with its interests implied and made visible by the immediate
c o n t ro v e r s y, can be observed and interpreted. A defined, task-oriented
g roup, meeting on a predictable schedule, can be observed, and its re l a-
tionships with the larger context can be followed outward from the group’s
visible deliberations. There is seldom so obvious and visible a single forum
or arena focused so heavily on observable talk from which to interpret the
making of plans for urban development. Johnson’s (1996) thorough de-
scription of the creation of the Regional Plan of New York and Its Envi-
rons, for example, covers a period of ten to fifteen years and many forums
and arenas in order to create such an interpretation.

Substantively, plans for urban development must confront the Four I’s:
i n t e rdependence, indivisibility, irre v e r s i b i l i t y, and imperfect foresight. Plans
for urban development must address at least two and generally many inter-
dependent actions over several years. Cases described in the communica-
tive rationality literature usually take such plans as given and focus on one
action or decision that may use information from a plan. The complexities
of considering many actions are the essence of the purposes of making
plans. Cases that avoid the underlying logic for making plans give little basis
for generalization from such cases to the making of plans. The remainder of
this chapter considers how to interpret cases that do confront the Four I’s .

Lindblom’s (1959) critique of plans and Harris’s (1967; Harris and Batty
1993) advocacy of plans represent two optimistic responses to the difficul-
ties of directly implemented rationality in complex systems. Lindblom is
optimistic that we can ignore these complexities and still cope eff e c t i v e l y.
In essence, though not using these words, Lindblom argues that the prob-
lems of interdependence, indivisibility, irre v e r s i b i l i t y, and imperfect fore-
sight can be ignored and that incremental (marginal) responses will be both
s u fficient and cautious in useful ways even when the Four I’s are pre s e n t .
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He argues that equilibrium-seeking behaviors under the assumptions of
continuity and reversibility will work better than trying to plan. In contrast,
Harris is optimistic that attempts to deal with complexity by making plans,
though necessarily constrained, can lead to better actions. The diff e re n c e
between these optimistic views is the degree to which plans that will mat-
ter can be made and at costs less than the potential benefits. The logic of
such trade-offs is clear, but the implication for the scope of plans is an em-
pirical question for which there is little evidence.

The following dilemma emerges. Should planners focus eff o rt myopically
on issues, solutions, and choice situations that happen to float near each
other in a natural stream of events? Or should planners focus eff o rt on ways
to expand the scope of actions considered in decision arenas in order to plan ?
The second approach necessitates prior eff o rt in order to maintain the tim-
ing of actions and requires scanning farther across and ahead in the stream
of events, thus necessitating forecasts of systems behavior and intentions.

Branch (1981) argues for “continuous city planning,” building on the
situation rooms created to plan and monitor military actions. His proposal
for a “city planning center” to organize and make available the inform a t i o n
p e rtinent for decisions emphasizes the perspective of plan users rather than
plan makers. His descriptions of continuous city planning are arg u a b l y
closer to daily planning practice than are the prescriptions for comprehen-
sive plans. Branch found only one instance of intentional use of the continu-
ous approach (Kleymeyer and Hartsock 1973). The norms of good practice,
h o w e v e r, make it hard to claim that a continuous process is being followed
i n t e n t i o n a l l y, even if it is a good description of much observed practice.

Many plans are made in situations in which they are likely to be useful.
What behaviors interpreted as what tasks and processes yield such plans?
Observed plan making can be explained as responses to recognized limita-
tions in meeting standards of rationality because of cognitive limitations and
d i fficulties of collective choice. These responses include decomposition,
representation, using expertise about interests and participation, and using
ambiguous line and staff roles in organizations.

Decomposition

O b s e rved plan-making processes are feasible because they decompose plans
f u n c t i o n a l l y, org a n i z a t i o n a l l y, spatially, and temporally. Observed choices
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of scope seem to be based more on historical convention, however, than
on carefully considered explanations of the logic of plans. Decomposition
based on interdependence is central to choosing a scope for a plan. De-
composition must simultaneously take into account the functional, org a-
nizational, spatial, and temporal dimensions, which are often in conflict and
must be traded off.

The watchmaker analogy used by Simon (1969) illustrates the principle
of decomposition. Imagine two watchmakers (prior to the advent of elec-
t ronic watches, when watches actually had mechanical parts). The first uses
a design in which the parts remain assembled only after all of them are put
t o g e t h e r. If this watchmaker is interrupted before completing a watch, it
falls apart. The second uses a design based on stable subassemblies. The
watch is decomposed into subassemblies that are interdependent within
themselves and remain assembled if put down on the workbench. These
subassemblies can later be assembled into watches based on interd e p e n d-
ence among the subassemblies as units because there are no interd e p e n-
dencies from within one subassembly to within another subassembly. In a
world of interruptions, the second watchmaker is likely to complete more
watches than the first.

The same principle is at work in the ideal of object-oriented pro g r a m-
ming for computers. Each object is a unit of computer code that has en-
capsulated all its internal workings, and interacts with other units of code
only through inputs and outputs to the entire object. There are no re l a-
tionships directly among elements that are within different objects. Friend
and Hickling (1987) have developed a graphic language and collaborative
g roup protocols for identifying interdependent decision areas in plan-mak-
ing situations. Their techniques are described further in chapter 10.

O b s e rved plan making is decomposed functionally. The part i c u l a r
p rocess to achieve the function of treating sewage can be changed inde-
pendent of the design of the function of collecting sewage through a net-
work. Treatment plant design and sewer network design each involve high
levels of interdependence within the separate functions—“intradepen-
dence.” Treatment plant design and collection network design, however, are
independent of each other except in the aggregate inputs and outputs—how
much waste of what kind is output from the network and thus input to the
t reatment plant. Such decomposition yields subassemblies that can be
planned independently of each other, keeping track of only inputs and out-
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puts. These inputs and outputs can then be planned at another level of plan
making without reconsidering the internal workings of each part.

Plans for schools, transportation, sewers, and water are usually separate
from each other and from so-called general or comprehensive plans. Gen-
eral plans usually address land use for the purpose of establishing zoning
regulations and some consideration of the relationships of these to invest-
ments in transportation, parks, and sewers. Tr a n s p o rtation and sewer de-
cisions, however, are seldom included in the set of choices being planned in
a general plan. They are often taken as given, as much because they are de-
cisions of diff e rent organizations as because of functional decomposition.
Local and regional parks are sometimes included in general plans and some-
times separate, but decisions about parks are usually made by a diff e rent de-
partment or a separate political jurisdiction.

Such decomposition creates feasible problem scopes and allows gro u p
p rocessing based on specialized expertise. Sewer and transportation plans
a re made by engineers, school plans by school administrative personnel, and
general plans by urban planners. General plans for urban development
sometimes operate on two levels. The first focuses on land use and the sec-
ond considers the integration across functional plans, which are usually
made by others. Plans mandated by federal legislation or state legislation
generally re q u i re certain elements, such as housing, land use, and trans-
p o rtation, which also imply a degree of decomposition within the general
plan. Integration into one plan of these re q u i red elements seldom overr i d e s
in practice, however, the decomposition of plan making that arises from lim-
its of cognitive capacity and organizational structure.

O b s e rved plan making is decomposed organizationally or jurisdiction-
a l l y. Plans for a city focus on the actions such as zoning that are available
to that jurisdiction. Thus, plans are defined by decomposition into the in-
t e rdependent actions of one city and the aggregate inputs and outputs to
the actions of other cities. Metropolitan area plans address input and out-
put interactions among the plans of cities as well as the agencies that pro-
vide other functional elements at a metropolitan scope such as sewers and
t r a n s p o rtation, which are often provided by geographically distinct juris-
dictions. Decomposition makes sense whether or not there is a centralized
authority at the metropolitan level as in Portland, Oregon. If there is such
a u t h o r i t y, then the strategy of any one city will take this into account. A city
will still need a strategy as a municipality, however, whether it is dealing
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with peer municipalities, a mix of jurisdiction types, or a regional author-
i t y. The decisions of metropolitan scope will be considered either by the
combination of plans of several agencies and municipalities or by a re g i o n a l
authority if it exists. The Portland 2040 Plan (Metro 2000) occurred more
easily because the Metro regional government was able to plan for decisions
over which it had authority, but counties, municipalities, and infrastru c t u re
providers still made their own plans as well.

O b s e rved plan making is decomposed spatially. Land use locations are
i n t e rdependent because of access, amenity, and disamenity re l a t i o n s h i p s .
These relationships operate over diff e rent distances. Visibility of industry
may be undesirable within an eighth of a mile and sound from a fre e w a y
within a quarter of a mile. Access to work may be desirable within distances
up to 20 miles. Land use plans can be decomposed spatially at several lev-
els: subdivision design, area plans, downtown plans, city plans, urban ex-
pansion plans, and metropolitan area plans. Each focuses on diff e rent in-
teractions but each is a useful decomposition, making it feasible to confro n t
the Four I’s while treating other plans of diff e rent scope as yielding only in-
puts and outputs in aggregate.

A rea plans set the framework for subdivision plans by considering the
t r a ffic flows and land use relationships among subdivisions. An area plan
need not consider the layout of each residential street or the layout of lots,
but it must consider how the traffic from each subdivision is handled by col-
lector streets and directed to arterials and freeway interchanges. An are a
plan might set policies for subdivisions so as to encourage patterns that
would feed transit rather than automobiles and thus might address transit
access from subdivisions.

Chicago plans from the 1960s illustrate these ideas of functional and geo-
graphic decomposition. Tr a n s p o rtation planning was carried out separately
by the Chicago Area Tr a n s p o rtation Study (Chicago Area Tr a n s p o rt a t i o n
Study 1959, 1960, 1962), an agency separate from the agency doing the
c o m p rehensive plan. The comprehensive plan developed by the city had
two levels: (1) a set of principles (policies) applying to all geographic dis-
tricts and the relationships among districts, and (2) a separate booklet for
each district showing how those principles resulted in specific choices in
that particular area (City of Chicago Department of City Planning 1964;
City of Chicago Department of Development and Planning 1966). Figure
9-1 shows the recreation proposals at the citywide and neighborhood lev-
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Figure 9-1
Diagram of proposed recreation areas by neighborhoods (adapted from City of
Chicago Department of Development and Planning 1966, 41)
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els. The general scheme in each neighborhood is similar, but its details are
worked out based on local characteristics largely independent of the local
characteristics of other neighborhoods.

Observed plan making is decomposed with respect to time. Target years
a re often identified—for example, Washington 2000 or Portland 2040—but
this approach often masks other decomposition dimensions. Recall that spa-
tial decomposition focuses on neighborhood units, a mix of land uses that
are interdependent in spatial location and site suitability and are also rela-
tively independent of other neighborhood units. Such spatial decomposition
suggests an area sufficient to support a local park and a school and neigh-
b o rhood shopping. Another level of plan considers the collector street link-
ages, the interceptor sewer capacities, and other relationships of the neigh-
b o rhoods or districts to other parts of the city. Note, however, that this
decomposition is independent of the rate of growth for the area and is in-
d ependent of time period or target year. The decomposition into these units
of plan making does not depend on time. Plans must address appro p r i a t e
spatial units and must address them at appropriate levels of detail whether
it will take five or twenty-five years for the area to be completely built out.

Similarly, a sewer plan considers at least the entire geographic area that
could plausibly be served by the alternative plant locations, whether build-
out might occur in ten or a hundred years. Once the plant is located, it is
unlikely to be moved and it will set the context in which any other plant in
the same metropolitan region will be located. Thus sewer plans have dif-
f e rent geographic scope from other plans while also focusing on diff e re n t
functions and levels of detail about these functions, but these diff e re n c e s
in scope are based more on functional and geographic decomposition than
on temporal decomposition. Larger geographic areas may result in larg e r
times until buildout, but the logic of decomposition is not time but func-
tions and space. Time periods and target dates are frequently artifacts of de-
compositions on other dimensions.

Plan making in Phoenix, Arizona, illustrates this logic. Plans were de-
veloped for geographically defined neighborhoods based on expected in-
centives for community participation and expected “intradependence” of
actions in these areas. The planning agency chose the order in which these
plans were developed specifically to get them done before irreversible de-
velopment or redevelopment occurred (Mee 1998). Functional and geo-
graphic dimensions determine the scope of each neighborhood or area plan.
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When to make a plan is determined by the lead time necessary before the
first significant irreversible actions might occur in the functional or geo-
graphic scope of a chunk to be planned.

Representation

As Peattie notes in the quotation at the beginning of this chapter, planners
use re p resentations that focus on spatial patterns, physical systems,
economies, and networks of interaction, not on people as individuals or as
communities. Would it make more sense to re p resent neighborhoods as sets
of persons rather than as streets and buildings?

O b s e rved plan making uses data maps and tables, issues and forces maps,
sketch maps, comparative evaluation tables, and explanatory and persuasive
text. These types of re p resentations are used in figuring out the plan and
in presenting what is often viewed as the final product—a plan document.
Some kind of land suitability analysis and map is usually used to identify
areas suited to various land uses. These suitabilities are typically judged by
experts or interpreted from standard reference materials. Maps of existing
land use and population distribution may also be used to identify devel-
opable land. Issues and forces maps describe the current situation in a loose
combination of graphics and text that is able to incorporate a wider range
of perceptions about the situation than are more formal maps. Sketch maps
build on issues and forces maps by re c o rding ideas of how development
might occur and how such development might respond to or be affected by
the issues and forces. As possibilities are identified, comparative tables are
c reated that describe each idea in terms of a common set of attributes. Such
comparisons are most likely to be created to bracket the recommended plan
rather than for a range of plan possibilities early in the discussion. Text ex-
plains these re p resentations and builds an argument for stages of agre e m e n t
on choices in the plan. These re p resentations are consistent with the
p rocesses described in Kaiser et al. (1995) and the content of many plan
documents. Sewer plans or transportation plans have diff e rent but analo-
gous representations, focusing on networks rather than land areas and with
much greater emphasis on cost because of their primary focus on invest-
ment in contrast to the primary focus of many land use plans on re g u l a t i o n .

These conventional re p resentations tend to frame plans in terms of out-
comes in physical space and attributes of these outcomes. In contrast, rep-
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resentations seldom frame plan making in terms of available actions, con-
nections between actions and consequences, interdependence among ac-
tions, or relationships among diff e rent decision makers. If models are used,
they tend to focus on predicting patterns of activity given an infrastructure
network or land use pattern, not on connections between investments or
regulations and their consequences. Beliefs about how the world works are
seldom represented or tested in any explicit way.

W h e re local institutions are newly established, plans for development
have been more explicit about some of these elements. Integrated Action
Planning arose among international development planners and has been
codified for applications in Nepal (Irwin and Joshi 1996; Joshi 1997). Inte-
grated Action Planning focuses on decisions that local government coun-
cils actually make by showing how decisions about capital budget projects
in one year might relate to capital projects in another year. Two represen-
tations are important: (1) maps of current infrastru c t u re and the enviro n-
ment, and (2) maps and tables of infrastru c t u re investments such as water
supply, roads, and other public service facilities by year and political ward.
These re p resentations are used in direct collaboration with local council
members, who are elected from wards. The re p resentations thus addre s s
the political basis for investment decisions based on wards and investment
strategies over several years and several investment categories.

These re p resentations are not much diff e rent from capital impro v e m e n t
budgets that might be used in the United States, but they link plans more
closely with budgets and they explicitly keep track of who can make what
investment decisions from what source of funds and with what political mo-
tivations. In contrast to the frequent focus on outcomes, this appro a c h
works outward from a set of actions available to a client to make a plan for
those actions. There is also less focus on forecasting of demand and more
focus on relationships between available actions and possible outcomes by
considering interdependent decisions. One motivation is to encourage com-
mitment over several years to phases of major projects so that large infra-
s t ru c t u re projects can be implemented that are not possible in a single year.
Explicit recognition of ward-based politics and the value of building coali-
tions around distribution of project benefits among wards are central to this
task. The Integrated Action Planning approach connects actions to out-
comes by re p resenting sets of local council decisions that result in infra-
structure, but it does not represent these connections explicitly for consid-
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eration of difficulties or opportunities for new approaches. Connections be-
tween actions and consequences are taken as given.

Connections between actions and consequences are sometimes consid-
ered through the use of scenarios. A frequent approach is to propose a set
of regulations, a pattern of infrastructure investment, or both, and predict
the land use pattern that would occur under these conditions. In many his-
torical plans, such scenarios have been constructed by hand based on gen-
eralized interpretations. In a planning study for Portland, Oregon, in 1966,
these scenarios were labeled “Trend City, Lineal City, Regional Cities, and
Radial Corridors” (Metropolitan Planning Commission 1966). The focus,
h o w e v e r, was on comparing the outcomes rather than on justifying re l a-
tionships between available actions and these consequences. More re c e n t
planning in Portland for the 2040 Plan relied on more explicit modeling
and analysis, but still assumed that actions can be found to achieve desirable
outcome patterns rather than testing whether such actions are likely to yield
p a rticular results. A great deal of work has been put into developing models
to make these kinds of forecasts, but such models are still seldom used in ac-
tual plan making.5 Finding usable re p resentations and tools to connect avail-
able actions and consequences remains an opportunity for improvement.

Finding or creating sets of actions that fit available decision situations is
an iterative process that seldom represents more than a few alternatives ex-
plicitly. A direct approximation of the rationality standard suggests invent-
ing and considering as many alternatives as possible so as to get as close to
all as financial and cognitive re s o u rces will allow. Observed plan making
tends instead to focus on re p resenting and developing one alternative by
elaborating the level of detail, the level of performance assessment, and the
level of evaluation. This “pro g ressive deepening” (Mintzberg et al. 1976)
p rocess may discover that the primary alternative is internally contradictory
and infeasible or that expected perf o rmance is less than for other known al-
ternatives. Then the process backtracks to modify the primary alternative,
or to develop a new alternative. Harris (1967) describes this process by anal-
ogy with various systematic search strategies such as branch and bound.

That pro g ressive deepening is frequently observed as a search strategy is
not surprising given the limitations of memory and attention and the con-
s e rvatism biases. As previously argued for long division, when capacities are
limited, a process of hypothesis testing by successive approximations is less
demanding than keeping a large amount of information active for consid-
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eration. It is easier to think about relationships among several actions and
their consequences by focusing on representing, modifying, and elaborat-
ing one basic idea than by keeping track of several alternatives simultane-
o u s l y. Observations and interviews of successful architects suggest that they
follow a pro g ressive deepening approach. One explanation of this pro c e s s
is that designers identify early in the design process a “prime generator,” a
fundamental idea that focuses their thinking and that remains unchanged
t h roughout the design process (Darke 1979). In some cases designers or
planners identify alternatives that bracket the primary alternative, with one
alternative having less and another having more of some critical attributes.
For example, a metropolitan land use pattern based on light-rail might be
bracketed by one based on high-speed rail and another based entirely on
buses. These alternatives serve as means to understand the primary alter-
native and as reference points for evaluation rather than as alternatives for
serious consideration and elaboration in their own right. Such behavior is
understandable. Even in situations in which many alternatives could be gen-
erated easily, it is still very difficult to elaborate them, assess their perform-
ance, and evaluate them—to think seriously about them. Such behavior is
also understandable because of the difficulty of communicating many al-
ternatives to others and achieving agreement on one alternative after pre-
senting many. A primary alternative and its bracketing alternatives not only
ease the task of making a plan, but also ease the task of selling the plan.

Connecting actions to consequences re q u i res not only forecasting eff e c t s
but also valuing those effects so as to determine pre f e rences among options.
Techniques for eliciting values and preferences independent of specific op-
tions—either alternative actions or alternative outcomes—are notoriously
d i fficult to implement. Either people respond in ways that do not expre s s
their intended pre f e rences or they refuse to respond at all (Lai and Hopkins
1989, 1995; Lindsey and Knaap 1999). The questions often used to elicit
preferences in practice do not yield valid information, even assuming that
people know what their pre f e rences are. Valid methods are either too costly
to implement for practical use, or people refuse to use them because the
questions are simply too difficult to answer. Computing tools may be use-
ful in reducing the number of such trade off questions needed to make a
choice (Lee and Hopkins 1995).

The most frequently observed re p resentation for evaluation or assess-
ment is a table comparing alternatives on a set of attributes. A familiar for-
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mat is a table with the alternatives listed as rows and the attributes listed as
columns. This format is used even if the alternatives were created explicitly
to bracket a primary alternative. In selecting a car, choosing among faculty
candidates, or selecting students for admission, such comparison tables are
f requently used. Consumer Report s p roduct reviews, computer magazine
product reviews, political candidate profiles in newspapers, and some step
in almost all systematic evaluation techniques involve such tables. Many
plans include such tables in their working documents if not in their fin a l
recommendations. Such tables arise for two primary reasons. First, evalu-
ations involve multiple attributes and usually more than we can keep track
of in working memory. Second, none of the many methods for aggre g a t-
ing pre f e rences across attributes is widely accepted or applied in practice.
These tables are external memory devices, re p resentations with which to
think through comparisons in various relatively ad hoc ways. A crucial im-
plication is that for such tables to have meaning, they must include more
than one alternative because the transformations of measures of the attrib-
utes into pre f e rences, even if only implicit, can only be accomplished in
relative terms.

Such comparison tables do not come at the end as implied in many pre-
scriptions of processes for making plans. Fre q u e n t l y, for example in the
1966 Portland study (Metropolitan Planning Commission 1966), a few al-
t e rnatives and a comparison table are created early in a plan-making pro c e s s
to frame the situation, suggest additional attributes that relate to objectives,
d e fine forecasting tasks, and highlight information that would actually help
distinguish among choices. Such comparison also prompts modifications of
alternatives or creates openings for invention of new alternatives. In a pro-
g ressive deepening process, evaluation tasks are included from the begin-
ning even though there is a focus on a primary alternative.

When compared to explanations of the logic of plans and the standard
of rationality, observed plan making and conventional prescriptions make
surprisingly little use of re p resentations that connect available actions to
consequences in other than superficial ways. This affects what actions are
c o n s i d e red, whether interdependence among actions and decision makers
is considered, and whether consequences are evaluated in a way that com-
p a res outcomes diagnostically. Such diagnostic evaluations are needed in
o rder to discover how to modify actions in relation to pre f e rred conse-
quences.
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Participation and Expertise About Interests

Some planning behaviors can be explained as behaviors to counter the lim-
itations of available collective choice and organizational institutions. Sed-
way and Cooke’s (1983) criteria for successful downtown plans focus on
conditions that increase the likelihood that a plan will be carried out. They
explain plan making by recognizing which persons and organizations have
incentives to plan because of the actions and re s o u rces they control, and
thus which persons are likely to gain from making and using plans. Keating
and Krumholz (1991), on the other hand, focus on what should be done to
change such situations so that other persons have incentives to plan for
other objectives. Other instances, including Austin and Atlanta, focused on
l a rge numbers of public participants. These instances of plan making can
be interpreted using collective choice, collective action, and organizational
explanations.

Electoral politics, whether considering the cognitive or aggregation of
preference explanations, are flawed in practice. Direct public participation
is similarly flawed. One response is Kru m h o l z ’s approach to equity planning
( K rumholz and Forester 1990). The Cleveland Policy Report set a policy
“to provide a wider range of choices for those Cleveland residents who have
few, if any, choices” and gave four reasons: “(1) the urgent reality of condi-
tions in Cleveland, (2) the inherent unfairness and exploitative nature of our
urban development process, (3) the inability of local politics to address these
p roblems, (4) our conception of the ethics of professional practice”
( K rumholz 1982, 163–164). Planners chose the central criteria for choos-
ing among situations on which to focus and for developing re c o m m e n d a-
tions for actions. Planners took responsibility for advocating these criteria
and actions to and beyond the planning commission, mayor, and council.

This professionally adopted policy highlights a paradox of pro g re s s i v e
p o l i c y. The policy derives from principles, not from political mandates of
either the current power stru c t u re or the powerless. It is articulated fro m
fundamental cultural values, usually by middle-class or upper-middle-class
persons. The basic premise was consistent with religious traditions and
claimed moral ideals. No constituency, however, gave the Cleveland Plan-
ning Commission this policy. Nor did the appointed citizen members of the
planning commission create it, though they did ratify it. The professional
planning staff formed it, framed it explicitly, and applied it to each situation
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they faced or created by their own initiative. Race was often an implicit issue
as in the Euclid Beach case. The commission advocated the establishment
of a public beach, but neighbors opposed the beach, expressing fear of
crime. A proposal to locate public housing on the all-white west side of
Cleveland brought forth claims of environmental problems and infrastruc-
t u re shortages. A highway proposal ignored its destruction of African
American neighborhoods. In each case the professional planners made re c-
ommendations consistent with their policy of focusing on the interests of
the least well off, whether or not they could win the day and even though
city council and neighborhood citizens opposed their views in each specific
instance. As specific situations arose, the policy was a constant reminder of
fundamental social commitments.

In light of some implicit external standard, the planners used the back-
ing of the pro f e s s i o n ’s commitment to “seek to expand choice and oppor-
tunity for all persons, recognizing a special responsibility to plan for the
needs of disadvantaged groups and persons” (American Institute of Certi-
fied Planners 1991). In Cleveland the planners articulated and committed
themselves to this policy without direct backing from electoral politics or
citizen participation. Whether their external standard was a standard of ra-
tionality or of more fundamental standards, their response is a direct at-
tempt to counter the limitations of collective choice mechanisms. The
Cleveland Policy Report was diff e rent from conventional plans because
such plans would not serve the objective of these planners. Other re s p o n s e s
by planners to limitations of collective choice have been much less dire c t .
Most focus on inducing public participation by underre p resented groups as
a counter to electoral politics and to “natural” citizen participation, such
as NIMBY responses. Commitment by the profession to a standard pro c e s s
of analysis that must include consideration of distributional effects and a
broad range of effects also counters the limitations of collective choice and
organizational structures.

Advocacy for equity as used by Krumholz takes direct responsibility for
changing actions without seeking to change the situation that justifies such
an approach. Empowerment planning as elaborated by Reardon (1994,
1998), on the other hand, takes as a primary objective empowering those
whose lack of power justifies counteracting electoral politics and citizen par-
ticipation. Empowerment acknowledges cognitive and constitutive (who is
d i g n i fied as being a person to be listened to) limitations as well as collective
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choice limitations. It uses current situations to increase the power of un-
d e r p o w e red persons and groups to augment the cognitive basis for initia-
tives beyond the capabilities of planners, and to engage persons as worthy
of citizenship. Such an approach prompts plans appropriate to its purposes.
U n d e r p o w e red persons are seldom initiators of investments or re g u l a t i o n s .
Their actions do not face the issues of interdependence, irreversibility, in-
divisibility, and imperfect foresight that benefit from the design or strategy
aspects of plans. Visions change aspirations and beliefs, and agendas or-
ganize action and create trust. These aspects of how plans work are better
explanations of plans made when empowerment is a primary objective.

B e r k e l e y, Burlington, Hart f o rd, and Santa Monica in some degre e
elected their pro g ressive agenda setters. Clavel (1986, 16–17) identifie s
t h ree factors creating the possibility for pro g ressive administrations that had
substantive agendas. Central cities were dying as middle-class whites moved
to the suburbs, so arguments that the growth and economic development
agenda was helping central-city residents lost their credibility. Opposition
movements of several sorts—civil rights, antiwar, enviro n m e n t a l — p ro v i d e d
a context in which local political opposition could arise. Planning, primar-
ily in the sense of agenda setting, occurred both by opposition groups and
as mediation between government and direct participation of citizens. Plan-
ners’ roles were prescribed sufficiently loosely that they could operate
within the potential contradictions of established government and dire c t
p a rticipation from neighborhood organizations. This ability to handle con-
tradictions within organizations is consistent with March’s arguments dis-
cussed above. The progressive political coalitions in Berkeley, Burlington,
H a rt f o rd, and Santa Monica formed in opposition and took the time before
they gained power to form their agendas. In Berkeley they framed “an
agenda of possibilities that the city could think about until action became
possible” (Clavel 1986, 187). These agendas were supported by pro f e s s i o n a l
analysis by highly educated individuals who were attracted to these pro-
gressive ideas.

These agendas did not look like the Chicago Plan of 1909 because they
w e re not for the interests of the commercial elite or about infrastru c t u re in-
vestment. Rather than the Chicago Plan’s idealized claims of indirect bene-
fit to the moral and material interests of the broader community, the pro-
g ressive coalitions and professionals conducted specific analyses that
addressed the direct distribution of tangible benefits to their claimed con-
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stituents, the underrepresented poor residents. Rather than calculating to-
tals for bond issues, they calculated dollars coming to city residents.

P ro g ressive re f o rmers may act inside or outside the system. Kru m h o l z
in Cleveland worked from within a particular position as an employee of the
c i t y. Others worked for neighborhoods or citizen groups with independ-
ent sources of funding for support, the best-known being Saul Alinsky
(Horwitt 1989). Most plans for urban development are now made by agen-
cies within city or other government institutions or by consultants hired by
these institutions, but instances of citizen groups forming to make plans
largely independent of government institutions are still important.

As explanations of observed behaviors, these approaches provide useful
ideas for particular situations. Planners such as Saul Alinsky, Norm a n
Krumholz, or Ken Reardon, who bring strong prior commitments to par-
ticular goals that are significantly related to cognitive, institutional, and
s t ructural biases, tend to behave so as to counter aspects of these institu-
tions and stru c t u res. These commitments have usually found the agenda,
vision, and policy aspects of plans more useful than the design or strategic
aspects. Investments and regulation of physical development are unlikely to
be central to these commitments because the underpowered are unlikely to
be making such investments.6

Planners also use expertise about participation and interests to design
systems of ad hoc participation in plan making. The “Austinplan process”
as interpreted by Beatley et al. (1994) illustrates the issues well. The ninety-
f o u r-person steering committee re p resented specific interests: “business,
c u l t u re, environmental, ethnic minority, human services, neighborh o o d s ,
public sector, real estate, and community at large” (187). Fourteen task
g roups addressed functional areas, and twenty-two geographic areas each
had their own area councils. These participant groups totaled more than a
thousand people. Thus decomposition, functionally and geographically, was
part of the structuring of participation. The process resulted in a plan, but
it was not adopted by the city council because the electoral process changed
the makeup of the council dramatically and the economic situation changed.

Beatley et al. (1994) focus on the question of whether the thousand par-
ticipants were representative of the larger citizenry. The participants were
different in demographic attributes from the general population, had sim-
ilar attitudes, but were more likely than the general population to believe
in the potential of government action to solve problems. From a delibera-
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tive cognition perspective, this may have been an effective process given that
the purpose was to plan for government actions. These participants were
likely to help and willing to participate. As re p resentatives of the popula-
tion, they may have been good trusted delegates, representatives entrusted
to learn and deliberate about what should be done rather than simply be a
mechanism for encoding the given pre f e rences of a population. Perh a p s
m o re problematic, the process did not mesh with the parallel electoral
process that identified the legal representatives with authority to act on the
actions being planned. Keating and Krumholz (1991) re p o rt other instances
of contradictions between electoral politics and induced participation in
plan making. These instances suggest a need to combine induced part i c i-
pation and institutions of government.

Organizational Roles

Two responses to limitations of organization are frequently observed. First,
planners do not assume that organizations that could exist do exist, or that
collective action that could occur has occurred. The major diff e rence be-
tween Checkoway’s planning process and the others described in Table 9-
1 is that Checkoway includes the tactics necessary to create an org a n i z a t i o n
to carry out goals and the others take the existence of organizations as a
given. In his approach “we” is not known or given a priori. The frictions to
collective action and thus to organization, which yield inequitably distrib-
uted capabilities to act, beg differential interventions to prompt collective
action and create organizations.

Second, plan making for urban development occurs in an uneasy ambi-
guity between being a line department focused on planning for actions for
which it has responsibility versus having a staff role to decision makers with
authority over a wider range of actions.7 Aspirations to a staff role for the
full scope of city organizational functions have seldom been successful in
sustaining a responsibility for making plans for urban development. The
plan commission as buffer from politics was useful even to Krumholz in
shielding his appointment from immediate political actions. He was useful
to mayors in part because he had a somewhat independent platform fro m
which to advocate particular interests.

The planning function often swings back and forth in its balancing of a
staff function and a line function. If the planning director is closely associ-
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ated with the mayor or chief executive and thus closely tied to political ac-
tors and their agendas, the planning function may be carried out largely in
a staff role to the executive. Seattle created, in its executive branch, an Of-
fice of Policy Planning (OPP) in the 1970s. Dalton’s (1985) analysis of this
case provides evidence to clarify two roles: (1) central staff to the entire city
administration focused on the mayor, and (2) land use planning for a land
use line agency. As a staff agency, the OPP had directors with local experi-
ence and political ties to the mayor, as expected in a trusted, general staff
position. The OPP analyzed projects, managed projects, and became a
lightning rod for line agencies concerned about centralization of authority
in the mayor’s office. The OPP’s land use planning tasks, on the other hand,
were neglected and fewer professional planners were hired. As the agency
t r a n s f o rmed back into a line agency to administer the land development
p rocess and long-range planning for regulations and capital impro v e m e n t s ,
it changed character. It hired as its new director a professional planner who
was neither from Seattle nor connected politically to the mayor. It focused
on land use duties and coordinated its planning with, but did not presume
to plan for, other line agencies. The types of plans and analyses appro p r i-
ate to the diff e rent roles are diff e rent. Analysis of the mayor’s agenda and
policies considers their feasibility and consequences in the short term and
their political implications. Plans for land use regulations and capital in-
vestments consider strategies and impacts on a wide range of issues, but may
not address immediate concerns of the mayor.

In Philadelphia in the 1950s and 1960s, Edmund Bacon (1974) claimed
success by expressly focusing on the longer term and avoiding conflict on
day-to-day issues. His vision of future development focused on decisions
others were ignoring. As planning director in San Francisco, Allan Jacobs
(1980) had a more complex relationship with the mayor’s office, mixing staff
role access with line agency functions. The Boston Redevelopment Au-
thority combined redevelopment and planning into one agency under the
leadership of Ed Logue in order to have capital investment actions under
the control of the planning agency (King 1990). Plans, and thus planners,
must influence some actions that are actually available to take. Mayoral
terms are short. The situations most likely to benefit from plans are infra-
s t ru c t u re investment and land use regulation. There f o re, influencing a wide
range of day-to-day decisions facing the mayor may not be the most pow-
e rful use of plans because plans may not be effective in addressing those de-
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cisions. It may be more important to influence decisions about capital im-
provements, which are likely to result from proposals by departments and
actions by the council. This claim argues for plans oriented to the line func-
tions of departments and to the city council.

Planners may be the agents of civic organizations, as in the Chicago Plan
of 1909 or the Regional Plan of New York and Its Environs of 1929. John-
son (1996) describes how the primary client, the funding “principal” was a
committee of prominent private citizens. The resulting plan responded ex-
plicitly and implicitly to the interests and beliefs of the members of this
committee. At the same time, both the committee and the staff believed that
the plan would be useful to the many municipalities and agencies making
major infrastru c t u re investments and setting land regulations in the re g i o n .
They were planning for the actions of others. They assumed that the plan
was a collective good from the perspective of the municipal govern m e n t s
(as well as from their own perspective). Thus the municipal govern m e n t s
and agencies could jointly “consume” the plan, but would be unable to or-
ganize themselves in collective action to create it.

Plans for urban development seldom have sufficient salience in the ac-
tivities of government to sustain an agency or department that does not also
have an implementation role in regulating land use or programming capi-
tal improvements. The organization of most planning departments con-
firms that, despite the uneasy balance, having a primary responsibility for
land use and unfulfilled aspirations for wider influence is a fairly successful
combination, even if it does not fit neatly in organizational logic and roles.

Diagnostic Evaluation of Plan Making

In chapter 3 the discussion assessed plans based on effects, net benefits, in-
ternal validity, and external validity. Knowing that a plan yielded good out-
comes is not sufficient to improve plans, however, unless there is a way to
relate this success to available behaviors that will lead to improved plans.
Recall the canoeing metaphor of chapter 2. I can choose how hard to pad-
dle and in what direction to point the canoe; I cannot just decide not to hit
a rock in the stream. We can choose how to behave in making a plan; we
cannot just decide to have a good plan.

T h e re are two general approaches to assessing plan-making tasks: (1)
comparison to rationality as a standard, which yields claims that the tasks
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operate as substitutes for direct implementation of a rational process; and
(2) experimental assessment of tasks in relation to resulting plan quality
(Hopkins 1984b). Explanations of tasks inferred from observed behaviors
as attempts to achieve a rationality standard can be extended to consider
what further improvement might be possible. A convergence of observ e d
p rocesses and prescribed processes can be sought by adjusting the pre-
scriptions when they do not make sense of what is possible or adjusting
processes when they fail to take advantage of what should be possible. The
p receding discussion of observed plan making suggests some such oppor-
tunities.

The second approach is to test tasks in relation to resulting plan quality
d i re c t l y, but it is difficult to assess the quality of a plan and to link plan qual-
ity to particular plan-making tasks inferred from observed behaviors. In
general, the quality of a plan can be judged only after it is created because
the situation for which the plan is created is incompletely defined. Thus the
specific measures of success are discovered in making the plan rather than
known a priori. Plan quality can be judged after the fact by a panel of judges
or by the persons who made the plan and thus now understand how to judge
its success. Either approach is difficult to implement (Hopkins 1984b).
T h e re is very little re s e a rch on the effectiveness of tasks in making plans,
and there is even less re s e a rch that relies on explanations of the re l a t i o n-
ships between observed behaviors, inferred tasks, and plan quality.

Using the problem-solving participants as a panel of judges, Brill et al.
(1990) tested the effects on solution quality of difference among the alter-
natives considered. They showed that subjects given a set of four altern a-
tives that were more different from each other were able to find better so-
lutions than subjects given four alternatives that were more similar. This
suggests that in some situations, generating a small number of very differ-
ent alternatives may yield better solutions. It also appeared that a computer
s u p p o rt system that made it easy to investigate many alternatives could
compensate for starting with only one alternative. This result also suggests,
h o w e v e r, that being able to generate alternatives is important. These re s u l t s
a re consistent with conventional wisdom about desirable processes, but they
contradict observed behavior in making plans for urban development, in
which alternatives are seldom generated except to bracket a recommended
a l t e rnative as a basis for arguing in its favor. Equally pertinent, these re s u l t s
suggest that it is effective to use small sets of diff e rent alternatives rather
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than trying to implement procedural rationality directly by trying to gen-
erate as many alternatives as possible.

B ryson et al. (1990) used the lead participants in project planning as
judges of the degree to which goals of a project were achieved. They con-
s i d e red the context in which projects were developed—the plan-making
situation—and tasks: communications with affected groups, effort in iden-
tifying the problem, use of conflict resolution techniques, and eff o rt in
s e a rching for solutions. The data were coded from secondary source re p o rt s
of the cases. They found that attributes of the plan-making situation af-
fected the degree of accomplishment. Thus results of plan-making re s e a rc h
must be generalized with care. Eff o rt on problem identification incre a s e d
accomplishment of goals, but search for solutions did not. They acknowl-
edge that this result may arise from the participants seeing their work as re-
framing the problem until a solution arises rather than as searching for a so-
lution. Searching for a problem definition may be just a diff e rent perspective
on searching for a solution as implied by the now familiar phrase that a
problem is defined by its solution. This research focused on single projects
rather than on sets of interdependent decisions that might comprise plans,
which limits its generalizability to plans for urban development.

Helling (1998) looked at the plan making and outcomes for a visioning
effort in Atlanta. Although the process followed conventional claims about
how visioning should be done, there was no evidence that it achieved its in-
tended results or met the claims for the process. Participation alone could
not compensate for a situation in which the process seemed to seek con-
sensus without having access to any available actions that could be taken and
without a way to affect attitudes through a vision. A high-participation ap-
p roach involving ten teams and over a thousand people resulted in little
more than a great deal of interactive participation.

Evaluation of plan making may re q u i re consideration of interactions be-
tween how a plan was made and how it was used. The effectiveness of use
may depend on the process by which it was made. For example, if public
participation leads to better plans because these plans are more likely to be
used, why does this occur? Does the increased use of the plan result because
it becomes a better plan or because the users who participated in making
the plan become invested in using it regardless of how good the plan is? If
plan use increases with participation in plan making re g a rdless of any in-
c rease in plan quality embedded in the plan itself, then the effects of par-
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ticipation would have to be determined by measuring plan use, not by meas-
uring plan quality. Or conversely, if there is a problem of plans not being
used, it matters whether anything done to improve quality will increase use
or anything done to increase participation will increase use even at the ex-
pense of quality.

Summary: Opportunities to Improve Prescriptions for
Making Plans

Explanations of how plans work, how plans are made, and how plans are
used suggest contradictions between conventional prescriptions and ob-
served plan making. Either the prescription should be changed or the logic
of the prescription should be reinforced so as to be more persuasive in try-
ing to change practice. Such contradictions and systematic evaluation of
plan-making behaviors suggest five opportunities to adjust conventional
prescriptions so as to yield better plan making.

O b s e rved plans are seldom implemented in the sense implied by con-
ventional prescriptions. A focus on using plans when making decisions
makes more sense than a focus on implementing the plan. Observed plans
are seldom up to date. Inferring opportunities to make plans from the de-
cision situations in which they are being used makes more sense than time-
driven revision. The prescription for a comprehensive plan for twenty years
of forecasted growth fits neither observed plans (except when constrained
by legislation to meet the prescription) nor the logic of making plans.
Choosing efficient scopes for plans based on appropriate criteria makes
more sense than a prescribed standard scope. Neither the prescription of a
sequence of steps nor the rejection of any systematic process, has succeeded
in improving plan-making processes. The internal logic of a plan depends
on linking actions and consequences, which should be the focus of plan-
making pro c e d u res. The prescription for extensive public participation also
fits neither observed plan making (except when constrained by legislation
to follow the prescription) nor the logic of making plans. A combination
of formal democratic institutions and direct participation is more effective
and fair in bringing collective choice to bear on making plans and on using
plans to make decisions.
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10

How to Use and Make Plans

Therefore it is quite possible that when particular portions of the plan shall be
taken for execution, wider knowledge, longer experience, or a change in local
conditions may suggest a better solution; but on the other hand, before any
departure shall be determined upon, it should be made clear that such a change 
is justified.

If many elements of the proposed plan shall seem familiar, it should be
remembered that the purpose has not been to invent novel problems for solution,
but to take up the pressing needs of today, and to find the best methods of
meeting those requirements, carrying each particular problem to its ultimate
conclusion as a component part of a great entity—a well-ordered, convenient, 
and unified city.
—Daniel H. Burnham and Edward H. Bennet (1909), Plan of Chicago

The planning-as-canoeing metaphor in chapter 2 highlights the impor-
tance of recognizing opportunities to use available actions as they emerg e
in the stream of events and of recognizing how these interdependent ac-
tions fit together in a plan. To create strategy, imagine using it. When I pull
into that eddy on the river, what might I wish I had considered before ar-
riving there? Strategy emerges from its use. In contrast, conventional de-
scriptions of plans conclude with discussions of how to implement the plan
(e.g., Kaiser et al. 1995; Kelly and Becker 2000). Implementation s u g g e s t s
that the focus starts from the plan and looks to actions, that the focus is
on one plan, and that there are tools for implementing plans. Limited
human attention capacity, however, suggests that people will focus on de-
cision situations, issues being raised, or solutions being suggested, not on
p l a n s .

P ressman and Wildavsky (1973) argue that the many steps between pro-
gram design and implementation, each step having some probability of fail-
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u re, make program implementation unlikely. Alexander (1995), in contrast,
argues that because organizational settings include a great deal of structure
and history of interaction, implementation is actually much more likely than
the assumption of independent statistical probabilities would imply. Imple-
mentation of plans is analogous. If we assume that plans are created and im-
plemented independent of their context, then the likelihood of implemen-
tation is small. If a plan emerges from its context and is used in the daily
activities of that context, then the plan has much less work to do. Using such
plans is likely to yield improved outcomes.

The logic of plans as presented here suggests that plans can and should
emerge from their context and be used from the decision-making perspec-
tive rather than implemented from the plan’s perspective. Learn ways to re c-
ognize opportunities to use plans in the stream of daily activities. Make
plans that can be viewed from the perspective of decision situations. Op-
portunities to use plans are also triggers to make plans. Such plans should
be of efficient scope, relate consequences to actions, and use formal as well
as informal institutions to deliberate and make choices. These prescriptive
implications are logically developed in reverse by considering first how to
use plans, then how to make them.

Interpretations of observed plan making in chapter 9, based on the logic
of making plans developed in the preceding chapters, show that conven-
tional prescriptions are not consistent with observed practice. Analytical and
empirical evidence argues for modified prescriptions. These arguments are
framed here as five claims. None of these is entirely new, but each dire c t l y
contradicts a conventional prescription that is fre q u e n t l y, if not universally,
advocated. These claims remain, however, within the norm that plans for
urban development are worth making in certain situations and in certain ways.

1. Recognize opportunities to use plans by looking at plans from the per-
spective of decisions about available actions. Do not implement a plan
working from the perspective of the plan.

2. C reate views of plans for decision situations. Do not present plans only
from the perspective of plan making.

3. Recognize opportunities to make (revise) plans by considering decision
situations. Do not make plans at fixed time intervals for fixed time
horizons.

4. Make plans of efficient scopes by choosing the functional, spatial, and or-
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ganizational scope of a plan so as to be useful in shaping and making
decisions. Do not strive for a comprehensive plan on the premise that
the closer to this ideal, the better.

5. Link consequences to interdependent actions that are available and recog-
nize uncertainty in these links and these actions. Do not allocate a
chosen, forecasted demand to locations as if this could be dire c t l y
achieved.

6. Use formal and informal institutions to deliberate and act. Do not priv-
ilege direct participation as if it were inherently more effective or fair,
and do not presume that plans are or must be collective choices.

O b s e rved planning practice follows some of these prescriptions, even
though they contradict conventional prescriptions for making plans. These
claims may, there f o re, be more persuasive to people who use and make plans.

Recognize Opportunities to Use Plans

Mandelbaum (1990) argues that plans should be read as opportunities to
discuss and deliberate in public, but the reading style he suggests is not im-
mediately related to decision-making situations. The argument that plans
are hard to use is not new.

The conclusion is unavoidable [based on interviews and looking at consultant-
generated plans] that a city plan is of little or no value unless there is a full-time
planning official to keep it constantly before the officials who must carry it out;
f o r, whereas the latter will frequently consult a planner who is part of the gov-
e rnmental organization, they but rarely consult a ready-made plan. (Wa l k e r
1950, 210)

Plans are more likely to be used, even by planners, if pointers are provided
from decision situations to plans rather than only from plans to decisions.
Using plans when making decisions suggests that the focus is on decisions,
that one decision can point to many plans, and that there should be tools
for indexing plans from decisions. This diff e rence in perspective has im-
portant practical implications for the format of plans, which is the focus of
the next section.

The process of making plans is usually the major determinant of the for-
mat of a plan, not the process of using a plan. Plans are made from the per-
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spectives of visions, targets, strategies, agendas, and policies. Plans make
sense as plans from such perspectives, which determine the scope of deci-
sions, issues, and solutions that should be considered. When focusing on
decisions—including deliberations and negotiations to shape issues and cre-
ate solutions—it is difficult also to focus attention on a plan from the per-
spective of the plan. The information in a plan is needed in a diff e rent form .
Rather than asking how to implement a plan, ask: “Given the current un-
derstanding of this decision situation, what information in what plans is per-
tinent to deliberating about and choosing an action?” Two examples of
using plans illustrate this idea.

The 1958 Master Plan Supplement for Lexington, Kentucky, sets out the
logic for the urban service area.

The Urban Service Area map delineates the location of this additional urban land
in portions of the surrounding drainage areas. They range in size from 1.4 to 5.9
square miles. Sewer systems in each of these drainage areas can reasonably and
economically be provided by an integral trunk sewer system leading to a single
sewage treatment plant in each drainage area. Land development based on this
concept will operate most economically if residential subdivision development,
as it progresses, were directed to and encouraged in each of the several drainage
areas successively. (Segoe and Associates 1958, 18–19)

The accompanying map, simplified to a diagram, is shown in Figure 10-1.
The shaded area of 6.6 square miles in the center is the area then serv e d
by sewers as represented by the arrow pointing to the square, which is the
location of the treatment plant. The remainder of the central area within
the gray outline was planned to be served by new interceptors to the exist-
ing plant. The surrounding areas outlined in gray are the upper parts of wa-
tersheds, each draining away from the city in a different direction.

If we interpret this plan as implementing a design, then we should ask
whether a treatment plant was built in each watershed and whether the wa-
tersheds were developed in succession. If we interpret this plan as imple-
menting a policy, we might think of the service areas being different from
those shown, but we should still ask whether a plant was built in each wa-
tershed and whether the watersheds were developed in succession. Was the
plan implemented as design or policy? Not exactly, but it was used.

The plan interpreted as strategy was to build collection networks that
would take advantage of gravity, build treatment plants of efficient size, and
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sequence development to take advantage of available capacity. Areas to be
s e w e red were identified as being within an urban service area, and only out-
side that area was development permitted to use septic tanks and then only
on lots of ten acres or more. This strategy thus supported both investment
decisions and re g u l a t o ry decisions. Another major problem in Lexington at
that time was to connect large areas of existing development, which was still
relying on septic tanks despite inadequate soil conditions and lot sizes. In
1958, the planners believed that treatment plants serving small watersheds of
one to six square miles and relying on gravity flow would be effic i e n t.
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F i g u re 10-2, which shows the situation as of 1963, and Figure 10-3,
which shows the situation and plans as of 1972, suggest that the plan was
used as strategy. These diagrams were constructed from planning docu-
ments from the City-County Planning Commission, Lexington and Fayette
County, Kentucky (1964, 1973). By 1963, additional interceptors had been
built to serve the southwestern part of the central area, using a force main
(dashed line) to take flow uphill to the existing plant. New interceptors were
also built to the north, which served parts of two of the outlying watersheds,
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including a lift station (circle) and a force main to bring sewage back from
outlying watersheds to the main plant. There were also two small tre a t m e n t
plants each serving a subdivision in the same outlying watershed on the
south side. There were three small private plants as well, which are not
shown in the diagram. Pro g ress was made, but rather than treating the plan
as a design, it was used as strategy to ask whether a lift station should be
built instead of a separate plant, or whether separate small plants would be
efficient in the interim before sufficient development occurred to justify a
large plant.
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By 1972, much larger treatment plants, force mains, and lift stations were
financially feasible because of new Kentucky legislation (Bahl 1963). Fed-
eral legislation in the early 1970s made large plants the norm nationwide.
In 1973, as shown in Figure 10-3, a new plant has been constructed just
south of the county line, and the two small plants that were in operation in
1963 have now been eliminated. In addition plans are underway, as shown
in the gray, to sewer additional areas. A proposed third plant is shown to the
southwest, but even then an alternative of pumping that waste through a
force main back up to the divide and then by gravity to the southern plant
was also being considered. The 1973 plan actually suggests three altern a-
tives, not shown here, as contingent strategy to serve the urban service are a ,
which in 1973 was as shown by the dotted line.

As decisions arose, the logic of the plan as strategy and the underlying
information were pertinent and apparently used to derive new specific ac-
tions. Compared to the 1958 plan, fewer treatment plants were built, the
second major plant was built in a diff e rent location, and the network was
different, which resulted in a different sequence of chunks of sewered land.
The internal logic of the plan as strategy held: an urban service area in
which connection to sewers is re q u i red, extension of sewers in effic i e n t l y
sized chunks, and permission for septic tanks only outside the area for which
sewers were planned and on larger lots.

On the re g u l a t o ry side, rezoning decisions relied on the logic of the
urban service area as a basis for making decisions, but the direct imple-
mentation of zoning as a timing device is always problematic. Again it is dif-
ficult to argue that the plan was directly implemented through zoning, but
it was used in making zoning decisions. Some of these decisions relied on
the service area boundary explicitly and were sustained in court; other de-
cisions resulted in developments outside the urban service area (Haar 1977,
581; Roeseler 1982).

In making rezoning decisions, consideration of the map of drainage
a reas, map of future land uses, and designation of the urban service are a
would not have been sufficient. Consideration had to be given to the in-
t e rnal logic of the strategy and information from which these spatial pat-
terns were derived and the method for deriving them—to the logic of the
plan based on interdependence, irreversibility, indivisibility, and imperfect
f o resight. A strategy is a contingent path through a decision tree, which
means that when each decision is taken, the current state of the system
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should be considered. If the assumptions on which the strategy was derived
have changed, then the strategy should be recomputed. A policy about re-
zoning is a presumptive rule. Each time it is applied, there is discretion to
d e t e rmine whether the policy fits the specifics of the situation. And each
situation may in turn suggest refinements in the statement of the policy.

In the San Ramon Valley of Contra Costa County, California, planners
focused on a particular target outcome: establishing an employment node
on the Bishop Ranch as described in detail by McGovern (1998). The ini-
tial plan in 1958 envisioned complementary areas of residence and em-
ployment, and the Bishop Ranch of 464 acres was targeted for manufac-
turing employment. The site was finally developed for a diff e rent kind of
employment in the mid-1980s after several early projects fell through and
planners had resisted proposals to use it for residential development. In the
end, “To implement their vision for Bishop Ranch, county planners sought
out the developer and tenants that eventually came to the site.” (McGov-
e rn 1998, 252). By the strict definitions used here, this case fits better the
carrying through of a design than the fulfilling of a vision by changing at-
titudes. Indeed, the vision of a balanced community was lost because the
employment located was not consistent with the cost of surrounding hous-
ing. Was the plan implemented? Not in the conventional sense. From the
plan perspective, implementing it meant zoning the parcel for manufactur-
ing. The project finally occurred when planner’s put on their work agenda
a focused eff o rt to carry out the design by attracting and working with a spe-
cific developer.

To recognize opportunities to use plans:

• When making decisions, shaping issues, or reacting to proposals that
e m e rge in the stream of daily activities, look for information in and
the underlying logic of the variety of plans that may be relevant to that
decision.

This principle applies to all five ways in which plans work.

1. Vision: What attitudes and beliefs of whom could I shape today?
2. Agenda: What can I cross off my list today?
3. Policy: What policies apply to this decision situation?
4. Design: Does this action, as elaborated for execution, still fit logic of

the design?
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5. Strategy: Of what strategies is this decision situation potentially a
part?

Using plans in this way is difficult given the way plans are typically pre-
sented, which suggests that we need different views into plans.

Create Views of Plans for Decision Situations

Ideas about how to organize and access data are highly developed in infor-
mation science and computer database design (see e.g., Date 1995). Rather
than make copies of information re o rganized into many diff e rent forms, the
p re f e rred approaches are to create indexes to point to information fro m
many diff e rent perspectives or to create alternative views of the same in-
formation. Conventional plans do not have indexes that point from partic-
ular types of decision situations to the pertinent visions, strategies, designs,
policies, and agendas that relate this decision to other interdependent de-
cisions and issues.1 Plans are not available as alternative views for different
kinds of decision situations. Using plans requires such indexes or views, at
least implicitly. In order to consider indexes and views, we need to consider
first how plans are typically organized.

Kelly and Becker (2000, 186) outline one conventional table of contents
for a comprehensive plan.

1. Background (including community history)
2. Existing conditions analysis
3. Issues and goals developed from citizen participation
4. Alternative scenarios and policies
5. Final plan and policies
6. Implementation strategies

This table of contents follows a plan-making and plan-adoption perspec-
tive. It is organized to justify the plan by explaining it in terms of rationality
as a standard. Other plans are organized by functional elements, following
a functional decomposition of the plan-making process as described in
chapter 9. In either case the plan is organized to justify its adoption by re-
flecting the process of making it relative to a rationality standard. Such
plans are not organized to be used when decisions are made. Kelly and
Becker (2000, 183) suggest other formats to make the plan “user friendly,
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accessible, and short,” generally by including only the adopted policies, im-
plementation tools, and related maps. This approach eases the search by
making the document shorter and easier to read, but it still keeps the plan’s
organization in the perspective of the plan and its implementation. Indexes
a re even better than a shortened plan because they are sorted by decision
situations and they can point to many plans.

Kelly and Becker (2000, 177–181) also point out the difficulties of pre-
senting future land use maps. If a plan map is an attempt to describe the
future pattern of land use, there is a dilemma between specificity and gen-
e r a l i t y, between being too precise to be credible and being too general to
be pertinent. Such maps again focus on the plan’s perspective, not the user’s
perspective. One way to break this dilemma is to think of maps and dia-
grams as indexes to and re p resentations of the internal logic of the plan.
Geographic location and spatial patterns are among the most pertinent ways
in which users think about their decision situations. Plans are pertinent in
decision situations that face the Four I’s, and the Four I’s are likely to occur
when locational aspects matter. Thus a location-oriented index is especially
valuable.

Cincinnati, Ohio, developed a “Planning Guidance System” in the early
1970s (Kleymeyer and Hartsock 1973). The key components were a library
of plans by government and nongovernment actors and “situation boards,”
which displayed up-to-date information on available plans and actions to
implement them. This approach was highly unusual in recognizing the ex-
istence of many pertinent plans and the need for some way to monitor them.
The use of this system, however, focused on bringing “ . . . the diverse
pieces of planning going on in the city into an integral whole from which
planning needs may be derived . . . ” (11) and “to show the relationships be-
tween parts; to adjust the individual parts; to make the eff o rt to bring to-
gether the agencies which are involved in conflict, or which need coord i-
nation, to try to reconcile differences; and to summarize the current status
of existing plans in a simplified document . . . ” (1). Although a major in-
novation, the expectation was still that a high degree of integration and co-
o rdination could be achieved by a planning mechanism. Rather than try-
ing to bring all the plans together in a planning agency, it makes more sense
for the many actors to index the relationships of their own and others’ de-
cisions to their own and others’ plans.

An index can be constructed in three tasks. First, give meaningful labels
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to concepts in the situation of interest. Second, organize these labels so that
s e a rching for the concept of interest will be efficient. Third, provide point-
ers from the indexed concepts to information pertinent to these concepts.
A book index is a list of concepts described by key words, ord e red alpha-
betically for easy searching, and followed by page numbers to point to lo-
cations in the text. Indexing is a more general concept, however, than this
familiar instance. An index could be a map or a diagram, for example. Cre-
ating indexes to use plans begs several questions. First, what concepts should
be included in the index and how can they be labeled? Second, how can
these labeled concepts be organized for efficient search or even to “push”
them into the focus of attention without a user taking the initiative to
search? Third, how can pointers be constructed that point to pertinent in-
formation in the typical formats of plans?

A comprehensive plan document and a capital improvements pro g r a m
a re (or should be) two views of approximately the same information. Vi e w s ,
in the context of computing system design, are alternative ways of looking
at the same data, which is stored only once for efficiency and ease of main-
tenance. If you have access to a computer database of names and phone
numbers, you can view that data sorted alphabetically by name or sorted nu-
merically by phone number, depending on which is more useful for a given
task. These are two views of one database.2 New computing tools make it
possible to access the content of plans in diff e rent ways so that, for example,
we might view the same information (or parts of it) as a comprehensive plan
or as a capital improvements program. If we wanted to access information
in these ways frequently, it would be efficient to set up an index to the data
to create these views efficiently.

Rather than re fine a plan in the plan’s perspective by making it short e r
or more readable, it makes more sense to create and maintain a user’s man-
ual, index, and views to your own plans and to the plans of others. Diff e re n t
indexes and views will be needed for diff e rent types of users and situations.

S t a ff developing recommendations, executives engaging in negotiations,
and plan commissioners or city council members deliberating or deciding
how to vote share similar re q u i rements for an index to plans. They need
pointers from a decision situation, issue, or proposal to the internal logic of
plans that may be pertinent to that situation. These situations include cap-
ital improvements programs in aggregate and commitments of funds for in-
dividual projects, changes in re q u i rements of a particular zoning category
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and rezoning of particular parcels, annexation policies and individual an-
nexation agreements, tax increment financing districts and forgiveness of
fees or taxes for individual economic development opportunities, and neigh-
borhood preservation and reinvestment proposals.

An immediate implication of the stream of opportunities metaphor is
that planners must allocate time and attention, for which they use two pri-
m a ry tools: work programs and daily calendaring. These tools should be
used to focus attention by deciding what to do and, perhaps less obviously,
by deciding what not to do. How should staff spend time? Which invita-
tions to speak, requests to attend neighborhood meetings, requests to meet
with developers, suggestions to investigate proposed “solutions” should be
accepted and which rejected? The best daily calendaring includes making
appointments with oneself to work on the agenda aspects of plans. Imple-
mentation sections of traditional plans are sorted by plan element and iden-
tify who is responsible for taking initiative for that element and with what
priority. An index should be sorted by actors and priority and point to plan
elements for which they are responsible. In accepting tasks requested ex-
t e rn a l l y, compare them with the work programs and explanations pointed
to in plans to decide priorities. Table 10-1 summarizes how these indexes
could be used and created for various situations.

In each of these situations, relying on pointers to text is insufficient and
inefficient. An index in the form of a schematic diagram can show how one
location relates to other locations through interdependence of decisions.
The index diagram, labeled for efficient searching from the perspective of
decision situations, may point to other diagrams that show interd e p e n d e n c e
through potential consequences of related actions. This diagram is not the
same thing as a future land use map; its purpose is not to describe a future
land use pattern, but to describe the relationships among various likely pos-
sible future actions. If there is credible talk of a future bypass, it is more use-
ful to diagram the competing locations than to pretend to choose one, when
that choice is not really being made yet. In deciding whether to annex
p a rcels, approve a subdivision, rezone a parcel, buy a parcel for develop-
ment, buy a home, organize a neighborhood group, it is more useful to
index the range of likely options for future actions and their re l a t i o n s h i p s
to other decisions than to check ideas against a future land use map, which
conveys only a conclusion, not the relationships on which it was based.

The example in Figure 10-4 is a combined index and plan concept map
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adapted from a map in color from a plan for Taylorville, Illinois.3 It shows
two possible routes under consideration for a bypass to the northeast rather
than pretending to choose one. It shows that residential expansion to the
north, which would be feasible and appropriate given the new sewer inter-
c e p t o r, must work in some relation to either bypass route. It shows that
parks are sufficient in the southwest and lacking in the northeast, and that
a park location could be used as a separation between residential and heavy
industrial uses. On the west it highlights three plausible north–south roads
that might be upgraded to access industrial sites on the southwest and that
protection of these rights-of-way interacts with subdivision approvals near
the new sewer interceptor. In general, it focuses more on highlighting in-
t e rdependent choice situations and issues that may arise and less on de-
picting an agreed future pattern.

h ow to use and make plans 231

Figure 10-4
Overall strategy diagram for Taylorville, Illinois
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Investment, to which other instances are similar, illustrates concre t e l y
how to create and use an index. Similar descriptions apply for zoning
changes, official map designations, annexations, subdivision approvals, eco-
nomic development packages, or responses to neighborhood protests. Re-
lationships between various land use regulations and the plans that aff e c t
them were discussed in chapter 6. To create an index, scan plans for content
implying capital investments; identify potential projects; and create point-
ers to plan content related to these projects, including other interdepend-
ent decisions. For example, if the plan suggests residential growth in a par-
ticular direction, infer street projects necessary for such growth. Point to
parts of the plan that explain logic and interdependence of this growth di-
rection. Use the index when adopting the capital improvements pro g r a m
(writing staff recommendations, negotiating among departments, voting in
council) to reference plans. Use the index to reference plans when making
individual project commitments, especially when issues or proposals arise
(budget shortfall, neighborhood opposition, fast-tracked economic devel-
opment opportunity) that call into question the adopted capital impro v e-
ments program. For example, if a federal grant could be obtained because
of a political opportunity, check interdependence among proposals and is-
sues as indexed to plans from the closest equivalent project in the capital
improvements program.

An index for residents ought to include a locational map index and a topic
index. These indexes should point to aspects of the plan affecting decisions
to buy homes, to react to regulatory and investment proposals, and to op-
portunities to pursue issues of major interest. Although a planning agency
might create such an index for its constituents (because it is a collective good
to the individual users), the index should point to information in any per-
tinent plans, not just to the agency’s own plans. For example, from the lo-
cation of a parcel that might be purchased, pointers should identify street,
sewer, drainage, and other investments that would affect its services, acces-
sibility, tax rates or fees, and proximity to major project proposals, includ-
ing alternatives under consideration. They should also point to zoning cri-
teria, recent zoning changes and zoning changes that might be inferre d
from plans.

A developer or owner of undeveloped land has interests similar to a home
buyer, but focused on larger parcels, options for development, and regula-
tions that might change. In addition to items identified for homeowners,
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pointers should be provided to impact fees, plans of infrastru c t u re pro v i d e r s
such as the state department of transportation, and annexation agreements
and policies. A developer is likely to want to rely on secret or unshared in-
f o rmation and to hire staff or consultants who will search for inform a t i o n
or create a private index. The value of an index is less a collective good for
developers than for residents, but a planning agency might still provide such
an index as an inducement to developers to consider its plans.

An agency should also create an index pointing to its plans from the per-
spective of other governmental units, such as a county or special district,
that serve the jurisdiction making the plan and adjacent cities. In this case,
the perspective is not, “What might we want to know from this decision
situation about the plans of others?” It is, “What might we want others to
know from their decision perspective about our plans?” Because other agen-
cies do not normally make such indexes, an agency may also want to index
the plans of others from the perspective of its own decision situations.

To create views of plans for decision situations:

• Create indexes to your own plans and plans by others and share these
indexes to encourage use of plans by others.

• Use indexes to access information in plans and create views when
making decisions, shaping issues, or reacting to proposals that emerg e
in the stream of daily activities.

These principles apply to all five ways in which plans work. Whether a plan
is working as vision, agenda, policy, design, or strategy, we need pointers to
its internal logic in order to bring it to bear on daily activities.

Indexes can make it easier to use your own plans, to use the plans of oth-
ers, and to encourage others to use your plans. Indexing the re l a t i o n s h i p s
between plans and actions—that is, indexing in the opposite dire c t i o n — c a n
point out opportunities to make plans.

Recognize Opportunities to Make Plans

An index is asymmetric. It can be searched from only one perspective and
point in only one direction. In deciding whether to revise a plan or, in gen-
eral, whether to make a plan, an index pointing from the plan perspective
to the user’s perspective would be useful. What decision situations have oc-
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curred and what actions have been taken, what issues have emerged, what
solutions have been proposed that are pertinent to the continuing validity
of a particular component or aspect of a plan?

As discussed in chapters 4 and 9, plan-based monitoring should trigger
action with sufficient lead time to avoid irreversible actions that will later
be re g retted. Recognizing situations for which existing plans are inadequate
is difficult because they must be recognized in advance. It is less pertinent
to know whether commercial development of five acres or one hundre d
acres will occur in five or twenty-five years than it is to know before devel-
opment begins what road layout will work, what configuration will fit com-
ing technology, and which locations in a metropolitan area might be good
or bad. For example, locations of commercial centers and job nodes depend
on technologies of retailing and transportation and thus these locations may
change regardless of changes in population. Automobile dealers have relo-
cated from downtown to the urban edge even in small towns with little
population growth. The reversal costs to change configurations of pre v i-
ously built-up areas are a more important explanation for such re l o c a t i o n
than is population growth. If these questions are considered and commit-
ments made before the first development in that area occurs, then devel-
opment will avoid creating new problems of irreversibility in the newly de-
veloped areas. If the first development occurs before this is worked out, the
c o n figuration will be deflected from a desirable configuration by the high
costs of reversing earlier actions. Metropolitan form, land use config u r a-
tions, and lead time are more important than land supply and population
forecasts because decisions about where, when, and how much investment
to make are more sensitive to the former than to the latter.

Revising plans, which is just a particular situation of making plans, can
and should be based on the record of use, which can be recorded as actions
a re taken and then indexed from the perspective of plan making. If plan
making is functionally decomposed, then an index from revising the plan
for street networks must point to decisions about sewer extensions, zoning,
and other interdependent actions that have occurred, not just to the record
of street investment decisions. It makes sense to create and maintain an
index from the plan-making perspective to the decision-making perspective
as one basis for making plans. Plans can in part be inferred from past pat-
terns of decisions and in part from expected patterns of future decisions as
imagined from previous experiences.
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Computing tools provide new opportunities to create and provide such
user’s manuals and indexes. The conceptual problems of designing and im-
plementing indexes are highly developed aspects of information science.
The kinds of manuals and indexes proposed here can be produced in hard
c o p y, but they could be much more powerful if implemented using the tech-
nology of the World Wide Web (Shiffer 1995). On the Web, clicking on a
pointer takes you directly and instantaneously to the information rather
than merely identifying the document and page numbers. Many cities now
have Web sites that point to documents or to available data, but they are not
indexed with reference to decision situations or issues in a way that points
to the internal logic of plans.

To recognize opportunities to make plans:

• Infer from decision situations the validity of plans to continue as
guides to decisions.

• Infer the content of revised plans from the re c o rd of decision situa-
tions, actions, issues, and proposals.

These principles apply to all five aspects of how plans work. Complemen-
t a ry pairs of questions associated with each of the five ways plans work illus-
trate the potential of indexes pointing in both directions, to recognize op-
p o rtunities to make plans as well as to recognize opportunities to use plans.

1. Vision: What attitudes and beliefs has this vision changed thro u g h
what efforts by whom?
What attitudes and beliefs of whom could I shape today?

2. Agenda: What actions have been completed by whom based on using
this list?
What can I cross off my list today?

3. Policy: What decisions have been made based on this policy and how
many contradicted the policy or raised issues of interpretation or con-
cern?
What policies apply to this decision situation?

4. Design: What actions have been taken and, based on these, is the de-
sign still valid?
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Does this action, as elaborated for execution, still fit the logic of the
design?

5. Strategy: Is the strategy still valid given the decisions and uncert a i n
outcomes that have occurred?
Of what strategies is this decision situation potentially a part?

Make Plans of Efficient Scopes

Many cities make a comprehensive plan for the entire municipality, or
t h rough some organization, for an entire metropolitan area. The empiri-
cal norm is that these plans are based on twenty years of forecasted growth
and revised every five years. These norms are codified in legislation in some
states and to some degree in model legislation advocated by the American
Planning Association (1998). Conventional prescriptions recognize that
these attributes are only ideal reference points from which practice will de-
viate, but these prescriptions give little guidance for choosing the scopes
of plans in specific situations. The Four I’s, the characteristics of invest-
ments and regulations, uncert a i n t y, and the principles of decomposition
provide justifications on which to base choices of scope and time horizon.
In general, the implications are not to plan for twenty years of demand, not
to plan comprehensively for all functions for an entire metropolitan re g i o n ,
and not to rely only on plans made by or for the public sector. Many plans
of diff e rent scopes made by diff e rent organizations will be more effic i e n t .
A plan for some functions may have a metropolitan scope geographically,
but this should be the result of the logic of interdependent decisions, not
the presumed prescription. Per unit of planning effort, such plans will have
g reater effect on choosing actions so as to achieve intentions by bringing to
bear the implications of interdependence, indivisibility, irreversibility, and
imperfect foresight.

Consider the following example.4 The Urbana-Champaign Sanitary
District (UCSD) is responsible for sewage treatment for the municipali-
ties of Champaign, Urbana, and Savoy. The municipalities are re s p o n-
sible for the collector sewers within their jurisdictions, but the UCSD is
responsible for all major interceptor sewers and for collector sewers out-
side of municipal boundaries. A recent interjurisdictional agreement set
these responsibilities and prohibited the UCSD from providing sewer
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s e rvice to any development that does not have an annexation agre e m e n t
with one of the municipalities. In making decisions about available ca-
pacity for development proposals, the UCSD recognized an impending
constraint on capacity relative to demand at one of its two tre a t m e n t
plants, which triggered the making of a revised plan for treatment plant
c a p a c i t y.

In the world of ideal comprehensive plans, there should already exist a
m e t ropolitan region plan that would tell the UCSD where growth is in-
tended and likely to occur and thus how much capacity to add where and
when. But no such plan exists in Champaign-Urbana. When plans that fit
this ideal do exist, for example in the Portland, Oregon, metropolitan re-
gion, the metropolitan plan does not directly answer the question of where
to add sewer capacity and when (Metro 2000). Even in Portland, the Tu-
alatin Basin Sewer Plan (Stevens Thompson and Runyan 1969) and the lack
of similar plans for the eastern side of the metropolitan area were major de-
t e rminants of the Urban Growth Boundary, rather than the growth bound-
a ry determining sewer plans. In any case, the Champaign-Urbana situation
without a metropolitan government is more typical. There is a sewer
provider separate from the general purpose governments. There are three
separate municipalities and unincorporated land within the UCSD service
area. In addition, there are several suburban towns within commuting dis-
tance, each with its own sewer pro v i d e r. Ignore for the moment all the other
special districts (two park districts, forest pre s e rve district, private water
supply utility) because they only complicate the example without changing
the point of the argument. Who should plan how much, of what, for whom,
and with what foresight?

O rganizational decomposition, as discussed in chapter 9, suggests that
each actor should develop a plan for its own actions, cognizant of the plans
of other actors. Thus each of the cities and the county should plan for its
land use regulations and street, collector sewer, and other infrastru c t u re ex-
tensions, while the UCSD should plan sewage treatment plants and inter-
ceptor sewers. Functional decomposition, however, suggests that all of the
components of the sewer collection and treatment system should be ad-
dressed in one plan, all the extensions of streets in another, all the land use
regulations in another, and so on. Spatial decomposition suggests that all
elements within each area should be addressed in one plan. The spatial de-
composition should define areas that encompass many interdependent ac-
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tions and that interact with other areas only in aggregate without re g a rd
to patterns within each area. By spatial decomposition, a plan for all func-
tions should be made for each of several areas of new development or re-
development. A comprehensive metropolitan plan for twenty years is an un-
realistic aspiration; it is likely to be a bad compromise rather than a useful
combination of the plans implied by these principles of decomposition. As
discussed in chapter 5, in some situations plans will be collective goods,
which affects who should plan for whom. Careful choice of scope based on
this multidimensional decomposition, as elaborated below, should yield
more effective and more efficiently made plans.

A plan should address a set of sufficiently interdependent actions that are
indivisible, irreversible, and subject to imperfect foresight. What do we
need to know to locate sewage treatment capacity? What are the crucially
i n t e rdependent actions? What are the indivisibilities—the magnitudes of
the economies of scale—involved, and thus what range of sizes of tre a t m e n t
plants should be considered to balance these economies of scale against un-
c e rtainties? What interdependent actions are irreversible? What uncer-
tainties will remain? In a particular situation, approximate answers to these
questions can be used to choose the scope of a plan. Recall also from chap-
ter 4 that the benefit of a plan as strategy is the difference in value between
what you would do with a plan and what you would have done without it.
How much precision about which decisions when is worth achieving in pre-
diction or commitment before taking action now?

Sewage treatment plants can be located only near lakes or streams. The
potential set of locations is thus greatly restricted. The question for the plan
can be narrowed initially to where, along which lines (streams or lake
edges), a plant of what size might be located. Expansion at existing locations
may have so many advantages (less neighborhood opposition, robustness of
sewerage network, economies of scale in operation) that other sites need
not be seriously considered. With these feasible locations in mind, inter-
dependent actions that should be considered include land development pat-
terns and densities implied in zoning decisions, transportation network in-
vestments, and park acquisitions. For each of these interdependences, the
n e c e s s a ry level of precision should be considered. To decide whether an are a
should be sewered or not sewered, it may be sufficient to distinguish among
plant locations without re g a rd to density of development or use based on
zoning. Locations of regional park acquisitions will matter, which suggests
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focusing on uncertainties related to such locations. A time horizon is not
very important in choosing the scope of such a plan because, regardless of
when development occurs, the urban pattern in the area potentially served
from the sewer plant location must be considered.

The plant location question, framed in this way, begs consideration of
key determinants of the overall urban form. The question of where sewers
should be provided is interdependent with questions of where major park
acquisitions and roads should occur. The UCSD, however, cannot make de-
cisions about park acquisitions, roads, or land use, so it cannot decide where
these will be. It can only ask where municipalities and the department of
t r a n s p o rtation are currently considering locating them and how UCSD ac-
tions would influence and interact with these uncertain possibilities. The
UCSD can share its developing information about sewer strategy and hope
to receive similar information from other actors. It can and should negoti-
ate, informally and form a l l y, for commitments from other actors that would
be consistent with actions the UCSD in turn commits to carry out. Signif-
icant uncertainties will remain, however, because these other actors have
only imperfect foresight of their own actions and their actions do not com-
pletely determine private sector development actions. Even if private de-
velopers participate in negotiations, they are unlikely to make credible com-
mitments to actions with sufficient precision to be useful in sizing tre a t m e n t
plants. Thus the UCSD should make plans about its future actions in ord e r
to choose its immediate actions. It should consider others’ plans and share
its own plans in order to increase the likelihood that others, acting to their
own advantage based on this information, will take actions that are consis-
tent with actions of the UCSD. The UCSD should consider flexible, ro-
bust, and just-in-time delivery as aspects of its strategy.

Though the scope of plans should not be decomposed on the basis of
time, time matters because the UCSD must decide when to build a plant
and of what capacity. The economies of scale dictate that it must build a
l a rger plant than immediately re q u i red and it must thus balance the time
during which this capacity is not used, and does not generate re v e n u e ,
against the economies of scale gained later when the plant is more fully uti-
lized. This trade-off depends on economies of scale, the rate of arrival of
demand, and the discount rate and the burden over time of financing these
investments. This specific question frames an analysis for pertinent fore-
casting of scenarios, which will not be the same kind of generalized fore-
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casts of population used to drive conventional comprehensive plans. The
decision on sizing the plant should depend on a distribution of expectations
of population sizes over time and risks of over- or undercapacity relative to
u n c e rtainty in the realized population, as discussed in chapter 4. These con-
siderations cannot be embedded in a single population forecast and still be
pertinent to a wide range of different, individual infrastructure investment
decisions. The demand forecast needed for sizing the treatment plant is not
the same in spatial scope or time sensitivity as that needed to size a road or
choose its time of construction, even if the road and sewer are in the same
geographic location. The road will serve through traffic as well as local traf-
fic and the sewer may serve future extensions, but they will not serve the
same geographic service areas because road networks and sewer networks
have different physical characteristics. An efficient scope of plan for sewers
will consider its interdependence with plans for roads and plans for land use
regulations, but these plans are, for good reasons, most likely to be made
separately.

None of these timing questions affects the location of the road or treat-
ment plant because their l o c a t i o n a l i n t e rdependence is the same re g a rd l e s s
of when either is built. The UCSD has to think through the entire sewer
collection network associated with a new plant and the general urban form
that would result in relation to roads whether the buildout occurs in fiv e
years or fifty years. The decomposition of that interdependence is primar-
ily spatial, not temporal. The benefits from such a plan based on the inter-
dependent, indivisible, irreversible decisions in the spatial area accrue re-
gardless of when the projects are built.

Friend and Jessop (1969) and Friend and Hickling (1987) developed
planning tools to implement their “strategic choice” approach. A brief de-
scription of the methodological implications makes clear the similarities be-
tween their approach and the logic presented here. Strategic choice recog-
nizes that plan making arises from a focus on particular decision situations
that raise uncertainties about related choices, uncertainties about the envi-
ronment in which these choices will play out, and uncertainties about val-
ues that should be used in making these choices.

The tools focus on Analysis of Interconnected Decision Areas (AIDA).
These tools do not assume that the scope of a plan is given. One of the first
tasks is to fig u re out which decision areas (decision situations, choice op-
p o rtunities) should be addressed in a particular plan. The tools also focus
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on how interdependence among decisions affects the available choices and
the pre f e rence among choices. Decision areas are re p resented as circ l e s
linked to other circles with which they are interdependent. A sewer plant
expansion might be one decision area and the zoning categories for a newly
annexed area might be another. In the AIDA graphic vocabulary, a line
should connect these two decision areas to show that they are interd e-
pendent. Decision areas that are highly interdependent should be consid-
e red as a group, which is shown by drawing a circle around them. Wi t h i n
the circle of each decision area, options (alternative actions) for that deci-
sion are listed.

The tools of re p resentation focus on working with these re l a t i o n s h i p s .
These representations thus leave a history of the logic for a particular plan
that can be relied on when using the plan to decide what action to take in a
contingent strategy. For example, in using the plan, we could ask: Which
other decisions was this decision interdependent with? Are these interd e-
pendencies still valid? Were options for other decision areas carried out as
assumed in the strategy? Did they have the expected consequences? Despite
these potential advantages, the strategic choice approach is seldom used in
making plans for urban development.5 The logic of making plans and its
implied modifications to conventional prescriptions suggest additions to the
tools of the strategic choice approach.

The explanations of these decompositions based on the Four I’s, are re-
i n f o rced by explanations based on specialization of expertise and knowledge
with respect to organizations, places, and functions. Sewer plans, trans-
p o rtation plans, land use development plans, neighborhood development
plans, and environmental protection plans rely on diff e rent informal and
formal knowledge held by different people in different organizations.

To choose efficient scopes for plans:

• Identify and create actions available to your client now and in the fu-
t u re based on likely streams of opportunities. At least some of these
will have been identified when the client recognized the opportunity
to plan.

• Identify interdependence among these actions and interd e p e n d e n c e
with the potential actions of others.

• Identify indivisibility, irre v e r s i b i l i t y, and imperfect foresight aff e c t i n g
these actions.
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• G roup these actions based on interdependence, indivisibility, irre-
versibility, and imperfect foresight.

• Make a system of plans, one for each group of interdependent actions
and perhaps others for groups of interdependent groups of actions.
Take into account actions by others, but treat actions as uncertain.

• Expect others to make plans, both formally and informally, for mul-
tiple scopes, horizons, and revision intervals.

These implications apply quite generally. They are consistent with plan
making in California, Chicago, Phoenix, Seattle, and elsewhere as described
in chapter 9. In contrast with the conventional prescriptions, however, they
p rescribe criteria to choose the scope of plans for each situation rather than
prescribing a standard scope.

The above explanations focus on the strategy aspect of how plans work,
which is in many ways the most demanding. The recommendations hold,
however, for the other aspects of plans.

The design aspect of plans differs from the strategy aspect by articulat-
ing outcome patterns rather than contingent sets of actions. Plans for out-
come patterns can and should be decomposed based on these same prin-
ciples. A design of regional scope should focus on elements of urban
development that are interdependent at that scope—major park acquisitions
and major infrastructure locations—for the same reason as for the strategy
aspect of plans. This commonality is a reminder that one plan can work
through more than one aspect.

Vision also depends on choice of scope. Although the vision aspect is
much more likely than other aspects to focus on outcomes rather than ac-
tions, it must still motivate actions. Visions for neighborhoods can be imag-
ined and used distinct from visions for metropolitan areas. This does not
mean they are completely unrelated, but they are definitely decomposable.
They seek to affect the attitudes of different people and to motivate differ-
ent actors and actions.

The agenda aspect of a plan relates primarily to organizational scope be-
cause it works as a memory device for a list of actions and trusted commit-
ment to constituents. For an agenda, the revision interval and time horizon
depend on the re p o rting interval re q u i red to maintain cre d i b i l i t y. How
many objectives can we commit to accomplish or how many actions can we
commit to taking so that we can report success in time to sustain the cred-
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ibility of these commitments? The number depends on the particular situa-
tion, but there is a logical explanation as a basis for choosing the scope and
revision interval.

The policy aspect of a plan affects the scope through the question of de-
cision costs, consistency benefits, and frequency of repetition of the deci-
sion. How frequently must a category of decision occur to justify the set-
ting of a policy? The answer depends on costs of individual decisions
compared to costs of policy setting and on the benefits of commitment to
consistent decisions. The choice depends on the particular situation, but
there is a logic for choosing when to commit to policies of what scope.

Link Consequences to Available Actions

W h e re are we? Where do we want to be? How can we get there? Most con-
ventional prescriptions for making plans treat these three questions as sep-
arate tasks, implying separate re p resentations. In caricature, the answers are
presented in an existing land use map, a future land use map, and a zoning
ordinance and capital improvements program. An action should help move
us from where we are to where we want to be. Plan making should focus at-
tention on the connections of current situations, actions, and consequences
rather than on each separately. It should focus on the interd e p e n d e n c e
among decision situations because the interdependence is fundamental to
creating plans that work. Forester (1989, 11) argues that what planners do
is communicate so as to focus attention. The logic of making plans argues
that, compared to conventional prescriptions, more attention should be fo-
cused on interdependence and on connections between consequences and
actions, and less attention on describing present and future states and gen-
eral frames of implementation.

The tasks of making plans, as discussed in chapters 7 and 9, exceed the cog-
nitive capacity of individuals without external re p resentations. Such re p re-
sentations also enable communication for collaboration in groups. These
re p resentations strongly affect the focus of attention, and thus choosing
re p resentations and ways to use re p resentations is essential to focusing atten-
tion on links between consequences and available actions. The strategic choice
a p p roach (introduced in chapter 4 and described in more detail earlier in this
chapter) and Integrated Action Planning (described in chapter 9) suggest
good tools for dealing with interdependence. They generally lack tools
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for linking consequences and actions, however, other than formats for
recording consequences of combinations of actions. Sketch maps and sce-
narios based on models are possibilities for making such connections.

Sketch maps, which are used and suggested in several prescriptions, de-
s e rve further elaboration. Consider again the sewer planning case described
earlier. The feasibility and costs of locations of treatment plants and sewer
networks depend significantly on the locations of outlet water bodies and
on the topography that constrains gravity flow of the collection network.
A sketch map can focus attention on this information. A symbol for a treat-
ment plant location allows locations of the existing plants and possible ad-
ditional plants to be easily modified to record ideas or share them with col-
laborators. Scaling the symbol size can loosely re p resent treatment plant
capacity. A terrain representation gives clues to possible collector network
c o n figurations and to watershed boundaries that may be significant. Net-
work design is slightly subtler. In Champaign-Urbana, the limits requiring
lift stations are likely to be long stretches of very flat land with insufficient
gradient to support gravity flo w. In most urban areas, however, the limits
will be ridges that separate watersheds. In any case, a terrain re p re s e n t a t i o n
p rovides the information needed to imagine possible plant locations and
a reas served. The map can also include other information about existing de-
velopment, existing plans for expansion of the transportation network,
boundaries of jurisdictions competing for revenue, and so on. Such maps
a re not, however, just maps of existing conditions. The point of such dia-
grams is to organize ideas about how potential actions are linked to conse-
quences and other actions.

It is easy to imagine such a map as generated by a Geographic Informa-
tion System (GIS), but it is crucial to think of such re p resentations as much
looser and more easily modified (Hopkins 1999). The re p resentation should
be a sketching device, a manipulation of possibilities and relationships, not
m e rely a compilation of data. As illustrated in Figure 10-5, annotations,
symbols, questions, and relationships should keep track of ideas because the
sketch map is an external memory device and a collaboration device.6

One type of sketch map is an issues and forces map, which incorporates
actions that might be taken by others, relationships among actions, and de-
scriptions of consequences, implications, and contingent re l a t i o n s h i p s
among interdependent actions. The spatial re f e rencing is one powerful way
to consider actions and consequences simultaneously. It is not, however, suf-
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Figure 10-5
Sketch map from community planning meeting in Phoenix, Arizona
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ficient and its power can lead to cognitive anchoring and biases. Counters
to these biases include collaborating in making such maps, sharing such
maps among planners for diff e rent clients, and using such maps as a change-
able medium for continuing interaction with constituencies and collabora-
tors rather than as a fixed report of information. Such maps can, however,
overpower the real situation so that the map re p resentation becomes the
focus of attention. Sketch maps and diagrams can seldom represent causal
mechanisms that link consequences to actions. Other re p re s e n t a t i o n s
should also be given prominence in deliberations.

“What if?” scenarios as contingent forecasts are a tool for iterating to-
ward plans by asking either of two kinds of questions with respect to vari-
ous combinations of actions and various consequences: What consequences
will occur if we take these actions? Or, if we desire these consequences, what
actions would achieve them? Contingent forecasts are most useful to dis-
cover strategies and to build arguments about what to do rather than as tools
for choosing among forecasts of population as the primary input to a plan.

In conventional plans, population forecasts are usually used as input data
for an allocation process, albeit with sensitivity analysis based on high and
low forecasts. The most important forecasts, however, are those that de-
pend on the choice of actions and are thus endogenous to the making of the
plan. If a new highway is built, what will the population be? Or, if the popu-
lation should be two hundred thousand, what new highways should be built?
If minimum lot size zoning is implemented, what will the pattern look like?
O r, if a compact pattern is desired, would minimum lot size or maximum
lot size zoning be more likely to achieve it? It is better to ask such questions
in both directions—to connect consequences to actions—rather than only
to ask what the consequences of a given set of actions might be as in con-
ventional prescriptions.

Working out such implications requires some sort of model, which is at
best problematic because participants are likely to differ in their beliefs
about how the world works. To make matters worse, it is often difficult to
d e t e rmine what a model assumes about how the world works. For both
these reasons, it is important to use more than one model, each based on a
d i ff e rent view or emphasis about what matters. The range of economic
s t ru c t u re, demographics, urban stru c t u re, transportation, housing, and mu-
nicipal revenue models is far too great to consider here .7 In any case the
models should be used to consider how consequences relate to interd e-
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pendent actions so as to discover possible actions and possible conse-
quences.

I n t e rdependence among land uses and hydrologic consequences for
flooding illustrate how this might work. A study of the Hickory Creek Wa-
tershed in Will County, Illinois, considered the effects of increased urban
development on flood peak levels and on levels of flood damage from in-
creased development in the floodplain (Hopkins et al. 1978; Hopkins et al.
1981). Water flow depended on land use patterns, and damages for a given
level of flooding depended on land use patterns. A “modeling to generate
a l t e rnatives” technique was used to generate land use patterns that were
v e ry diff e rent from each other but that kept total land value net of flo o d
damages relatively similar (Hopkins et al. 1982). From such analysis it be-
came clear that what mattered was the timing of the arrival of flood peaks
on different branches of the stream; if the peaks on the two major branches
reached their confluence at the same time, then the downstream damages
w e re much higher. Any land use pattern that delayed the timing of one re l a-
tive to the other was approximately as effective. Thus many land use pat-
t e rns, but not just any land use pattern, were equally good for this criterion,
and a decision among them could be made based on other criteria.

Rather than just taking as given that more impervious surface is bad, the
explicit consideration of how actions related to consequences suggested dif-
f e rent strategies. The analysis also considered the implications of re g u l a-
tions that might not always yield planned land use patterns. Thus the con-
nection to available actions such as zoning was also made explicit (Goulter
et al. 1983). Making use of such tools in the time frame of specific plan-mak-
ing situations is still difficult. Working with one or a small number of as-
pects in a way that the results can be used to consider other aspects, as in
this case, will be more effective than trying to consider all aspects in one
model.

The example of sewer system development in Lexington, Kentucky, de-
scribed earlier in this chapter also illustrates the importance of focusing on
actions and consequences rather than on allocations of land use types. If the
basic principle of expanding in efficient chunks and utilizing available ca-
pacity is understood, then decisions can be addressed as they arise. If the
focus is on designations of land areas, then the internal logic of the plan—
its basis in links between actions and consequences is lost.

Choosing a plan re q u i res comparisons of alternative actions based on
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consequences. Such comparisons should yield cognitive feedback, infor-
mation useful in figuring out how to modify an idea into a better plan. It is
m o re useful to learn how to modify a set of actions to increase the likeli-
hood of desirable consequences than it is to learn only what consequences
a re likely to occur from given actions. Explaining how cities work is thus
fundamental because such explanations not only link actions to outcomes
but also recognize what differences in actions would be required to achieve
different outcomes. Operational models that give such cognitive feedback
in making plans have been devised for electric power generation capacity
by Andrews (1992) and for bus routing by Lee (1993). In the bus ro u t i n g
case, one of the diagnostic feedback reports shows graphically the loading
of each bus route between each bus stop. This information highlights op-
portunities to move routes so as to eliminate links with light loads or dou-
ble up routes on links with heavy loads. This kind of feedback suggests how
to make changes to improve plans. Similar tools are needed for urban de-
velopment plans.

To focus attention on linking consequences to available actions:

• Use more than one representation to cope with complexity and avoid
cognitive bias.

• Use representations that relate actions to each other and connect ac-
tions to consequences.

• Embed multiple forecasts in multiple re p resentations of related ac-
tions and consequences rather than using forecasts as the a priori b a s i s
for plan making.

• C o m p a re alternatives on the basis of consequences so as to discover
cognitive feedback about how to modify and create available actions
and build arguments about what to do.

These principles apply to all five aspects of how plans work. Although
strategy most directly emphasizes the link from available actions to out-
comes, designs and visions must also connect actions to the envisioned or
designed outcome. Agendas and policies are justified in terms of the con-
sequences of committed or consistent actions, which are thus the basis for
judging performance.

Where are we? Where do we want to be? How do we get there? These
traditional questions should not be taken to imply separable planning tasks
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or re p resentations. Inventing, discovering, and choosing actions becomes
possible by considering consequences and actions simultaneously rather
than separately.

Use Formal and Informal Institutions of 
Collective Choice

The logic of participation explains what formal democratic institutions and
ad hoc participation can accomplish for social cognition or aggregation of
p re f e rence. Conventional prescriptions for making plans emphasize the im-
portance of public participation as direct involvement of ordinary citizens
or organizational stakeholders in the process of making plans. As Lucy
(1988) argues, the American Planning Association ethical principles em-
phasize direct public participation without adequately recognizing the role
of formal political processes and organizations. Plan making should recog-
nize relationships to both direct participation and to formal mechanisms
of collective choice. The two approaches are not, however, perfect com-
plements. Critical judgments about what should be done still matter.

Highly part i c i p a t o ry plan making, such as re p o rted in chapter 9 for
Austin and Atlanta, may not lead to better plans or to plans taken seriously
by government or other organizations. Plans driven by governments may
advantage commercial interests over others. Participation in forums to
frame decision situations will be most effective if it recognizes that the de-
cision arena in which authority resides should be the target of such efforts
( B ryson and Crosby 1992). Participation in forums that frame electoral poli-
tics is thus also pertinent. Plans that do not recognize departmentalized or-
ganizations with distinct line responsibilities, ward-based versus at-larg e
election of legislators, and separation of authority among general purpose
municipalities and special districts will not be pertinent to actions regard-
less of how much public participation has occurred.

Plans should recognize what formal mechanisms of collective choice will
be used, but not necessarily take the preferences of participants in these in-
stitutions as given. The selling of the Chicago Plan to voters in order to pass
bond issues for major public improvements is a classic example (Moody
1919). If the plan is the city council’s plan, it should recognize that the de-
cisions are individual votes of council members conditioned by political af-
filiations and a history of coalitions. Integrated Action Planning (Irwin and
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Joshi 1996) as implemented in Nepal makes this explicit by including tables
of distribution or projects and expenditures by wards by year to show ward
representatives how their ward is being served.

Using formal and informal mechanisms of collective choice for deliber-
ation and aggregation of pre f e rence also emphasizes the relationship of col-
lective choice to the ways in which plans can work. Any decision, includ-
ing a decision about plans or implied in a plan, may involve collective
choice. Collective choice is thus not an attribute that distinguishes plans
or plan making from other types of decisions or activities. The process of
making a plan may focus attention on questions about which collective
choices should be made. Plans may serve as a vehicle for deliberation, but
only in the same way that any decision could. The logic of how plans work
is analytically distinguishable from collective choice. Explanations of how
plans work make sense whether carried out by an individual, an org a n i z a-
tion, or a government. Recognizing the distinction between plans and col-
lective choice makes it possible to use these mechanisms more effectively as
complements for related tasks when appropriate.

To use formal institutions of representative democracy and informal in-
stitutions of direct participation for both social cognition and aggregation
of preference when making plans:

• Choose organizational scopes for plans based on formal choice mech-
anisms and the motivations, advantages, and biases they contain.

• Induce participation that is likely to increase cognitive capacity by ad-
vantaging ideas and perspectives otherwise disadvantaged in form a l
institutions.

• Induce participation that is likely to advantage persons and commu-
nities insufficiently re p resented in re p resentative democracy, the mar-
ket, or the organization.

These recommendations apply to plans by private developers as well as by
municipalities and to all five aspects of how plans work. Agenda and pol-
icy aspects of plans are particularly pertinent because they increase con-
sistency and public commitment to proposals. Thus they can counter both
i n a p p ropriately narrow direct participation in particular decisions and in-
a p p ropriately narrow formal processes that ignore local circumstances. In-
cluding a policy to invest in neighborhoods in the public agenda of a po-
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litical leader, for example, counters the tendency, discussed in chapters 5
and 8, to focus on the commercial interests of downtown landowners and
businesses. The cognitive advantages and justice advantages of induced par-
ticipation to complement formal institutions of collective choice can im-
p rove design, vision, and strategy aspects of plans. Vision aspects of plans
can change attitudes and beliefs and thus change the outcomes of collective
deliberations or aggregations of preference. Visions can counter defections
f rom collective action toward collective goods by motivating people to par-
ticipate, which means visions can substitute in part for regulations imposed
by collective action.

Summary: The Logic of Making Plans Matters

These prescriptions, taken together, suggest including plans within the
s t ream of opportunities metaphor. As presented in chapter 2 and para-
phrasing Cohen et al. (1972), the metaphor was elaborated to frame plan-
making situations: A plan-making situation is a collection of interdepend-
ent, indivisible, and irreversible decisions looking for issues; a collection of
issues looking for interdependent decisions in which they might be pert i-
nent; a collection of solutions looking for issues to which they might be an
answer; and a collection of planners looking for work. Using the metaphor to
frame urban development as a complex system re q u i res adding to this mix a
collection of plans that are co-evolving with other elements, meaning that de-
cisions are looking for plans in which they might be pertinent and planners
a re looking for opportunities to make plans that are pertinent to decisions
and issues. The metaphor is a system of interacting elements, but a system
does not imply simplicity or the potential of control. Think of an ecosys-
tem, not of systems engineering. Ecosystem brings to mind more easily the
level of complexity and the idea that plans and plan making are within the
system rather than controlling it from outside. This perspective on using
and making plans depends on each of the key arguments in this book.

Plans can be useful in complex systems, in “natural” systems, if plans are
recognized as elements within complex systems rather than as extern a l
mechanisms for achieving control. Plans can affect the world in certain lim-
ited ways, and explanations of how plans can work are persuasive backing
for claims that a plan with particular content will be useful in a part i c u l a r
situation. Explanations of how plans work also make clear in what situations
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we should not expect plans to work well and which other approaches are
more appropriate.

Plans can incorporate uncert a i n t y. The lament “We can’t make plans be-
cause we don’t know what other people are going to do” demonstrates a
misunderstanding of how plans work. Plans are made by individuals, gro u p s ,
and governments. Plans are not inherently a government activity or a shift
to more central control. Just as with many other activities, however, when
plans are collective goods, it makes sense for governments to provide plans.
Plans are not regulations, but land development regulations are likely to de-
pend on plans to decide what the regulations should be. It therefore makes
sense to make plans about regulations.

Human cognitive capabilities and social interactions frame explanations
of how plans can be made and justifications for how plans should be made,
including expertise about analytical techniques, collaboration, and values.
The difficulties of collective choice cannot be overcome by plans because
plans are not a decision-making mechanism. Plans organize inform a t i o n
p e rtinent to decisions, which may be made individually, through negotia-
tion, or through deliberation and voting. A plan might be chosen by mech-
anisms of collective choice, but the plan is not the decision mechanism.

The logic of making plans for urban development matters because it is
useful in figuring out how to make better plans and how to use them more
effectively. It makes sense of much of observed planning practice and justi-
fies parts of conventional prescriptions for making plans. Through careful
i n t e r p retation of observed practice and conventional prescriptions, how-
ever, the logic of plans also suggests changes in such prescriptions, changes
that should result in improved practice. Practice is thus not only the bene-
fic i a ry of better interpretations of the logic of plans, but also a major sourc e
of wisdom on which to build that logic.

The principles used to organize this chapter—recognizing opport u n i t i e s
to use plans, creating views of plans from decision situations, re c o g n i z i n g
opportunities to make plans, making plans of efficient scopes, linking con-
sequences to interdependent actions, and using formal and informal insti-
tutions to deliberate and act—bring plans within the system. We can use
our plan-making (canoe-paddling) abilities in combination with the forces
of the streams of opportunities we face if we work from the logic of inter-
dependent, indivisible, irreversible actions in the face of imperfect fore s i g h t .
These attributes characterize the decisions that can benefit from plans and
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p rovide the basis for making plans of efficient scope. We must be able to use
plans while making decisions in the stream, which requires ready access to
the internal logic of the plans from the perspectives of decision situations.
Plans will be useful, usable, and used if they make sense of and from the
stream.
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Notes

1. Plans for Urban Development: Why and How?

1. Kieran Donaghy proposed a “coherentist” approach to planning research in
a seminar discussion of these issues, and his views have had a major influence on my
perspective.

2. Plan-Based Action in Natural Systems

1 . If you wish to cross a river, you cannot go directly across by pointing your
canoe directly across. The combination of your paddling directly across and the cur-
rent moving downstream will land you downstream of your starting point. In order
to go directly across, aim your canoe at an angle upstream. The combination of your
paddling and the current will lead you directly across. The angle you should set de-
pends on the strength of the current and your strength in paddling. See e.g., John
T. Urban, A Whitewater Handbook for Canoe and Kayak, Boston: Appalachian Moun-
tain Club, 1965.

2. The literature on behavior of systems includes works that address systems in
the abstract, such as Ashby (1956) and Beer (1966), who develop the concepts of cy-
b e rnetics in more accessible form than some earlier authors. In addition, these con-
cepts are developed within the context of particular disciplines and their focus on
p a rticular types of systems, such as Botkin (1990), Dawkins (1976), Holling and
Goldberg (1971) in biology, and Alchian (1950) in economics. McLoughlin (1973)
has developed these concepts most completely with respect to urban planning.

3 . The market system conditions are explained in any economics textbook, such
as Nicholson (2000) or Varian (1992).

4 . The Law of Requisite Variety (Ashby 1956) says that a system must have as
much variety in responding to disturbances as there is variety in disturbances.

5. See Anas et al. (1998) for a review of urban models based on equilibrium, dy-
namic adjustment, and imperfect foresight.

6. Alexander (1992b) considered transaction costs as an explanation of planning
in a slightly different way. He focuses on the substitution of hierarchical organiza-
tion for the market as a response to reducing transaction costs. Here we are in-
cluding transaction costs as one additional friction in the dynamic adjustment
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p rocess. The irreversibility of costs of construction is a much greater component
of the argument for plans. Organizational questions are considered in chapters 5
and 7.

7 . Economic analysis claims that persons or firms use the prices of land and trans-
p o rtation as signals that indicate beneficial opportunities to change location. Even
with the restrictive assumptions in neoclassical economics, however, these signals will
not equal the prices that would occur at equilibrium except when equilibrium has
been reached. There is a path of changing prices and a path of changing location ac-
tions, each responding in turn to the other. If there are no transaction costs and de-
cisions can be made in infinitely small increments, the sequence of changing prices
can be shown to result in a sequence of location choices that will lead to the pre d i c t e d
equilibrium, as explained in any advanced economics text, such as Varian (1992).
C o n v e r s e l y, when actions face interdependence, indivisibility, irre v e r s i b i l i t y, and im-
p e rfect foresight, and thus transaction costs, even this iterative adjustment pro c e s s
fails because the prices at any given iteration will not be appropriate signals. See also
Hopkins (1979) for an explanation based on mathematical pro g r a m m i n g .

8. The term “indicative” is also used by some authors in the urban planning lit-
e r a t u re (e.g., Alexander 1992a) in a slightly more general way to mean plans that
work by persuasion rather than regulation.

9 . Plans are often explained as a response to “market failure” or to “political fail-
u re,” in particular to the failings of market to account for externalities and collective
goods and for the failure of political systems to account for expertise and unequal ca-
pacity to participate. Plans, at least in the sense addressed in this book, cannot dire c t l y
resolve these failures, which are discussed in chapter 5. The classic discussion of plan-
ning in market and political failure terms is Dahl and Lindblom (1953). Moore (1978)
a rgues the case for collective goods, which is really a case for government and re g u-
lation, not a case for plans. Klosterman (1985), in a thorough review of the arg u m e n t s
of market and political failure, acknowledges that these arguments do not distinguish
planning from government, but provides no alternative explanation of plans.

10. Alex Anas suggested adding imperfect foresight and the label “the Four I’s.”
1 1 . The scope of work on organizations is far too vast to address here. Marc h

(1988) is the collected work of one major contributor. Williamson (1975) leads an-
other perspective. Chisholm (1989) and Alexander (1995) focus on intero rg a n i z a-
tional stru c t u re and behavior and provide accessible interpretations of org a n i z a t i o n s
pertinent to planning.

12. Lai (1998) extended the formal structure of the garbage can simulations di-
rectly to the question of plans and their effects in organizations by specifying in-
tentional ways in which elements of the process would be looked at ahead of time.

3. How Plans Work

1 . T h e re are many typologies of plans more or less pertinent to the explanations
presented here. Kent (1964) identifies five uses of plans: policy determination, pol-
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icy effectuation, communication, conveyance of advice, and education. Alexander
(1992a) classifies plans on several dimensions. His distinctions among indicative, al-
locative, and regulatory fall within the categories used here in a crosscutting way as
described in the text.

The standard textbook in land use planning (Kaiser, et al. 1995) identifies three
purposes of plans: “One is to provide a process to make policy, that is, a process by
which people of a community can take part, with elected officials and appointed
boards, in generating and debating policy ideas. A second purpose is then to com-
municate that policy and intended program of action to property owners, develop-
ers, citizens, elected officials, appointed officials and other affected parties. The plan
should educate, inspire, and convince those parties. A third purpose is to help im-
plement policy. Advance plans do that by becoming guides to elected and appointed
public officials as they deliberate development decisions. Regulations may even in-
corporate plans as formal criteria for reaching decisions in the issuance of permits.
Plans also document the legal, political, and logical rationale behind the develop-
ment management measures that implement policy” (251).The second is mostly
equivalent to the vision explanation, though it may also include strategic use by par-
ties other than the government. The third purpose is the strategy explanation or
some variation of it.

B ryson (1995) describes the corporate perspective on strategic planning. My use
of the term “strategy” here is distinct from the idea of “strategic planning” for or-
ganizations. The “Vision of Success” associated with “strategic planning” is similar
to my use of vision here in that it is a motivator and an organizer of an aggre g a t e
image of good outcomes.

Garvin (1996) describes comprehensive plans as three types: compelling visions
generally of one person, strategies, and visions constructed collaboratively. His ex-
amples are the 1909 Chicago Plan, the 1947 St. Louis Plan, and the 1961 Philadel-
phia Plan, re s p e c t i v e l y. Even these three examples suggest that the distinction is im-
p e rfect. My approach describes ways in which plans can work and interprets cases
as working in more than one way. The focus is thus more on explanation and less
on classification of plans themselves.

2 . See Shipley and Newkirk (1998) for discussion of the use of the term v i s i o n
in planning literature. Baer (1997) identifies his “Plan as Vision” with two somewhat
distinct roles: “ . . . to stimulate thought and elicit comment . . . ” and “The reader
should be attracted into the exercise, lifted to the prospect envisioned, convinced as
to its possibility (or that of one like it), and provided enough ‘realism’ to convince
the natural skeptic in us all to at least momentarily suspend disbelief” (333). My
use of the term focuses on the latter. Bryson and Crosby (1992) describe three ven-
ues of action: forums, arenas, and courts. Forums are opportunities to frame issues
and discuss ideas. The development and creation of the vision aspect of a plan fits
this role while it is being developed, which is similar to the dual roles of vision sug-
gested by Baer.

3. Such explanations are easier to test in the case of regulations than in the case
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of plans because we can observe whether regulations were binding. For example,
Knaap (1990) finds that local zoning decisions were indeed changed to meet regu-
l a t o ry conditions established by the state of Oregon. The state-level regulation con-
strained the observed decisions of local governments.

4. Strategy, Uncertainty, and Forecasts

1. Stokey and Zeckhauser (1978) provide a brief introduction to subjective ex-
pected utility theory and risk aversion; Keeney and Raiffa (1976) provide a more
complete explanation. These elaborations acknowledge that increments of outcome
m e a s u res may not yield constant increments in utility and that diff e rent people have
d i ff e rent attitudes toward risk. Hirshleifer and Riley (1992) is an up-to-date and
comprehensive advanced treatment of the economics of information.

2 . For simplicity this illustration does not diff e rentiate among years in which
housing is sold by discounting revenues or years in which things are constru c t e d
by discounting costs. Schaeffer and Hopkins (1987) develop a description of a sim-
ilar situation using probability density functions over outcomes and also include the
u n c e rtainty of obtaining the right (for example, zoning approval) to construct the
intended uses.

3 . These probabilities can be interpreted in several ways. They could be sub-
jective probabilities devised by an expert to express the relative likelihood of alter-
native future demands. They could be frequencies of these levels of demand based
on previous years in the same or similar communities or situations. See Kloster-
man (1990) for a textbook on conventional population forecasting techniques.

4 . Calculations of total revenues in Figure 4-4 follow the same logic as in the
earlier fig u res. For the top branch, 600 ¥ $15 + 600 ¥ $50 = 39,000. For the next
branch, 300 ¥$15 + 300 ¥$50 = $19,500. In this case the revenue per unit is based
on the number of units built, but these revenues are received only for the number
of units sold to meet demand. Using these same principles, the remainder of the val-
ues in the tree can be computed using data in Table 4-2. Again, working from right
to left, the values for each branch at each node can be determined by subtracting the
costs incurred by each of the preceding branches from the total revenue.

5 . One of the difficulties in such studies is attributing appropriate shares of these
costs to particular development projects in particular locations at particular times.
This is the crux of the task of designing appropriate impact fees (see e.g., Nelson
1988; Alterman 1988; White 1996).

6 . It is not appropriate to compute the forecast by the Bayesian updating ap-
p roach of additional sampling (see e.g., Raiffa 1968) because, in general, fore c a s t-
ing does not meet the assumptions of a sampling procedure.

7. A frequent strategy is to make decisions based on a point forecast, such as the
mean of the distribution of expected population outcomes. Morgan and Henrion
(1990, 307–324) claim that underestimation of demand is more costly than overes-
timation for many infrastru c t u re capacity questions. Such asymmetry around the ca-
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pacity decision means that explicit consideration of the distribution of possible out-
comes matters.

5. Plans by and for Voluntary Groups and Governments.

1 . This story is based in part on re s e a rch carried out with Peter Schaeffer (Hop-
kins and Schaeffer 1985), and some of the details of the story are from a course paper
by Lucia Rimavicius. Later parts of the story are based on newspaper re p o rts and
interviews conducted by Amy Bridges. The purpose here is a story, not a thorough
re p o rting of the process. Schaeffer and Hopkins (1987) present a formal mathe-
matical treatment of this type of problem from the perspective of a developer.

2. Levine and Ponssard (1977) identified three types of information gathering:
s e c ret, unshared, and shared. In secret plans, others do not know that a plan has been
made, and they do not know the content of the plan. In unshared plans, others know
that a plan has been made, but they do not know the content. In shared plans, oth-
ers know that a plan has been made and they know the content. The downtown Ur-
bana development story includes examples of all three. The committee knew that
the subcommittee was planning but did not know the results even though some ac-
tors were using these results to take action (unshared). Others did not even know
that the planning was going on (secret). The hiring of a consultant by the city was
known by all and the results were announced publicly on completion (shared). Hop-
kins (1981) presents numerical examples of secret, shared, and unshared fore c a s t s
and shows that in certain cases the actors might choose to regulate themselves to re-
q u i re forecasting or to prevent forecasting because of collective good characteris-
tics. In one case, each player is better off if all players are prevented from forecast-
ing, even if they have individual incentives to forecast.

3 . T h e re is an extensive literature on collective goods and the variants of toll
goods and common pool re s o u rces. See, for example, Mueller (1989) for a bro a d -
ranging theoretical exposition and Ostrom et al. (1994) for theoretical and empiri-
cal work on responses to the common pool resource problem in particular.

4 . The prisoner’s dilemma occurs when two criminals accused of the same crime
a re being questioned separately. Each is off e red leniency for confessing and pro-
viding evidence to convict the other. If neither confesses, they will both be tried
for a lesser crime and receive one year in prison. If one confesses but the other does
not, the confessor gets three years and the other gets ten years. If both confess, they
each get eight years because the reduction for confessing is relative to conviction on
a bigger charge supported by the evidence provided. As in the example in Game 5-
1, each prefers to confess (not join) re g a rdless of what the other does, but if they
both confess, they each get eight years when they could each have gotten one year.

5 . The diagram stru c t u re follows Savas (1982), but the plotting of plans and fore-
casts is my own and certainly open to argument.

6 . A recent study of state-mandated local plan elements by Burby et al. (1997)
raises many of the issues of state-mandated local planning, but is limited in its im-
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plications by the narrow focus on natural hazards. It concludes that state mandates
i m p rove the quality of local plans because these plans meet state guidelines. It is not
clear whether such plans are more useful to municipalities or how these plans work.
The focus of assessment is on how many different implementation tools were used
by a given municipality, rather than on specific ways in which plans work.

6. Rights, Regulations, and Plans

1. The quote from Schmid is an example of observable actions and attempts at
explanation based on less observable things (Miller 1987). It also illustrates the dif-
ficulty of classifying phenomena without acknowledging distinctions between ob-
servable acts and their meanings. Guttenberg (1993) developed the implications of
this point for classifying land uses by building type, building function, and several
other dimensions. See also Marris (1982).

2 . The system in England is based on a distinctly diff e rent system of rights. The
national government holds the rights to develop land for urban uses. It behaves
somewhat like a large corporation in setting policies through which its decentral-
ized agents, the local authorities, may release these rights. These patterns of re l e a s e
may or may not be based on plans. Other policies about housing and jobs, for ex-
ample, may generate rules for release distinct from urban development plans. There-
f o re, the British system of development control is not focused on regulation and re g-
u l a t o ry justification (e.g., consistency, takings) because government holds the
development rights. The situation is thus one of managing the release of land to
meet the demand for housing. (See e.g., Bramley et al. 1995.)

3. The opposite side of this timing question and investment dynamics is invest-
ment in agriculture or other resource activities on land that may eventually be ur-
banized. Uncertainty over the timing of conversion may lead dairy farmers prema-
t u rely to stop investing in large, fixed facilities, such as barns, silos, and waste
t reatment lagoons. Thus growth timing information may also increase the effic i e n c y
of agriculture. Agriculture districts with specific time limits are one device to fix tim-
ing and prevent urban services taxation of agricultural land until development is
timely (Bryant and Conklin 1975). Urban growth boundaries might have similar ef-
fects, though they are usually implemented with too coarse a timing perspective to
matter.

7. Capabilities to Make Plans

1 . Two examples of the role of arguments against conventional wisdom of at least
a particular group: Krug (1990) argues that acidic lakes in the northeastern United
States are in their natural state, not a condition caused by air pollution in the Mid-
west. The expectation that these lakes would sustain fish is based, in his argument,
on an anomaly of the past fifty years caused by extensive clear-cutting around 1900.
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Hofer (1997) argues that floods in Bangladesh correlate with rain in the Megha-
laya hills just to the north, not with rainfall in the Himalaya of Nepal. He also ar-
gues that there is no evidence of change in flood peaks with claimed increases in
c l e a red land in Nepal. There is increasing support for this view (see e.g., Ives and
Messerli 1989), but it remains an argument against the presumptive explanation.
The ongoing intersubjective process can change the facts. In general, we rely on our
judgments about which people in our own “community” to believe, at least as much
as we rely on our own direct knowledge or understanding when establishing our be-
liefs, attitudes, and accepted “conclusions.”

2 . This example is adapted from an example in McKean (1985) re p o rting on the
work of Kahneman and Tversky. See also Kahneman and Tversky (1984).

3. McGrath (1984, 127) notes that little work has been done on tasks that meet
his strict definition of planning tasks—to find an algorithm or procedure to accom-
plish a given purpose through a set of actions, which is closest to the strategy aspect.

4. These results argue against the Delphi technique (Dalkey 1969), which pro-
vides information about estimates by others but specifically prevents interaction in
groups.

5. The literature on organizations and organizational behavior is vast. March’s
i n t roduction to the volume of his collected works is a good tour of the issues (Marc h
1988). The classic economic analysis of firms is Williamson (1975). Alexander
(1992b, 1995) considers these ideas with particular re f e rence to planning. Barz e l
(1989) develops the explanations for organizations from concepts of rights.

6 . K rumholz and Forester (1990) describe the planning commission’s role in the
unusual Cleveland Policy Report and its implied approach to planning. Clavel (1986)
considers the planning commission in relation to the emergence of pro g ressive local
government regimes.

8. Collective Choice, Participation, and Plans

1. Dahl and Lindblom (1953) is one of the classic discussions of a wide range of
possible forms.

2 . Merit goods, limited financial re s o u rces, and irreversible actions are some-
times included in lists of appropriate government actions. Taking collective action
for any of these reasons involves choosing a common level of provision. For ex-
ample, if housing is a merit good because I value the quality of housing provided to
low-income households because of my ethical perspective, I can either act privately
o r, believing that many others feel similarly, I can try to induce collective action.
Such collective action would be premised on the merit good of low-income hous-
ing being a collective good. My ethical beliefs are satisfied if low-income households
have housing, and all others with similar ethical beliefs also benefit. We cannot ex-
clude others from this benefit unless we can keep it a secret from anyone who does
not contribute to the cost. My satisfaction from such housing does not conflict with
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the satisfaction of others. Thus consideration of the merit good emerges in the col-
lective action frame because it is a collective good. For present purposes, therefore,
we can focus only on decisions about collective goods.

3 . Hurley (1989) works from philosophy to consider questions in decision theory
and collective choice at an abstract level. Stevens (1993) presents the perspective of
neoclassical economics or “public choice” in accessible style. Mueller (1989) is a
complete reference on public choice.

4. Elkin (1987) addresses similar issues with his concepts of political equality—
absence in bias in content of the agenda—and social intelligence—how well social
problem solving works.

5 . Hurley (1989) re f e rences Elster (1983), chapters 3 and 4. Interpretations of
H a b e rmas and the ideas of communicative competence have similar implications.
See, for example, Innes (1998) and references therein.

6 . Hurley (1989 334) quotes Arrow as equating the cognition view with statis-
tical aggregation.

7 . Majority rule is a persuasive decision rule because it makes it equally likely
that you will be able to pass a proposal that you wish to pass and to defeat a pro p o s a l
you wish to defeat (Riker and Ordeshook 1973). Before you know what issues you
will face, majority rule is thus a neutral rule for positive and negative votes. For some
things that should be hard to do, where you can predict that you would be more con-
cerned about being able to defeat something that you opposed than about winning
something you supported, supra majority rules are appropriate. A two-thirds ma-
jority, or even unanimity, might be required for changing the rules by which deci-
sions are made. Guarantees of civil liberties by taking them out of the realm of vot-
ing may reduce risks of undesired outcomes and thus ease the hurdles to forming a
coercive group (Stevens 1993)

8 . Individuals are assumed to have only ordinal pre f e rences because within the
assumptions of economic theory there is no way to infer intensities of pre f e rence that
can be compared across individuals. See Mueller (1989) for a complete discussion.

9. This statement of the conditions is from Haefele (1973, 18) based on Arrow
(1967).

1 0 . The Danada Farm case (Rubin 1988) describes the packaging of a set of pro j-
ects for a bond issue for parks in DuPage County, Illinois, based on this strategy.

1 1 . Elkin re f e rences John Dewey in general and Lindblom’s Intelligence of De-
mocracy and Politics and Markets.

1 2 . Stevens (1993) re f e rences Buchanan and Tullock 1962 as the original sourc e
and the discussion in Mueller 1989. Mueller (1989) is the standard comprehensive
re f e rence on public choice. Skjei (1973) developed a similar argument using deci-
sion analysis to consider the decision to participate in planning activities.

13. The framers of the U.S. Constitution were clearly concerned about the po-
tential dangers of direct, mass democracy and saw re p resentatives as decreasing these
dangers. See Stevens (1993), who quotes from Hofstadter (1974) re f e rring to the
Federalist Papers. See also Haefele (1973). There is also a presumption that repre-
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sentatives will dampen the extremes of individual behavior that might occur in di-
rect democracy because representatives will be better informed and will expect re-
peat face-to-face encounters with their colleagues in a way the large numbers of cit-
izens voting anonymously would not. The initiative and re f e rendum actions in
western states to limit taxing powers exemplify the different expectations of direct
and re p resentative democracy. Direct democracy for zoning decisions would be
m o re likely to invade civil liberties and rights of individuals than re p resentative gov-
ernment (see e.g., Caves 1992).

1 4 . For example, see McGurty (1995) and Knowles-Yanez (1997), though nei-
ther would accept the Olson argument for group formation as a primary explanation.

15. See, for example, Reardon’s (1998) report of work in East St. Louis, Illinois,
or the biography of Saul Alinsky (Horwitt 1989).

16. These differ from Arnstein’s (1969) classic “ladder of citizen participation”
but address similar issues.

9. How Plans Are Made

1. Rasmussen et al. (1994) develop an elaborate system for describing processes
within organizations as tasks that can be analyzed in order to create stru c t u red, cog-
nitive support systems.

2 . The three tasks in the first column are conventional wisdom. I learned it fro m
Louis B. Wetmore at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Sources for
the remaining columns are Patton and Sawicki (1993), Bryson (1995), Black (1990),
and Checkoway (1986).

3. See Alexander (1996) for a similar comparison of these two standards.
4 . In his most recent book, Forester (1999, 5–10) frames his own version of how

his views compare with those of other planning theorists.
5 . Recent reviews of such work include the symposium in the J o u rnal of the

American Planning Association, volume 60, number 1, 1994, and Anas et al. (1998).
6. Neuman’s (1997) description of a plan for Madrid might be a counterexam-

ple in which a diagram framed a vision for the south part of the area, which im-
p roved the situation of the least-well-off part of the city. In this case, a socialist gov-
e rnment was in a position to act, in investment and re g u l a t o ry terms, for these
interests.

7 . Work on implementation of geographic information systems in org a n i z a t i o n s
and among organizations raises similar issues of whether information technology
is a line department of its own or a staff role to and in other departments (see e.g.,
Budic 1994).

10. How to Use and Make Plans

1. Pitkin (1992) identifies inclusion of an index as one way to increase usability
of a plan, but says little about how such an index might be diff e rent from traditional
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indexes. The Chicago Plan of 1909 has an index, but it is like the index of any book
and not particularly useful for accessing aspects of the plan for decision situations.

2. It is unnecessary to go into detail here about how this should be done in par-
ticular situations. One way of accessing large numbers of attributes about each per-
son in either of these sorted orders is to maintain the database stored in one order
and create an inverted list, or index to the information in the other ord e r. The com-
puter is likely to use indexes of various kinds to create views. A major advantage of
storing only one copy of information rather than storing each view is that it is eas-
ier to update and maintain accuracy of one dataset than of many.

3. The plan and original version of the diagram in Figure 10-4 were developed
by Matthew Gebhardt, Allison Laff, and Sathyamoorthy Ponnuswamy as a master’s
p roject at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign with my guidance and
under contract to the City of Taylorville.

4 . This example is based on discussions with Dennis Schmidt, Executive Di-
rector of the Urbana-Champaign Sanitary District, as well as UCSD documents and
local newspaper reports.

5. The Town Planning Review, volume 49, numbers 3 and 4 are devoted entirely
to papers on use of such methods in British structure planning.

6 . The example in Figure 10-5 is from a community meeting in Phoenix, Ari-
zona, discussing transportation issues for the North Black Canyon Corr i d o r. The
sketch is courtesy of Cassandra Ecker who was an intern in the City of Phoenix Plan-
ning Department in the summer of 1997.

7 . Recent examples of such modeling include Landis (1994, 1995), Kim and
Hopkins (1996), Klosterman (1997), and Waddell (2000). Westervelt and Hopkins
(1999) model animal behavior in a way that at least suggests the possibility of con-
sidering what happens to individual persons rather than what happens to land use
patterns.
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vs. portfolio strategy, 75–76
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Chicago, IL, 85–86
commercial interests, 82, 122–23
plans, 55–56, 207
strategy for growth, 70
Urbana, IL, redevelopment, 82–85, 86

Dynamic adjustment, 23–25
vs. collective choice, 170
externality zoning and, 131
insufficient, 152–53

Economy of scale
infrastructure investments, 43, 44
regional planning commissions, 101
sewage treatment plant, 74, 239

Effectiveness of plan. See Assessment
Empowerment planning, 103, 208–9
Enforcement, 108, 109, 112, 125–26
England, 102, 182, 260n.2
Environmental aspects

conservation easements, 138–39
effects on land development, 128
intrinsic values, 142–45
natural hazards. See Stochastic processes
runoff, 114
social regulation, 112

Equilibrium
analysis, 21–23, 25, 32
behaviors seeking, 196
in natural systems, 21–22
between rights and regulations, 118

Error-control, 18–19, 20, 21
Ethical considerations, 8, 30. See also Social 
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in outcome assessment, 55
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public perception, 178, 185
zoning, 132
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Evolution, 6, 18, 19, 21, 32, 192
Exclusivity, 109, 112
Expected value of an action, 58, 62–64, 80
Externalities, zoning for, 128, 129, 130–32

Fairness. See Social aspects
Federal government

funding, 55, 99, 102–3
Model Cities Program, 103, 185
right to call on service, 113
subsidization of transportation planning, 103

Feedback, 18–19, 20, 21
Fees

impact, 128, 139
for a professional planner, 161

Financial aspects. See also Cost-benefit analy-
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capital improvements program, 34–35, 36,
228

of dynamic adjustment, 23–24, 131
federal government funding, 55, 99, 102–3
fundraising through bond issues, 122, 138
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mobility of capital, 122–23
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plans, 2
zoning, 128, 129, 132–33
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Flooding. See Stochastic processes
Florida

requirements for local plans, 103
Sanibel Island, 107

Forecasts. See Predictions
Forums. See Participation
Framing bias of a problem, 151–52
France, 24–25
Freeways. See Transportation systems

Game theory, 27–29, 87–88, 94–95
Geographic aspects, robustness and scope of

plan, 74
Geographic Information System (GIS), 244,

263n.7
Georgia, Atlanta 2020 Project, 39, 52–53
Goal-directed behavior, 19, 20
Government

authority over individual land ownership,
109–10

as coercive group, 90–91
councils, 177–78
division of authority among branches, 172
federal. See Federal government
inducements to make plans, 99–104
legislation from higher and implementa-

tion by lower, 43
local, incorporated to take land use ac-

tions, 106–7
multi-jurisdiction plans, 1, 2
municipal. See Municipal government
relating to, characteristics of a good plan, 54
relationship with commercial interests,

122–23
requirements to plan, 101–3
rights captured from public domain, 111–12
role in Urbana downtown redevelopment,

83–84
state. See State government

Greenfield development, 131
Group processes, 154–58, 167, 168, 170–71,

186. See also Collective choice
Growth control

initiatives of 1970s, 74
Oregon, 103, 127, 137–38, 178, 237
state government oversight, 103, 127
urban service areas, 128, 129, 136–37, 220–24

Harrison, Carter, 123–24
Highways. See Transportation systems
Historical background

Chicago Plan of 1909, 85–86

construction of infrastructure, 113
federal funding of 1970s, 99
garden city of 1900s, 74
growth control initiatives of 1970s, 74
land ownership rights, 110
Native Americans, 106, 108, 110, 112
progressive reform, 162
Prohibition, 112
701 plans, 55, 73–74, 102–3
urban planning, 170

Historical districts, 139
Housing

“council” subsidized, 182
decision analysis, example, 59–64, 66–67,

258n.4
high- vs. low-density development, 68–69,

132–33
replacement costs, 68–69
revenue generated by, 132–33
single-family, “buffered” from multifamily,

131–32
supply and demand, 73
voucher program, 45

Housing Act of 1954, Section 701 plans, 55,
73–74, 102–3

Illinois
annexation, 1, 3, 8, 123–24, 175–76
Chicago Plan of 1909, 5, 37, 39, 85–86, 213
Chicago Plan of 1964, 199, 200
Chicago Plan of 1966, 42, 199
Chicago Plan of 1967, 37
Dupage County, 100
East St. Louis, 125, 185
Hickory Creek watershed, 247
Intergovernmental Solid Waste Disposal

Agency, 175–76
Mahomet Corridor Plan, 1–4, 8
Savoy, solid waste disposal, 175–76
Taylorville, 231
Urbana, downtown redevelopment,

82–85, 86, 134
Urbana-Champaign Sanitary District,

7–8, 175, 176, 236–37, 239, 240
Urbana-Champaign solid waste disposal,

120–21, 175–76
Impact fees, 128, 139
Imperfect foresight, 5, 17, 25, 26, 29, 32
Implementation of plan, 217–18
Index of the plan, 227–29, 230, 232–33,

264nn.1–2
Indicative planning, 24–25
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Indivisibility, 5, 17, 26, 28–29, 32, 43, 131
Inertia, 23, 29
Information

asymmetric, 91–99, 133, 259n.1
computing tools, 235
new

ignoring, 153
insufficient adjustment to, 152–53
revisions due to, 78–79, 218

presentation of, 226–33, 243. See also
Maps; Models; Tables

Infrastructure
capacity, zoning for, 132, 138
as collective goods, 96–98
decision analysis, example, 59–64, 66–67,

258n.4
investments in, 43–44
“ l e a p f rog” development issues, 23–24, 69–70
for new retail technology, 134
zoning and, sizing and timing, 128, 129,

135, 138, 239–40
Inheritance, 114, 120
Instrumental value, 141, 142, 144–45
Integrated Action Planning, 37, 203–4, 243
Interdependence

of actions, 5, 17, 20, 26, 27–28, 32, 219
contingent, 37
and decomposition of plans, 197
of infrastructure and development, 97–99
within organizations, 164–65
scope of plan based on, 76, 236, 238, 241
strategy and, 41–42

Interest rates, uncertainty, 64
Intergovernmental Solid Waste Disposal

Agency (ISWDA), 175–76
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency

Act (ISTEA), 103
Intrinsic value, 141–44, 145, 168
Investments

collective goods, logic analysis, 86–88
incremental, and uncertainty, 65–66
in light-rail system planning, 103–4
use of plans as, 76–79

Irreversibility
allocation efficiency with, 122
of plans, 5, 17, 23, 26, 29, 32
sequential decisions and, 68–79, 234

Isolation error, 153
Issues

definition, 30
solutions looking for, in stream model, 31,

3 2

Jurisdiction. See Authority
Justifications, prescriptive, 13–14, 15

Kentucky, Lexington, 11, 37, 136–37,
220–24, 247

Knowledge
intersubjective, 146
objective, 145, 147
subjective, 145

Land ownership
acquisition, 96
authority implied by, 109–10
by commercial interests, 122–23
communal, 124
historical background of rights, 110
in historical districts, 139
inheritance strategies, 114
sharecropping, 116
social status and, 120–21
stewardship, 120

Landslides. See Stochastic processes
Land use

deed restrictions, 127
goal-setting and pre d i c t i o n - c o n t rol, 19–20
indicative planning, 25
maps, 202
plan decomposition and, 198, 199, 201
plans for regulation, 127–39. See also Z o n i n g
ski slopes, 106, 124
spatial extent of a right, 109, 114
timing for development, 128, 129, 135, 138
vacant holdings for the future, 68–70

Leadership, 90, 183–84
“Leapfrog” development, 23–24, 69–70
Learning rate, and plan revision, 78–79
Light-rail systems, 98, 103–4, 135, 205
Logic

of commitment for collective goods, 86–91
in decision analysis, 58–64
of making plans, 53, 56, 251–53
of participation, 170, 178–83
of regulation, 125–26, 129
use of plan as collective goods, 93–95

Malls, 84, 133–34
Maps, 202, 203

vs. models, 202–3
official, 128, 129, 136
for presentation, 227, 231, 232, 244–46
urban service areas, 220–21

Market-based system of rights, 118
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Marketing the plan. See Promotion
Maryland

Columbia, 70, 96
Montgomery County, 136, 138, 139

Massachusetts, Boston Redevelopment Au-
thority, 212

Mechanisms of a plan. See Agenda; Design;
Policy; Strategy; Vision

Memory, 149–50
Merit goods, 261–62n.2
Minnesota, Minneapolis–St. Paul Metro

Council, 177–78, 184–85
Mobilization of bias, 148
Model Cities Program, 103, 185
Models, 8, 202–3, 204, 246–48
Monitoring

dynamic adjustment, 23–25
individual eff o rt for collective goods, 115–16
need for continuous, 16
role of independent vs. dependent 

t rends, 47
Moody, Walter, 86
Moral considerations, 8. See also Ethical con-

siderations
Motivation, 108, 115–16, 158
Muir, John, 143–44
Municipal government

annual review, 166–67
mayoral term and long-term develop-

ment, 212
multi-jurisdiction plans, 1, 2
organization of planning function, 166–68

Natural hazards, 48, 133, 247, 260–61n.1
Natural selection, 18, 21–22
Natural systems, 251

dynamic adjustment, 23–25
equilibrium, 21–22
examples, 6
instrumental value, 144–45
intrinsic value, 142–44, 145
plan-based action in, 16–32, 255n.1

Nature Conservancy, The, 139
Negotiation, 154
Neighborhood coalitions, 123–24, 

180–82, 186
Neotraditional development. S e e New Urbanism
Nepal

Integrated Action Plans, 37, 203
Kathmandu, 51–52, 185
Kipat system, 119
tourism, 124

Net benefit, 46, 56
difficulty in measurement, 52, 76
lack of estimates, 80

New Urbanism
externality zoning, 132
retail location, 24
as solutions in search of issues, 31
transit and pedestrian trips, 137

New York
Ramapo, 138
Regional Plan of New York and Its Envi-

rons of 1929, 11, 49, 77, 195, 213
Nominal Group Technique, 156
N o rt h e a s t e rn Illinois Planning Commis-

sion, 100
Not in My Backyard syndrome (NIMBY),

180–81, 183, 184, 185, 208

Observed plan making, 187–216
Official maps, 128, 129, 136
Ohio

Cincinnati Planning Guidance System, 227
Cleveland Policy Report of 1974, 37, 207–8
Cleveland to Shaker Heights rapid transit,

104
Oligopoly, 90, 94, 100, 180
Opportunities to use plans, 218, 219–33
Oregon

growth management program, 103, 127,
137–38, 178, 237

Portland light-rail system, 98–99, 135
Portland Metro council, 178
P o rtland 1966 planning study, 204
P o rtland 2040 Plan, 4, 11, 37, 39, 199,

204, 237
requirements for local plans, 103

Organizations
dynamics, 163–65, 168–69
“garbage can” model, 29–30
line function of departments, 212–13
municipal government as, 166–68
roles, 211–13

Outcome. See also Assessment; Uncertainty
causal relationships to the plan, 47, 49–50,

53, 204, 243–49
expected value of an action. See Decision

analysis
fully worked out. See Design
in performance approach to assess-

ment, 47
probabilities in decision making, 71–73,
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relationship to design, 51
relationship to objectives, 35
robustness in a wide variety of, 74
tracking, in assessment, 48

Parallel processing, 155
Pareto principle, 173
Parks, 48–49, 170, 198
Participation

ad hoc, designed systems for, 210–11
formal and informal institutions, 249–51
how it works, 183–86
the logic of, 170, 178–83

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia long-term development 

plan, 212
Pittsburgh right-of-way, 136

Performance approach to assessment, 47
Pipeline processing, 155–56
Plan horizon. See Time horizon
Planners, professional. See also Stakeholders

ethical considerations, 160–63, 207
expertise, 10, 141, 146–47, 148, 158–63,

168–69
limited attention of, 31, 150–51
with neighborhood groups, 181
private investors as, 103–4
on retainer, 101
Urbana, IL, downtown development, 84

Planning, continuous, 196
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ability to make and articulate. See Cogni-
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alternative. See Decision analysis; Decision

making
characteristics of good, 54
vs. collective choice, 170–86
as collective goods, 93–99
decomposition, 196–202, 210, 237–38
dynamic adjustment, 23–25, 131
effectiveness. See Assessment
five implications of, 16–17
four “I” conditions of, 5–6, 25–26. See also

Imperfect foresight; Indivisibility; 
Interdependence; Irreversibility

focus on physical development, 
54, 227

and natural systems, 32
in observation planning, 195
and scope of plan, 238

government inducements to make, 99–104
how they are made, 187–216
how they work, 33–56, 256–57n.1. See also

Agenda; Design; Policy; Strategy;
Vi s i o n

incomplete implementation, 50
index to, 227–29, 230, 232–33, 264nn.1–2
opportunities to use, 218, 219–26
organizations and, 163–65
vs. regulations, 9–10
regulations and, 108–10
revisions. See Revisions
scope. See Scope of plan
six prescriptions for, 12
theory vs. reality, 3–4, 13
views for decision situations, 226–33
why and how, 1–15

Policy, 41, 225, 235
assessment, 50–51
causal relationships, 47, 49–50, 53, 204,

243–49
definition, 36, 243
mechanisms, 35, 36–37, 38
progressive, 162, 207, 209–10
vs. regulations, 108
vs. strategy, 41–42

Political aspects, 170
democracy, 172–73, 178–80, 186, 250,

262n.7
“log rolling,” 176
“pork barrel” projects, 176
responsibility of elected legislator, 176–77

Polls, 147
Population projections, 24, 71, 72–73, 188,

246. See also Growth control
Portfolio strategy, 74, 75–76
Predictions, 13–14

accuracy, 79
assumption of perfect foresight, 40
based on equilibrium, 22
of behavioral responses, 93
as collective goods, 100
in decision situations, 70–74
imperfect foresight, 5, 17, 25, 26, 29, 32
intentions becoming, 24–25
isolation from historical records, 153
lead time or horizon for. S e e Time horizon
in natural systems, 16–17, 22
population. See Population projections
prediction-controlled action, 19–20, 21
use of plan as, 73
“what if” scenarios, 246
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Prioritization of decisions, 35. See also A g e n d a
Prisoner’s dilemma, 87, 259n.4
Private sector. See Downtown; Retailers
Problem solving

brainstorming, 154–55, 156
parallel processing, 155
six cognitive biases in, 151–54, 168
specialization, 155–56

Processes
breakdown into tasks. See Tasks
early questions, 1–15
group. See Group processes
logic in the, 11–13, 15, 53, 56, 187
“progressive deepening,” 204–5
stochastic, 48, 133, 247, 260–61n.1

Professional planners. See Planners,
professional

Progressive reform, 162, 207, 209–10
Promotion, Chicago Plan of 1909, 86
Psychological aspects. See also Behavior; Cog-

nitive capacity
attention span, 31, 150–51, 163–64
beliefs, 172, 180, 209
creativity, 154, 155
memory, 149–50
motivation, 108, 115–16, 158
principal-agent relationship, 165

Public domain, 111–12
Public facilities ordinances, 128, 129, 136, 138
Public intere s t

coordination for the, 1, 2, 9, 96
planners’ allegiance to, 161
use of term, 147–48

Public participation. See Participation
Public perception, 5, 15
Public transit, 44, 48. See also Light-rail systems
Purpose of plans, 1–15

Quality of plan. See Validity, internal

Rationality standard, 12, 187, 188, 192–202
Reactive action, 18–19, 20, 21
Real estate lobby, 127
Regional planning commissions, 101, 

167, 211
Regulations, 45–46. See also Zoning

clarification of rights through, 107
coersive factor in, 91
for collective goods, 91
by developers. S e e Subdivision re g u l a t i o n s
enforcement, 108, 109, 112, 125–26
factors in effectiveness, 45
as incentives to create plan, 102–4

incentives to regulate, 125–27
logic of, 125–26
plan revision triggered by, 78
vs. plans, 9–10, 42
vs. policies, 35
signaling in, 93
zoning. See Zoning

Replicability of observations, 147
Representation

in collective choice, 11, 182
of data. See Maps; Models; Tables
definition, 141
intrinsic value and, 142
objectivity of professional planner, 160–61
of a problem, bias toward, 151

Residential density, 24, 68–69, 132–33
Resilience, 38
Retailers. See also Downtown

big box, 134
vs. housing, revenue from, 132–33
impact of anchor store, 83
relationship with local government, 122–23
role as stakeholder, 82
shopping malls, 84, 133–34
s t o re siting and asymmetrical inform a -

tion, 96
strip centers, 134

Revisions, 78–79, 218, 234
Right-of-way, 136
Rights

capture from public domain, 111–12
characteristics, 109
clarification through regulation, 107, 117
to decide. See Authority
de jure. See Regulations
development, 130
exclusivity, 109, 112
origin of, 109, 110–12
spatial extent, 109, 114
temporal extent, 109, 114–15, 137
transferability, 109, 112, 113–14
transferable development, 128, 138, 139
vested, 115
voting. See Voting rights

Risk
aversion, 75, 99, 144, 258n.1
distribution of, 121
intrinsic value and, 142
of social isolation or exclusion, 182

Roads. See Transportation planning; Trans-
portation systems

Robustness, 74–75
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Scope of plan, 11, 218–19
based on interdependence, 76, 219
and comprehensiveness, 4
most efficient, 236–43
rate of forecast and, 17
six implications to choose, 241–42

Scott, Carson Pirie, 83, 84
701 plans, 73–74, 102–3
Sewage treatment planning

economy of scale, 74, 239
infrastructure investments in, 44
intradependence of plant design, 197
lag time to residential construction, 99
Lexington, KY, 219–24
plant siting, 238–39
role in total plan, 167–68
scope, 76–77
strategy involved, 7, 97
uncertainty, 64
Urbana-Champaign Sanitary District,

7–8, 175, 176, 236–37, 239, 240
use as a collective goods, 97–98, 99
zoning for infrastructure capacity, 132

Shopping malls, 84, 133–34
Signaling, 91–93, 256n.7
Social aspects, 10

community labor, 113–14
government and social justice, 91
interactions among residents, 151
of regulatory enforcement, 112
social choice mechanism for collective

choice, 173
social intelligence, 178
status and rights, 108, 118, 120–21
status and zoning, 132
vision and utopias, 39

Social equity, 45, 48, 55–56, 119–20, 162, 
208–9

Social programs, 45, 91
Solid waste management, 120–21, 175–76,

185. See also Not in My Backyard syn-
drome

Specialization, 155–56
Speculators

vs. developers, 97, 98
timing of development, 135

Spiritual aspects, 143, 144
Stakeholders. See also Developers; Represen-

tation; Retailers; Utilities; Voluntary
groups

asymmetric information among, 91–93
coordination for the “common good,” 1,

2, 9, 96

implications of multiple groups, 81–105
repeated interaction, 89, 91

Standards of rationality, 12, 187, 188,
192–202

State government, mandates for local plans, 
55, 103

Stewardship, 120
Stochastic processes, natural hazards, 48, 133,

247, 260–61n.1
Stores. See Retailers
Strategy, 226, 236

assessment, 51
definition, 36, 41
flexible, 74, 75, 80
just-in-time, 74
mechanisms, 36–37
portfolio, 74, 75–76
robust, 74–75
uncertainty and, 68
use of plan as, 6, 42–43, 46, 68–70, 78–80,

224–25
Subdivision regulations, 127, 128, 129, 

136, 199
Supply and demand, 73, 116, 133–34
Switzerland, 124
Systems of rights, 110–12, 115, 118, 119,

140, 260n.2

Tables, comparison, 205–6
Taiwan, 103
Target, vs. agenda, 41
Tasks

diagnostic evaluation, 213–16
plan making, 187–88, 189–91
types, 154, 189

Taxes
coercive nature, 91
inheritance, 120
Pigovian, 117–18, 130–31

Time horizon, 71–72, 77–78
information on collective goods, 97–98
plan decomposition and, 201

Time management, 229
Toll goods, 87, 95, 96
Tourism, 106, 124
Traffic. See Transportation planning
Transferability of rights, 109, 112, 113–14
Transferable development, 128, 138, 139
Transportation planning

Aalborg traffic reduction scheme, 50
commuting cost, 69
federal subsidization, 103
for infrastructure investments, 43–44
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portfolio strategy, 75
by private investors, 103–4
role in total plan, 167–68
trips per unit of land, 24, 68

Transportation systems
collective good limitations, 86–87
highway, interchange location, 2
light-rail, 98, 103–4, 135, 205
right-of-way, 136
streetcar, 104

Trusts, public or community, 111, 125

Uncertainty, 8, 81, 252
in infrastructure investment, 44
learning rate and plan revision, 78–79
Mahomet Corridor Plan, 8
predictions, 13–14
relationship of plan actions to outcome, 

48, 57
with respect to alternatives, 65, 78, 83–85
with respect to the environment, 64, 78
with respect to values, 65, 78
and sequential decisions, 8–9, 64–68, 78

Urban Investment and Development 
Corporation (UIDC), 100

Urban plans. See Plans
Urban service areas, 128, 129, 136–37, 220–24
Utilities, 82

Validity
external, 47, 55, 56
internal, 46, 53, 55, 56

Values
difficulty to express, 149
instrumental, 141, 142, 144–45
intersubjective, 145–46
intrinsic, 141–44, 145, 168
objective, 145
subjective, 145, 147
three ways they arise, 147

Vehicles. See Transportation planning
Venezuela, 151
Virginia

Reston, 70
Williamsburg, 156

Vision, 41, 209, 225, 235
assessment, 51, 215
Atlanta 2020 Project, 52–53
definition, 36, 38
mechanism, 36–37, 38–39
scope of plan and, 242
use of plan as, 7, 47, 91, 257n.2

Voluntary groups. See also Citizen
participation

citizen boards, 166, 167
community labor by, 113–14
creation of alternatives by, 83
effects of size, 89–90
government inducements to make plans,

99–104
local government in, 106–7
logic of commitment among, 86–91
n e i g h b o rhood coalitions, 123–24, 180–82
selection of leader, 90, 183–84

Vote trading, 174–75, 176–77
Voting preferences and collective choice,

173–74, 179–80
Voting rights, 107, 113, 121–22

Wacker, Charles H., 86
Washington

growth management program, 137
requirements for local plans, 103
Seattle, 137, 186, 212

Washington, DC, 2000 Wedges and Corri-
dors Plan, 37, 77, 138

Waste management. S e e Not in My Backyard
s y n d rome; Solid waste management

Wetlands, 144–45
“What if” scenarios, 246
Wilderness. See Natural systems
World Wide Web, 235

Zoning
for amenity protection, 128, 129, 134–35
Empowerment Zones, 103
for externalities, 128, 129, 130–32
for fiscal objectives, 132–33
hierarchical, 130
implementation, 45
industrial vs. residential, 1
for infrastructure capacity, 132, 138
lot sizes. See Subdivision regulations
to manage supply, 133–34
prediction-controlled action in, 20
real estate lobby advocacy, 127
review and proposals, 101
rezoning, 224–25
role in plans, 10
seven ways land development issues are

addressed, 128
for timing of development, 128, 129, 

135, 138
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